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A column labeled "Date Assigned" has been provided at the right-hand side
of each page'of the workbook section in the contents. Whenever your
instructor assigns a topid, the date, should be written in the appropriate
blatik. When you have completed the topic satisfactorily, yotir instructor
should place his initials next to the assignmeirt date. If this procedure has
been followed, and you should transfer from one (chool to another, you will
have an accurate record of tbework you have completed. This procedure is
intended to ensure that you complete each topic and to ensure that you do
nothave-to-duplicate work on topics already studied.

To provide other school records rAeded, be sure to the blanks below,
giving your name, honk address, and telePholle number. Then ask your
instructor ,to fill in the official date of your enrollment in his class and to
sign his name.
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. Forewotd
In the apprenticeship programs, _ experiencie gained on 'the job is supplemented by

classroom work that is closely related to the .job,. This balanced system, of training enables
the apprentice te, learn the "why" as well as the "how" of the trade. Both typelof training
are required for advancement in today's competitive industries. 1

The job-related courses for the skilled trades are highly specialized, and adequate training
materials are for the most part. not available commercially. To meet this need, the
Department of Education, in cooperation with , labor and management, develops the
required training materials and makes them available to you at cost. This work is an,
example. It was written' -tar rovide you, with up-to-date information you must have to meet
the growing technical dem ds of,the autp, parts trade. Every effoffYou put forth today to
become a competent aut parts person will bring you many rewards and satisfactions, and
the benefits will 'extend alscitAyorir community. We need your skills and knowledge, and I
wish you every success in your:heW venture.
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Preface

\

The bureau of Industrial Education in the-State Department of Education provides -fot
the development of instructional materials for apprentices under provisions of the California
Apprentice Labor Standards Act. These materials are deyeloped through the, cooperative
efforts of the Department of Education kid employer - employee groups representing
apprenticeabletrades. . . 0 .

The original edition of Auto Arts was planned and prepared 'uae'r the direction of the
State Educatibnal Advisory Coplroittee for the Automotive Trades' whose membership
included the folloWing repr.esdntatives of employers and employees.,

'. 1,. ..
Employer Representatives Employee Representatives

.

Robert Larimotre, San Mateo- L. J. Costa, San Mateo
Roy J.,Harper, Los Angeles . Mack 0. Keister,:Fr4no
Paul Stpckburet"Fresno I. N. Fleming, Sari Diego

. .-
Material for this edition was provided by Mark Kustic, atito parts instructor, Southern

' 'California Regional Occupation Center, Torrance, California. .
-

William Popkes, Supervisor in Industrial Education, coordinated the ArOjectactivities for
the Bureau of Industrial Education, and Blair Hansen, Publications Onkailtantrcoordinae .. -,
publications- activities for the Bureau of Publications. . .....,, ..

. , ., .
, . . ,

.-N ,DONAIPW: FOWLER
Assistant State Director

4161 . df Vocational Education
.. . . and Administrator .

DAVIS W. CAMPBELl
Deputy superintendent
for Programs 0

SAMUEL L. BARRETT
Assistant Supenntendent and
State Director of Vocational Education
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JAMES T. ALLISON
.Acting,Chief.
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UNITP Scope and Opportunity
i

TOPIC 1 THE AUTO PARTS INDUSTRY

.
a

- '
This'topic is planned to provide answers to the following qUestions:

Efow.rhany People aie employed by the automotive industry?
What are the majoE divisions of the auto partsIndustry?,
What 'areas of the auto parts industry offer the best.employtlient oppoitimities for
partszpprentice? .

W are the general piactices of auto parts sales organizations?

Froni its huAle beginnling befo e the turn of
the century, the automotive industry has grown
into one of the largeSt industries ,in the United
States. Today, approximately- one out of every
seven wage earners' is carnectethin some way with
the automotive ,jndustry. In. 19013, American man-
ufactuters produced ,,4,192 automobiles. More
recently, this country Produced over 12 million
cars, trucks: and buses. From 1900 until now,
automobile manufacturers, in the United States
have produced about 329 million vehicles. Vehicle
regiWations indicate thakmdre than '108 million of
these vehicles, or over one-third of all automobiles
produced, are still in service. #

Not much imagination is needed to recognize
that the auto parts industry has grown accordingly.
During the past year car owners spent almgst $5
billion for replaceinent parts. When. this figure is
added to the 'cost of parts manufactured for
assembly into new vehicles, the enormous size and
potential of the automotive farts industry is

apparent.
Parts Manufacturers

The manufacturers of auto paits can be divided,,
into four .general. categories: (1) auto manufac-

/ turers who produce parts to ass mble their own
particular cars and trucks and ho merchandise
repla^cement parts and, accessories through their
agencies or dealerships, (2) subsidiaries of auto
manufacturers, partly or wholly owned, whose ,
products appear in new vehicles, on dealers sheleves.,
and in other wholes4leeretail outlets, (3) indepen-.
dent manufacturers who merchandise their pro-
ducts through franchised outlets, and (4) indepen-
dent manufacturers who sell tp any interested
bnyer..

I-

the

Parts Outlets

For most auto parts apprentices, employment
opportunities are in two general areas: jobber-
independent stores and automobile agencies- (deal:-
erships).

'When the term jobber-independent is Used in
its broadest sense, it includes all wholesale-retail
outlets which deal mainly in replacement automo-
tive parts. This category includes UMS (United
Motors Service) outlets, NAPA'(National Automd-
tive Parts Association) Jobbers, and the thousands
of independent wholesale-retail stores that handle
merchandise from all,parts manufacturers.

The parts dTpartMent in the automobile agency
supplies parts to the agency service department and
sells gfnuine parts to the general trade..The igenpy
parts department s an outlet fOr parts manufac.-
hired. by or contracted for by the parent company.
An exclusive franchise usually is granted to the
agency by the manufacturer, and almost all parts
sold through the' agency parts department at,y
purchased from a regional warehouse maintained
by the parent firm.

General Practices

The general practices -and methods used by
b6th jobber-independents and auto agent}, parts
departments are much The Same. The 6hly real
differences between the two are the brafids of
merchandise sold, the Qtaloging systems used., and
thq pricing structure followed.

Both ffie johbertindependents and the auto
agency' parts departments sell at wholesale and at
retail, that is, both offer Wholesale, discounts to
qualified purchasers, -fid. both sell at retail or list
price to the general public. For both the- agency
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parts dePartments, and the jobber-independents,
counter sales, area large part df the business.

..-,-.,k<bber-independe.nts. maintain machine shops,
while? agencies' maintain service departments.
Alniost all jobbers 'and !try agencies hire one or
more outside talespersons. Both must employ
sipping and . receiving personnel, stock clerks,
cas Is, counter salespersons,. arid .bookkeepers,
and bot ,niust maintain' pickup and, delivery.
services 'and ordering and inventory systems. Both
iIso require trained management.

,

Because of the many similarities;: sottnd. train-
ing can be valuable to any auto parts apprentice,
whether he or she is employed by an independent
company orbYan automotive agency. The general

7ractices and methods used by both should providg
a foundation upbn Which the apprentice can build
a career. .

Trent in the Industty
The automotive`-industry, including thg auto

parts industry, is growing at an enormous rate. But
the 4k.xtlt is not only in volume. The two major
trends within the industry today are (1) increased
competition, and (2) increased complexity.

Makes and Models

Since 1950 the, inikreose in competition has
brought about substantial changes among auto-
mobile manufacturers. Old, established -lines such
as Studebaker, Hudson,ftandjackard have dt-
appeared from the market. Corinies,thave merged
to survive,- not because thelrotal market has

-lessened 'but.. because of the increased 'competition.
the so-called Big Three ±General Motors, Ford,
and Chrysler --Jead the industry in sales. Their aim
is to saturate the Market and to provide vehicles i
off), sty le and price range demanded by t e.
motoring public.
,Chevrolet is a d

effort-. rn one year t Chevrolet like included five
goo example of the saturat n

models. Chevrolet, Vega,.Corvette, Chevy II, and
the Chevelle. Each model offered a full range 'of
body sty les; engine siys, transmissions; and acces-
sory optipns. The liKe included a full-sized model,
a compact, sports car,-and two in- between mocTas
to appeal to those people who- could not find what,
they wanted among the fifst three models. Chevro-
letwis' one Of five lines Of cars that General Motors
offers- the public; the,other lines include Pontiac,
Oldsmobile, Buick,:ana Cadillac. The intense dom-
Retitiam that...exists in, the automobile market can
be appreciated wheh one takes into account the

Auto Parts

fact that Ford and Chrysler have a similar blanket
coverage,Of the. market.

Growth of the Parts Business

The large number of models available and the
competition to bring new and desirable innovations
to motorists have caused the auto parts industry to
grow almbst beyond measure. The competition in
the parts fieldis apparent from the large number of
new outlets that have appparedsand continue to
appear. The n mber of legitimate wholesale retail'
businesses growing. In"addition, discount houses
are spring' g up, selling anyihing from a stuffed
toy animal to a set of original equip.me t spark
plugs, all' at holesale prich. The competit n that
presently exists withig the automobile in ustry-
should not be viewed negatively. Such competition
gpe s up a great many opportunities, which will be
discussed in the next topic.

Complexity of Industry

The, increasing comply that competition
among minufictureis has bied into'the industry
must be. considered: To 'appeal to the largeff
possible segment of the motoring puplic, manufac-
turers are offering more and 'more models and
options. The options, many of which are now
considered 'essential, are 'becoming mebre.sophisti-*
cated. In 1963, intricate automatic transmissions
appeared in 75.5 percent of lite American passen-
ger -cars produced. Four -gee a transmissions and
,multiple carburetion, with dozens of engine.
options, are now universally offered. Alternators
(alternating current geriera.tors) have become stan-
dtird equipment, and careless testing of the electri-
cal circuit can burn out the alternator diodes in a
matter of microseconds. Pow- steering, powtr
brakes, power windows, power seats, positraction
rear axles, and a host of other complicated units'
provide both a challenge nd an opportunity to the
auto parts ,trade. M trained personnel are
needed in this comp icated field to hand'e the e
increasing sales of iepl cement parts.

The auto parts industry today is big and
,complicated, competitive,' and industrious. Barring
some national catastrophe, it cannot doanything
but, grow. ,The auto

but
person who is. well

prepared cannot help but °iv with the industry.

...Study Assignment

Auteibobile Facts tnd Figures. Ddtroit. Automo-
bile IvLanufacturefs: Ass-ociatiar, Inc., (Latest
edition).

'10



Unit A. Top-c 1
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2, What are the similarities between an auto
4 .. 4.. agendy_ parts department and a jobber-

Be prepared to discuss the following, if you are s , indepeftilent store? ''
, asked. to do so: ' ' 3. Discuss four .or five examples of extremely

, ... complex units;' e.g., transmissions, carburetois,.
1. What are the. ge eral categories of the auto '. or electric circuitry, .- .

k
parts industry? C n you name a specific local 4. Discuss the problems an auto parts person'might
example ofeach? . encounter in supplying such complex units.

. >.

Topics for Discussion -
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kiNIT A Sel'OPE AND 'OPPORTUNITY 4

TOPIC 1 --: THE AUTO ? RTS, INDUSTRY6,

0

,

0-t

. . i .:. Udy Guide
,.

t

Determine the correct word foeach numbered blank in the sentenCe,andWrit8 it in the cogesponding
blank at the tight.' v, \ .

-e
.

1. Today one out of every 1 wage earners is connected.with th9 automotive
. nieltustry. ; ,

. ,
\,- 2. In the-past year, car owned spent almost 2 billion dollars for replacement parts. (2 ;

o"' :. 4
. 7 . s

3. Most auto parts apprentices will be employed by auto agencis or by 3 - 4 .
T.'

, - ",.
. - .

4.The two Current major trends in the automotive industry are 5 and 6 :

.

I,

5. The aim of the Big Three iS'to the auto market.
silk;

.3
4

6

4/

6. The ,number of differen#odels and 8 of{ered, by.the auto industry `s greatly
increased the complexity of the parts business. , - . -rk .- ,. ..

...7. Four -speed . 9 and multiplg, 10 "are two 'major options that ar,e,o'ffe.red to the 9
.1 0 ---._/, buyer. -

-,(. ,.
8. The moderfr-service p on is . by using 11 - 12 to analyze trouble.

,
*. ../9. :ThiEr system o'f atching p s, rings,* co fleeting rods, and bearings in sets is 13, .

known as 13- fit.
t ...

1 . , . . , _
c,

. / .7. -

_19. The_ term jobbwr-independent inchtdes wh esale-retail outlets /whose principal 14
wares are 14 automotive parts.)

.
12

r ..` . ,-...

,-N: '
, - :Test

..
Circl if the statement is true; circle F is the sta eirhent is false.,

k . : r .
41 .

1. Ifile,value of 'autgoinotiVe'partS ipporte4 from the foreign. c untries..exceeds he'

.
.

value of the motor vehicies,imported from the s nie Conntiie
V ' '

1 , .

2.. Mbre than onfourth of all b(s'inesses in the .Unite St es depend on the
manufacture, distribpion,.servicing, and .use of-motOevehicles.

. 3. Automobile manufacturers malciiiiihe parts for their
..

caret\'
,4

4. Jig borers which are accurate to .within ale mijliOnths of inch are u *d in auto
.

. manufacture. . ,
r

. , , , . , I

0 e . . ',

5. The parts department of an automobile service ageno supplies parts only to 'th
agencY"service department ..4. _ . ..

-'
'

. .
-", %,

.. ,

1)

/*
./ 4
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Unit A, Topic 1

,

6. The, price o

.7. Growth of

8. Mergers of auttmanufactuters

9. Competition

10. Careless electrical

. .
. C

0 A

CS,,an auib part is the same to any buyer.
- I

e auto parts industry hasnot yet reached a plateau.

have hurt the replacement parts business.'

and complexity are two characteristics of the auto parts industry.

4testing can ruin do alternator.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1;Q.

,

T

T

T

F

F

F
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.41
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UNIT A SCOPE AND OPPORTUNITY -

TOPIC 2 OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FIELD

, ....
This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:

Is there a need for trained personnel in the auto parts field?
Can a person make a living in auto parts work?
What are the opportunities for advancement in the auto parts business?
What kinds of jobs can'a parts person spire to?

The rapid growth of the auto parts industry has
created new job opportunities faster than it has
been possible'to train people to fill them. Also, the
lack, of well-structured apprenticeship programs,
the reluctance of some business people to enter
into apprentiteship agreements, and the prevalence
of a low-yage scale have contributed to a shortage
of competent and well-trained parts persons. These
conditions.are rapidly improving; howevecand this
imprcfvement will continue. A real and widespread
need exists, and a 'competent parts fan
look forward to a bright future, limi only by his
or her own initiative and ability.

Wage Scales

Wage scales for auto parts persons are improv-
ing. The establishment of formal apprenticeship
agreements, supervised by companyl and union
committees is an encouraging sign. The wage scale,
which was for many years a detriment to the
industry, is rising; and frill% benefits now include
paid vacations and holidays, profit sharing pro-
grams, and insurance.

Working Conditions

The-actual working conditions in the auto parts
industry haye also been improved. Union agree-
ments give the parts employee recourse for the
settlement of giievances. The 40 -hour work week is
now almost universal in union shops. Overtime pay
and pre 'um pay for certain shifts have been
establish .

For 6 Tam`, parts organizattons were dirty
and pdorly housed. But the competition and
complexity of the business, which is causing the
field to grow, is also acting to improve conditions.
The volume of material O'idsently handled, the
number of items stocked," and l the value and
complexity of the stock have required that new
,emphasis be placed on modernizing the physical
plant and on improiring working conditions. The
agency parts department, which was once relegated

to a dark Berner of the service shop, is now most
often an attractive and prominent part of the
dealership. Jobber-independent parts tores are also
improving (Fig. A-1).

Courtesy Torrence Auto Parts

Fig. A-1. Example of a self-service counter located in frOnt
of the main service counter.

Today, most parts organizations occupy clean
and comfortable areas. Auto. parts employees enjoy
a variety of work a chance temeet the public, and
an opportunity to form new and rewarding rela-

tionshipswith fellow, employees and customers.
The parts industry offers the apprentice a chance
to progress in an interestA and growthg field'of
endeavor (Fig. A-2).

Job Opportunities
Whatever other 1:isic tnterests and skills a

person may have, his or her ability to understand
mechanical concepts and business practices may be

6

14
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Courtisy Val,Straugh Chevrolet Co., Oakland

Fig. A-2. Example of a modern, well-arranged, well-kept auto agency parts department.
.9

enough to obtain a position in the auto parts
industry. The field is so diversified that it can
accommodate any interested person. From the
engineer who designs the part to the service perSon
Who makes the final- installation in a customer's
vehicle, there is a range of jobs broad enough to
'suit most interests. Job classifications such as
engineer, drafter, forger, machinist, assembler, cdSt
accountant; packaging supervisor, stock controller,
cataloger, shipping clerk, displayer, and salesperson
are common to the auto' parts industry.

A few of the specific job opportunities 'which
exist in the automotive parts ,field, and related
fields, are described in the following sections.

Counter Salesie rson

Sales are he lifeblood of any parts organiza-
tion, and most,ksales occur over the counter. A
counter sales job is one of the immediate goals
available to the parts apprentice. Counter sales
work requires mechaniCal knowledge and salesman-
ship. If bne possesses or can acquire both, and if he
or she enjoys meeting people, then he or she may
prosper in this phase of the business. 'Qualified
counter salespersons are almost always, in demand.

Na

Outside Salesperson

.The basic requirements for this job are the
same as those for counter sales, but the outside _,
salesperson calls on customers outside the store. A
regular route is established, and new accounts are
added as the opportunity permits. Many prefer this
type of selling to the routine of inside counter sales
and work toward this specific goal. Tile customers
called upon include trucking firms, auto fleets,
repair shops, service stations, body, shops, specialty
shops, and others. An outside salesperson fre-
quently works on a\ salary plus commission basis,
an arrangement that offers high earnings.,

_ Jobber Salesperson

A jobber is an interagent. IoJking firms buy
from manufacturers and sell to the other
wholesale-retail flap's, who in turn sell to the
general trade. To sell the large quantities of
merchandise 'that the jobbers handle, many jobber-
salespersons go out into the. field and pall on parts
houses and many other wholesale establishments.
The volume of sales involved is large, and many
jobber-salespersons earn substantial incomes. In
some cases the sales representatives of jobbing firms

1L)
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,..(Aer several states. A-particularly good salesperson
who enjoys travel may find the vocation of
jobber-salesperson most appealing.

Tarts Manager

Every parts organization requires trained
management, and the success of the business
depends to a great extent. on ,the ability of the
manager. A manager must be something more than
a clerk- or a salesperon. The successful manager
must be able to (1) supervise people without
alienating them; (2) supervise in. every phase of tilt
business; and (3). plan, structure, and guide the
overall effort 'ofall members of the team. If the
manager cannot gain the confidence of the ern:
ployees and encourage their participation in the
total effort, he or she will fail. A manager's jol
awaits the person who has the ability'to plan and
to supervise. A parts manager's and service man-
ager's ability to make a profit can be the only way
a dealerShip may stay in business during periods of
low car sales.

Car Salesperson

People trained in the p s field often move
into auto sales work. EXperie ce in either parts or
service departments provides an excellent back-
ground. The person who kno s auto_ mechanics
can do a much better job of to mg about a car'or
truck:and° of demonstrating an comparing it with
other makes andmodels.

Aufomotive Dealer

Many opportunities exist for owning one's own
business. 'Some parts stores, specialty shops, job-
bing firms, and automobile agencies are owned by
persons who, started their career in parts or service
work.

Opportunities far Advancement
Opportunities for advancement within the auto

.parts industry are limited only by one's ambition,
ability, and willingness to work. Some of the
possibilities for advancement have been mentioner1,
and there are do'zens of others. One very- important
consideration, however, needs to be stressed. The
really gbod jobs, will be filled by, trairieWpeople
those who have realized the need and have pre-
pared themselves accordingly.

The apprenticeship program represents a
minimum of \preparation. In this technical and
competitive age, one must take advantage of every
academic and,%vocational opportunity. School
courses in mathematics, science, and business are

am.

444, 1. 0

important to success. Evening courses in many
subjects (academic and vocatkmal) are offered in
many high schools and junior colleges. The, parts
person who hopes to move up to a really region-
sible position-in the field should prepare himself or
herself to uses his or her total ability. School
counselors will help prepare a full or, part-time
program of study to achieve this objective.

Naleiship Parts Operation
he parts department in a dealership is man -

agec ty the parts manager. In a dealership the
salesperson will sell the parts required for the make
of cars sold by the dealer. Parts and price bociks are
available for only these cars. -

Most of the parts handled by a dealership parts
operation are sold to its own service department.
In addition; this kind of operation will have over
the counter retail sales and wholesale sales to repair
shops and body and paint shops. The parts sold
will be purchased from the manufacturer's local
and factory warehouses.

Ina dealership the salesperson will be called on
to furnish many more items or parts for an
automobile than an independent jobber. The dealer
parts gepartment .must sell all of the sheet metal,.
such as fenders, hoods, doors, and inner panels,
and all of the chrome outer moldings, including

. such items as seat and door, upholstery. The
accessory line includes radios, clocks, outside
mirrors, speed controls, and air conditioning units.

's ,

Independent 'Jobber Operation

An independent jobber may have a store
manager, or the owner may be the manager. The
jobber sells parts wholesale and retail, or may have
a machine shop to grind valves .and headkand 'turn
crankshafts. The jobber will probably have fast
selling parts in stock for all makes and models of
cars and smalftrucks. Most of the stock will consist
of parts for the engine and chassis, electrical
tune-ups, batteries, and rebuilt units, such as
generators, alternators, and water pumps.

The independent jobber's catalog may be made
up of as many as 48 or more different manufac-
turers catalogs. The apprentice will ,liaVe to learn
what each manufactUrer makes to know which
catalog to use. One manufacturer will probably
make only suspension parts, while another may
make only Certain engine part

.Both the dealership and jobber havC parts
return and warranty plans for obscilete and defic-
five parts. .
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i Study Assignments

; ....- ,
ne.Retail ilutomobile Bt4siness.Detroit: General

`Motors Corporation (Latest edition).
--., ' , Topics for Discussion*

. .,-N

1 : :. Be prepared to discuss the followilig topics if
yori Are' asked to do- stw

I.' Why might a business person hesitate to
apprentice?

. ,

2. ,Why are courses in science, mathematics,
and business subjects important to the auto
parts apprentice?

3. What are some of the attributes of a suc=
cessfui, parts mhnager

4. Discuss your own particular skills and
interests, and try to determine where you
would, fit best in the auto parts industry.

f '

1

t

y

111
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UNIT A SCOPi. AND OPPORTUNITY

TOPIC 2 OPPORTUNITIES IN. Tiff._ FIELD

Study wide
c

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write g in the corresponding
blank at the right.

1.tThe rapid growth of the automobile industry has 11`limn
people have been 2 to fill them.

2. A competent parts technician can look forward to a
his or her own 3 and 4 .

nw job opportunities faster
E. 2

bright future, limited only by 3
4

1
_

3. An improvement has been noted in 5 scales 'and- working 6. for auto parts 5
persons. , . '.. 6:,

f 2%

4. The auto parts industry offers the apprentice a chance to 7 in an interesting and 7
8 field of endeavor. ; 8

5. The auto parts itidustryis so 9 that is can accommodate any interested 1

6: Three 'sales job opportunities in the auto parts business are 11 , 1

cE

7. Auto parts tr4ining can lead to jobs as 14 person or 15 myerer.c.
p ..7

,
..., 7 .. \ c

8. The apprenticeship program represents the 16 in the 'way of preparation for 16

9
10

, and 13 .

12
1.3

14
15

'success.in a trade. v

1

9. To move up, to a really responsible position in any field ,,a person must be trained
to use his oitier 17 18 .. . it .-,

0`.-Education, 19 , and many 'different 20
successful careir- in the automotive world.

16'?
r

contribute to development of

Test.

Circle T if the statement is true; circle E if the statement if false. ,.r , ,
. ,

/1. A. general shortage of well-trained' auto parts persons'exists in the industry.
.

... -
, ...

2. Wage scales have not contributed to the shortage of parts persons. .\,.
.,

3. Auto parts apprentices work a 35'=hour week..

6.1

a

4..The fliversity and complexity ofstocks of auto parts prevent orcierly storage and
.

" display. %,
se,

5. The auto parts indust provides jobs for forgers, assemblers, end artists.

10
1

R

S.

1 7
1S I

19
20

1. T F

2. T F

.3. T

4. T Fvto
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1

6. Counter sales work in the auto parts business requires good mechanical knowledge. 6.

7, A jobber salesperson does not work for an interagent. ) 7.

8. To be a successful manager calls for knowledge of people as well as of the work 8.
they... lo.

9. Training as a partsapprentice is valitable to a truck salesperson. 9.

9

T F

T F

10. Successful conneetion of an apprentice course ensures reaching any top job in the 10.. T
`_a4;'+

,4! f %1

a

k
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UNIT Areas of Responsibilty
TOPIC 1 FILLING AND SHIPPING

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
How is a replacement tarts drder filled?
What action is taken with respect to an order for a part not in stock?
What item is always packed with the order? 6

Ak;Shipping rules the same for all carriers?
4Why are some shipments made COD?

, (

'1..The first tas of the new -appkentice in the auto
parts businegs is reguently to help in the shipping
and receiving department, or to serve as pickup and,
delivery driver. In this position, the apprentice may
package merchandise for shipment, receive 'and
check merchIndige, stpck the bins, or more than

j likely perform a combination of all three tasks. For
this reason the apprentice is urged to read through
the first three topics of unit before beginning
any detailed study of each. All three topics are
closely related. The instructor may wish to rear-.
range the order of study of these topics (B1, 2, 3)
into a pattern which' best fits the apprentice's
on-the-job assignment. However, thereading assign-
ment should be carried out, because the)tektion-
ship holds regardless of the patteWof sttily.

Parts persons in automotive dealerships are not
usually called upon to ship the amount of mer-
chandise that is shipped by parts persons in
specialty or jobbing houses. However, all workers,
regardless of the branch of the auto parts trade in
which they are employed, should be familiar with
the basic steps in filling orders and preparing them
for shjpment.

Filling Orders

The first stepnri lling an order is to examine
the: order, carefully to et a general idea of the size
and nature of the pa is ordered. The shipper can
thus form an idea of the cartons and packages
needed and can .determine a route to follpw
through the department so that the order can be
filled as quickly and efficiently as po ible.

Picking the ordei is beil done ith the aid of
.

an order cart or, in the cagt of.a smaller order, a
'carton of appropriate size., As each item is locate

,

12,

the items are counted carefully into the container
and are checked against the torder form for
quantity and,--part number. Appropriate check
marks are made beside :each filled quantity, if
shortages occur, or back orders are necessary, the
order is. marked accordingly. Before shorting an
order (i.e., marking any items missing), other
,storerooms and overstocks (frequently found on
the tops of bins) are checked for the needed
merchandise. . .

After the order has been picked, it is taken to
'the shipping desk or department, where it is_

prior tp. final packaging..If shortages are-
noted on the order form, those items are checked
against the inventory cards to ensure'that stock has
not been overlooked. If the missing Parts are on
order, tbe approximate date the customer may
expect tg receive the merchandise is indicated on
the order form. If the ordered part has been
superseded, both the old and the new part numbers
shOuld be shown on the "order with an explanation c
of the change: . -

. 'In some cases it may be necessary to make
substitutions on an order. If the brand' Ke-cified is =

not available, or if a component part is ordered
when, only a complete assembly containing the --7.
component is available, then the shipper ghbuld,
obtain permission from the customer to make the
necessary substitution. Brand name substitutions
occur frequeniLy in jobbers stocks. Some brands
carry their own, numbering system, while others are
stocked under original equipment numbers. In #ny

wkcase, permission should 11 obt o °from the
customer before making any 'subs ions, espe-
cially, if substantial differences,in price are in- '

valved. , .
,..

As
i

Sr
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UnitB, Topic 1

When any of the parts on -ord'er cannot, be.
delivered with the bulk of the order, a back. Oider
(order .for future delivery) is- prepared,_ providing
the customer will accept back orders.. If a back
order is approved, the appropriate form is made
out and placed in the action fileS, and the material
IS delivered or shipped as soon as stock is 'availaWe.
In cases where one item is ordered fbr a retail'.
customer, his or' her name, address, and phone
number- should be. taken, and, when it is received,
he-or she slioulbe notified:

...
Packing

.,

-Packing,perchandise for shipment requires the
proper selection of containers, arrangement of ,
contents, and labeling. Somsiheavy or bulky items.
require only the' attachmeiT of shying ,tags or
labels. Ordinary parts should be.arraiiged in cartons .

of suitable size and strength. Careful attentibh to
the placement of items in a carton will.save space
and miwimize the danger of damage due to shifting
contents. Heavy items should never be packaged
with items thai are subject to breakage. Special
individtial packaging skOuld be used for 'glass,
moldings, gages, and other fragile items. All empty.
spaces,in'c&fons should be filled with elcelsibr or ,

, othet cushioning material, with special, dttention
given fo glass andfragile items. .$

After the packing slip has been placed in the
carton, the carton is stapled, tied, or firmly glued
'shut: Sealing jape is adequate for most cart° ,

but, if the carton is unduly heavy, steel ban or
strong twine may be eces . If more than, one
carton is involved in t g ship ent, the carton in ii 1...

tage (Bus) RegulationsWhich the packing slip has be n plated is marked
"Packing SlipEnclosed.. , Local or interline shipments are accepted for

Two types of labels are used. (1) the guinrned tranSporlation, either prepaid or collect, lityJnost
label, which is glued directly tothe package; and 'stage comPanio. to any, stations on theil se eduled ,i

route.,All shipments must be packed in containers _al,
made of material .of such strength andAurability'
that they can withstand

i
atndling, stacking:strap-

ping ' or rubbing against b t age racks. All packages
thai contain fragile articles must_ be plainly
marked. The name and address of the _shipper and
consignee must.V.1 ,shown plainly on all.packagest

Because of the filature or contents .of the
package,' the following automotive items are not
normally. accepted, for bus ,transportation. acids,
wet batteri4, gaes in cylinders, flammable thin-
ners, and certain .painti. Limitation on the weight`

t
13

Parcel Pdtt 1034

Pirckles
sent

by mail to a customer: are
normally sent as -fourth class mail, which includes
most merchandise from 1 to 70 pounds in weight
as w 11 as certain other mailable matter. Tile ,

regula ions governing -the allowable weights and
sizes 'of fourth class mail are somewhat complex
and change from time to time. Every shipping
activity should have a copy of the latest rules at
hand and should periodically check with the localar
postal authorities for changes.

Current-general rules j de? thefollowing:
The package niu bear the name and

, '.address of the sender, preceded by "From,"
as well as the name and address of the Ad-

. dressee. The use of ZIP codfais 'encouraged.
,I) The package must 13e,susceptible of postal

inspection.

A written or printed invoice4or bill, with
necessary identifying or descriptive data,
may be enclosed. Letters may not be

/ enclosed unless.a special noVion is made
and additional postage paid.
Mailing explosives and flammable _sub-
stances is generally prohibited.

- The use of air parcel post, while mores costly,
sometimes affords a means of meeting ,a delivery
deadline igherwise impossible. Size. and, weight
regulations for air mail are somewhat different
from those covering surface mail; the local post
office should be consulted.

(2) the tie-on label, which is tied or wired,trthe
package or.' bundle. The same basic informitiori
should be contained on each label,, The, required
information is printed or stamped clearly on ne
label, so that the name and address of both shipper
and customer are plainly legible.

Shipping Regulations

Shipping regulations differ among the various
carriers, and the shipping clerk must be acquainted.
with the rates, pkk-aging limitations, schedules, 4
end delivery .points of each carrier. Instructions for
routing the shipment are sometimes given with the
order, if not; the shipper must select the mode of
transportation .which will give the customer thee
fastest and most economical service.

ti

...

and, size of each package vary wi different bus
companies. If e package exceeds 100 pounds, the

(shipper should check with the company to deter-
mine whether it is acceptable.

r'



Trucking COmpanies and V ity Delivery Services

Most trucking companies and city _delivery
services have similar rules for packaging, sealingi,.
and labeling./ However, iffe limitatiolis on
weights, arid type of material carried ace not
strict its 'pOstal or tk:Ris regulations. The Shipp
should check with tbe individual companies as to
their speCific regulations.

Shipping Forms
1i)After an appropriate !deans' of transportation

has been -selected a bill dot' lading should be
prepared. Inf9rmatiop entered on the bill of lading
should inclu4e the number of packagshipped,
the total weiett of the packages, and Whether th
shipthent is prepaid Or COD. The form is 'm
out in duplicate or trip Cate so that a c py can
fled for future reference in case of d'aiage to,
loss of, the shipment:

"
" Insured and COhip

The' Post Office Department a ost trans,.
portation.,companiesiprovide'for both insured and

.

COD shipments. Insurance against Toss or damage '0'
may be obtained for an amount equivalent to the s'
actlig_yalne of the merchandise, or up to a stated
maium per parcel. 44 firm that makes many
shipments on a regular basis% y obtain a post .
office form book and originate sured shipinents

. , from its place of business. -

*

.

N

A

Auto Parts

Shippers use COD service when they do not
desire to ,extend credit Or when customers do not
wish to establish credit or pay in advance. Postal
031) service is especially useV?ecause of its wide
area- service, low fees, and ,rompt receipt of.
collec'tions. T COD form book furnished by the
Pst office is the sane as that used tor Insured

padkages. All postal COD packages are marked
with serial numbers that are assigned by the post
office to each. firm and are registered in the form
book by the firm'sending the package, with al'
dtiplidate made 'for the post office -departmerit.
There numbers are used,ito identify insured pack-
ages and money orders M payment of COD
shipments.

t,
Study Assignment

Jobbers Guide to .Retail Marketing, Midland, Mich-
igan: Transportation Chemicals bepartment, Doky
Chemical'Comp any (Litest edition).

Topics For iscusiV
Be prepared to di

you ked to do so:
1. iscuss wholesale

patterns. .!

the following topics if

and retail sales profit

2. Discuss ydur own particular skins and
interests, and try to determine where you
fit in the auto ,pdts industry.

°

C

,

t

-
224'1



. UNIT B4 AREAS OF RESPONSIBICFTY

. TOPIC 1 FILLING AND SHIPPING ORDERS .

t

eger4,,

6

: Study Guide ,i ,
.p

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right. ..

41,.. 4

1. The new .appreatice in the auto parts business is frequently assigned to the 1 and 1

2 department. ls 2.

2. A11 parts employees Should be familiar with the steps to be followed in 3 and 3

A rded for shipment. 4.
- cs.., .

3. An order should be el(amined beforehand -to determine the' 5, to be followed 5 ..
through the department in filling the order. is

4. Before'shorting" an order, both the 6 and the, 7 should be checked. 6
7'

5. Permission should always be obtained from the 8 b ore making stubstittitions on 8

. an order.

6. Careful attention to the 9 of items in a carton will save space and minimize,the 9,
danger or.-1 0 due to shifting contents. 10.

7. After the 11 12' is placed in the carton4 the carton is firmly closed.

8. Shipping 13 differ among the various carriers. 13

9. Instructions for 14 the shipment are sometimes with the order. 14
-

10. Packws sent by mail a usually sent .15 class.

11. All parcel post shipments are subject to 16 by postal authorities.. . j
12. When one item is special ordered for a retail customer, his or her name, address and 17

17 18 should.be taken. '40 18

13. In case any 'Mt ordered has been superseded, both old and new 19 20 should 19 .
be shown on the order. iWitv

- 20
- ,

15

16

14. Postal regulations allow both 21 and 22 shipments.
f.

saP

21
22

15, The COD service is used wh-e#the shipper does not w4nt to extend 23 , or 23
iustomers do not want to pay in. 14 :" 4 . 24

. 7
'

1r

22
15

0.111
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C 4'

4. Test
Circle T if the tement is true; circle F if the Statement is false.

.,

1. The last assignment of the auto parts apprentice before graddation will be
shippini\ciepartment. ..

1 Parts persons in dealerships do less shipping than those in jobber firms.

The order in which partg are gathered to fill.an order has no s icazice.

4.:ArVirekit shortages are checked against inventory cards.

Auto Parts .

V I

to the 1. T F

5. If an item is on back order, t e customer is notified that it will be sent sometime in
the future._

i
6. Sqbstitutions should neverli.»ma e.

'
7. Many items are shipped without packaging them.

%

' ., .

----The packing slip should be mailed the same day the order is slipped, never earlier.

.9. codes are used on letters only;not4ackages.

10. Wet batteries are not normally accepted for shipment by stage 'lines.

11. The list price is always fohnd on the bill of lading:

12. The Post Office Department offers insurance on Ackages up to the total value of 12. T F
thecontents.

2 T F

T

4, 11

5. T

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

F

T F

T F

T

T F

.
13. Mailing and flammable substances is generally prohibited.

14. All packages containing fragile articles must be plainly, larked.

15. If more than one carton is involved, the carton with the packing slipis marked
"Packing Slip Enclosed." .

fr

13. T

14, T

15, T F

I '
'or o
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UNIT B AREAS OF ,.RESPONSIBILITYx

I

TOPIC 2 RECEIVING
6

This topic is planned to provide answers to the 'following questions:
What are the variouslorms'cornmonly used for recei4ng pods into stock?
What is the functiod of-the packing slip?
How does Aill.of lading differ from a shiging receipt?
What inspections should be made Wore merchandise is accepted?
Who reimburses the receiver when damaged items are delivered;

One of the firstoltasks assigned to the auto parts
apprentice may be helping to NE eive Shipments
into the department and to store them properly.
He or she should become very familiar with the
forms, terms, and procedures commonly used for
the receipt of merchandise. A great d of the
knowledge required of the. parts pe will be
acquired .through his or her participation in receiv-
ing activities.

.. . .Forms
Four forms handled most 'frequently in the

auto parts receiving 'department are the shipping
receipt, paZ,king slip, invoice, and bill of lading. 0

A shipping receipt lists the number of pack;,
.. ages, the, nature of their contents, and the weight

of a shipment that is to be delivered by 'a'
transportation company. The method of p yment

, for the delivery is also indicated (i.e. COD,
?ollect, Prepaid). The rec eipt should be f led, out
in detai' to avoid confusion. A descripti of the
merchandise, the name of the shipper and the

,ti),. name and address 'of thee firm to jhom the
merchandise is 7g shipped must be li,ted on the
relit:4 (Fig. B . ,

The packing slip is an ilimized list ol` the
cies' included in a packar or in a group of

packages shipped together. The packing slip may
be inserted in one of the cartons, or it may be
found in an envelope marked "Packing Slip" and
stapled or glue[to one of the packages. When a
large shipment is being unloaded, it is a good idea
to watch for the package marked "Packing Slip"

c_ and to set (apart from the other packages (Fig.

Anjnvoice is similar to a packing slip in that it
lists the parts by number and description. In_
addition, it shows the price per hen, and the total

'price of shipment. The invoice is usually sent by
Mail. In some cases the invoice is received before
the shipment but more often the invoice is mailed
to the buyer after thetshipment has been 'received
(Fig. B-3). "

lo

* IV

#

A bill of lading, which is issuedby the
tr portation company, acknowledges feceipt of
goods from the s4ippet. It contains the. total
number and a' descriRtion of, the 'packages to be

'shipped, along With the shipping instructions (Fig.
, B-4).

.

Kinds of Shipmeh.6 .

A prepaicr5hipment is a shipment on which the
transrdatiov charges are pailAy the shipper. On

Cab silipnt, both ,the cost of the merchandise
sand the shipping, charges are paid by the receiver at -
the time the merchandise is delivered. A collect
shipment. requires payment of only the transporta-
tion charges by the receiver at the time of delivery.

.

- G Accepting Merchandise - to

t
When a shipment of merchandise is accepted

from a" transportation. company; or service, two
fundamental rules should be obierved. First,'the
number,and type of "containers,'received should be
checked against the number and types:of packages
listed on Me shipping receipt or the bill of lading.
Second, the address On each item should be
verified. to avoid delay and %infusion cause y
accepting the wrong,merchandise?,

Before the shipping receipt is signed, each
package shg u d be inspected' f r damage. 'Cartons
which, show evidence of crushing, especially those
marked "glass" or "fragile," should be opened
immediately for inspectio . Any shortages or
damage must be noted on shipping receipt and
acknowledged in writing the person who
delivers the merchandise. If the shipment is found
.to be complete and in good order, the shipping
itceipt need only be signed and dated by the
receiver.

Filing Claims

if it is discovered after the driver. for the
transportation company has gone that merchandise
is missing or dammed, the local representative of
the transpodation annpany, should be notified
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Unit B, Topic 2
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lit
immediately, and the shipment should be set aside
pending investigation and settlement of the claim.
All claims for shortages and damages should be
filed promptly to prevent costly delays in settle-
ment.

If the damaged shipmeht was prepaid, the
company or dealer who shipped the merchandise
should also be notified so that they can file a claim
against the transportation company. If the ship -
merit was paid for by the company that received
the goods, it is the responsibility of the individual
accepting the Merchandise to make sure th t notice
of any damage,or shortage is given to the person in
the company who is responsible for filing and
settling claims.

The above procedure is used in all cases when
the shortage ,,Or damage may be attributed to the
transportation company's_ manner of handling and
shipment. If, however, discrepancies are found
between the quantity of items in the packages and
the quantity listed on the packing 'slip, or if
concealed daniage is that resulted from
improper packaging, ctaims are brought againstShe
company or manufacturer from whom the mer-
chandise was purchased.

Unpacking and Checking

A few simple precautions must be observed in
unpacking Merchandise. When wooden crates are
opened, one end of each cover board should be
lifted carefully about V2 inch with'a, claw hammer
or a, crate opener, and the boards then tapped
down flush, again, leaiing the nail heads standing
aboye the boards. Then the nails can be remoired
easily , leaving the ree end. After this
is cldne, it is a simple task to remove the cover
boards completely, using either tool. All nails that
could injure' anyone handling the crate or Cover
boards should be completely removed.

Heavy cartons and crates, that are bound with
wire or steel bands should be opened with care.
Such bands and wire, are tied under pressure and
have a tendency to fly up and out when they are
cut. The loose ends can easily put. out an eye or
cause other serious, injury. A sharp pair of wire
cutters should ,be used, so that fhe loose ends are

c
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restricted from flying about. A pair of heavy gloves
rshould,be w to when handling wires and steel
bands.

.cardboa d cartons are difficult to tear open
when the co flaps are glued or stapled seurel.
When a staple flap is forced openr a person's
hand§ or arms may become hooked on the sharp
staples, or the staples may fly off in any direction.
Also, the sharp edges of sealing tapes can cut like a
knife. ,The quickest and simplest way to open a
cardboard carton is to cubit open. To open a taped
carton, the tape is cut where the flaps come
together and at both ends df the cover flaps,
without, however, inserting the knife far enough to
damage any of the contents. To open a glued
carton, the cardboard is cut just beneath the flaps
on the three sides, and the lid thus formed is lifted.
In this way none of ,the enclosed merchandise will
bejlam aged.

Each item received is carefully checked against
the packing slip to make sure that the quantities
agree. If, a shortage exists and is not detected, the
company will .pay for merchandise that it did not
receive, the inventory system will be affected,
because entries are made according to the quan-
tities shown on the packing slip; and at the yearly
inventory, a search will be made for merchandise
that was never received. Any discrepancies in
quantity or part number should be reported to the
designated person so that a claim or adjustment
can be made.

:When the dealer or manufacturer is temporarily
out of certain items and is not able to completely
fill an order, the items should be back.prdered for
shipment at some future date. The receiving clerk

,

should Check with the purchasing agent or buyer to
determine wheiher the dealer who shipped the
merchandise does or does not ship back orders.
Some dealers or manufacturers cancel all items not
shipped, in which case the buyer has to reorder.
And some companies, as a matter of policy, do hot
accept back-ordered merchandise. With , today's
automated inventory control and ordering systems, ,

packing slips will show superseded numbers, trans-
posed numbers, and items that are back ordered,
and the point from which they wil4e shipped.

4,'
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UNIt%--- AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 2 RECEIVING

ft

'Study Guide

s "0

.,.
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right: .

a
1. A shipping receipt lists the 1 of packages, the nature of their 2, and the 3 of 1

a shipment; 2
..' 3

2. The itemized list of the articles included in a pkckage- or a group of packages is 4
called a 4 5 . 5

3. An invoice, is different from a packing slip in that it lists the 6 per item and the 6
total 7 of all the items. 7

4. The transportation company issues a 8 9 form which acknoWledges receipt of 8
goods from the shipper. . . 9-

5. A- 10 shipment is one on which the transportation charges are paid by the 10
shipper.

6On a 11 shipment the cost of the merchandise ana the shipping charges are both 11
paid by the rcceiver.

collect shipment requires payment of the 1Z charges only bithe receiver. 12.se
8. Before signing the shi,ping receipt, each piece of freight is inspected for 13 . 13

9. A damaged shipment should be set aside for 14 and 15 . 14
15

--10: 16 damage is often the result of -17 Packing.- 16
17

01110

11. When checking merchandise against the packing slip, the apprentice should 'make

sure the 18 agree.
18

12. A 419 20 is that portion of an order that cannot be filled at the present time, , 19
but will be 21 at a future date. 20

21,

13. With today's aUtomated inventory controloand ordering systems, packing slips will 22.
show the 22 numbers.

14. When a shipment is received from a transportation company, there
to be observed.

-15. All claims for shortages or .24 should be filed promptly.'

21 2

are 23 rules 23

, 24
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Test

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. A shipping receipt usually names the shipperthe transportation company, and the
consignee.

T F

;2. A packing slip must be'endlosed in each cartdn. 2, T F

3. Aninvoice includes prices and discount inforniation. 3. T F

4. The invoice should, in each case, be stapled to the packing slip during shipment. 4. T F

. .
5. On most-COD shipments, transportation charges are prepaid by the recei,r. 5, T F

6. Damaged cartons that are marked "fragile" should be opened immediately for 6. T F
inspection.

7. Claims for damages should be filed without.delay. 7. F
c

1
8. Claims for damages should- always be made against both the shipper and the 8. F F

transportation company.' ,

9. When a wooden crtis opened, all nails should be completely removed. T F
i

10: Cardboard cartons are the easiest packages to open. 10. T F...

ti
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vorr13 AREAS df RESPONSIBILITY
9

TOPIC 3 BIN ARRANGEMENTS AND STOCK MAINTENANCE

This topic is planned fo provide answers to thet,fibllowing questions:
..--''

Why is a stock of auto pails binned?
How are stock bins arranged? '

,

What stock items present the.greatest storage problem?
How are spare parts and bins numbered?
What action is taken when a part number changes?

i

When merchandise has been received and
checked, it should be distributed to the binsas
quickly as possible for two reasons: first, to
replenish an existing shortage in the bin stock, and
second; to keep the receiving department geared
for further incoming shipments. If incoming orders
are allowed to become mixed prior to checking,
the job of segregating and checking each shipment
becomes much more difficult.

Types of Bins

Automotive parts bins' may be of almost any
possible shape, depending on the nature of the
merc dice to be stored. Bins are usually coinmer-

lly purchased, although many adequate substi-
tutes can be built inexpensively. A few of themost
common types of bins are described in the follow-
ing paragraphs.

Stock commercial bins are generally of steel
--construction, measuring typically about 7 feet high

and 3 feet wide. The depth of a bin may be from 1
to 4 feet, depending on what it is to contain.
Shelves in standard bins may be bolted in at any
level 'so that openings of any desired height can be
arranged. The metal partitions are designeso that
they can be set a arious pOsitions. When shelves
and partitions in b. are arranged, careful thought
should be given tote various sizes of the parts
which will eventually be stocked to minimize
tearing down and rearranging shelves at future

):ctimes (Fig. B-5). One good meth d is to draw the
bins on paper and then purchase make the bins
accordingly. , -

Conventional bins in an assortment ,ofsizes will
accommodate almost all regular and bulky parts,
but a few special bins or storage arrangements are
often required. Tail pipes are best stored vertically
along wall area that. have been .partitioned off in
some simple manner-usually by wooden barriers.
Drive shafts ire frequently stoitd in 'a similar
manner. Most axles will fit conveniently, into
. 1

simply designed racks or in 4-feel-deep commercial
bins. , . ,

Head gaskets, valvd cover gaskets, and other
gaskets of medium and large sizei§hpuld be stored
.flat, ifi bins. Smaller gaskets, such as differential
covers, timing covers, transmission covers, an the
like, may be hung on pegboards or stored in
drawers. Cabine with small drawers are normally
used for carbur tong parts and other small parts.
Separate metal veers may also .12e installed'
amongkie bins to hold small washers, pins, springs,
screws, and the like, that otherwise might slip
under or behind shelves or partitions. c.

Sheet metal storage is a real 'problern; fenders.,
hoods, doors, and panels are bulky, so a large area
is needed to store their. These large- items are
usually relegated to a .loft or an attic, where the
fenders are.hung on racks made of pipe, while the '
panels are stored by standing them vertically
against walls or barriers. The disadvantages of the
arrangement are obviousthe heavy panels must be
carried up -Stairs or over long distancesbut unless
the parts department has a large amount of unused
space; little else can be done. New and updated
parts departments have conveyor belts Ao 'move
these Reins up and clown. - .

Moldings can be stored in light, vertical
Wooden racks of local design; 'they pose no gilat
problem, except Tor the location,' design, %ando
construction of the racks, .,,-.

O'ther items that may pose special 'storage
problems include radiator hoses, fan belts, wire,

wand metal or rubber tubing. Theseq parts should be
stored with the emphasis on convenience, being
either binned' or hung in handy locations. A little
ingengi

0
ty .i

., ,

s all that is needed 4Fig. B-6).
. .

Bin Arrangement

The arrangement of bins in the most practical
sequence is not always an easy task. Major mariut
facturers arfange their parts in -a group sequence,.
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Fig. B.5. Typical metal parts bin,

:.y r,
AO

Fig. B-6. Tool storage andclitplay, showing, wire and hose storage in conventional bins
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Unit B, Topic
N %

whi.1 must be followed if parts ate-to be located
quickly and accurately (Unit C). This kind of
arrangement sqvhds easy enough to do, but several
drawbacks may be encountered. The bulky items
usually xio not fit well into the regular bin section

' and must be located elsewhere:'The building design
may not allow an orderly layout of bins by group
number, and the orderpust be broken. Whether to
locate gaskets in nunferical sequence with related
parts or to place all gaskets in a single gasket
section must be de idtd. If the -group sequence is

be assigned.tOtf. top shelf-7 feet upwhile small,
followed meticul sly,-heavy, awkward items may

hard-to-reach items may be fOund in the very
bottom row. - . ........

The layout \and 'floor space of the parts
department is, in most case(, the determining
factor in the arrangement of the 'bins. After
dividing the regular -sit e bin section from the bulky
section, the bins are best arranged (usually back-
to-back) with the ends of the rows toward the
main sales counter. The small parts should be
located nearest the counter, while the bulky items,
which normally sell much more slowly, should be
grouped 4t the far end of the regular bins. A 3-foot
aisle should be maintained to allow free passage
without waste of, valuable floor spkey.

When bins at arranged according to manu-manu-
'fact'urers'urs' groupin , then a related system of parts
is established. All parts for 'the engine are located
in a group of adjacent bins, cooling system parts
are similarly grouped, electrical parts, fuel system
units, and transmission pafts are also placed in
logical, continuous bin locations. Other part group-
ings follow, until the ebtire line of necessary and
related parts is completed. The only exceptions to
this sequence are, as already mentioned, the bulky
items such as large housings, pipes, axles,inufflers,
moldings, and' panels, which, must be located in
some ,other place., These bulky items, 'however,
may be placed in logical group order, and- their
locations traced- out as easily as the smaller parts.

Bin and Part Numbers
For adequate control, every part must be

.assigned a discrete number, and every bin within
the department numbered. Card-type inventory
control system's provide space for recording the
location of every part (for exafnple, Part Number
7450745,-bearing, location, Bin Number 23). The
ability to locate parts by bin number is important
in a large parts department, beCause there May be
some question as to whether the part is to be
found in the reguldi or bulky section of the bins.

3-76057

. .

A

23

Bin numbers should folio, the same logical order
as the group numbering s quence of the putt, and
every inventory card should shock/ the bin in which
that particular part is located.

Some, parts departments, especially those in
agencies, find it helpful to display the group
numbers on the ends of the rows of bins. For
example, a particular row of General Motors parts
pins might contain groups 4.022 to 4.465. Such
coding of each row of hips assures the parts person
of finding the correct aisle without using trial and
error.

Part number labels that identify the part within
should appear on every bin. At manufacturers
supply complete sets of bin labels at nominal cost.
These labels are indispensable for locatingiden-
tifying, and 'pricing the parts in stock. When part
numbers, model usages, or prides change, new
labels are supplied.

Jobbers and independent parts dealers are not
so fortunate in having sets of labels supplied to

,,them by the xarious companies whose parts 'they
stock. Some 'Obber-inaependents operate without
bin labels, relying solely on their catalogs for the
required information. Others make write-in tags to
identify and price the merchandise.

Stocking the Bins

When an apprentice is assigned to stocking the
bins, he or she should learn the bin sequence of the

,store or department as quickly as possible. Once
the general lodiion of parts js.determined, putting
away Stock becomes routine, except fdr certain

,precautions which must be followed! The impor-
tance of putting each part in its correct location on
the shelves, in the bins, or on the racks can not be
over-emphasized (Fig. 'B-7). Parts which are, placed

,in" the .wrong location may lose their;, identity or
may be given out.in a costly error. Each part must
be correctly tagged or numbered before it is placed
in stock. Nev merchandise should be pliced5,
behind old merchandise, so that old stock will be
moved out first and fresh stock maintained: iAll
parts should. be handled carefully; many farts that.
do not look fragile can beleverely damaged if they
are dropped. When bins are stocked, part number

anges shoul+ be checked. If .a new number is
'awed to supersede, an old number, the old stock
must be marked accordingly. However, it must be
noted that some superseded parts will fit the older
models, but the old part will not fit the newer.
models. Parts and bins should be kept clean, dirt
can damage any parts, and a dirty _part it
unattractive to th ustomer.

3`
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UNIT B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY
. . . ,

TOPIC 31 SIN ARRANGEMENTS litiND STOCK MAINTENANCE
r :

'
Study Guide , ' 9

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank ip the sentence,,- and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right. \../.

)

,I. New merchandise should be placed in the t as soon as it has been 2

-- _

..ot the parls.

1

.
s,2. Auto parts bins may )...1e built in almost any 3 , depending on the 4

2
..,

3
to be stored. ; 4

3. Commercially built bins are usually of 5 construction. 5

4. Small, gaskets milrb-e-hung on 6 or; put in g.iskft 7 . 6'

5. For agencies and dealers 8 . 9 storage is often a difficult' pr lem. 8/4
9

4 1

.
6. The arrangement of bins in a group 10 is not alwa-yi possible. k 10

f 7 If parts are to bellted.quif ckly- and accurately, a 11 must be followed. 11. 4

& The 12 and 13 14 of the parts department ate the eterrnining factors in 12
the -arningemeiitofithe bins. 13

9. Bullcyjtema may be placed in a 15 group -sequerice, ' 15

10. For adequati:cOntrol, it is. necessary that every part be assigned A 17 .

work. 17

9

\ test
Circle T if the statement is true; circle F is the statement is false.,

,

1.-Newly received stock must be Checked before it is binned.

2. Checking several incoming orders together will gate time
.

3. All the bins in one group should be of the sable size.

it
r

pipes should be stored flat on the floor be il.the bins.

5: Most axles are less than 4 feet long.::

6. Carburetor parts are usually stored in grnalr drawers,

7. Dooepanels should be'binned to pr age.

4.

r

I. T F

2. T

F

4.

5. T Alt

6. T F

7. ,T, F
4.
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s

1 4' 4,7 1.: , -,

8. Moldings,can be stored in vertical raeks.
Ago

9. BTs should always be arranged to strictly follow the manufacturer's group
sequence.

10. Sin parts should be located nearthe-service c

11. Every inyentory card should show the bin.lOcation of the part.

12. A mislocated part can cause costly error:'
, .

-1
..r

Before stocking bins, the a prentice sh94.learn the biti sequencef et .the store'.
- i - . '5-

er- - ,
14. Jobbers and independent arts tiealers aresupplieil with printecfbidlabels.

on every bin,
. , !/

.
,

.

ear o15. Part umber labels, identifying the part within, should app
. ..: °

I

1

. S.

a

O
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UNIT B ARE S OF RESPONSIBILITY

P AND: DELIVERYTOPIC 4 Pt

This topic is planned to provide answers to the follo,wing questions:
y is pickup and delivery service offered?
y is a schedule prepared for piakupi anodeliveries?

What are the advantages of route plans?
What records does a driver keep?

he driver,of the delivery velcle take orders?

Pickup and 4Ielivery, service- in the auto parts
business is no longer optional it is necessary . The
increasing competition among firms, the sprawling
urbanization of business districts, and. the rising
cost of the garage employees' time are some of the
reasons why ttrgervitaikessential.

Pickup and delivery service requires something
more than just a pickup truck and arLapprentice
driver. certain practices, when followed, can sub-
stantially increase sales volume and improve cus-
tomer rel4ions. Seine of these desirable practices
will be discussed in this topic.

Establishing Scheales
Scheduling and routing are keys fO effective

pickup °and delivery. In a large operation, which
lias many pickups and deliveries to perform, two
schedules are usually arranged, one for morning
and one fOr afternoon. These schedules must be
kept at the hours arranged, and all personnel and
customers must know the scaldule.

Educating the customer to scheduled deliveries
should be clone tactfully and honestly. This is the:
task of the person receiving the order, as'well as pf
the delivery' driVer.. Once the customer is aware of
tom} scheduled ho'urs, he or she can plan his or her
work accordingly. The important thing, of 'course,
is to .maintain the schedule as closely as'possibre.so
that commitments are kept and promised material
is delivered on time.

If the territory to be covered is small,' it is
possible to make two ecfmplete circuits a day,
depending on the number of orders received and
the. quantity of merchandise to be delivered. 0
larger , area tye route is usually divided. into
tial -circles, one-half is scheduled for morning
&liveries and the other half for afternoon deliv-
eries. Again, all of those involved must be informed
of the scheduled hours of delivery if' he program is
to be successful. .

The number of orders will vary from day ".to
day, as will the locpion of business firms that

a
0

0. .0

place the order. Hence, a certain amount of
flexibility should be built into every schedulean `
extra few minutes to take care of the unexpected
things that will occasionally happen. The driver
should allow a few critical minutes at each loca-
tion, for reasons which will be discussed later.

Planning Routes

e driver's route should.be planned so thait
is the ost convenient and shorteSt possible route.
This ask is often difficult because delivery points,
wil varyary from day to day. the driver `should also
ha e a delivery or route book in which every
delivery can'sbe logged in the order -that he or she
intends to make. them. When the driver knows
every stop beforehand, he or she is able to route
deliveries in the most economical manner and in
accordance with the preestablished. schedule.

., Pickups should be made with the deliveries. As
the driver logs the route, pickup orders should he
noted and worked into the delivery schedule:
Pickup orders, usually in the orm of purchase
orders originated by other p s personnel, can be
_conveniently arranged into the delivery, route,,
thereby conserving time and expense. CopieS of
purchase orders for material to be picked up
Should be placed in an established place so that the
driver will automatically receive them and know
the merchandise is to be pickpd up. .

Checking Orders

The driver should Have the delivery invoice of
each order befOre him or her, preferably, on a

.clipboard;So that each piece of merchandise can be
checked against the invoice as he or she lbads the
truck. This is a good practice for tyvo re s. If
the clerk who filled the order made an it can
be corrected before the delivery is made, possibly
saving an extra trip. Also, the driVer is protected
against any claims of shortage or danittge alleged to
have occurred between loading and delivery.

.lotr
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When the orders have been checked to the
driver's satisfication, he or she should log each in
the delivery boolc, noting the customer's name,
address, and invoice number or numbers. At the
time of delivery, the driver should obtain the
signature, in his or lier delivery book, of the person
receiving the merchandise and record the date and
time of deliveiy. This procedure serves as an
additional safeguard for the driver and his or her
company by documenting that the merchandise
was properly delivered. Often the driver is ex-

41 pected to return signed copies of invoices to his or
her companyif both' the original and the cus-
tomer's copy were sentand this must be one
faithfully.

Improving Customer Relations

The driver has a unique opportunity for blind-
ing customer relations. Besides a generally helpful
attitude, which the (Diver shot( always exhibit,
there are a number of courtaies which, when
extended, pay big dividerlds. Some of the following

. k

courtesies are small, others require effort, but all
are important:

1. Never bldck the customer's driveway,
either entrance or exit. If necessary711:Lik
outside momentarily until provisions can
be made for unloading.

2: Ask where the merchapdise is to be deliv-
ered; do not dump the order in the middle

the garage floor and leave it. If the order
is r a particular- car that'is present in the
shop at the place of delivery, ask if the
parts should be placed in or near .the
vehicle. This is often appreciated, tince it
keeps the norehnndise out of the way and

Auto Parts

the missing parts will delivered, and this
information should be given to him or, her
prior to the delivery. Never say, "I'm just
the driver; _I don't know anything about
that!" The customer has reason to expect
the driver to be interested in his or her
problem. The .driver has an obligation to, be
concerned_ Courtesy is always proper when
dealing with a customer. Do not just pass
the buck to the parts person who filled the
order.

Building Sales

The driver can often recognize additional sales
opportunities while making deliveries. Having
checked each order when loading, he or she knows
pretty wen what each contains. While unloading, at
or near a vehicle ;under repair, theAdriver may
notice daniaged 'parts for which replacement parts
were not ordered. it is easy for a, busy garage
person to overlook needed: parts, especially for'
extensive.6ody damage. He or she may appre,ciate ..a `

'tactful reminder that certain other parts, are
- needed. s----7

While .a driver is in a customer's place of 4

business, he or she should always inquire about i
Other , needs. The customer will welcome such

A concern, and it is very possible that additional
needs have arisen since the original order w.a
placed. An order pad shoUld be kept in the truck, '
for such occasions. If the driver feels inadequate to
take the order,,he or sheo can telephone thes,parts

. department for any help:needed. Accepting and
writing the orders is odd parts experience, and it

necessity of placing th order
-- will relieVe the, cust nfer of the time-consuming

near the car on which .it will be used., And
Collecting Cashit is particularly 'appreciated if the order

contains large sheet metal panels for a Some deliveries may be to charge customers,.
body.

3. Review the ordet with the garage manage-
ment if they wish to do so. Be prepared to
answer any questions in regard to undeliv-
ered or back - ordered merchandise. The
customer will be vitally interested in when

N

^?.

3g

while the driver may haye to collect either cash or
checks for the remainder of the deliveries. The
driver .may have to make change;and,-if this is
necessary, it should be done. correctly, otherwise
he or she may have to make up any shortages when
he or she checks in with the cashier.'
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UNIT' B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY ,

TOPIC 4 PICKUP AND DEL VERY

Determine the
- blank at the right.

Study ddide
rrect word for eac1 numbered biLlic in

0(

a

sentence, and write it in the corresponding

."'
1. In the auto parts business, 1 and 2. services ire no. longer optiOnal but are '1

necessary. . r -_,----. .. 2.

2. The keys to the effectiveness of auto pats services are 3 and 4 .
;

a*, All 5 and 6 must be aware of the Schedule for deliveries:

, 3
4

. ,

5
6/

4. A certain amount of 7 should be built into every schedule to take care of '8 7.
happenings. ,

8.
,

..,
0 4,

5. The 9 must be planned by each driver to be the 10 that will cover all 9.
necessary stops. .10.

"

6. The driver should 11 every delivery in the 12 in which they are .1) be made.
O

..." .

7. The driver should integrate 13 with the delivery schedule. 4. _13

8. Pickup orders are usually in the form of 14 15 originated by other Parts . 14
,personnel. 15.

9. At the time of delivery, the driver slikhild obtain in his or her delivery book the
16 of the person receiving the merchandise,

4
10. The.delivery driver has a unique opporturtity'for building customer 17 '.

4.
11. The driver should be concerned about the 18 problems.

12. The. driver should know how to receive checks and make oper 19 .

, 4

13. The driver shouldbe able t6 recognize additional 20 'opportunities while'
delivering.

14. While a delivery is being made, it is always a'gOod idea tgpinquire about other 21 .

15 . Each order to be delivered should be 22 when it is loaded. 22.

4

16.

se.

L :39
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he statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

7.1

1. Providing pickup and delivery service is one way to overcom9 corive.tition in the
. .

parts business.

2. Increased s rove to be a side resulttf-a,good delivery service.

3. Making a schedule and sticking to if are bisic
r

4 With a rogular schedule, one daily d ii

5.,The order in whichdeliVe'ries are made is

. 's .

a satisfa aQdelivery service.

0 .
tv

2.' T F

3. * T F

F

F

tisfy most customeri.. 4. T
e ---/T"
imports/

I,

6. A good delivery person memories 14 oiler stops daily. '
7. Pickups and deliveritishould be made on separte P.
8--t-azivorder should be,checked when it is lo a d.

1
9. The delivery person should always p

speedily; and clear tie doorway by leavin
.'w -,,,

,
10. The driver' should not uncintalce to answer a customer's questions about_back

orders. % r - ' ,
,

i,
.

-
: - a

, &

5. T

c". 6: F
-- --

7. T F

. : 8. T F

at the customer's door,.-unload 'there -,- 9.
out delay,:

11. The driver shou
carelessly ford' to

oint out to the customer items the custorfter inay4 hate 11. T

.

T F

F

1,1"12. The delivery person may protietly ask the customer if he or she needs
additional merchandise.

13. At the time of delivery the driver should fibtain the
receiving the parts.

J

12.- ,T F

signature of the Persons 13. T F

4-P.Lanning the for delivyry:is notannmportant function.

Delivery persons should know how to make change and accept checks.

4

40.,/
it
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UNIT B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 5 t INTRODUCTION TO COUNTER SALES

-44,001"' 1

11This topic is planned to ovide answers to the following questions:
What facet of a parts business generates jobs for parts persons? I

How should regular customers and casual customers be treated? 1

How should customer comPlaintSbe avoided? ,

How should a countersalesperson be dressed?

The topic of counter sales is covered in detail
in Unit E of this workbook. However, an introduc-
tory word about selling is in. order for three
reason. First, the 'apprentice may became pgaged
in counter work very early in his or her career.
Second, the conduct associated with successful
salesmanship is important to every employee in the
parts organization. And third, the importance of
counter sales should be made clear early in the
partS- apprentice's career, wherever he; or she may
be loCated in thesarts structure.

Profitable Sales'

The company the apprentice work for is like
all other companies in that it is in business to make
a profit' Indeed, ifilhe company did not "make a
'pinfit; it could not continue to °Prate and to
provide jobs. This is a fa& which is 'So_ common-
place that one tends to forget it, and at.Ttimes
everyone needs to be reminded of it. Counter sales
mean customers, customers mean profits, and
profit&mean jobsit is that simple.

But the subject of counter sales cannot, be
covered quite as easily as previously suggeseid.

;Profitable counter sales require two things: (1)
customers, sand (2) competent parts. salespersons.
Without customers thedealer might as well lock up

go home. If there/are plenty of customers, but
the parts people Ae incompetent;*there sooh will
be neitrer. profitdtlor cusjomers, and the business
will fail. Piofitabre counter sales are vital functions -
of any company.

Rules for Salespersons

A good salesperson is always courteous. No
matter how busy the °salesperson mayb.e when a
customer enters the store, the customers' presence
should be acknowledged, and a courteous gxeetirig

._extended. If the customer cannot be waited on
immediately,, he or she should be told that a,
salesperion will help him orher 'as soon as possible.

.A simple greeting like "Good morning, be with
yon..ift a moment" will suffice..

4

The salesperson should never quarrel with a
customer, because nobody ever wins an argument
with the customer. A salesperson may win a point

..but lose a salee,:_a- nd a customer. A customer may
be criticaLand demanding, but the seller has an
obligation'teserve him or her to the best of his or
her ability. When the salesperson was hired, he or
she accepted the responsibility of working to make
the company's business successful and profitable,
which includes waiting on difficult customers. The
one-compensation about difficult customers is that
they make one appreciate the good customers.

If a customer has a complaint, he or she sinuld
be heard courteously andajitentively. If the
.counter person cannoehandiesthe-complaint, he or
she should call the person who woul4be most
like& to help. Correcting a legitimate complaint is
a normal and necessary part of every business. °

Interest should be taken and shown in the
customer's needs, making him or her feel that he or
she will be helped. The customer will be grateful,
and the salesperson's job will be more pleasant. A
14 of customer goodwill is lost because of laxity
and indifference. The salesperson should know his,

,or her regular customers by name. He or she should
n9ver make promises he or she \cannot or does riot
intend-to keep. Friendliness and helpfulness pay
big dividends.

Good telephone habits are essential, because
much or the parts businels is conducted over- the
phone: The person who answers the phone should
identify himself or herself by speaking clearly filth
the transmitter; he or she should be prepared with
a 'pad' and pencil to take an order. Courtesy is as
important in telephone transactions as it is in
counter sales. Care should be taken to get alLthe
information needed to...check out 'wanted parts.
The salesperson shoulenot make a guess as to
whether items are, in stock, but should go to the
bin and confirin that the part or parts are on hand.
Finally, the salesperson should always thank the
peison 'or calling and invite him or her to gall again.

I 4,
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Personal conduct and appearance take on a
new meaning when one begins to serve the public.
C_ areless! habits of speech and dress should be

rrected. Profanity is never in good taste, and
g od groOming is always desirable. Dress shirts and
ties are recommended, although sport shirts may
be permissible. Most parts people wear shop coats
to protect their street clothes. Soiled shop coat's
should be changed regularly., Effective salesman-
ship requires good personat habits.

Competenc0" in Selling

Competence is another essential in theparts
business; and it should be developed as quickly as
possible. Competence consists of two components.
accuracy and speed. As in learning to type, one
works for accuraty first, and then for speed.

The complexity of the parts industry requires
that careful attention be- given to every sale. The
current Chevrolet Master Catalog lists many dif-

'ferent types of fan belts as compared to The one
fan belt listed just. twelve years ago. Today a
careful, extensive inquiry in regard to the model
and options is required just to tell a fan belt! This
complexity, which is present in every phase of the
industry, requires that the apprentice develop an
early respect fdr accuracy, or careful attention to
detail. The apprentice should learn to read the
parts catalogs properly and to know the' pr uc
thoroughly. These skills come only with xperi-
ence, but their development begins the day a new

z-

.f-

; *

Auto Parts

empl9Fee opens the parts book for the first time or
waits on his or her first customer. Giving out
wrong parts_is a costly, time-consuming business.

Speed in handlffig customer nee& will come
with_experience Familiarity with the product and
the premises is the key to rapid performance. gilt
accuracy must not be sacrificed for speed, rather, a
balance of the two must be achieved.

Most errors are caused by carelessnes*s and can
be avoided. Errors always cost more to correct
thant-to. avoid: Ato, errors can prove to be
dangerous. For example, if a l'-inch wheel cylinder
kit is used for a cylinder with a 11/16-inch bore, the
cylinder, yblow out under hard braking. A few
years agcy, e:,of the major auto manufacturers, as
the resultro o a lawsuit, had to pay1100,000 in
damages because metal cuttings were found in the
master cylinder of one of their new cars that was
involved in a fatal accident. An inspector at the
"plant had been careless, and it cost the life of a

_

Topics for Discussidn

Be prepared to discurss the following topics if
you are asked to do so:

-

1. Why should the salesperson expose mer-
chandise?

2. Why should customer mix be taken into
account in selling?

3. What product mix and other services
shomid the salesperson offer? ,

a

.)

r
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UNIT B 'AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY '"
.

TOPIC 5' INTRODUCTIQN- TO COUNTER SALES'

.
Study Guide /

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in.the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

I. The conduct associated with 1 is impOrtint to every employee in--the parts 1

organization. ,

2. A common purpose of all 'parts companies is to make a 2 2.

3. Profitable counter sales require 3 and 4 parts salespersons. 3.

*4. A good salesperSon is always- 5 . 5
_ 'N.

5. The empldyee should never_ 6 with a customer. §

6. If a customer has, a 7 ,,the salesperson should listen to what he or she has to say. 7.

7. A 8 should always be taken in the customer's needs. 8
.

8. The person who answers a phone should 9 himself or herself, and should always
,

as

9
10 the person for calling. - . . 10,.

. .

9. In the parts business-, - 11 is a must, 'and it scould be a4uired as quickly, 11
possible.

, ,

10. Competence has two components: 12 and .13 . 12

4
--13

Test

Circle T if the statement ii:true; circle Fvi,if the statement-is false.

1. Assignment to counter work inay me early in an apprentice's career. 1. T F

2. Auto parts companies are outto make profits. T F-

3. Profits mean something only to owners 3. T F

4. The seller has no obligation to an unknovc\n customer.. 4. T F

. 5. Laxity of the counter` pers on can cause loseof sales. 5. T F

6. Parts orders should not be taken by phone. 6. T F

The counter person should verify. that wanted artkare in stock. 7. T F

'8;Accuracy,has two con ponents: competence speed.
4_

8. T F

.9.A:thorough knowledge of each product is gained y reading the catalog.. 9. T F

10. Speed in handling partsincreasAs witlitxpenence. 10. Ti F
35
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UNIT B AREAS' OF RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 6 THE SHOPCOUNTER

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following q estions:
\ What is the differerice between a shop counter and a ,sales counte ?

Which counter is given priority of service?
Which parts person usually staffs"the shop counter? Why?

\What part does the mechanic play in'shop counter transaetioas?
. HoW are but-of-stock items handled at the shop counter? \.. -

. \ . . .

In the automobile agency, and to a lesser
extent in the job er-independent machine shop,
the shop parts coun er occupies a place of strategic
importance. AgenCle rely 'heavily on their service
operationnte ance Of the cars and trucks
they sell, for custome \ satisfaction, and for prr t.

Service shops require an adequate supply
parts. In some agencies\ the number of parts and
accessories sold throw the service depAtment
approaches 50 percent o the total parts volume,
Most- parts sold through `agency service depart-
mentg are list price sales, so it can be appreciated
that shop counter sales o fer a most profitable
potential.

Relations Between. Service and Parts Departments
\ .

Large agencies, :which usually have a dozen or
more mechanics aria body workers drawing upon
the parts room, may require a shop counter that is
staffed with two or more full-time parts peons.
Shop counters_ are usually set apart from the
customer or street counter, because they require
special procedures.

Agencies depend heavily upOn car and truck
sales for their financial success. To maintain the
new and used cars sold and to perform the
warranty and service operations demanded by
customers, the service department becomes a vital
part of the agency, operations Because sales and
service are so closely linked, and the service
department is deperrdent upon a continuing suptily
of parts, the three primary functions of an t
agencysales, service, and parts are, comPlernen-j
tary anddepend upon one another.

This interdependence of departments becomes
most evident at the shop counter, where mechanics
and parts persons meet. Nowhere in the auto-
motive agency is cooperation needed more than in
this area. Mechanics who preserAvarts requisitions
at the shop counter Must be given priority, because
needless delays cost the company heavily in'terrns
of profit' nd customer satisfaction. Time wasted at

the shop counter may cost the company $12 or
more per hour, plus a dissatisfied customer if the
job is not finished on time. ,

Shop Counter Knowledge and Skill

Parts knowledge and skills are needed at the
shop counter more than at,any other place. At the
current customer labor rate, which ranges from
$12 to $35 per hour in most auto agencies, it is
very expensive to keep a mechanic or body worker
waiting at the shop counter. Therefore, competent,
thoroughly trained parts persons are needed to
expedite filling each mechanic's .needs' and to
minimize delays.

One of the reasons for staffing the shop counter
With the best parts people is that they.are the first
to come in contact with the radical new designs in
automobiles and automotive products which are
introduced ilmost every new model year by auto
manufacturers. Warranty service is a substantial part
of the agency servite department operation; and, as.

-new models appear yearly, parts personnel must
continually acquaint themselves with a multitude of
new parts. Shop counter parts employes usually
feel the burden first, often_receiving requisitions for
new partS even before the parts have been placed in
stock, or before the new ear model has been put on
display. During, the early weeks and months of a
new production year, shop counter persons must
become operationally acquainted with thepew
models. This process often involves learning the
function as well as the parts of some complex new
unit, including the study -of special parts lists and
service bulletins. .

Requisitions

A .clear understanding should exist betwe
parts and service personnel ,that, when a mechanic
presents a parts requisition at the shop counter,
certain obligations must be met. The mechanic
must present a clear and legible requisition to the

36



, Unit B. Topic 6

2

parts person. The requisition should be made out
by the Mechanic for several reasons. First, because
the mechanic .is intiinately aware of the parts
needed, he or she should be able to write down all
the parts required to complete a job. Second, if the

374..
0

he or she, needed and was issued the frame horn
extensions, radiator tore support, and ,certath
inner panels and baffles. The parts person would
then be able to complete the order at his or her
leisure.

meLhanic stands. at the par s coun er an is es
his or her needs for the parts person to write down,
it takes up both employee's time. A third reason is
that omissions and errors may occur during the
erbal dictation of a parts order, especially if a long

list--3f parts is involved.
The parts person is obligated to process and

compl to each order as quickly as possible. Emer-
gency orders wh occasionally arise should be
treate as such, and an added effort should be
made' y the parts person to expedite filling them.

Parts and service personnef can cooperate in a
number of ways in the handling of shop requisi-
tions. If a mechanic' is working on a major
overhaul, such as an engine or transmission,

chances are that by the time he ft. she has com-
pleted the tearing-down\gperation, he or she will
have a good idea of the parts' needed. The
mechanic should then prepare and present a par
requisition to the parts room for all the items
needed. Thus, while the mechanic completes clean-
ing and machining operations, the parts depart-
ment will have time between other smaller orders

. to fill the order and to take action to obtain pails
not in stock.

Another timesaving method of handling shop
requisitions is to issue first the parts needed to

2cstart the Job, thereby allowing the mechanic or
' body worker to return to his or her job while the

balanCe of the order is being filled. For example, if,
a mechanic requests a long list of automatic
transmission parts, he or she could 'be given the
clutch discs, plates, and clutch drum bushing first.
The mechanic could then return to his or her
bench and assemble the clutch'units while the parts
person fills the rest of the order. Similarly, a body
Worker with a list of front-end sheet metal parts
might be able to return to Work for several hours if

, 8
t

c

any s op r u
not in stock. The nature and price of the part, and
the urgency with which it is needed, will determine
how the order is to be treated. Small purchases are
usually treated as local, buy-outs, the part is located
by phone, and a purChase order is issued for it.
Larger items, especially warranty Materials, pare
normally available frelin the factory only and must
be ordered from the factory on a emergency or
car-tie-up basis.

. Inventory clerks generally Use shop requisitions
to maintain the inven,torylsystem. For this reason
shop requisitions must be kept clean and legible,
and all part numbers and quantities must be clearly
shown. When shop requisitions, have been com-
pleted, they usually are sent to-theiRentory clerk
sp that posting may be completed.

Charges

All parts, including special purchases and emer-
gency materials, that are issued to the shop must
be charged out on the work order or. repair order.
These orders usually come to the shop counter
from the service dispatcher, and it is the responsi-
bility of parts personnel to mate surethat pails are
properly charged. Different companies have ilightly
different rules concerning entering parts used on
repair orders, but ordinarily it is 6y part number,
name, and list price. Wholesale and warranty repair
orders are handled according to the policy or proce-
dures set up, by the agency. or company. .

When purchase order's are prepared for parts
needed to complete a repair job, the part or parts
to be purchased and the purchase order numbers
should be entered on the rdair order, This
precaution will preclude the possibility of a repair
order being closed ouf without a complete list of
the parts.

.1
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NIT B -.AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 6 - THE SHOP COUNTER

4 )

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, 4nd write it in t.1-orresponding
blank at the right.

1. In an automobile agency, the 1 2 supports the service operation. 1

2.

2. Most parts, sold-through agency service 'departments are sold at 3 4 . 3.
4.

3. The three primary functions of an auto agency sales, 5 , and 6 -depend 5
.6substantially upon one another.

4. Mechanics who present parts requisitions at the shop counter must be given 7 7.
over lesser tasks.

5. Warranty service is d 8 part agency service department operation. 8.

6. Durin the early weeks and months of a new production year, shop counter 9.
10persons must become 9 -acquainted Nyith the new 10 .

7. The parts requisition should be made out by the 11 .

8: Emergency orders require an added effort by the parts person.to 12 them, 12,.

9. Parts persons and service personnel must cooperate in handlirig 13 14 .

10. In ntory clerks usually work from the 15 t6 to 17 the inventory system.

.1
Test

%-
Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.'

. .

1. Agencies .depend on their service shops to ensure continued customer satisfaction. 1. T F

2. Outside sales can account for 50 percent ofTan agency's parts business. 2. T F

. 3. The thiee primary functions of anagency are mutually independent. 3. T F

13.
14

154

..

, 4.-The best parts persons should be stationed- at t shop counter. 4. T F
,

5. The shop counter parts person) must know the names and numbers of all parts,cbut 5. 43 .F.
by or she nerot know their functions.

. , A),

g. The parts perion,should prepare the 'requisitions for the shop mechani 's.netds. 6. T F

46. . /
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7. When the parts person fills a long shop list, he pr she should fist issue.the parts to
be usevl first, then assemble the remainder of the parts.as his other work load perrnits.

39

7. T F

-,*

8. Inventory clerks use a recap orthop requisitions to assist in keeping the inventory 8.
current. 4..

9. All parts used in the shop are charged to the work order.

10. All' parts used in the shop are paid for the customers.

ft

._

f

9. T F
_

10. T F

. -



,UNIT E3-- AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 7 ,, THE rtHINE,'SHOP AND RELATED SALES .

This topic is.plaaed to provide answers to the followink questions:.
What is the relationship between a machine shop' and a parts busineis?
What are the advantages of a combined parts sales and machine shop operations?
-How can %thachine shop generate related sales?

Foc both the jobber-independents and agen-
cies, af Well-equipped automotive machine shop is
incieiSingly necessary. The complex nature of.
today's automotive productsis such that shade:tree
'methods and. equipment are no longer adequate.
Some of the components 'on current automobiles
are difficult, if not impossible, to repair or replace
with the t,,00ls and equipment used ten years agF.
Many seller garages and repair shops do not
posgess the expensive equipment necessary to make

.satisfactory rePairs, ,

MachineMachine Shop Equipment

The high-compression, high rpm, V-8 engine
used in most U.S. automobiles today's a car:111111y
fitted, finely balanced power plant. The piston
pins, 'for example, are so carefully fitted that at
least one major manufacturer does .not sell .piston
phis as replacement parts, bilt instead will sell only
5. factory-fitted piston and pin assembly. Many new
pistons are s -marked in 0.0005 Oh thousandth)
grad ations. at cylinders' which-vary slightly in

be individually fitted. Engine bearings'
precisely selected and fitted. This corn-

y is not limited to en es alone, multiple
carburetion, complex electrical circuits, automatic
equipment, and compliCAted 'drives are such that
diagnosis,and repair can be made only with the aid
of specialized and expensive equipment.

Typical of-- the equipment found in a modern
autombtive Machine shop are the following: pin
hones and reamers, assorted valve guide tools, valv4

,reficers, hard seafgrinders, boring bars, line:66ring
equipment,. bearing resizers, armature lathes, brake
drum lathes and shoe sizing jigs, crankshaft grin-
ders, camshaft grinderi; rod boring and aligning
equipment, balancing jigs,. clutch rebuilding
machines, degreasing tanks, arbor presses, fly wheel
and cylinder head resurfacers, and 'dozens of
special Iland tools,

,

micrometers, dial indicators,
, and test gages (Figs. B-8 through B-11),

The ordinary, garage prolrietor owns but a few
f e machines and equipment listed abcwe. He or

she relies on local rnachint shops for specialty

4

work, which opens,up a- numbe of related sales
-opportunities for the well-equipped arts dealer.

,
Machine Shop Service

The one-stop service offered y the parts'
organization with a machine th provides a
distinct advantage. Today, profession auto repair
people are usually in a hurry. They easure their
time in dollars and cents, theil business textbook as
a flat-rate manual. They , cannot tolerate unneces-
sary delays. They will ptirchase materials where the
service is *lick, efficient, and complete. The
establishment that can offer them a complete line i-
of replacement parts and accessories, plus machine
shop services to help them complete their repairs
efficiently, economically, and with a minimum of
delay,,can count on their continued patronage. The
retali.,customer, aowever, is a little different in this
resRect. A few so-called bargain hunters will shop
arotind, but the one-stop service is a distinct
advant The shop that sells this service ,can
expect- ntinued growth in sales.

achine shop- services contribute significantly
'to the income of the parts organization, and the
parts person, should be thoroughly familiar with
the shop and its capabilities. Machine shop services
are profithble to the company and providOaluable.
opportunities -for related sales. Moreover, proper
shop .diagnosis, assembly, and installation can
reduce parts failures.

t 4
. Related Sales Opportunities

One of the biggest assets .of a machine shop is
the relateil sales opportunities that it presents,A-
related sales opportunity is any part or service that
can logically be suggested for purchase along with
the prts or service requested by the customer.
This opportunity works in two ways, if the
customer is buying parts that suggest service.
operations, then he.or she may be encouraged to
buy the needed services; if the custqmer brings
some machining or assembly work to the shop,
there may be an opportunitity to sell him or her
related parts. The parts,person who is thoroughly

,

40
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Fig. B-8. Testing a gpnerator and voltage regulator on
a'moaern electrical test bench

st

Fig. B-10. Fitting piston pins on a, Sunnen hone
(Aisortment of mandrelsand,truing sleeves

- at the right)

familiar with shop services may take full'advantage
of this, dual opportunity for. related,, saljs. The
necessity for auto parts apprentices to be well-
grounded in the essentials of automotive principles
and design is appdrent. '4

A worn-out clutch disc that shows signs of
scoring on the flywheel side should suggest several
sales opportunities to the parts person. The fly-
wheel is scored, therefore, it should be resurfaced
or replaced. Similarly; scored brake shoes suggest
scored brake drums, the drums should be turned

4.-78057

rr

Fig. B-9. Flywheel resurfacing grinder (foreground)
and piston _grinder (background)

Fig:B-11. Grinding valve seats

_^
Courlsy iri-City Auto Supply, Richmond

o

and new lin' gs ground to, fit them. A simple
inquiry into ead gasket purchase malt' turn up a
warped cylin er head, and a chance to sell a
valuable machine shop service.

The number of related sales.opportunities that
machine shops offer is tremendous, and one should t
take advantage of each one. A counter person
acquainted with shop equipment' and its operation
can talk intelligently about machining operation's
whenever the opportunity arises. He or she cans
impress upon the customers the advantages of

.
qt.

t
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proper testing and assembly.. Many people. are only
vaguely aware of the 'services a machine shop; can s' arc available fop legitimate sales, th parts
Offer. When the customer's needs are .pointed out p n need only learn tozcognize them.
to him or her, the parts and serve should sell each Parts failure due to Tmproper installation by
other.

416
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wil an expensive corrimodity. Plenty of opportu-.

Reducing Parts Failifie

the customer is an expense that the company
usually must bear. Even though the part may
clearlyindicatefaulty or careless installation, it is

Machine shop s rvic_es reduce parts failures and
returns. Proper asse bl% and installation of new or
rebuilt parts can ma 'ay reduce the number, of
parts failures nowt ex rienced. Some customers
are simply careless" about proper installation, while
others may be ample*/ unaware of the factorsi
involved. Manc a' generator has been, eined
because ,Of reversed polarity or a faulty voltage
regulator that was never checked. A' scored*.fly-
wheel will spoil a .nelv clutch disc, and a new
master cylinder kit installed in a pitted cylinder is
uneconomical and dangerous as well. Driving a
bearing on a rear, axle shaft With a hammer and
punch can crack(thlinner race, or put out an eke if
the liardeped steel should 'chip: airing at the
crankShaft bearing sizes can cause; trouble and
neediesssexpense. Expanding a set of pistons and
aligning the rods may kelp a ring job from going
sour. A,

examples shou ld serve to point Mt the,
constan., thieat of failures due to careless and
improper proceduFes.By knowing the precautions
against su failures, tilt 'parts person can suggest
methods d:,segvice reve them. Customers,
appretiale practitail adv." e -ard an *nvitation into
the s tp to eii . ed sery e. , But the

3. custoniir should riet(be.o. ed into buying-some-
thing ar he or 'Ale cibegsot need. Cugtomer good

.

* I 4 ,

iisually good business to replace the part free of
Ch4gellunless it is quite expensive) to maintain
customer goodwill. If the nualber of such, failures
can be reduced by selling the services of the
machine shop, then not only will a needless
expense be avoided, but shop revenue will be
ncreased.

00 Study Assignment

1. Crouse, William H. Automotiv'e Mechanics
, (Sixth edition). New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1974. Read chapters 4 and 5 and
.answer the questions at the end of each
chapter.

2. Bring to your instructor a written account, at
least one full page in length, of the services
offered by the machine shop where you work.
If 'the company does not operate a machine
shop, *sit a nearby 's and obtain the

.information:

Topicor Discussion 1, r
Be prepared .to dis'''cuss the folldwing topic if

you are asked to do so:

J. What opportunities for addition'at parts sales
are. suggested by the machine shop services in
your report?

4;1
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UNI B 'AREAS OF 'RESPONSIBILITY

TOM 7 THE MACHINE ,SHOP AND R51.ATE6 SALES

Study

the correct -word for eaefi numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at t e right.

1. Many all garages and -repair shops' do .gtot haves the expensixe
make repairs.

2. A comb" ed parts sales and machine shop operation can offer 3 service.

necessary to 1

2

3

' 3. Today th professional auto repair person cannot tolerate unnecessary 4 ; he or. 4
she will bu where the service is 5 6, and 7 . 5.

.# 6.

7

4. Machine sho' services contribute significar* to the 8 of the parts organization. 8.

5. One of the atest assets of a machine shop is the opportunities it-affords for 9 9.
10: 10

RS. A wornout Glut h disc may indicate a 11 flywheel.

7. PrOper 1 an 13 of new o rebuilt parts can material* reduce the numbe
parts fail neric,ed by pa ,stores.

8. Customers appreciate an invitation into the 14 and 15-y V

9. Scored brake druni's.1/4,ihmild be 16 in the shop.

10. The 17 18 is the g agebproprietor's business textbook.

-Test

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

4
15

ik
16

-0.
17

1. The tools and equipment of ten years ago no longer suffice for current auto,epair 1.
work.

2. An engine block with cylinder bores that vary just slightly is discarded. 2. F
.

43.The owner of a small garage can farm out necessary machining. 3. T F

4. The professional autosepair person will usually buy any replacement part from the 4. T F
- cheapest source. 4' ..

,

5. The parts person needs to know little about achine tool capabilities. 5.
. ,..., -,,, -.d... . ., r , .

4 1 .

6. Machineshop operations play no p mcre4sing sales of repladement parts 6: T F
,..,.-,,, b. -

7. T

=

41% 7. Inquiry.about a gasket purchase may leadttta.cylinder head honing job.

O
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44 . Auto Part:3

8. T F

9. If the customer is responsible for faulty installation of a part, he or she should 9. T F
always be charged for a replacement.

-------"
I

10: Some manufacturers will not sell just the replacement piston. , 10. T F
#.

. . ...

t.

8. proper assembly and installation of parts is essential t)the
failures.

reduction in parts
9

5

0

I

1.

, .

/
V
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um-LC Cataloging Systems
,"

fl

TOPIC 1 FACTORY PARTS SYSTEMS
a

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
!Jr Are all parts numbering systems the same ?'

What is a nonsiggficani pait number?
How can a part be identified if its number is not known?r--
Must the auto 'parts apprentice memorize the numbers of all the parts he or she works
with? .
Are standard items, such as nuts and flat washers, assigned part numbers?

Major similarities exist in all automobile manu-
facturer's cataloging systems. &xamples taken from
the different catalogs are presentated in Figs. C-1
through .C-9. From these 'examples the parts
apprentice may gain, an appreciation of the funda-
Mental concepts of parts calalog design and may
then apply these basic concepts in learning details
of the particular catalogs with which he or she
must wort

As the auto parts industry continueero in-
crease in size and, cowlexity, the pads person,
must spend, a proportio.nately greater amount of
time in study and use of he parts catalogs. An
example _of this growth one of GM's parts
catalogs. In the 1940s; the hevrolet Masler, Parts
Catalog contained less than 0 pages. The latest
combined Chevrolet catalog and price list has well
over 3,500 pages, an increase of 400 percent, or 25
percent per year:-

Parts catalogs, are indispensable operating tools
of the parts department. Without the information
they contain, it would be impossible for a parts
persOn to locate, identify, and price, the merchan-
dise that he or she must handle. Consequently, -1
thorough working -knowledge of parts catalogs and
relatW manuals is essential if the parts employee is
to function at his or her best,

,
S

Parts Catalogs <

A study of the {,major autoi,, manufacturer's
catalogs reveals thatjhey all have 'the same basic
structure. All contain an alphabetical and a
numerical all piesent pictorial diagram's,
which` ustially,lrecede each group division. Eact

;manufacturer11A a group number or part number

,td

C

prefix to identify. the Major assemblies anicl sub-
assemblies of the vehicle. And, of course, all
manufacturers use discrete part numbers to iden-
tify each individual part. In addition, mann--
facturers' catalogs present a wealth of related
information . to aid the parts person in model
identification, interior trim classificationengine
and option specifications, 'ordering procedures, and
so forth.

45

'Assignment of Parts Numbers -

Ea ch, new part produced by an automobile
manufacturer must be assigned _a unique part
number to give it identity. The methotis of
assigning Rrt numbers differ slightly with various
manufacturers. TNo examples are the General
Motors block systems and the Ford Motor Com-
pany expansion method.

In the General Motors-system certain blocks of
numbers are assigned to specific manufacturing

"divisions 1 (Fig. C-1). As new parts are designed by
the various divisions, each division ass_ igni part
numbers in rotation from its, block of numbers.
General Motors parts numbers are nonsighificant,
'which means.that...no digit in the manufactrer's
part number 'identifies parts in a certain category..
For example, nothing within GM part's number
7450145 .ipditates that. it is a diff6rential- side
carrier bearing thatisfou in group 5.536.

The GM manufacturers part number, which, is .

a six'or seven digit number, is used only to describe
an individual part; The samepart number is used

1Pe;missfOn to use Figs. C-1 through C-9 has been g;.ante'd by the
manufacturers who catalogs are'represented and is gratefully

- acknowledged..

a
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NERA1.21%/10:TO,RS ENGINEERING STANDARDS C.

PART NUMBERI3 SYSTEM ,

PROM , TO NAME

600,001 050,000

050,001 100,000

100,001 149,999

150,000 228,999

229,000

230,001 232,000

-5232,00 52,500

252, 01 271,000

2,1.001 ,,, 275,000

275,001.

277.501

325,001

380,001

420,001

457,501

477;501

5599.0!

590,001

610,001

61.00119

643,001

air.001

750,001

771,001

J790,001

800,001

815,001

835,501

840,001

870,001

897,001

900.001

910,001

910,251

930,061

930,501

932,501

954.101

955,001

277,600

325,000

380,000

490,000

457,500

477150p

55,000

1154.co°:

613,000

643,000

0725.006 -

750.000

1- ---- 771,000
- ---r

790,000

800,000 \

835,000

835;500.

840,000

870,000"

897,000,4p

960,000Z

910,000

916,250

930,000

930,500

932,500

';055,000

954,100

965,

9651,001 9851000

980,001
982,001
903,501,
985,001-'
988,531
990,001 091,250
991,251 092,500

982,000

985,000
988,500

Delco Products Division, Dayton, Ohio

-me

.210 Truck & Coach Divial.on, Pontiac, Michigan

General Motors Standard: Parts

General Motors Sta9dard Parts ( Originally assigned"to Buick Division)t

Buick Motor Division, Pita? M1oh1gan-S....

Oldsmobile Division, Lansing Axle Plant, Lansing, Michigan

CNC Truck & Coach Division,tontlac, Michigan

Saginaw Steeling Gear Division, Saginaw, Michigan

General Motor; Setndard Paris (Originally assigned to Saginaw Steering Gear Division)

Chevrolet, Divialon, Detroit, Michigan (Originally cosigned to Central Products)

GMC Truck ti Coach Division, Pontiac, Michigan '

Chevrolet Division, Warren, Michigan

.4(1dsiobile Division, Lansing, Michigan

aneral°Motors Standaid Parts

4V ,
Chevrolet-olVision, Detroit, Mlitigan

Pontiao Motoa Division, Pontiac, Michigan

Oldamobile DI:I'mkon, Lansing, Michigan-(Muncle Products)

Cheyrolet 11/131on>"risotean......
0W Truck & Coach Division, Pon lac, ichigen

Frigidaire Division, Dayton Ohio

-.MC Truck &-Coach Division,, ontlac, Michigan

neralMOSsfs of Calf/Ida, Ltd , Oshawa. Ontario, Canada

nutacturing Fivision, ayton, Ohio

Caporal Motors Stand4d

GMC Truck & Coach Division, Pontiac, Milhigan

leo Remy Division, Anderson, India
f
search Staff, Warren, Michigan 00

havrolet Division, Warren, Michigan '17-1\/<..
_;. i'
iiC Spark Plug Division, Flint, Michigan t.

(Cadillac Motor Car Divialon, Detroit, Mictigair

Auld. Lamp Divialon,'Anderson, /ndiaga 1
Zn
`Mew Departure -Hyatt Bearings Division, Sandusky, Ohio
4. (
;Saginaw ProdAls, Motor Division, Saginaw. Michigan
C...
,0.411de Limp Division, Andarson, Indiana

Gd

'44neral Mc4ors of Cana Products Plant, Oshawa, Ontario,Canada

Departure-Hya arings Division, Sandusky,,Chlo.

General Motors Standard l'oola (Saxon Steel Product-0*

New Departtre-Hyatt Bearings Division, Sandusky*, Ohicf. ,,,

General Motors Standar/41°01s ,

Bulok Motor Division, Flint, Michigah (Brown-Lio -Chapin)
r

GeneralMotors Parts Division Buick Division Custodian)
General Motors Porto. Division Division Custodian)
General Motors Parts Diyision Pontiac Division CUitodian)
General Motors Parts Divialmt Chevrolet Division Custodian)
Osnersl-Motors Parts Division (Custodian Unassigned)
General Motors Parts Division (Cadillac Division Custodian)
Gemmel Motogs Parts Cftision (Custodian.Unassigned) e

.0Administered by
Chavrblet Parts pr.
and Accessories

Daps ment
Dorialt. gin

.

. .

ApproxiMataly 1.000 numbers Used by Saxon are in divilional reoords and will not be reassigned to Asilar".
.e. Custodians should bocontactedjor information relative:to thooe'part numbers. , o . ..t A portion of the original Bulok numbers arq in divisiona.rfogrds and will not be ielmogned to sticareparts.

, ,./
. , IL- cl . .

hums-Wag A :,...,
PAGE W = 21.101', - ...

. 7
ENORO 3T03

r

Fig. C-1. General Motors block tyttem fbr assigning parts numbers (Page 1 of 5).
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Unit C, Topic 1,,

S a

I 1*

. GENERAL MOTORS ENGINEERING STANDARDS

PART NUMBERING SYSTEM

FROM TO NAME

992.501 ---- 1,000,000

1,050,000

1.050.001 1,053,000

1,053,001 - - -- 1.080.000

I. oao.00l

7.100,001 1,120.000

1,150,000

1.150.001 1.153,000

1.553 001 ---- 1,154,000.

1,154,001 ---- 1.156:000

1,156,001 ---- 1,160,000

1,160,001 ---- 1,161,000

1,161,001 ---- 1,164400'

164,001 ---- 1,200,000

1400,001 1,230,000

1,230,001 1,400,000

-1,400,001 ---- 1.500,b00

1,500,001 1,600,000

1,600,001 ---- 1,750,000

1,750,4001 1,800,000

1,800,001 1,835,000

1,835,001 ---- 2.000,000 .

2,000,001 2,500,000

2,500,001 2,600,000

2,600,001 ---- 2,620,400

2,620,001 ---- 2,719,999

1,2,720.000 --s- 2,725,000

2,725,001 ---- 2,739,999

2,740,000 2,765,000

2,765,001 - - -A 2,779$999

2,800,000 ---- 2,805,000

2,805;001 2,829,999

2,830,006 7.-- 2,835,000

2.833.001 ---:2,850400

2,850,001 ---- 2.865,000

2,865,001 2,900,000

2,900,001 ---- 2;930,050

2,930,001 --a- 2,960400

2,960:001 2,990,000

2.990,001 3,000,000

3,000,001 5;160,000

5,160,001 3,200.060

3,200,001 - - -4 3.28.,499

3,293,500 r 5,280,500

4.

Buick Motor Division, Flint, Michigan (Brown-Lipe-Chapin)

Yauxhall)4Otors. Ltd., Luton, England

General Motors Parts Division, Adoknistered 5y Chevrolet Parts and Accessories Dept.,
Detroit, Michigan (Originally assigned to General Motors G.m.b.H., Berlin)

Delco Products Diiiision, Dayton,Ohlo
1

,Cadillac Motor Car Division,Setrolt, Michigan (Sub-Assemblies, No Drawing)

;N*
Delco Remy Division, Anderson, Indiana

I

Frigidaire Division, Dayton, Ohio

Buick Motor Division, Flint, Michigan (Armstrong Spring) 0

General Motors Continental, Antwerp, Belgium

Blank (Originally assigned to General 14tors G.m.b.H., Berlin)

Delco Moraine Division, Dayton, Ohio

General Motors France, AC-Delco Division, Clichy-Seine, France
1

Buick Motor Division, Flint, Michigan (ArMstrong Spring)

Buick Motor Division, Flint, Michigan

Delco Radio Division, Kokomo, Indiana (Originally assigned to General Motors Radio Corp
& United Motors Radio)

Buick Motor Division, Flint, Michigan

Cadillac Motor Car Division, Detroit, Michigan

AG.Spark Plug Division, Flint,. Michigan

Cadillac-Motor Car Division, Detroit, Michigan

General Motors of Canada, Ltd, Oshawa,Ontario, Canada

McKinnon Induttriee, Ltd., St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada

Calccdflegy:Divisio\s, Ahderson, Indiana

OMC Truck & Coach Division, Pontiac, Michigan rr
A Opel, A. 04, Russelsheim, Germany

Nb Departure -Hyatt Bearings Div;eion, Sandusky, Ohio

Blan (Originally assigned to New Departure -Hyatt Bearings Division)

New iepa urn-Hyatt Beariige Division, Sandusky, Ohio

Blank (Or lly assigned to New'reparture-Hystt Bearings Division)

New Departure -Hyatt Bearings D Sandusky, Otdo .

Blank (Originally 44441$710 to New.Caparture-Hyatt'Bearings,DIAlon) *

Nen Departure -Hyatt Bearings Dinislem...Sanddsky. Ohio

Blank (Originally assigned to New Diparture-Ryett Bearings,DiviSicm)

New repartnre=Hyatt Hearings Division, Sandusky, Ohio .

Blank (Originally assigned to New Depart -Hyatt Bearindlilidvision)

Oenaral Motors 'la.. Frigidaire Division, London, England (2,850,001 - 2,860,000
Originally assigned to New Departure- tt pearings Division) ,

Adam Opel, A. O., Musselshell'', Germany

General Motors France, Frigidaire Division.ilenneVilliera -Seine; France

New Departure -Hyatt Bearings Division,lariasky.'Ohlo
. , . 3.
Packard Electric Division.:Warren,

General Motors South African, Ltd4o,FortElizabeth, South Africa

Harrison Radiator Division, Lockport, New York

Delco Prodpoto'Division, Dayton, Ohio

Rlectro-Mcgivit Division, LaGrange, Illinois (Oliginally assigned to Clevelanicidesei
Engine Division)

lienerAl Motors South African, Ltd.Port Elisabeth, South Afqcsi (Originallf assigned
. ,to Cleveland Diesel Engine' Division)

ENGRG $1.05
tdemeW U a A

, PAGE W- 21.102

Fig. C-1. Genefal.Motors block systein for assighing parts numbers (Page 2 of 51-
to,
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Auto Parts

;,.. . .;
,GENERAL MOTORS ENGINEERING STANDARDS .

-
.1

PART NUMBERING \SYSTEM ...

:, ____.--.____.
ROM TO .

. NAME
.

3,289.301 .--- 3,292,759 Electro-Motive Division, LaCrange. Illinois ( Originally assigned to Cleveland Diesel
4 Engine Division) ---.-.

3,292,40 ---- 3,300:000 General Motors de Mexico? Mexico City, Mexico (Originally assigned to Cleveland Diesel
Int Division)

3,300,001 ---- 3,330,699 E tro-Motive Division, LaGrange, Illinois (Originally assigned to Cleveland Diesel
ine Division)

3,330,700 ---- 3,340,000 neral MotoPs New Zealand, Ltd., Wellington, New Zealand (Originally assigned to
, Cleveland D4esel Engine Division)

3,340,001 ---- 3,350,099 Electro,N11.,IEsiUlta on, laGrange, /111kols (Originally assigned to Cleveland Diesel

3,350,100 -!-- 3,355,000 C.:111 Motors, 40, Power and Industrial Division, Wellingbdrough, England (Originally
assigned to Cie./010nd Diesel Engine Division)

3,355,001 ---- 3, 360,000 Frigidaire Productovpro Canada, Ltd... Scarborough, Ontario, Canada (Originally assigned. to

3,360,001 --c- 3,389,949
Cleveland Diesel ENVAne Division) ,

Electro-Motive Division, LaGrange, Illinois (Originally assigned to Cleveland Diesel
Engine Divtsion)

43,390,0n ---- 3:410,000 General Motors of Canada, Ltd., Oshawa.Ontario, Canada (Originally assigned to Cleveland

3,410,00/1 ---- 5.415,000
Diesel Engine Division) ,

Frigidaire Products of Canada, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario. Canada (Originally assigned to
Cleveland Died!ftngine Division)

3,415,001 1!--- 3,430,000 General Motors South African, Ltd., Port.Ellsebeth, South Africa (Originally to igned to
Cleveland Diesel Engine Division)

3,430,001 ---- 3,470,000 Adam Opel, A. G., Russelshelm, Germany
.

7,470.001 ---- 3,500,000 General Motors France, AC-Delco'Division, ClIchy-Sel France(Originallye ssigned to
Cleveland Diesel Engine Division)

3,500,001 ...0 3,650,000 Cadillac Motor Car Division, Detroit, Michigan (Sub-Assemblies, No Drawing)
,,.

3,650.001

4,000,001

-7.7 4,000,000

-. -- 4,150,085

CheUrolet Division, Warren, Michigan
c

.

4 .N*
f .)Fisher Body &Vision, Wirren, Michigan ..,

'4,150,086 ---- 4,159,999 Ternstedt Division, Warren, Michigan

4,160,000 ---- 4,230,076 Fisher Body Division, Wars Michigan

4,230,077 ---- 4,239,999 Ternstedt Division, Warren, Michigan

.4,240,000 ----4.300,241 'Fisher Body Divilion..Warren,Michigan f

4,300,242 ---- 4,309,999 Ternstedt Division, Warren, Michigan r
4,310,000 ---- 4,900,000 Fisher Body Division, Warren, Michigan .7

4,900,001 ---- 5,100,000
I %....._...

Delco Products Division, Dayton, Ohio (Formerly Delco-Appliance Division)

5,000t301 ---- 5,000,672. 'Sunlight Electrical Division, Warren, Ohio (Duplication - Error) .
..

5,100001 ---- 5,200,S00 Detroit Diesel Engine Division, Detroit, Michigan .

e ,- 5,200,001 --.... 5,2252000 Packard Electric Division, Warren, Ohio .

' 5,225,001 --,- 5,226,000 General Motors France: AC-Delco Division, Clichy -Seine, France . Din

5,226,001 ---- 5,236,000 Diesel Equipment Division, Grand Rapids, Michigan

5,236,001 5,260:000 General Motors Overseas Operations, Detroit, Michigan
. 4 3

.

5,260.001 -4,-- 5,270,000 General Motors of Canada. Wit. Oshawa. Ontario. Canada
r

4

5,270,001 ---- 5,300,000 Packard Electric Division, Warren, Ohio
...

. 5,300,001 ---- 5,400,1500 Delco Products Division, Dayton, Ohio '.,
- .

5,400,001 ---- 5,450,000 Frigidaire Division, Dayton,..Ohlo

, .0:450,001- ---- 5,475,000 Deico Moraine Division, Dayton, Ohio

5,475,001 ---- g,5004:700 General MOWS'S Ltd., Frigidaire Division, London, &Nand

5,500,001 ---- 5,510,000 Generil Motors France, AC-Delco Division, ClichY-Seine, _France
.

§A10,001 - - -- 5,560,000 Delco Products Division, Dayton, Ohio ':, .

5,560.06; - -++ 54660,006 - 'AC Spark PludctvisiOn, Flint, Mtiiigan ..

.

5,660,001 ,--- 5,'710,000 Saglaw Steering Gear Division, Saginaw, Michigan .

3 5,710,001
- -. 5,710,981 ,Ternstedt Division, Warren. Michigan (Originally assigned to.Instrument Plant)

5,710,982 z.....5,720,000 'Ternstedt Division, liarren, Meagan

. 5,720,001 ---- 5,740,000 General Motors of Canada, Ltd., Oshawa, Ontario, Canada B

5,740.001 ---- 5,745,000 r Mexico d, 19'General MOtors de Mexico, Mexico Mtn -

.
5,745,001

e
.., 5.755,000 .

...
.

.General Motors Argentina, Buenos Ai/es,. Argentina

5,755,001 - - -- 5;850,000 General Motors of Canada; Ltd., Oshawa, Ontario, Canada

. '.. _ .

PdAsafklU SA
ENGRG SIDS

k
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Unit c, Topic 1

I

GENERAL MOTORSEN&NEERING STANDARDS

PART NUMBERING SYSTEM

FROM, TO NAME

1

5,850,0015,850,001

5,930,001

5,980,001

6,000,601

6,216.401

6,219,001

6,220;501

6,228,301

6,235,500

6,239,201

6,245,500

6,245,801

6,250,501

6,255,501

6,275,001

6,265,500

6;285,701

6,300,501

6,300,801

6,306,500

6,308,501

6,400,001

6,500,001

6,530,001

6,535,001

6,600,001

i,700,00).
6,750,000
6,780,000
6,829,950
6,840,000

--- 5;930,000

---- 5,980,000

--- 6,000,000

--- 6,216,400

--- 6,219,000

--- 6,220,500

1- 6,228,300

---- 6,235,499

--- 6,239,200

---- 6,246,499,

--- 6,245,800

--- 6,250,500

--- 6,255,500

---- 6,275,000

--- 6,285,499

t--- 6,285,700

--- 6,300,500

--- 6,300,800

---- 6,306,499

--- 6,308,500,

---- 6,400,000

6,500,000

6,530,000

--- 6,535,000

--- 6,600,000

--- 6,700,000

---- 6,749,999
---- 6,779,999
---- 6,829,949

6,839,999

4,900001-- 6,902,000

'6,902,001

6,905,001

'6,905,501

6,910.501

7,000,001

7,050,001

47,220,001

7,230,001

7,515,001.7---.7,365,000

7,365,001 7075.000

7,375,041 7;460,000 ,

7,450,001 7.49Z999

7,500,000 ---- 7,501,200 '

7,501,201 7,544,999

6,905,000

-_-- 6,905,500

6,910,500

7,000,000

-Z.. 7,asa,000

7,220,000

-. 7,230,000
ta

--- 7,315,000

- :

7,550,000 7,552,300

Frigidaire'Division, Dayton. Ohio

Guide Lamp Division, Anderson, Indiana

Hydra-Matto Division, Ypsilanti, Michigan
-

Research Staff, Warren, Michigan

Central -Foundry Division, Saginaw, Michigan (Originally assigned to Pabricast Division)

Reserved

Research Staff, Warren, .Michigan

Adam Opel, A. O., Russelleim, Germany

Research Staff, Warren,Niseigan

General Motors South African, Ltd., Port Elizabeth, South Africa

Research Staff, Warren, Michigan

General Motors South African, Ltd., Port Elizabeth, South Africa

Research Staff, Warren, Michigan

Chevrolet Division, Warren, Michigan

Fisher Body Division, Warren, Michigan

Research Staff, Warren, Michigan'

Packard Electric DIV1310p, Warren; Ohio

Research Stiff, Warren, Michigan

Vauxhall Mo, Ltd./ Luton, England

Research Staff, Warren, Michigan-

Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., Luton, England

AC Spark Plug Division, Flint, Michigan

Allison Division (AlFsfaft Operations), Indianapolis, !liana (Originally assigned to

Electro-Mot e Division, LaGrange, Illinois (Originally assigned to Cleveland Diesel
s Division)

Engine Div aion) -
Frigidaire Division, Dayton, Onto

Adam Opel, A. G.,

Allison Division
Allison Division
AllAson6 Division
Allison Division
Allison I:platen

Russelsheim, Geroany

Aircraft Operations), Indianapolis,. ndiana
Transmission frperationsl Indianapolis; Indiana
Aircraft Operations), Indianapolis, Indiana
Transmission Operations). Indianapolis, Indiana
Airtraft Operations), Indianapolis, Indiana

. .

Engineering Staff :Warren, Michigan (Originally assigned to Chevrolet-Cleveland Division)

General Motors de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico

Engineering Staff, Warren, Michigan (Originally assigned to Chevrolet-Cleveland Division)

.Ceerral Motors de Mexico, Mexico Cityi.Nexico

General Motors Diesel Ltd., London,'Ontario.,Canada_,

Rochester Products Division, Rochester, New York \.

Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., Luiens England

General Motors,: Ltd., AC-Delco Division, I:unstable, England

Delco Radio Tdvision, Koko", Indiana

General.Motors do Brasil, Sao Paulo, Brazil

general Mo re New Zeeland Ltd., Wellington, New Zeq,land,

nera ors Holden's Ltd., Melbourale, Australia

New Departure-Hyatt Bearings Division, Sandusky, Ohio

,,Eu Ltd., Ielid (Great Britain) Ltd. Newhouse, 'Lanarkshire, Siotland

ifrigidalie Divialcal,.Dayten, Ohio

aguclid (Great Britain) Ltd., Newhouse, Lanarkshire; Scotland

ENGRG STD3
!Weld L USA

PAGE W- 21.104

2,

Fig. C-1:- General Motors.block system for assigning parts numbers (Page 4 of 5)'
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Auto Parts

'

, .

GENERAL MOTORS ENGINEERING STANDARDS

.

9

. ,

C.--)

.

PART NUMBERING SYSTEM 4

. qk
,./'

FROM " TO NAME
.

, 7,552.3011.... 7,8,,0.030 Defens Research Laboratories. Goleta, Califo'rnia .

7.5e0,00l .... 7,1SA7.xx,

7,800,001 --.- 7,380.000

7,850.001,-1 -- 7,329.333

7.930,0004-- ",339,393

7,430,000,- - -- ',3!..0,000

7,950,001.7.-- 9.000,000.

8,000,001 .----.,,,-..)0,330

8,500,001 ,.-- 8,550,10)

8,550,001 ---- 4,-.0C,000

8,600,001 ----- ',,700,300

8,700,00. ---- ..1)...)q.)
.

8,810,00. ---- -,..3g0,00,

8,8G0.001 ---- 0,8%,....,03

5.890.001 - - -- 4,700..0)0

8,900,001 4--- 3,7300:00

8,930,031 ---- 8,764.000

8,960.001 .... 3,000.000

9,000.001 ---- 3;001.000

9,001,001 ----,..4:59,399

9,350,000 ---- 3/00,600
,'. a

9,400,001 -.7,0'700,000

9,7130,001 -41 3:925,04)

9,725,001 A..., ?.740,000

9,740,001 ...e.-- '3.'70,003
.

9.770,001 c--- 9.800,000

9,800,001 -- -- 3,3e0,000

9,900,001 ---- 3,315,000
.400.

9,915,001 ----'9,920,000

9,920,001 ---- 2,290.000

9,980,001 ---- 9,299,991

------ii-ww-D-FirtFt,,h161; Warren. dehigan .

Saginaw Steering Gear Division, Saginaw,°Michigan $

AC Electronics Division. Milwauk,z, Wiscorsin
.

Delco Radio Division, Kokor-e,Ind,ana
.

AC Electronics Division. Milwaukee, tisconsir

General Motors Ltd., AC-DelcdEAvisidn, Dunstable, Englana ,

Electro-Motive Division, LaGrange. Illinois

Harrison Radiator Division, Lockpert, New York
'

AC Electronics Division, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Hydra-Matic Division, Ypsilanti, Michigan

VBlank A .
Vauxhall MotorsLtd., Luton, England

GMC Truck & Coach Division, Poi lac, MI:shigan
. -

Hydra -Katie Diviaitn, Ypsilanti, Mfehigan A

Blank (Originally assigned to Allison Division)
At It

.

Adan Opel, )A. 0., Russelshein, Germany (Originally assigned to Allison.Divis;on)
....,

Blapk (Originally assigned'to AlliyrDiv1sion)
.

.
.

1elco Reny Division. pderaon. Indiana
wf

.

'Edolid Division, Cleveland, Ohlo .

t
.

,EuClid (Great Britain) Ltd.-, Newhouse, Lanarkshire. Scotland

General Motors Standard Parts
.

v .

Ternstedt Division, Warren, Michigan (Originally assigned to Brown-Life-Chapin Division)

Ternstedt Division, Warren, Michigan (Originally assigned to Airfraft"Standaild Parts)

Inland Manufacturing Division. Dayton, Ohio J .. -. ..
)

Pontiab'Motor Cdvision, Pontiac, Michigan
.

Blank (Originally assigned to Eastern aircraft Divtclon) ,

Vauxhall Motors Ltd., Luton, England
.

,
.

General Motors de Venezuela, C, A., Caracas, Venezuela ' . .
.

Blank
.. .

General Motors Standard Engineering Materials and Proses:ea
%

..

,...

c.

.

.'',

..

.

, . .. .

_

,

.

t4 P. I e

.

.. . . .. .
.

, 4

4 .

. .
. .

Maud ia U S A
ENGRG STDS .PAGE W-21.105

.- . .

.,
Fig. C-1. General Motors block system for assigning parts numbers (Page 5 of 5)



Unit C. Topic 1
o*

by all divisions (Chevrolet, Pontiac, ,Buick, Olds-
mobile, Cadillac, and GMC Truck) to describe the
same part. Hence, if a ctain part were used on
Pontiac., products and on hevrolet products, both
divisions would use the scathe part number to
identify thatpart.

Ford .Motor Company part numbers, ever,
are formed by expanding the bask group numbers
that subdivide the parts catalog. Ford part numbers
are significant in' that they identify the nature,
location, and application of the part .to which they
are, assigned. F;or example, Ford part number
C3AZ 6303A indicates- to the experienced Ford
parts person that the number is for a crankshaft
(all crankshafts have the basic number 6303) and
that it fits a 1963 series A vehicle (C3 means 1963,
and A ide,ntifies the model). By the addition of
proper prefixes (C3AZ is a prefix) and suffixes (the
final A in the part number above is a suffix), new
parts can be added to the existing system and still
retain the basic group information. Any new crank-
shaft will be assigned the basic part number 6303,
butrthe prefix and suffix will change (Fig. C-2).

The Ford parts catalog is divided into sections,
which ate further divided into basic -groups (Fig.
C-2). The basic group numbers are divided into ,
subgroups, which are the basis for constructing
individual part numbers. The assignment of Ford
part numbers, then, depends upon the individual.
subgroup divisions already established (Fig. C-3).

Group Numbers

Group numbers are 'particularly important to
those manufacturers' systems whose part numbers
are nonsignificant. In the General Motors example
above it was noted that GM part number 7450745
indiCates nothing about the nature and application
of that particular part. In such systems, one must
turn to the group number for information which,
will give meaning to nonsignificant lairt numbeK.

The group number sequence of each of the
major automobile manufacturers is given in Figs.
C:2 and C-4. Although these group divisions vary in
number and interpretation, a basic similarity, exists
among all of them. Each group division represents
a major section or area of the vehicle, and each
group is divided into subgroups within which
discrete parts may be identified.

In the General Motors system the groupinumerals before the decimal point &ntity be
major assemblies or systems in thnautomo
numerals after the decimal relate to subasse blies
or individual parts. Referring to the earlier ample

-I

54

of GM group 5.536, the ,5. refers to a rather large
group section of the book which contains the data
o1 parts for, the operating brake, propeller shaft,
and rear axle. Further, division of the 5.000 group
separates these thfee units, and it is not until one
refers to a subgroup 5.536 that the nature of the
specific part can be found. Then, subgroup 3:336,
caq, be 'identified as a specific subgroup (Beai-ing-
Bearing,Assembly -Race, Diffeiential Side) within a
larger group system (Fig. C-5).

A methdd of dividing parts into major groups
and subgroups is followed in all automotive parts
catalogs. Although the various manufacturers have
assigned different numbers, to each group and
subgroup,, the basic systems are similar. As a
beginning exercise, it is a good idea for the parfs
apprentice to memorize the major group divisions
of the catalog with which he or she is working.
This is a reasonable task, since most ca,talogs
contain le,ss than 25 major group divisions..

Group numbers seldom change,,whereas part
numbers may change frequently. Therefore, it is
not advisable for the parts apprentice to attempt to
memorize large blocks of part numbers, because
there are too many and they change too often. The
group numbers are more stable and are used so
.frequently that they should be committed to
memory. The parts apprentice will find that it is a
decided adVantage to be able to turn quickly and
efficiently to the major group within which the
neededazt can be found.

Use of the Catalog

Three general methods are used in locating
parts, in the manufacture& catalogs. Two of the
methods are used frequently, while the third is
used less- often. The most common method, of
locating parts is by referring to the noun name as
listed in the alphabetical index. The alphabetical
index is keyed to the group number system of the
book and leads directly to the numerical group
under which the part can be fourid.

A request for a fan blade for a 1975 Cadillac
Coupe de Ville with air conditioning, for example,
would lead to group, 1.064 (Fig. C-6). Although
this page was reproduced froin a Chevrolet alpha-
betical index, it will provide the soma gaup
number, because all GM divisions use the same
group system. When one, turns to grpup 1.064 fill,
the Cadillac catalog, and runs down the Series
column to "1973 efe61-'75C," then reads across
in the Specifications column to "Air conditioning,
7 blade type.," it is found that the desired part

...

0
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Auto Parts
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1.

FORD CAR FARTS sicythm 413-., ..
is I DODO. 1 ..7..1*4.7-1 0 ESC R IPT 10 N 1.4=1 PART mum=

ST/
62/

6A302 PIN . CIIANKSNAft ROAR OIL
170

221

SIAL - u
X-;),3 _ . - - - f-.

A A
.004"/.096" 0,13. -.311' iong-polnted .

.
. 1 1

1 J
1

CODZ 6A302-A

6303 CRANKSHAFT ASSY.
81/ t' overa eng3. o

1 el ove eng 1
111.1

i . :
r . I -61/ X,B

52/53 A 5 . 0. . over 11 e i B3A 6303-A
637A23 16 1 200 1 1 C202 6323-A

.
. i i .

6 223

." ove 1 Mr" - en us rep e
E0 6303 A foi service, spacer B4A 6434-A
=lathe used betweenthe crankithaft&f/wheel

3 26"o/all length-repl. by C2AZ 6303- A(11 -62
1011 squirt holes have 909 chamfer -use with

ClAE 6200-D rod

.1

1

1

- :OA 6303-E

CIAE 6303-B
ji C AZ 6303-

S C3AZ.,If303-)4

61 IA
62/ "Before 6/I/63" 223

63 IA "From 5/1/63" 1 6 1 223 I Ilse with C3AZ 6200-E rod & C3AZ 6211-A brg. I
49/51 A

1
6 1 226 .31.27" Overall length-.78" diam-hctlereardlange 1

"1- 81dTH 6303-B62/ B, A 8 172K24.113'11T111 ig (.202 6303-A
49 53 A 8 239 '1 EA.B 6303-A
54 A 8 239 When need to replace.EBU 6303-B.

B,A 6434-A flywheel to crankshaft spacer
mtit sklso be used

2, 25.608" overall length-2.188072.1888" O.D.
connect:112 rod-2. 4980"/2. 4988" O. D. main
bearing journals

i

-

114A 6303-B

'

B9TE 6303 -AC55/62 A,S -8
63 1A, X ' 18 12642891 1 0 C3AZ 6303 -F

'63 B Special (4/B carb. 1 T 1

'--r.
C3OZ. 6303-B7-456/5,s , _8 B6A 6303-C

58/59

*

A

. -
8 332 27.935" overall length-5/8"-18 x 1.42" bole '

front end-2.438072.4388"P. D. connecting
rod-2,7484"/2. 742" 0. IX %min bearing
JaiCials-SEDC -:' _

BM .>13303-B
.. .

- ...
,

$8/60

,

A,

q

3 352 27. 935"overaU length-5/0"-14 x1.42" note
front end-2. 434072. 4288" a connectingconnecting
rod-2. 7484"/2. 7492" O.D. plain

Ili,
beafing

journals-SEDT o ,

..bia 0 8.303 -A
`,

'

61/62 A' ' -r
-

,

S 412 27.935" overall length-4/ 6"-14 a 1.42" hole
front end-2.4340"/2.4 8, a D. connecting rod
4.7484"/2.7492" O. inallihearini journals-
JEDD-3 1/2" from centerline of journal to. center line of crank pin"

I COAE 6303 -B
,-,

4,
63 A 8 352 C3AZ 6303-A
60 A Special (4/B carb.) f

8
8

352 . .

1 390, 27.935" Overa111ength-5/163-18x 1. 42" hole
320 front end-2A380"/2.4388" D. D. connectinrrod

-2.7484"/2.7492" 0. D. main bearing journals-
4ICIAE-3.874" frOni center line of journal to
center line of crank pin

1

I
1

CUE 6303-0
ClAE 6303-A.

,
.

.
C3AZ 6303-8'

61/62
61/62

A-except Special 4/B & tifiarb.,4
/1 -"Before s1/15/62"

../

',7

63 1.4(except PA, S 18 390 Use with Cl 6200-C rods-"Before 11/1/62" 1
63 excep 1 : 8 3 IC3AE 6303-E -use with C3AZ 6200-B rods 1 t C3AZ 6303-D

r
61/62 A Special (4/1:5 &VD cart%) 5 is 3av 27. 935"overau length-5/8" - lax 1.85" hole

front end-2. 438072. 4;884 0. D.,. connecUng
rod-2.748472,7472" 0. D. main bedirtig
Journals -Foil grooves in main bearing journals

CiAs 0303-D
...

Ar
62
62

pit --
A Special (4/B & 6/B carb.)

8
8

390 Use with C2AZ 6200.A rods-"Fiom 1/15/62"
406 ;4., .

1 C2AZ 6303-B
1

63 A Special (4/B & 8/8 carb.) 8
'8

427 "Before 2/4/63"-real. by C3AZ 6303-G (1-83) 1 C3AZ 6303-E63 A Special, P11 . 390,406 1011 grooves on all nigin.hearind lour-flats C3AZ 6303-C
63 A Special (4/B & 8/0 carb.) 8 427 "From 2/4/63" . /4 1 1 C3AZ 6303-0
59/60 Sr

'
8 430 29.23* overall length-5/8 t 18 tapped hole at

front end -reol. bY C2VY 014103-A (1:63)
C1VE 6303-A

''59/60 1 8 ' 430 1(2) drilled holes in No:4 5 Journals ,_ CNN 6303-A

$ relent sfleattrg marking t- ,e.vTevemier I. 1902
ccerwa oisi-ma mons CONANT -oussotm. 1202A6,-- .

. ... ,.;

. . j~
.

owing basic grouping arrangement (Pagb 1 of 2)
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.

8 GENERAL FORD CAR DARTS,
INFORMATION

FORD BASIC- GR-OUP-NWASERS and--

RELATED CATALOG SECTION NUMBERS

Following is an index of the basic group numbers and their related catalog sectkni otmibers.
A more detailed listing of the basic" group numbers, their related erpansibn numbers and
functional areas is shown on thlnext three pages. "

RAUC GROUP NURSER
CATAUX

SECTION

CATALcG
USK came Kumasi I szcnom,,, RAW GROUP HUHU,

CATAUX
=KRIM LUC CROUP NURSER SeCTICII

CHASSIS

ldiscellanepus
1000 - 1999
2000 - 2199
2200 - 2299
2300 - 2399
2400 - 2999
3000 - 3499

Paint
10

20

t22.
23

24

30

..... CHASSIS PARTS

7100 - 7199
7200 - 7299 72
7300 - 7499 . 73

67500 4 75999 75
00% 7999 . 76

CHASSIS PARTS

10000 - 10299.
10300 - 10599
10600 - 10999,
11000 - 11999
12000 - 12999
13000 - 13399
13400'- 13699

100
103
106

110
120 ,
130
134

SOOT
00000 02999
03500 - 04199
04200 - 09999
10000 - 19999
20000 - 20999
21000 - 21999
22000 - 22999

VI

000

100
200
210

220

53.5

3500 - 3599
3600 3999
4000 - 4599
4600 - 4999
5009 - 5199
5200 s 5299
5300 = 5399

35
I,5

36
40,40.1
46
50
52
53

7000 - 7999
(Automatic Trans.)
Identification
FM - 1960
FM/2-1960/64
C/11 - 100/
C4 - 1964/

A70/A76
A70
A71'
A73
£75
A76

13700 - 13999 137
14000 - 14399 '140
14400 - 14499 144

14590 - 14999 145
15000 - 15999, .0 150 -
'16000 - 16599 160
16600 - 16999 166

23000 - 23999 230
24000 - 25999 240
26000 -.26999 260

'27000 - 27999 210
--28000 - 28999 '280

29000 - 29499 290
29500 - 29999 295.

0

5400-- 5999
Fop - 6199
6200 L 6299
6300 - 6499
6500 -.6599
6600 - 68S9
6900 - 7099

54 8000"- 8499 80
60 .8500 - sass. . 85
62 9000 - 9299 . 90
ei 9300 - 9399 93
65 `9400 - 9499 f 94
66 9500 - 9999 495 'rg cutsurriat PASTS tam 95A

cus.or compost:tar 95B'

17000 - 17199
17200 - 17399
17400 - 17599
17600 - 17999
18000 - 18299
18300 - 18999
19000 - 19999

170

172
175

176

.180
1

190

30000 - 39999
40000 - 41999
42000 - 42999
43000 - 43999
44000 - 49999,
50000 - 50999
51000 - 51999

300
400
420
430
440
500,
510

52000 - 52999 520
53000- 59999 530
60000 - 60999 - 600"
61000 - 61999 610
62d00 -39999 -620
0000 - 69999 Soft Trim
fUrrucasto (sr!wri Yr.)

flOOKIIC 144J114.01,

Fig:C--2. Specimen pages of Ford parts catalog, showing basic grouping arrangement (Page 2 of 2)
I.
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Unit C, Topic 1

Q.*

J

6

"MASTEltr PART LIST

wirinlfp

CHASSIS PARTS SIICTIO
e.

This Partskilst is effective September 1, 1964

The "List Rees" shown in this Parts List are suggested prices only
for sales to consumers.

1.

ee

ISSUED BY:-

.1

-.Tails and Prices are subject to change or removal without notice,

a

PrintBb in U.S.A. 4"

GE AL
INFORMATION .

PAINT CHARTS

PARTS HISTORY

ALPHABETICAL
INDEX

ILLUSTRATION
INDEX

ACCESSORIES

' !GROUP.°
ENGINE--CLUTCH

GROUP I
COOLING-01UNG

GROUP 2
CHASSIS ELECTRICAL

LIGHTING

GROUP 3
FUEL-CARBURETION

EXHAUST,

GROUP 4 '
TRANSMISSION

HYD. BRAKE CONTROL

GROUP S
WHEELSBRAKES

PROP SHAFTREAR AXLE

- GROUP 6 s,

FRONT SUSPENSION
STEERING

GROUP 7
FRAMESPRINGS

SHOCKSIIUMPERS

GROUP 8
HOODFENDERS

. HEATERSTD. PARTS -

GROUP 9
AIR COND.BODY MOUNTS

INSTR. CLUSTERMISC.

GROUP 10
DOORSREGULATOR. .

WIND6HIEIDI-WIPEAcWASHC.ERs

GROUP II
SEATSADJUSTER

CENTEL QUARTER. BACK WINDOW

GROUP 12

BbrFRAMEPANELSMOLDINGS

GROUP 13
BODY WIRING

. < CONY. TOP TRIM

GROUP 14
CONY-STOP HARDWARE

INTERIOR TRIM

° GROUP is
I. CARPETS

REAR COtIPT. TRIM

TRIM CHARTS 4

GROUP 70
STATIONERY

Codillac Mori Cr is division() 1964 danensl Motors Corpotation TWENTY 'NINTH EDITION

.

5-78057

4Fig..C-4. Automobile manufacturers'.parts groups (Page 1 of 4)
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Autd Parts

.

4

\N.

-.

P'ASSBNGER'CAR PARTS CAT- 0 G,

Page

INF-I General Information

PI(1 Parts aikages

PT-1 Police -Taxi

"A" SERIES
_

- 1 965 , .

.

, . 4

Ns

r

PLYMOUTH .

F . \
-, VALIANT

,

'
... DODGE

. * 4,

DAIT\
..

4.., . .
/

_

. , CHRYSLER ....

,

- IMPERIAL .

\----..._ \."--- r

0 .
'

.0/`

'
?-'

Group 1 G

Accrtssories .-

2-1
Group 2 ) 1

Front Suspension,

3-1
Group 3
Axle - Rear

4.1
Group 4 .
Brake - Parking

5-1
Group 5
Brake . Seirice

6.1
Group 6 i
Clu ids

7.1 Group,7
Cooling .
Oro's" 8 .

8-1,,; Electrical
Group 99-1 rangine
Group 1010.1 Engine Oiling
Group 11

......4' Exhaust

12.1
Group 12
Fenders and 'Sheet Moto!

fGroup131 -1 Frame
Group IA

. .14.1. Fuel ..
....

GrouP, 15
15.1

Hood

-16.1
Group 16
Prop. Sha(t & Univ4 Jt.
Group 17
Springs

... ....----- .

NOVEMBER' 1964,

* "t
-

18-I
Group le
Standard Parts
Group 19

19-1 Steering
.- Group 21 ,

21.1
Transmission

22 -1 Group 22
Wheels ,

. .
.

E
.

PARTS DIVISION
MOTORS

,
MOTORS CORPORATION

Group 2323-1
Body
Croup 23

11.4 erior Trim

r

; ..ms DETROIT, MICIVGAN 48231
is ....

t

.

. e

4$'

.

1.

24-1 Air Conditioning

AL-1 Alpheibetical ihdex

NII.1 Numerical Index
...

x-1 Vendor Cross Reference

N.

'jig. C-4. Automobile manufacturers' parts groups (Pam 2 of )
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Unit C, Topic 1

Gm*
Ns. . -

GENERAL INFORMATION

1 ENGINE

2 44* COOLING GRILLE

3.
,- ITICTRICAL
INSTRUMENT CLUSTER

4 FUEL - EXHAUST

2 . CLUTCH

e' STD. - OD. HYDRA.
6 TRANSMISSION

7 SHIFTING

$ &RAKES - WHEELS

1r
,

REAI ARIA
PROP. SHALT

FRONT SUSPENSION
10 STEERING GEAR

fl ROAD SPRINGS
SHOCK /MORSELS

HOOD
12 FENDERS.- SUMPERS

HEATER -

13 AIR CONDITIONING

14 CHASSIS MISCELLANEOUS

15 ACCESSORIES

16-
. AUTOMATIC

TRMiShilSSION

17 ''STANDARD /wets

20 BODY 'SKEET' METAL

22,
WINDSHIELD WIPER,

COWL VENT - INST. PANEL

4 3 DHANDLT-I D LOOCKRVSENTS.
I .
24 REAR QUARTER VENTS

22 GLASS - CHANNELS

26 1100Y MOLDINGS

27 ROW( HA1LILWARE

29, TRIM MATERIAL

30 110Dy MISCRILANIOUto

TRIM CHART

59.

PARTS CATALOG
F-14075

At

1

,

American Motors Corpgration Pans and Distribution Services Division e

5260 S. Clement Ave. Milwaulusr, Wisconsin 53201 Printed U.S.A.

Fig. C-4. Automobile manufacturers' parts groups (Page 3 of 4)
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, 0 v..

DATSU, ,§1
S D N HARDT

o IP

Pub. NO. 460100U
r-

USA CANADA
CATAL

,MODEL i $ElifES
6-

6 \s.
,a*

NI:SSAN.:IVIOTOR: 1316.
17-1, GINZA, 6-CHOME,, CHUCr-Kli

TOKYO, JAPAN .

42 :Phone: TOKYO 543-5523...4

- / Telex: NI* 'J2 2503
4Cable Address: 511ISMO't TOKYO

. ,

C.c.) 1973 NISSAN 14OTOR CO.: LTIIIP. ' . , . .

. 4/0 .
Fig. C-4. -Atitomobilii manufacturers' parts groups (Page 4-C4,4)
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Unit C, Topic 1

A

38-55
6-46-60

5.533 PAD - SCREW -NUT, Ring Gear

I-
%,

L/TY (Ist Ser.),
I TON,

"........ \ 59 Set. 3A w /4/MD thrust 370463 1. :45

40'55 UTILITY (let Ser.),
.

46-60 %. 1 TON SCREW. thrust pad (?4-14 x 3'4) 3652255 1 .65
40-55 UTILITY (1st Ser.),
46-60. %. 1 TON NUT. thrust pad screw ('4 -14) ..... 124954 1 (8.916)

ea
r

5.535 LUBRICANT, Hypilid Gear

ALL PASS,. CORVETTE. '4 TON
w iP/Trac special hypoid (1 quart ccateiner)

ALL PASS.. CORVETTE. 4 TON
w/P/Trac special hypoid (15 gel.) 1050016 A.R.(8.800)

A

1050015A.R.(8.800)

0

5.536 BEARING - BEARING ASSY.-RACE, Defferewtial Side

38-54 PASS. (exc. FA. FD). s.
53.55 CORVETTE (Hyatt A.11360) (Hy 11360

NOTE: Must be mulled insets of two on 193940 models.
33-53 UTILITY.

4 54-55 ,1%'TON,(exc. 2-SPD.) (let Ser.) Ijklyett A 11820) (Hy 11820 5)'' tNOTE. Must be metalled?' an assembly, And in sets c( two on 1933-39 models.
40-42 CORM.. . * .
46-56 '4 TON. 45

. 55-56 PASS..
56 CORVETTE .. '7450385 2 9.25

Ser. 3A w/4/WD
PASS.. CORVETTE, '4 TON ( *tie.

'4 TON w/P/Trac.), .
60.62 PASS., CORVETTE, % TON,
63.64 PASS.. --", 43

63 Ser. 10 (4/WD) (Ist Ser.) . (Hyatt A 159286 Z)... -t7:,.. 7450745 6.09
4665 %. 1 'TON , (Hyatt D 11786) (Hy 11786 Y).
57.59 Ser. 3E-3G w/4/WD front isle 9 ...., . 188930 2 At$,
54-55 ?TON (prod.) (1st Set.) ''' (Hyatt KC 11948Y) ...

i 7460326 2 19.40
58-59 '4 -TON w/P/Trac. whotar (tialken 25590) . 9412266 2 3.94
63-65 CORVETTE, Set. 10 (eic. 4/WD), . * -

" 63-65 Set. 10 (4/WD) c2nd Ser.). 't-64-65 0-10\w/3.73. 4.11 ratio.
65' PASS. tv/4 arm suspension ., .. . . 7451140 2 6.15

' 58 '4 TON :r43/Tse. BEARING ASSY.. rear,
64 4/11B:' ' . front (Bower 25590-25523) 941962- 2 6.50. ,

' ' 6043 4/MD t .,r' BEARING ASSY, w/roller (1% LD.
x 3114, O.D.) (Timken 25577- 25523) .. 9415224 2 6.40

127861 2 8.15

14339911 2 13.55

(Hyatt CE 11445 X)
57.59 front axle, '

'57.59

' 63 - CORVETTE BEARING ASSY.. "U" joint yoke 455724
,

2 7..50
605 GIti w/3,36 ratio, .
65 PASS -w/3 arfa suspension , BEARING ASSY., (I% 7 21'440.D.) 7451281 2 5.43
r Not required in this group. See BEARING ASSY., (% LD. x 3%, O.D.

reaps 6.311. 6.313 ' z 1044 thk.) 7451090 5.97
Not required in this group. Sea"

croup 6.313 BEARING ASSY 7451226 - 5.31
3955 2-SPD. (1st ter.) RACE, outer (Timken M 3920) 457319 2 4.30
46-55 2-SPD. w/Vac. Shift (1st Ser.), ...

. RA,Waptner, w/rodr (Timken X 3994) 435973 2 8.20
53-55" '4 TON w/P/Trac.,
60.64
53,
64
6063
63-64
6344
64
64

4/WD
% TON w /P/Trac..

RACE, outer (Timken 25523) ...... ....
-

'9412267 .2
4/WD RACE, inner *ironer (Timken 25590) .. 9412266 2

4/WD RACE, inner 11011** (Timken 25577) ... 9415225 .2
CORVETTE, . ..
Ser. 10, t,.

.
0-I0 w/3.73, 4,11 ratio RAE; outer 1451141 2
G-10 w/3.36 ratio RACE; outer 7451282 1

0-164.
Omelet Mara Diviskr
Bowel Moen Cappello"

LI
3.94 .
3.96

,7
-2.19

1.98

5.533-5.516

"st

. .

Fig.'C-5. Specimen page of Chevrolet parts catalpg, stiowing Group 5.536'
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Auto Parts

t

Bad, Folding top hyd.rmotor
and pump 14.486

Fuel pump bowl .... 3.903
Balancer. Crankshaft harmonic 0.65%
Boll, Air cued. comp. piston

drive 9.172
, Ball. Carhurelor check

valve ... 3.825, 3.826. 3.862 '
Ball. t clutch actuating 9.188
Ball, Fo ding top turd. pump 14,482
Ball. Gear shift locating 4.311
Ball,

Iteteerling gear 6.444
8.899

Ball. Transmission clutch . 4 166
Ball. Universal joint 5 564
Ball, Valve rocker are 0 429
Band, Generator commutator °

Cover

Band, Prop shaft brake . 5.615
Band, Statue} motor commutator

cover 2.070
Band.'Steesing gear (*tail=

6 672
Band, Trans. low or reverse

brake . . 4.261
Band may . TfiftS1aSiag brake 4,251 .!

BfPTliViroperitturig .7-.-7-.-71336-,
Bar. Bumpei face. . 7.831
Bag., Electric seat adj switch

rocker . 11 558
Bar. Frame tebuMper 7 836
Bar. Front license plate 7 800
Bar. Front suspension torsion.. 7 412
Bar. Horn blowing 2.830
ear. Parking brake pedal latch 4.603
Bar. Radiator 1.266
Bar. Radiator grille 1.268
Bar. Raarator support 1.271
Bar. Rear compartment end 12.986
Bar. Rear guard cross e 7 828
Bar, Transfer cue 4.555,
Bar. Traasmaseion teas shift 4 305
Bar, Wheel Carrier 7.782
Bar assy.. Radiator

aille 1.266. 1.267. 1.268 0

Bat assy . Rea: comas. end 12.986
Bar easy.. Wheel carrier I 7.782

'Bose. Air cleaner 3.406
Base. Auto jack 8.820
Base, Door are rest unit 16.155
Base. Driver seat 16.680. 16 686
Base. Rea door bumper .. 16.400
Base, Roof luggage carrier

support 12.815
Base, Safeti.. 9.773
Base, Trans. Control lever .,

trim plate 4.017
Base assy.. Air cleaner oil 3.410
Base easy.. Electric seat *di.

switch 11.558
.Base assy.. Oil filter 1 837

- Bearing, Au compressof
Polley 1060, 4.850

Besting. Au ccad. tchlpressor .. 9.172
Bearing, Ball 4.520
Besting.

Camshaft.. 0.539, 0.543. 0.546, 0549
Beating, Camshaft thrust 0.533
Beasuig,,Cluttif line:moat 0:799
Beating. &Mousier pulley 9.181
Bearing

Crankshaft 0.096, 0.101. 0.103. 0.105 ,

Bearing. Crankshaft clutch pilot. 0.649
Beaune. Differential side . ,5.536
Bearing, Drive shaft pinion . 5 484
Bearing. Driver seat-. 16.686
Beating, Four wheel drive

transfer case 4.502
Bearing, Front dons 16.320

wing. Front seat. 11.561
tailor commutator

2.298
Bearing. for draw end 2.306
Bearing, amp actuator

worm shaft 10.661, 2.760
Bearing. Headlamp trot

opening cover mist- ...... 2.765
Beaune, Idler pulley 1.060
Bearing. King pia t 6.210
Bearing. Mast jacket jr521
Bearing. Oil supply Primp, 4.203
Bearing. Pinion shaft front 5.447
Bearing. Piston shaft rear 5.484.
Bearing, Pitrase shaft needle 6086
Bearing. Propellei shaft 5.436
Bearing. Radiator fan idler 9' 1.060
Bearing. Rear wheel 5.85t
Bearing, Steering gear hydraulic

pump drive shaft 6.615
Bearing. Steering tear

Wee 6 A06, 6.826
Besting. Steering Dm "a°

thrust'
Bearing. Steedaildler and third

are 6
Bearing. Steering buckle suckle

111

king pin 6.011.
Dearing. Steering shaft Ujoint 6.525
Bearing, Steering warm thrust ..! 6.835
Staring, Transimsion clutch 4.164'
Besting. Transmission converter 4.115
Bearing.Transcussion

countershaft / 4 422
Bearing. TraGission rent

planet carrier 4.161
Bearing. Transmission main

drive gear 4.352, 4.355
Bearing. Transmission rear

ring carnet 4.187
Bearing, Transmission main

shaft rear 4,408

6330

Bearing. Trenseduloci_pisalt
' carrier 4.176

Bearing. Transed:sion rep qil
Nap

i' Bead g, Tnmstaission nverse .,

11§ 'gar 4,43l
Stilt f. Transnussion'second '
' speed' 4.398,
Bearing, Tratlifaliii0a spline

,' abaft pilot 4.352
Bearing. Universal joint yoke 5.566
Besting. Vacuum teake cyl. 4.911, 4.924
Bearing assy., Distributor '

aminshaft 2.375
Bearing assy., Drive pinfta rear 5.484
Bearing assy.. Front wheel Inner _6.311
Bearing sissy.. Front *heel outer 6.313
Bearing sissy., Gen. commutator

slip ring - .. 2.298
, %crag asp.. Mast jacket 6.521
Bearing assy.. Rear wheel hub .: 5.855
Bearing stay.. Trims.

Countershaft 4.422

m

Bearing unit. Camshaft thrust 0.533 a
Bearing unit. Connecting rod 0.616
Bearing unit. Crankshaft center 0.101
Bearing unit, crankshaft trod v 0.096
Bearing unit, Crankshaft

front inter 0 099
Bearing unit, Crankshaft rear 0.106
Beating unit, Crankshaft rear

inter .. 0.103
Bestial unit. Front axle shaft.! 6.058
Bearing Omit. Rear wheel 5.855
Bellows. Air suspension ........, 7.470
Bellows. Gearshift linkage 5.623
Bellows. Starter pedal- 2.014
Bellows. Windshielcrwszlier

pump valve . . 10.153. 16.065
Belt. Alt suspension aft

compressor 7.450
Belt. Compressor drive.a_, 9.185
Belt. Fan and generator 1.066
Belt unit. Seat 14.875. 16.714
Bezel. Au flow control cable ..: 9.787,
Bezel. Ash receiver . ...... 12,009
Bezel. Car beater switch '8.852
Bezel. Cigarette lighter 9.709
Bezel. Clock grille 9.772
Bezet'Evaporetor au deflector 9.262
Bezel. Gearshift lever (flour

mounted) 4.015
. Bezel. Hand control wires

and tubes 3.483
Bezel. Heater an evaporator

iontrol 9.279
" Bezel, Heater coattols 8.852

Bezel, Hood emblem 8.055
Bezel. inatrament case 9.746

zel. Lrghting switch rod 2.487
Bezel. Muffler tail pipe 3.705
Bezel, Parking brake 4.589
Bezel. Parking tulip 2.593
Bezel. Radio speaker grille._... 10.256
Bezel. Rear comet. lid 12.182
Bezel. Rear license lamp 7.800
Bezel, Tail and stop lamp 2.681
Bezel. Tail and stop lamp

reflector 2.689
Bezel, Windshield wiper control 10.166
Binding. Carpet 15.294. 15.300
Binding, Folding top bow. 15.539

le Sig.

11

is

Binding on vdre (Top) 15.534
Blade, Fan 1.064
Blade, Stator 4:117
Blade. Windshield wiper. 10.146. 16.062
Blind out 8.919
Block. Fuse and hetet 2.483
Block, Gebetato frz6ice 2.483
Block, tiddler* wile inaction 2.560
Block assy., Aft sr'

leveling valve j ion 7.482.
Block assy.. Cyll 0403 . e
Block assy., Fuse and junction 2.4183

Block try., Partial cylinder 60.0.33
Block easy.. Windshield slime.

motor 10.163.16.067
. Blarier Case, Rear window 9.778

Blower easy., Heater. 8 857
Board. Folding seat 11.360
Board. Front flax 12.584IP
Board. Rear compartment

12,484
Board, Running 8.222

a.

,

t
Cs-1964

&woke Mater DAMN.
General Makes Girporergen

a

,
Fig. C-.6. Specimen page of Chevrolet parts index
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Unit C, Tcipic 1

I

'1

01.050 CLUTCH ASSY.-SCREW', ENGINE FAN
60-63 (A C. t 1482704 . 41 )0 CLUTCH (Notel) . . ...... . .

NOTE 1 When en used on 1960 series also use 4.180077 (V---18 x Y.*) Botts to attach
64 Before V I. No 116400 . "

(AC.) . . . .. 1482704 41.10 CLUTCH ., I
67 Exc CC ( C.) , 1489214 41.10 CLUTCH.

38 80 CLUTCH
41.95 CLUTCH.. , .

41 95
15

68 (A C.), . . . . ,5381038
69 Exc. Eld. (A.C.) 4941108
69 Eld (AC) . . 4939915
60-63 (A C )-(8.900) . . 9415088
64 Before V I No 1 16400

(A C.)---(11900). 9415088
707 Exc CC (AT )-(8.900) 9415088 '
88-69 (A C.) .. .. 1364780

1.060 BRACKET-SPACER,
68.89 CC (130 amp. gen ) 1491847 --

70 CC (13Q amp gen)... 1498044
71-73 CC (145 amp gen.) . 1491847
70 CC (130 amp. gen ) 1498042

r

.

." .

.4 s- 1

1

1

1

SCREW. Vi.--24 x '." self locking . .... 4. .. 4

15 SCREW, 5c.-24 x self locking
4 15 SCREW, V,.' -24 x V.-. self locking,

25 STUD, x

ENGINE FAN BELT IDLER PULLEY
2.26 BRACKET . ..... .

226 ROCKET
2.26 BRACKET . . .

70 SPACER, to bracketcket

1.662 PULLEY (IDLER) ENGINE FAN BELT ADJUSTING
6869 CC (130 amp gen.) . 1492280 32 80- PULLEY, idler .

70 CC (130 amp gen ) 1498055 32.80 'PULLEY. idler .

71:73- CC (145 amp gen) 1492280 32 80 PULLEY, idler . . .

1.062 PULLEY, ENGINE FAN AND WATER PUMP;-DRIVEN
6862 (6ier0.6) 1463;393--7-20---RULLEY-doubta,-wasat-PuroP----
58-84 (A C )
63-84 (Exc A CI
65 Exc 75 ,

65 75 (A.C)
85 75 (Exc A.C)
,6807
88-89

it; 88-89
88-89
68-69
70

,, 70
c. 71.72

71.73
73

1483552 10 90 PULLEY, tnple. &ter pump .

1479282 8 10 PULLEY, double. water pump ,,

1483652 16-90-PULL-EY, triple. water,pump ..

. 1483552 10.90 PULLEY, triple. water pump
. 1479282 8.10 PULLEY, double, water pump

All . ,_ .. . 1483552 10.90 PUCLEY, triple, water ()Limp . ... ... 7...
(A.C) 1496924 7.95 PULLEYs.double. exc 106 amp. gen. . ....
(Exc. A.C.) . . . 1491088 7 95 .PULLEY, double. exc 130 amp gen.
CC (A.C) .. , ... . 1491870 .8 90 PULLEY, single. usewith 130 amp, gen
CC (exc. A.C.r.... ... . . 1491071 8.90 PULLEY, single. use with 130 amp. gen
(txc. 130 amp g e n ) . 1495998 5.02 PULLEY, single
CC (130 amp. gen.) . .. 1498021 9 15 PULLEY, double
(Exc. 145 amp. gen.) 1497933 .87 PULLEY, double
CC (145 amp. gen.) .. 1491870 90 PULLEY, single .. ........ .. . .

(Exc. 145 amp gen.) .'. . 1601101 4.87, PULLEY, double

4
4
4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I
1

1

1

1.064 **PAN, ENGINE COOLI
5759 (A C.) . ... ... .... ..--.... 14881 8
57-82 Exc. 75.CC (exc. A:C.) ..--:----1480983-
574 75,CC (exc. A.C.) .. ...1 1488756
80-62AA C.) ., 1474312
63 (A.C,) 1480863
83-64 Exc. 75.CC (exc. A.C.) . 148.1916
64 Before V.1. No. 116400

. (A.C) 1480833 .
64 -. 'Alter V.I. No. 118399

,. (A C.) 1-488158
-65 - All 1488156

i NOTE 1 Also use 1-148 21 spacer.
68 All 1488156
67, Exc. 75,CC (exc. A.C. 1488156
87 Exc. Eld., CC (A.C.) 401371
87 Eld. (A.C.), 5.. 1489215
67 CC 1488158

.68-69 (A.C.) 401371
.88 (Exc. A.0 ) 1491244
89 -Exc. Eld., 75 (exc. A.C.) . : 1493930 19.65 FAN, 7 blade type
69 Eld. (exc. A.C) 1491244 19.70 FAN, 7 blade type
70.72 All , 1600886' 34.85 FAN, T blade type (Note 2)
73 All ' 1802245 34.85 FAN, 7 blade type

NOTE 2 Service replacement for 5 blade type fan.

1.064 ,., SP'ACER, ENGINE FAN. BLADE
:,

G .
,

18 50 ., FAN, 7 blade.type . 1

9.00 FAN, 4 blade type . 1

18.50 FAN, 7 Wade type . 1

19.70 FAN; 7 blade type 1

14.30 FAN, 5 blade type ' 1

9.65 FAN, 4 blade type . 1

14.30 FAN, 5 blade type 1

1820 FAN, 7 blade type 1

18.50 FAN, 7 blade type (Note 1). 1

before approx. V.I. No. 145200.
18.50 FAN, 7 blade typo
18.50 FAN. 7 blade type
19.55 FAN, 7 blade type
17.60 FAN, 6 blade type
18.50 FAN, 7 blade type
19.55 FAN, 7 blade type
19.70 FAN, blade type

,AII58* ,ll. 1478107 1.23 .SPACER 1

. 59 (Exc. A.C.) 1478107 1.23 SPACER 1

7 60 All 14761Q7 1.23 SPACER 1

. '61.64' (Exc. A.C.) . 1475051 ., 2.38 SPACER._ 1

64 'After V.Ittlo. 118399
'(A.C.) ;1361910 1.95 SPACER . .

1

0

r ft e'' N1/4, .
0

© 1974 CADILLAC MOTOR CAR DIVISION. GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION-..-,.-..'-.
= / 1.1 :1.060-1.064.,

yr Fig. Ci. Specimen of Cadillac part catalog (Part 1 Of 2),
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Auto Parts

",

.

'

1

#

65-66 All . . , .

65 75 (exc. 4).
87 Exc. 75.CC (exc,, A.C.)
.67 # CC

(Exc. A.0 ) ' . ,

69 Exc. Eld.. 75'(exc. A C.)
69 Eld. (exp. A.C) . .

70 Exc Eld.
70

.71-72Exc Eld..
71 Eld. (Trk. Tw. or H.D.C.) .

71 Eld. (exc. Trk Tw 'or
H D.0 )

.72 Eld. (etc. Trlr. Tw. or
H.D.C.) (1itType)T.

72 Eld (Tdr. Tw. or H.D.C.)
(1st Type)

72 Eld. (2nd Type) . .....
'73 Exc. Eld.. . .
73 Eld. .

1381930
1475058
1381930
1381930

636263
530247
535253

1495919
535253.
.535253

3927,793

535253

535253

3927793
3927793
1800631
1800832

195
2.36
1.95

, '1.95
2.00
1.54
2.00
2.67
2.00
2.00
1 85

2.00

2.00

1.85
1.85
2.00
2.00

SPACER.. .....
SPACER
SPACER
SPACER
SPACER/. .

SPACER
SPACER . .

SPACER .
SPACER
SPACER, 2Y," thk.
SPACER. 2Y." thk

SPACER. 2'/:" thk.

SPACER:2Y," thk. (Note 1) ...

'SPACER. 2%," thk. (Note 1)
SPACER. 24" thk (Nor 2)
SPACER. 2'/." thk,
SPACER, thk. .

-

.....

r

1

1

1

1

1

1

1.

,-

I

1

.
NOTE 1 Before approx VI. No 0407861
NOTE 2 After approx. V I. No 0407860.

1.066 BELT, ENGINE FAN (A.C. COMPRESSOR, GENERATOR, PWR. STEER.
PUMPS OR AIR INJECTION REACTOR PUMP)

NOTE All specifi'ations of size (width by pitch line length) are approximate dimensions as required to meet
manufacture g tolerances allowed. $

NOTE For listing by top kith & pitch line length see chart at rear of group

53.56 (A C ).-
' 67

AIR CONDITIONING COMPRESSOR
. . 669996

. 1488656
. 398929

1477393
58 (A.C.) . .

, 69 (A.C.) ..

59

80 (A.C.) . . .
80 (A.C.) ...:
61 . . .
82 (A.C) . . :

83 (A.C) . . .

. 398929

1477393
.0475391

1476391
. 1471393

1466114
64-65 (A.C.) $283718
88 ((s C) 3897711-
67 Exc. Eld. (A C) . . 3847713

Efd. (A.C.) : 14564511
68 Before VI No 197767

(A.0 ).... 1488578
88. After VI,No. 197766

(A C.)... ......
89.72 (A.0 )
73 (A.0 )

NOTE 1 For 1p58 thru 195
Oye Belt 147

a

'.

8.75
11 20
461

BELT (matched set) (3/." x 65%")*
BELT (matched set) (3/." x 65%") ... !. -

BELT (3/.--x 63") (Note 1) ..... .
4.20 BELT (Y." x 61"/e") w/5" diem. pulley' on comp.

(Note 1) ........... . . s
4.61 BELT (3/." x 63t) w/53'." chem. pulley on comp .

(Note 1) . . ... .. .. .

'diem6 20 BELT (3/." x ..... w/5" pulley on comp. ... 1

6.20 BELT (Y." x 62'3'#3" w/5'/i diem. pulley on camp.. 1

6.20 BELT (VC x 62%") 1 .

6.20 BELT (VC x 61'1/221 . ....... '5 50 BELT (34- x 571 . ..... . ,1
-.4.36 BELT ('Ys," x 56") 1

A4.-20 BELT eY33" x 5534") 1

4.20 ,BELT ('Y." x 55Y.") ......... . 1

9.00 BELT (matched set) (Wu" .... . 1

I 9.10 ELT ( cliched set) W.- x 591 .

. 1493677 9.10 BELT (matched let) (34" x 59511
1493677 9.10 BELT (matched,set) (,/," x 59%1
1602011 930-8 arribierldWinrii-x-591/27

49.52 All
53-57 (411fA.0 )
53-58 (A. .).
67 (A.l.)

-68 8efore V.I. No. 050860
(AC.).

After V.I. No. 050859
(AC.)

Before V.I. No. 051)50
(exc. A.C9

58 After V.I. go. 05.1144
(exc. AC.) .,

59 (Exc.
59-60 (A.C.)
60 (Exc. A.0 )
60 (Exc.A.CS
61.62 (Exc. A.0 )
61.62 (A.C.) ..
63-64 (AC.)
6344 (Exc. A.C.)
45 Exc. 76 ,
65 75 (exc. AC,)

"k5
68

1.0641.066

9 series cars equipped with A.C. service.com,pressor 6550152. use comprelsor
5391. "

GENERATOR4
1455114, 5
1466114 5
689995 9

3861952 4
_ . -

1466114" 5

6263718 4

1456114 5.50

50 BELT (3/." x 57")
.50 BELT (16" x 57-) 1

.75 BELT (matched set) (VCx 65%1. 1 .

.00 BEL1114" x 56%") r 1

.50 BELT (Y." x 511 1

o

.36 BELT (W33" x 56') e 1

4-1/
38 95
82 3710

T 1 5114
61952

6283718,
, 1466114

3881952
3881871

390540,
-' 943.3128

390540'

BELT (Y." x 57")

'4.00 BELT (31.' x'561/2")
4.36 BELT-( %," x 581
5.50 BELT (V. x 57")
4.00 BELT (34"sx 56Y0 (Note, 2)
4.36 BELT ('Y, x 58 ") (Note 3) ...
5.50 BELT (Y." x 57") 1

4.00 BELT (Y." x 56Y11* 1

3.38 BELT x 52")
3.95 BELT (3/3" x 53") 1

2.84 ; BELT (")32" x 38Va"), 1
3.96 BELT (3/4" x 53") t. 1

4,
1972 CADILLAC MOTOR CAR DIVISION CIENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

1.2 c REVrJANUARY- 11 1973'
Fig..C-7.4fecimen of Cadillac parts catalotilpasia 2 of 2)
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Unit C, Topic 1

number is 1:485400 (Fig. C-7).. A, note specifies
that when this part is installed on a car built prior
to engine number 1_45209, it is necessary to install
a spacer, for which the park number is given.

The second common method of locating parts
IS by referring to the illustrations that precede each
major group division in most manufacturers' cata-
logs. .Continuing' with the Caflillac fan blade
eNafAple, the group number of the fan blade
(1.064) can be determined by examining they
illustratidn of a coniplete engine assembly, which is
found at 'the, beginning:of the engike,group section
(Fig. C-8).

The third method of locating a part i5 used
when only'- the part number is known. Reference to
the numerical index or price index will yield the
group number under which, the part is stocked.
Under the group number, a, description and loca-
tion of the part can be obtained.

S

Supplementary Information in Catalogs

Agency parts books are filled with supplemen-
tary materials to aid the parts person in determin-
ing and locating the correct parts. Model indeiitif-
ication, engine-changezover specifications, fan belt
.dimensions, generator output ratings; bearing.
charts, gear ratio tables, molding and clip charts,
and interior trim color schemes are just a few of
the data contained in parts catalogs. Since ,these
supplementary aids vary widelyfrom'compdhy to
companythe_ap_p_reliti_is urged to_lydome
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thoroughly acquainted with the parts tbook (or
books) that he Or she mu §t use.

One of the most informative sections of the
parts catalogs is the Parts History Index (Fig. C-9).
In this .section part number changes, superseded
numbers and °items removed from service are
recorded. The section 'is especially valuable for
identifying old 1)art numbers arid in helping to
keep stock current by notino the parts dropped
from service. Items in stock that have beep
removed from service are usually returned to the
facto0 under an obsolescence plan offered by
most manufacturers.

The ,catalogs in use today are very expensive.
Th-arkfore, the manufacturers and distributors of
auto parts are putting their parts and price manuals
on microfielThaire books are often contained on.'
as many as four to eight microfiLe. A special
microfiche reader is usually placed on the counter '

for use in reading the microfiche. All auto parts
companies are expected to be using this method
sometime in the 1980s.

StUdy Assignment

The apprentice should ask the parts nianager or
supervisor. to assign 20 parts for1which he or she
should determine the correct part numbers. The
parts assigned Should include examples from many
different parts of the book. When he or she has
completed the assignment, the manager or super-
visor shoul mark the number of incorrect answers,
the result should be submitted to the instructor for
grading.
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Auto Parts

4 103

3 601 ,

ENGINE ASSEMBLYSERIES 1963; 1964; 65-75

8 ?00 5/16"-18, 4.711 Hex Hd, Screw

5/16 Plain Washer
11.1,

y

1.251

153

1 25 2

1 246

N 3/8"
tockwasher,

.1.064

N L 318.16 x 2 1/2'
Hex Hd. Screw

431i

2 258 195

* 0,050

1

1154

,

Pr

1.060

A 1079

*N.L..5/16" Lockwosher, Reg.

1062
ft 900lo "Hex. Hd. Screw'.." 1 4'.20 x 1 1 .4'

"At 8.900 5/:6'- 18x5/8' e1x Hd.Screw
. .

0000 Irre... 8 900 Hex Hd ,Screw .5'16':18,'x 3 14'

1.050

,

Air Cond. Cars Only ..4AN L. Water Pump Assembly
*Also port of Water Pump Assembly -Group 1 069

(Includes Oil Filter Mounting GasketsNot Shown

WATER PUMP AND CYLINDER IJEAD WATER OUTLET PIP
SERIES 1963 thru 1964; Representative of 1965

Cadillac Motor Car Division 0 1964 General Motors Corporation

At

FO. C-8. Specimen page of Cadillac parts catalog that illustrates engine asiembly
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PARTS- HISTORY INDEX

This index comprises a list of parts which have been retained from the
Master Parts'tist , l
The Pitt numbers dre arranged in numerical sequence.

.

The date of removal .is shown and in the case of superseded parts the
superseding part numbers and the stock disposition are also indicated.

Port No. Disposition Dots

043 234
109 454
109 461
III 603

'112 572
114 496
114 624
114 861
120 228.
125 258
120 377
120 525
120 528
130 530
120 706
126 001
12§ 051
126 177
127 927

'131 101
431 250
131 282
138 235
138 530
138 553
142 027
144 051
144 587
145 350

"147 485
147-500
148 310
148.312
169 064
169 067
169 110
179 821
179 825
180 083
18Q 159
186 643
187 317
1874510

2 187 824
214 440
215 667
224 971
230 857

'- 231 217
231 334
231 432
231 579
263 303
263 698
264 926
265 184
265 228
266 677'
267 824
267'931
267 844
267 865
270 837
271,172
272 849
27,3 157
2'13 329
273 789
213 $89
273 896

. 273 898
,-7/4 045'

J

4.

Part No. Disposition Date.

Removed
Mix w/941 1027
Mix w/941 1010
Use 147 8678
Use 145 5359

274 154 Removed "`
274 267 Removed
274 461 Use 378 6275
274 635 Miz w/148 0719
274 750 Mix w/483 3958

Mix w/124 934 274 782 Removed
Renfbved ' 274 871 Mix w/554 02991
Removed 393 48/ Removed
Use 180 075 393 489 Removed
Removed 411 143 Use 516 442.
Mix w/942 1867 412 108 Removed
Removed '4213 447 Removed
Removed 425 568 Removed
Removed 426 370 Removed
Use 180 016 427 026 Removed
Removed 432 712 Removed
Removed 432 751 Removed

750Use 219 281 436
439 254 RemovedRemoved

Removed 440 491 Removed
Use 148 0543 44:, 869 Removed
Use 27,4 004 444 052 Removed
Removed 445 138 Removed
Removed 445 441 Removed

- Removed 445 567 Removed
Removed 445 625 Removed
Removed 450 543 Removed
Removed 450 521 Removed
Removed 451 236 Removed
Use 104 918 451 238 Removed-
ix.w/453 593 451 240 Retnoved
Removed 451 607 Removes
Mix w/21, 281 451 633 111 Removed
Removed 451 315 Removed
Removed 454 646 Use 941 7866
Removed 451 674 Removed
Removed 455 106 Use 456 652
Removed 455 283 Removed
Removed 455 422 Removed
Use 433 234
Removed

455 526 Removed ,

455 583 Removed
Removed 455 8'25 Remqved
Removed 455 976 Removed
Rhmoved 456 321 Removed
Mix iv/372 MO 5n R80 RepInved____
Removed
Removed

475 885 Removed
t,476 745 Removed

Removed 494 177 Removed
Removed 496 342 Removed
Use 546 '165I 4 502.450 Removed
Use 546 0420' 502 793 Removed
Removed 504 256 Removed
Removed .. 509 210 ,n_Removed
Removed
Removed ..-

609 211 -Removed
519 498' Use 148 "0774 .

Removed 520 042 Removed
Remoired 52,9 652 ' Removed
Removed 520 658 Removed
Removed 520 660 Removed
Removed 520 661 Removed
Removed X520 664 Removed
Removed 520 689 ..- Remoied
Removed 521 853 Removed
Removed 522 045 Removed

Use 147 0030 522 069 Rimoved
Use Q41 7863
Mix w1941 9224

522 Removed
`52 2 'Removed

Removed

244eth.M.K.-

5 297 Removed
Use 273 471 524 304 Renioved 1,--
Mix v041,3215 524 305 Removed
Removed" 524 391 c Removed 1

Removed °
!.. . 534.103 Renioved

Part. No. Disposition

535 078
536 841
538 899
543 345
560 656
563 125
563 702
563 724
563 734
563 735
563 736
5163 844
565 213
569 010
569 794
572 846
576 439

e 543 283
148 0774

se 148 0391
emoved

m vv ee dd

ed
Removed
Removed,
Mix */148 1326
Removed
Removed

Mix
Remove 118

Removed
Usec941 1943
Use 147 9

Date

11

4. 67

599 233 Removed
606 261 Removed

-606-277 Removed
609 794 Removed
613 511 Removed
699 013 Removed

,759 281 Removed
.759 790 Removed
759 931 Removed

'759 932 " Removed
759 934 Removed-
759 935 Removed
759 938

Mai
759 948 Removed .
761 087 Removed
761 089 Rernov.ed

.761 093 Removed
.161 095

thin
761 101 Removed
761 102 Use 762 -532
761 738 Removed
762 17 Removed
762 294 Remoyed
762 313 Removed
762 314 Removed'

762 522 Removed
762 525

thin
782 527 Removed
762 531 Removed
762 532 Removed

, 763 657 Removed
763 658 .Removed
763 660

thru
763 663 Removed
764 637 Removed
764 641 Removed
764 644 Removed
764 645 Removed
764 650 Removed
764 851 Removed,
766 137 Use 146' 7308
799 389. Removed

Mix w/191 1324
Removed
Removed
Removhd
Removed
Removed
Removed
Removed

...44444

806 915
809 658
810 226
811 450
811 601

, 813 554
816 784
836 754

CadiliacMotorCarpivislon p 1964 Gene-ial Motors Corporation. ,

,'

,

JI

4

frFig,C-9. Specinien page of 'Cadillac parts histOry index
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KNIT C CATALOGING SYSTEMS

TOPIC 1 FACTORY PARTS SYSTEMS

Study Guide

Detetmine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at fthe right.

-
1. Parts 1. are indispensajele operating tools.of the parts department. ,. 1

2. The major auto manufacturers' catalogs all have the same basic 2' . 2

3. Each new part produced must be arbitrarily assigned a 3 4 to give it an ,5 .

A
4. General Motors uses a 6 system in the assigninent.of part numbers.

3
4.

6

5. A part number which does not 7 the part isitermed nonsignificant. 7

6. Ford Motor Company 'part numbers are formed_ by expanding tlie basic 8 8.
numbers. . 6

. .

. . 4 .
7. Ford part numbers are 9 in that they identify the nature, . location, and 9.

i* application of the part to which they are assigned.. .

I
All d crankshafts have the basic cituber 10 -

?..

9. In the er'al Motors system, the group numerals preceding the decimal point 11
identify 11 assemblies or 1.2 of the automobile. 12

^1- 4,

10. Numerals following the decimal point in the GM system relate, to 13 or 14 13,
.14

10.

parts.

A . . /
1 1. The. parts apprentice.should 'memorize the ,h15 divisions. . . 15

t ' , N.

12. Group numbers seldom 16 , whereas part numbers. mayPdo so Irequently. 16
if, . ., . .

11. The most common method of locating parts is through the name aslisted in the 17
. . ..

,17 index.
..

14i The second most common method of locating parts is by referring to the 18 . 18method
,.,7

........, , k a. ,

15,. One of the most informative sections of parts catalogs is the/ 19 20 index . 4 19 . .
20.

Test , <

7 0,
Circle T if the statnent is true; circle F if the statement if faker.

I. Majorzroups of parts are given the same numbers by all auto manufacturers.
. .

,
2. Patt§intd4ifngeable betweeii a Cadillac and a Corvair would he numbered alike,

. .

0
,

, .

1. T F

2. T

4

.

°



Unit C, Topic 1 69

3. The Ford parts number system is being expanded throughout from 'five to six ' 3. T F
numbers. .!, . i.. ;

1
4. General Motors uses block assignments of parts numbers to their subsidiaries. 4. /---- T F

5. Without a parts catalog, an-agency parts depaftment could no't operate efficiently.. .., 5. T F
k

6.' T F6. All major auto m ctuters' parts catalogs are similarly- constructed.

7. Similar parts may be(assigned identical parts numbers.

8. The first number group 745 in G
item is a bearing.

7. T F

eral Motors part number 7450745 indicates the 8. F

\
9. Each group nimber assignment covers a major portion of the vehicle:

10. Helpful supplementary tables, data, and infcination are found in most parts
catalogs.

.

,

vik

10.

F
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,

TOPIC 2 -- JOBBER 'AND, INDEPENDENT SYSTE7
.

1

. .

This topic i
.v
s planned to provide 4nswers to the following questions:

Do jobbei; and independent parts stores use auto factory indexing syitems?
How does wjobber correlate the parts produced by independent manufacturers?
What doe§fthe Weatherly Index system comprise?

s....
How is the Weatterly system used?

a

In this topic the 'Weatherly Index, the one
representative cataloging system used by jobber-
independents2 will be discussed. Although other
systems are used, only a few are in widespre.ad use,
and all the systems are similar. An underttanding
of the Weatherly Index System will enable the
apprentice to comprehend all of these systems.

The Weatherly Iple< System, copyrighted in
1'932, provides a complete alphabetical and
numerical index which is designed to accommodate.
automotive, aeronautical, and marine supply cata-
logs with 'equal ease. The system is versatile enough
that the automotive indexing of 'parts: supplies,
and equipment may be used atone, without any
loss in the efficiency of the system. It is widely
used to locate the manufacturers' catalog insert
pages in the wholesaler's catalog. A majority of the
auto parts manufacturers now key their catalogs to
the Weatherly Index System. The Weatherly Index
iiumbekois printed in the upper right-hand corner of
the cover or index sheet of the manufacturers'
catalog, making it a simple matter to insert the

index of their contents. With the We erly Index
System, the index is provided. first, and the
catalogs and information. sheets are fitted into-the
indexing systeni.

Not all manufacturer's prin t their catalogs with
the Weatherly/Index number. When such catalogs
or information sheets are received, the alphabetical
listing of the Weatherly Index should be consulted
kir the correct group, and the number should be
stamped in the upper right corner of each-unnum-
bered sheet or catalog. When the material has been
given a proper group number, it can be ,located
readily in the counter catalog.

Frequently, manufacturers:- cataiggs that' con%
tain several groups of items will show Several
Weatherly Index numbers. Four Weatherly num-
bers are shown in Fig. C-10; the principal number

, is 136, but 'the catalog also contains items listed in
groups 126, 130,4nd 134. Such groupings are not

_unusual; many catalogs contain a greater variety of
groups. In-such cases the catalog should be divided,,
and each group or page plated in its correct order.

C-10).
In a $else, the use of the Weatherly Index is

the reverse of the usual procedure. Catalogs are
usually compiled first and Allen provided with an

4

.

I

. . . ,

ling two or more numerical locations. This can be
easily overcome, however, by inserting the page in

A one of the. locations and by placing a reference
$heel or notation in the other group or groups.

WEATIIERLY NO. 136
. (126.130134)

SERUICE CORM' 34H
4 JUN, 10114

I

. Fig. C-10. ManufactureVs catalog withlweatherly index,pumber
, e 1

!!-

4v 70 -'73 ,"
:
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UNIT C CATALOGING SYSTEMS

s.

TOPIC 2 JOBBER AND INDEPENDENT SYSTEMS

Study Guide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

1. The Wea hefly Index System provides a-r,nplete 1 and 2 index of parts.
**

2. The Weatherly Index System may be used to insert 3 catalo= pages into the_
.catalog. ' : 4.

C

3. In addition to automotive parts, both 5 and 6 items have been aligned 5

Weatherly Index lumbers.: . ' 6

4. Index numbers are not assigned to items at 7 , but are caref lly selected to place 7.
& lines together in the catalog. .41. i_____,.:'L___________. .

5. Tte automotive indexing of Parts, supplies, and equipment may 'e used alone with 9
no loss of system 9 . il-

.

' .-

. The majority auto manufacturers now 10
Index System. ..

t,

.

their catalogs to the Weatherly 10

7. In a sense, use of the Weatherly Index is the 11 of ordinary procedure. 11

8. A catalog is usually compiled first, and then provided with an 12 If its 13 . 12
13.

9. Tile Weatherly Index, uses only 14 numbers to designate items. 14

4.1

10. In each major group of the Weatherly. indexa 15, numbers are assigned. 15.

Test-
,

Circle T irthe statement is true;:circle F if the statement is false.
,

.
'1.'Althougli many' Systems are used for cataloginito pai ls, few systems have gained

widespread use.

2. The,Weatherly Index:Sy-Stemcan be 'copied by any jobber for his or her own use.
, .

A ) .

3. No single. cataloging system has been devis d,to cover both airplane and power boat

T F

2. T F

T F
parts.

.

4. Each manufacturer of parts modifies the Weatherly Index System to fit his or her . 4. T F
catalogue

5. Each Weatherly Index major group
.contains 100 item numbtrs.

-%?

eland tools are not indexed in the Weatherly Index System.

\
e 6

71k,

70 .

5.. T F
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o

Auto Parts

..
7. Each major Weatherly Index group is divided into ten subgroups: 7 . T F

, ) . 2 ..
I

8. Catalog pages showing items belonging to several groups can be properly filed in a 8.,, T 'F
Weatherly system. ,

9. Weatherly Index numbers are' essentially random groupings. , 9. T F
.

10. All partsvanufacturers key their catarogs to the Weatherly Index System,as well as 10. i.
to their own system. ,

e--
/ . 1

.7

80
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UNIT Dinventory and C. Ontro
TOPIC INVENTORY SYSTEMS ,

. ,, 0 k

4:,
This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions: )

Why is an inventory system necessaiy in the parts business? .. \
What constitutes a satisfactory inventory system? N. r

4 How is an inventory system set up and maintained? ,

Any of then, various systems that enable a
company to obtain accurate and immediate infor-
mation in regard to the amount estock on hand,
the quantity sold, The turnover rate, and the
number Of Orders or back orders pending may be
pritperly

apprenticeapprentice will refer again and again to the
inventory system for information; therefore, he or
she should be intimately acquainted with the

ing of the system the compaily uses, .

C TwoInventory Records -: .

types of inventory, systems are used in
most auto parts businesses: manual systems and
alitomated systems.

Manual Systems ,,

Formerly, Most of the inventory systems in use
.by auto parts bUsinesses were of the Kardex type. .
A card-type system uses a single, card for each part
or accessory stocked. These systems differ only in
the desigeof the card and the way in w1h the
car& are stored. Brief 'descriptions, of three major,
card systems are as follows: *, .

Tub file system. The tub file system uses
standard inventory .cards held in a tub-like cabinet.
The cards,. are

quick,
vertically, Atli suitable

dividers to aid quick location. 1Iumdfcal order is
usually arranged from front to rear:The owls may
be lifted: out quickly for ease in posting:(Posting

.-Ineaiis making any entry of information of the
card). The fill? file requires a minimum of, space,

.. and 'for large inventories this system seems to be
the moseplactical. The Weatherly, catalog illus-
trates a tub file system (see Topic C-2). .

Roll& file. The. roller type of -Inventory file
consists of a large revolving wheel drangment, with

4

00.

t.
cards fixed to the wheel by a circular rod. The
cards, each with a hole near its base, are threaded
onto -the circular rod in numerical order. To refer
to a, particular card, one need only rotate the wheel
until the desired card is found.

Visible-index. .The visible-index system is
flat-drawer system in which the cards lie fl
top of each ,other in a stairstep, hinged ,}'range.-
ment. The drawers, or trays, are about 349, inches
loug and 114 inches high. By stepping the cards, it
is possible to get 70 or more into acti. tray. The
drawers are mounted in a 1.-in4 cabinet about 30
inches higll and 12 inches Aide: Each cabinet
contains 16 to 18 drawers, and by banking the
cabinets, an inventory system of any required size
can be built (Fig. D-1). In this systein the part ndni-
ber and, description' appear at the bottom of the
card7which is visible as soon as the drawer is pulled.
Automated Systems,.

The large and .com Heated inventories required.
by 'today's autom e buiinesses have encouraged
certain. ompanies to, propose automatic inventory
control systems. These automated , systems are
beconling very popular tiecause they offer better
control than some businesses are ableki maintain..
One such syste,m is called the Dealer Management
Service (DMS). This system is an improved version
of the DMS Program which has been offered for
the last few years by the Service Bureau Corpora-
tion.

the objective of the DMS system is t9 provide
dealers with improied parts department inventory
control and management. This objective is, Oet
simplifying, the routine of balancing dealgr parts

. stocks and by offering the added advantages of
weekly and semiannual reports, plus ari .

parts-ordering proceduri.

81,
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-Fig. D-1. Visible-index sy

The DMS provides automatic computation of
guide figures for every item and order period. The
system produces a weekly parts order which tends
to minimize special orders and to decrease the
number of out-of-stock items., ) -

Dealers who -use this system, report to a service
bureau on a special, form their daily sales and,
shiOnents receives for each part. These data are
fed into automatic computers that (1) auto-
matically establish and adjust guide figUres; (2)
reorder when stocks reach 70 percept of the guide
figure, and () automatically pgint a weekly and
semiannual report for the dealek. The reports are
detailed and complete, giving the dealer an accu-
rate record of parts activity (Figs.. D-2 through

D-9,Tedaysasli--registers are ,-cortionr-ekis.----c

+44

Nuto Parts #

Courtesy Coshr(gric( Celli, °Aland
Y. _

stem of inventory control

be posted along with material received: As baCk
orders are received, the quantity most be added to
existing totals, and the back order' figure reduced.

Every sale of a 'Particular' part _must beposted,1
including the date of sale, 'quantity sold; and
invoice 'number. The quantilIrsold is subtre ed
each time from the quantity 'on.'01fand. ar
additions Of subtractions must be made for cr
memorandum transactions and recement

. defective parts.
When inventory` records are kept _acc

the Wowing =information is available: !qua es
on hand, on order, on back order, and sold& ny

'yen period. Thus the general activity of anritem
is'known at all tines. From this activity the order k1prk. can determinf: bow many of a givenndrt
should be normally stocked.

. 4.
1104entory Control ,

Since all'of the p,rd.sysfe are basically alike,
some. general \,rules can be -for in ated for their.
Prom pt. accurate posting is essintial if the card

:Si/ken i.-*be effective. If ovtail.alls a week
behind, the quantity on hap usually' will, note be
accurate.'One of the zeal as eti of a perpetu'al
inventory is the abllitylo rely or the, cards to show
quantities on hand.* This feature is particularly
helpful in answering/ telephone inquirie M em
saving a long trip to the bin.

When *the upntity of air ite ,reielles;an
established minimum, the card_ is flagged for
immediate order (Fig. D-4)., Most Orders can be 6
'Raced ditectly from the cardit the quantities are

iswatched and flag cards 4te flagged. This syStem is-
much easier th*chaling up, and downIlfe. aisle

terstand inventory control compu rs. record
the sale and part number and can teorder the'itock
immediately, if neassary. Parts may be.idded or
deleted from the system by simply notifying the

0 0 bureau,

Inv9ittory-Maintenanc
When inventory systems are properly min-
ed, they can supply a complete recoitof every

pa or accessory steck.'A card must 116.4nate
out for every item stacked to show group number,
part millibar, description and,_if po'ssible,
Atypical tub-file card is shown in Fig. D-4.

slliery time a part is ordeied, an entry must be
made on the inventory card, which shows the date,
quantity ordered, and the order number. When
orders are received;) the quantity must be entered
in the Appropriate- column on the card and added
to the numbr already in stock. Back orders should

4
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Floc) card here if stock is low. Flog car here if a question Flag :card here if bin is

Order promptly. arises, uch as order overdue
or its number conflict,.

empty. Order on emergency
basis.

DESCRIPTION

DATE QUAN.

n

4

hut:: Pd

Flag special order cards Itre
If part is not to be stocke,4,
remove and destroy cora'

when part' is sold.

DATE QUAN.. ON HAND

ORDER RECORD
DATE. P.O..' WAN.

v
6. C.

14,

r

MOTOR

DATE WAN., ON HAND

I

A

REGISTRATtON NEWS 523 East lath Street i Oakland 6. Cal tornia
. ;' 4

4

. . .
Fig. D-4. Typical invemtorysystem card, showing one method of flagging cards to facilitate ordering and control

. .,',/ . # , a
.

o '

C

OAKLAND APC

GMPD PARTS ORDER TO PDC° 20
RONALD MORAN INC
SCHED CODE? CIO ,-
CONY'? 0322
INST?
W/C TIME?
ART' NO / QTY CAR RET
193605002
9E3398:200

:e 03516021:010
08700948:025
00413755:092
Crilf55526s 002
04148570:001
04548571Y001
.08704416:001
09733755:001
08707081 (001
kKASH?
END?,
0011' ACOEPTEp
000 REJECTED

- 4 0322, 74081; 1230.
:S .

4.

-

?REA DEALER 903763

LINE FEM.

GA9133763

903'63 20 0322 551011
00983398 200 REV AMF 4 .

03516021 Q10 MICHPP
08700948 425 MICHPP
00413755 002 OAKLND27,1529
08704416 001 ,OAKLND271529
09733755 001 MI CHPP
08707081 001 MICHPP it
END ANSWER BACK

,

Fig. D-5. ExaMple of computer wire order

O
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' With an order pad making emergency orders when . When, a special order is placed, the invenctory
out of stock. , clerk shttild use alsuitable form that, provides the. .

,
Auto Parts

When' a part:nun-0er is superseded by another
number, the new number should be entered on the
card above the old number. The old card should be

s left in the file, and a new caret with the new part
number should be posted and placed in per
sequence in the file. When stock under the d-
number is depleted and the new number is f y
established as replac,ing the old, the old card should
be destroyed. ,1

Kguide tture, which is singply the quantity to
be kept in stock, established for each -part. By

larefully matching the sales against stock received
and taking into account the time required for

iareOlenishin it is- possible to *determine thevr-
proper' am of stock -to keep on ;Ind. By
timely ordenn when the card shows the estab-
lished nunimum number on hand, a shortage of
any item can usually be prevented. Howefer, the
guide figure should not be viewed as penianent.
Over a of time, sales increase and
decrease, and a periodica.djust ent of the guide
figure will be necessary.

4

;

Special °fifers
L

Special 'ord are 'always fa problem for the
inventory clerk. ore and more special ogler" are
required, because an agenyyl cannot possibly keep
all- the required' parts in, stock. A tub-file arcE
system for handling Special torders is described
below. With certain variations, the method maybe
adapted to'other card systenis.

o

- ,

s

. *.

o

1

custonler s 'names address, phone number, date,
and 4rts ordered. This form may be of eompany
design or may be purchased commercially. If the
order originated ill the company shop, the repair
order number 'should be shown, along with 'a,
complete model description of the vehicle. Special
orders from the shop should be approved by the
shop supervisor. The completed special order form ,
is, then given td the inventory clerk, who in turn
makes 'out a . temporary. special order inventory
card for each part ordered. This special order card
should be of a 'different color than the stock cards
and should be flagged, as shown in Fig. D-4, before
it is inserted into, the :card system._ The special
order card should be keyed to the original order
(prefer4bly, by name), so -.that 'when the part
arrives he inventory clerk will know immediately
that it is a special order and for Whom it is
intended. The original special order form, which
has been filetligi a suitable marine; while awaiting
receipt a the pig, is now consulted and the
custdmei is notiM that the part has arrived. A'
form leZter or boit ciird isTormallynsed for notifl-
cation. When the sale.is completed, the order form
mid the 4tmporary inventory card may be filed ot .

destroyed;'as provided by company prcedure?
- 9

4

.:
. StUdy Assienkent \ ,

I. , Read the Serzte Burea Company .booklet- on
Autdmated Inventory ontrol.

2. Study the advanta of inventory control for -
goodbilsiness pradices. .

1' ..

' 1

.6
*7

b. 1.

13.
7 14
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4.
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UNIT 0 '--&INVENTORY, AND. CONTROL

TOPIC' 1 = tNVENTORY SYSTEMS .

a .*

-10 t

ti

Study Guide

B.

Determin, the correct ord for eatlitumbeied blank in the sentence, and
, blank at the right.: .r

,

1. A card-type inv oty_system uses a single card for every 1 or 2 stocked.
, ..1.

.
In the visible-index system of mventorycontrbl the cards are stowed( in 3

' .
."

3.jhe 5 ,type of inventory
..

has the cards arranged on-a large *he -1.

4. For lar inventories the 6 s seems to be the Most practical,:
,- .,

-:

. 5. Inventory systems, when properly I , supply a complete 8 of re
accessory in sfosk., , 4 .

. ,

, o
4

6. very time a part is ordered, an 9 Must be madeon the inverttorY card..

white it in the correspading

1 ,/
2.

3
4 '

4 .

I>

6.. .

1

art .pr, , 7
'8

9..

7. The. number/of items receive .10 to the number already- in stock on the
..1 .

-....-.-... f

. J
9 ^,

4
10

inventory,s,&4,-4
..... . .

. `\...,, ., ' . .
8.From, the information on the inventory-card, the general 11 of-any item can be 11. , 0 0 ..

, ideterMined. . , .
f 4 .tfl.,

4

4
V,

.1e-. . ,
,c 4 : 9. Prompt, accurate 12 is essentianf the-card system is to be effective; . 12

-,--- . 7,....

10. When the quantity of an item reaches a minimAlitard is 13' f-oillnmediate 13.
order.

. .,. ....

.

-4
Test

)CirCle T if the statement i.5 true; circle if The statement is false.
.

A satisfactory inventory control system is i"must:' for ail auto parts businesi.

r

. . , . ..

.. .
. - *2. A Visfactory inventory system mu$t provide accurate and immediatg inforrilation.

,

. . . ,- . . - -
,.

8: Operationi of At inventory sygeni is based on tar Monthly- phyiical:
,

inventoriei. ,
-1 . .

4,16 Most current inventailisysterns use cards. ,'
d,.. . a.- --

a:. 1 ,5,,Most current inVento systems use tub files., ,

C
.`4 6. In the vis ible-inde systerns:.eachcard, is identified at the top.

\
7. Automteci inventory44kol sykemi are ava'

.

ti 4 I'

) * .

2 F

.

.

4.
vOr
7 F-

%.

5. T F
; .
6. F
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8. No phAical inventories are required with the DMS system.
r

9. The establishment of guide figures is based on sales histbry.

40. The'guide figure is thequantity ordefed each time.

S
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'UNIT D . INVENTORY AND .CONTROL

TOPIC 2 STOCK CONTROL
4

(

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
Whatlactors and operations does stock control comprise?
How maily.of each part should;be carried in stock?
What advance preparations dm mike physical inventories easier to accomplish?

' Of:what significance is total inventory value? .1

., The success or faiitire of any auto parts with the costof buying. Often; there is an element
organization depends primarily on the operation of. of false economy in a high turnover rate, which
its purchasing department, Automotive parts, in a suggests that not enough stock is carried in
practical sense, are subject to obsolescence. The invent° and that only fast-moving items are

. .

majority of auto parts and,accessories are designed being sold. A certain number of average and
for specific models, and they, are limited in s -mo n§ parts must be stocked ieorders are to
interchangeability and seldonion be converted to be fllle i completely customer goodwill re-
other uses. When the many fattors that depreciate twined, IA parts store hat is c nsistently out of
the sales value df replacement parts and equipment needed /slow- moving arts w favor with its° .

are considered, ^together with the large number of custombrs.
items that must be carried in stock, one can see . ,

that a considerable° amount of money can be it Contiol by Guide Figures

' ..by a company that carries many slow - moving or Afproperly maintained inventory system is the
'obsolete items. The purchasing department :must best guarantee.of adequate stock control. With the
be well-organized and operated efficiently to en- customary large invOntories of today, it is physi- .

1-sure stock' availability, Uniformity, and profit- cally impossible for the Orderr_ clerk to remember'
making turnover: , 4, , the sales activity or every part in' stock. the clerk

.., lo-,. . .
4 may be conscious of the fact that'a Part a slow

Stock Turtiover or fast seller, butfbe or she can not kno how fast
4 definite stock Control plan )necessaiy to' or. slow unless a efthite record of purc hes and.

maintain a well-balanced stock of parts. WHelit is ix_ Sales Is. inventory card can supply stich a,
..- pasible td. supply most 0. the herbs reqUeSted record. .. . ..; - s

without undue delay and without an excessive Normally, the order clerk should try to keep a
inventory; the stock of merchandise on hand is .90-day supply of every item, on hand.*This supply
'considered adequateand balanced. A stock turn- will ensure a stack .turnov.erjfo times &year and
ov of four to six times a year is considered ideal will not tie up working capit in too large of an
for he most praitabli# operation. This turnover inventory. If, a 90-day supply maintained, there
rate ,does Of imply that four to six of every item ' is 'littlgdanger of simertages, with consequent losts
will be sold' in the course of a year. Obsfiously, . ;%sales. , . ,

many parts will sellimuch more rapidly;,,while son A 90-day supply is easy to mainta n with a
parts wilt sell only one or two per, year. Tht good inventory system. The first thing to ld° is to
turnover refers to total' gross ,sales. Al: company establish a guide figure equal to the- 90-day supplir
With a $50,000 parts" inventory should have a 'of each item. The guide figure is based on the sales
yearly gross sales of $200 0 to $100,000, wkicit ':activity shown on the Inventory card. If an item'
is ictut to six times the co f the i*ntory. \ ' shows consistent sales of five or six per month, 1

A stock turnover less tkan four times a year then a guide figure of apDroxiniately 15 should be
ties sup, in slow-m6ving stockicapital that could be *used. Some items will not ,show' regular sales
used more profitably. If there is a'"complete stock pattefinifbut may reflect litrge salesene month-and
turnover more than ,six times a year, the stock is re* the. next Tonfth. In suth cases In average may
-usually out of balance, and business. is probabl be takentierfa three- month period and used as a
being lost because of :inability to fill orders, guide figures. ,-',.

completely. Too much turmover may result in more Ordcrs must 'be plaid regularly if` the guide
c,osty hulling. The turnover 'should., be balanced figure 'is to be effective, ihe..quanity of a
i',0'.' . 4 , ' r I"

I . 4 ¢ ' 1,
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ti
certain part drops to approximately, two-thirds of
the guide figure, the part shodld tle reordered. In
the sample guide figure pf 15 mentioned above,
when the quantity of a part in stock drops to 1
the part should be reordered. By ordering five
thatuparticula item,4he order clerk. can maintain a
balanced stock. IT similar guide ,figures'are estab-
lished for every' item in stock, then. ordering
procedures. can be simplified, and adequate stock
can be maintained. Consideration should of
course, be given to standard ordering quantities
and pricing factors.

Guide figures ate ndtpermanent. As sales rates
increatir and decrease, guide figures must tr re-

: appraised and revised. If an item is'consistently outs
of stock, the guide figure is no longer adequate and
must be_ revised upward. Conversely, if the sale of
an item slows and there is no regular turnover of
the item, a lower glide figure should be used.

...-

A balanced stock is primarily the maintenance
of adequate Inantities of every item. But just what
patts should be carried in stock? Since' this is a
subject of very large scope, it can be dealt with
only in a very general way.
. The order or inventory clerk is often separated
front direct saes. He or she can discern from the
inventory system the activity of. every part in,
stock; but he or she ,can not know how many Sales
are o sistently losettfecausethe part is not carried(ch
in nventory. This Priblem, is compourided)by the
fact that each year Tiff:fitTiSands Of new' parts .are
produced, and' 'the inventory clerk ,mtist help
decide which of theie are important to stock. At
the same time the inventory derieinust appraise hiS
or her present stock. and delete those items whiqh
are no longer 'pro table or necessary. At thie
beginning. of .each Anodel yew, new car inanu-
facturefs 'supply an initial order which serves to
establish an initial stock of new parts to bigaded
to the dealer%S inventory. This supply is not:a final
solution, however,'And the inventor,} clerk ortarts,
manager must ultimately select the items to be
regularly stocked. The selcctionecan.best, be made
on the' basis of 'What groups of parts have 'already
proven necessary. Cert 'n items maarteaSsuThed to
be necessar/ suclil-vas on' pads, biale.4_42es'
universal jo4s, transmissi arts; ancr Se, fortli2.*
Most parts should be selec ed on the basis ,of...
proven requirethents from the record-Cala t
experience of past year§. : ,

_Regardless of h2w carefult one m y select

Establishing1the Stock

Auto Parts

. '

One way to correct thisituation istokeep a want
list posted at the partscounter. Each time the
customer requests a part that is not carried in
stock, the salesperson should record .the part
number of the lost sale on the want list. If certain
number repeatedly appears on the list,'the inven- .

tory clerk should add that part to the inventory.

PhysicalwInventory
.

At least once each year .a complete ,physical
inventory must be taken. The annual inventory
establishes an accurate,inventory cost for purposes.
of tax assessment, and it also indieates to the
owner whether apturate (and' honest), records are
being kept. t

'110 The ;yearly inventory requrAs a substantial
, amount of work,' but it is/absolutely essential to .,'

Stock and "co tioh_Employees should
begin well in Vance to pr are for the physical

. count; -Bins-sh Id be ned, and open cartons ,

should bz -examined for theire content. If 'the
'contents are intact, boxes sh4ild be-resealed. and
stacked in an orderly mimic t to facilitate counting.

SICits with missingoallits should be brokT,down and
the parts in5lividually bihned,dor 'the .miSsing parts
replaced and
should 'be 'br
the tops ofd

misdellan
-tagged.

So e. stiallex companies continue to t
inven ry by hand tfig. D-7). ,very, p a. in stoc
ente .4 on ,a handikritten list, which shows the
grou number, partAntimber, noun name, quantity.,
unit price, 4tid bin' lobatiori. Its tedicifift, job is
us4 y done well in advance, leaving ohly the
qu tity of each item to be recorded do the. actual

day. of iiiifen'toPy...After the count, the inventory
sheits must be extended (quantity' times unit
price), and a total cost`figure determined. Fertssand
accessories are usually. co*nted as 'separate imam
tory groups..-

Larger businesses sometimes employ invent°
service companies. A punched card is made up fOr
every part in story, leaving.only the quatitity to be
written in (Fig. D-8 and D-9)...These- cards are.
placed in the proper bins shortly before inventory.
On the day of the count,. only the quantities.of the., ,

...,paits on hand afe recorded on the card. The cards
are .then machine professed by the inventory
tvmpanY to yielel a complete record.

When the inventory` record is comple the
inventory clerk spuld ,promptly check it

ainsthis or her cards and correct.the cards,aa,necesnew parts tO 'stock, , ome items Will be overlooked.

,

.

the kit healed. OVerage (extra stock) .

ught from store rooms or take from
s and Placed 'in the.proper lo4ation.
ous' parts ,,,triust be . identified .and

e

o ,

.

.

90
r
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Unit!), Topic 2

Sin ie the clerk Must examine each card in the
sysremi. this is an excellent time to analyze, the
record of each part, evaluate the stock, arid revise
the prescribed stock levels. Parts that are no longer
selling should be deleted and disposed %of (most
autombtive manufacturers have ,a provision for
returning unwanted pr obsolete merchandise).

A.

I s

Quantities' that are too large ,shaild be reduce
Part 'number discrepancies often come to li

*during inventories, .and these must e traced
and ,corrected. In spite of the ad itional wor
involved, the annual inventory sho d be made an
opportunity for cleaning and, balancing the stock
on hand and adjusting th9"records involved.
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' SHEET NO. PBICED BY .

CALLED BY -D,FrPARTMENT 'EXTENDED BY

'ENTERED BY LOCATION - EXAMINED BY
c . .

qHttx QUANTTT J N- DESCRIPTION
.

. 1
.
V PRICE UNIT

.
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. UNIT D .INVENTORY AND CONTROL

(TOPIC 2 STOCK cionntioL

Study Guide
. )

, /
Determine the correct word (or each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right. / -, , ,..

? .
.1. Auto parts, in a practical sense, are 1 items. I '

...-\
2. A stock of parts is ,coigidered 2' and i when it is possible to 'supply most of 2

the items requested without undue delay. 3.
. . .

3'. A stock turn ver of 4 to 5, times a yeir is considere

)

ock turnover defers to total: 6 .I
5.: A parts store that is consistently out of needed parts will4ose 7 .

6rAn r system, properly maintained, is the best 9 of afjequate stock control.

ti
.,,

7. The order clerk should keep a IO stpply of every item on hand. - - 10

It 8, If 4 1 figures are es hed for each item -in stock, ordering procedure are 11
simplified and 12 stoc aintained. r i . 12 I .

-,

..
-, 8 , . T

9. The inventory clerk or 13 must ultimately se,ict the items to be stocked. 13
# .,

. .

10. If a certain item consistently appears on the. -14 15 , the part shoilki be added. 14
. .. _ .5

16

17
1

4
5

6.

7.

8

9

to the'inventory.
. 2, -, :- .

mustAt least once eachyear a complete 16 inventory must be taken.)
12. Parts and aelessories are usually taken as 17 inventories. --0

13. On a punched inventory card, only the 18' must be recorded," 18
,

,

14. The annual inventory is an opportunity to .19' and 20 the stock. 19

. At' . 20.

li Most automotive manufacturers have a 21

parts. ----
4' , . % i

L
. 7 N 'best

1

forseturning unwanted or otisolete 21

c;
i.circle.T if the sfatement is true; Circle F if the statetnient islalse.

-
"I ..SOme automobile i5alts soon become obsolete.

r

2. X 180-day stock tumoveriate is ideal.. - A EP

I . ) L-Otr. f . e ii

1

5 ,

ft

5

1. `T
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.1

3. The stock turnover rate is figured on gross sales. 3.

4. Stock turnover is a good indicator Of stock bilanceS.

5. The primary tool Af stock control-is theinvent6ry card. 5.

6. The guide figure, once establishshould never be changed. 6.

7. A guide figure may be established from average annual sales. 7.

.
, Auto Parts

T

Tal

T F

T F

8. The manufac'turer's "initial order" of new pirtstolVes the new model problem. 8.. F

9. The valueAf the inventory on hand may have a bearing on local tax bills. 9. T F

,.10. To extend an inventory means to add new items. 10.- T F
,. . ''-'--, . ). ).

1,`` , ..

4

. ;

(

J

I
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UNIT MD 4NVENTORif ANDrCONTROL

TOPIC 3 ORDERING AND PURCHASING

ti

.11

'
This topic is planned to provide .iswers to the.fllowing questims:

What are the most common kinds of milers?
What procedures should be followed in placing orders?
What governs granting of discounts to buyers? ;
What pait do manufacturers' representatives play in the'partshusmess?\

erchandise That is urgently needed, An
gency order,may be used for stocking items
are completely exhausted, but is more freque tly
used for items not normally carried in stock.
Among agencies this a car-tie-up order.
Emergency orders are usually' plAced by telephone
or- telegraph to the nearest manufacturer's ware; /t
house. When telegrains:are used toplace orders or
to ake inquiries concerning orders, special tele-
graphic codes are often used (Fig. .D -1Q).

dering merchandise is an important function
in the automobile parts business. A good know-
ledge of the various kinds of orders, as well as of
general purchasing procedures, usually is required
of the auto parts persons Such. knowledge can also
pave the way kr his or her promotio to jobs of
increasing responsibility..

Kinds of Orders/, -
. _efFour kinds of o ers are used to order parts for

an automobile p is business: ,stocloprder; inter-
mediate .-order ;. emergency order; and ftocal buy-
outs.

Stoclvaters

Stock orders ar principal-orders used, for
normal replatement of depleted stock. They are
placed regularly on or before a set date, -which,tilay
be weekly or ninthly. These orders are, referred to
in agencies and dealerships as pad orders. Ship-
ment of most stock oders is prepaid by the
manufacturer. Some stock orders carry an addi-
tional discotintirthey are placed before a certain
date _or for a given quantity or value, but -many
small independent stores place stock order's every
day.

.

Intermediate Orders.

..' Intermediate orders are unscheduled stock
orders placed at any time. They are supplementary
to $he stock orders and are used to ieplace quickly
rekarly stocked) items that have been depleted

-through unexpected sales or through some ordering
or shipping oversight. They may also serve to
obtain a needed new item before the next stock
order. The intermediate order usualIy does n
carry any-special discount, and shipmentis prep 'd

emer-

'
Local Buy-outs

Locibu =Outs-. are- usually small emergency
jirders to be filled by-lbeal dealer or warehouse.

heSe-Orders are normally used on for dne or twoc.
items needed to complete a cu tomer order or a
job in the shop. Many 'dealers try not to use local
buy-outs because of the short discounts allowed on
such orders. If a price has been_ quoted on a shop
job or on a merchandise order and a local buy-out '
bedomes necessary, most companies consider the .

item as a special purchase and chaige according

rder-Forms and Ordering\..

Order bla ks are prepared in many forms. The
kiealer,pad order mentioned earlier is a carefully
planned, numerically arranged pad Of order blanks
furnished by the manufacturer; anti...designed to
facilitate both ordering and processing. Pad orders,
used for placing the regular. stock order, normally'
provide a space for guide figure to be inseded
and may indicate, the national sales activity of each
ite rious symbols.

,

In addition. e 'ottler pad mentioned-above,
'many manufacturers ,su rder form for

a ' various stock and supplementary o
"D -1i) Orders placed onsuch forms are

(Fig.
ject tb

by the manufacturer only if It reachek*,,state, arthe, conditions set forth On the particular form
dollar amount. Bused., .

Emergency Orders :
.Emergency ,prder,
est the itnredittd

, ,, A

''. got 4111 manufacturers furnish ready-to-tise
4"; Torins.,In, such cases order s lisually made

e.sral;ders_,Irsd to 'kg to 'individual sp, ecificat., and include, in
praip by vapia.in ns of , e,ssen the information mdicated in Tig. D.11.

.o `4.^.

a.
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1? C. M. TEIAGRAPHIe CODE

-Revised telegraph regulations now make it possible to specify adtual
when ordering park by telegram. Therefore it, will not be necesstry

4 ,
fr ', l .

part numbet digits at code word cost
to use the G. M. Numerical Code for

sending part numbers in telegrams. t
e

I

The
0 . t 9 (,

Numerical Code should 1), used in decoding phrases which are always prefixed XL.
,

,

0
1 3 4 '5 6 .

101 Refer order
102 Refer- to our wire of
103 Refer to our letter of
103 Wire answer to our we of

4

COMMONLY USED PHRASES-- =CODING TABULATION. ,
, ' XLOSO 303 Shipped by duck

t

XLGSM 306 Shipped,by air mail t
=OSP . 307 Ship by air express
XLOSO 308 Shippea by plicq,I post

401 36LPSP-
XLPSD
XI.PS17
XLPSC

Courtesy Gilitsral Motors Corp.

Fig. D-10. Telegraphic code used for eminency orders or queries
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<

Certain precautions should be taken in placing
the actual order. In the case of orders for large
quantities of items, care must be taken to maintain
a balanced stock. Since there, is a- continuing
element of obsolescence, large quantities are
potentially,,dangerous. Quantities to be ordered
should be judged by the recent sales activity of the
item. hide figures should becarefully derived and
revised periodically as the sales pattern of an item
changes. Accurate guide figures make ordering
simpler, allow the order clerk to order only the
needed quantity, and preclude the danger of either 7
undersiocked or overstocked shelves.

Many shipping errors and delays can be airoided
if the following rules are observed:

1. Use the, correct order form and fill it o'ut
completely.-

2. Write or print orders clearly and
3. Fill in all neoaary information in regrd

to the 'consignee, destination, method and
terms of shipment, and the number and
description of each item ordered.

4. Have all the orders signed by an authorized
person.

5. Furnish a list of auth rized signatures to
the firms with whom b ness is regularly
done.

6. Make all orders at least in duplicate; retain
one copy for record.

7. Place orders on time to ensure timely
shipmont. Delayed orders mean delayed
shipments and lost sales.

8. Take full advantage of discounts. Many
manufacturers allow an additional discount
for stock _orders placed on or before a
certain .date. On a $5,000 order, a 5
percent extra discount meansa $250 clear
profit, simply by placing the order on time.

9. Whenever possible, take advantage of order-
ing standard quantities offered at prices
lower than odd lots.

4.
Pricing and Discounts .

An individual firm or corporation from whom
purchases ar) made is a vendor. A vendor can be a
manufacturer, a wholesaler, or a commission mer-
chant. The terms discount or vendor's discount
indicate a deduction from 'the billing price of the
merchandise allowed to the buying dealer or whole-
saler. Thii "discount Is usually allowedto encourage
quantity. buying and prompt payment of bills.

The four general types of pricing and dlicOunts
are retail (or list), trade, cash, and'extra dating.

7-76057

e

Retail Prices

Retail prices, or manufacturer's list prices, are
those usually paid by the customer who ultimately
uses the parts in question. When.the customer pays
for a repair job on his orlier car, or when he or she
buys parts directly from the dealer, he. or she
usually pays retail prices. These prices arr. more
accurately !ailed suggested retail prices and are
subject to some differences among various firms.

1,
Trade Discounts

/ ; tirade discounts are given to garage proprietors,
service station operator,, auto body and fender
shops, and auto and truck fleet operators. The
trade discount is deducted from the list or retail
price, and it varies considerably, depending on the
purchaser and the type of material purchased. The
range of trade discounts is both very complex and
extremely varied throughout the country. Trade
discounts range from 10 percent on some major
assemblies to 60 percent on fast-moving com-
petitive items. The auto parts apprentice must
become acquainted with the pricing policies of the
company and of other firms dealt with.

89

I.

Cash Discounts

Cash discounfs are gin to trades people who
pay cash at the time of purchase or who pay their
bills promptly. Some companies use .2 percent as a
premium cash. discount. Customers who pay cash
receive 2 percent off the net purchase price at the
time of the sale. If.the customer has g, 'charge
account, his or her statement may be marked. "2%,
10th prox.," which, means that 2'percent may be
.deducted if the bill is paid on or before the JOth
day of the following month.

dr
o

Extra dating meani--that a discount will be
available for items purchased and delivered on a
certain date and marked payable in 30, 60, of 90
days. This type of di t i,s usually given on
items that are called rocking items. In other
words, if a dealer wants. to have a stock of parts on
hanctsnd does not want td pay for the stock in one
payment, he or she may ask for extra dating to
spread the payments over a period of time without
losing the cash discount saving. s

Manufacturer's Representatives

.Many orders are placed with a manufacturer's
representative or salesperson. Most large manu-
facturers and suppliers are represerled by such

N .

I
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persons, who call periodically at the customer's
place of business. These ,salespersons can be both a
convenience and a nuisance) As a convenience, the
manufacturer's representa0e is ,able to take mer-
chandise orders directly, often aiding the buyer
with timely suggestions as to quantities and/choice
of merchandise. The salesperson can introduce the
buyer to new produCts and explain their qualities.
if problems arise concern* the merchandise, it is
possible to ,obtain' immediate and ,satisfactory
adjustments. The representative will often aid' in
the yearly inventory by helping to count and price
the merchandise he or shessells.

Representatives and salespersons. can be nui-
sances in several ways. They may call during the
busiest times and take the buyer away from other,
important work. Some salespeisons have a long-

.

1

*w inded and elaborate sales pitch which consumes
the valuable time of the buyer or order clerk. Some
of the mercliaildise offered by the salesperson is
inferior to, or # duplication of, Merchandise
already stdcked. Yet the buyer often feels obli-
gated, in all courtesy, to, hear out the salesperson.
Softie buyers , and Ruts managers have, from
necessity, set aside certain hours in which they will
see thege representatives, some also limit eagh call
to a cific length of time..

Study Assignment

Submit to your instructor a one page report on
the stock order methOd used where you work. If
standard order forms are used, describe the -farms
and the data they contain.

A
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UNIT D INVENTORY AND CONTROL

TOPIC 3 OksERING AND PURCHASING

O

.. -

. .
,f Study Guide

x

Determine the correct word OA each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in
blank at the right.

-J.
. c .

/ 1. A .1 Order, is a major order placed on or before a set date:
tk.

the corresponding

1

2. Intermediate orders are 2 stock orders. 2

1* ,
3. Special orders that .request immediate shipment ofmerchandise are called 3 3 .,;__,

orders. , .4'
, .

4.' When 4 are used to place urgent orders, special 5 are often used. 4-. . 4 e.
5

_

'
5 The dealer pad order uses a carefully planned, numerically arranged pad of order 6

tblanks furnished by the 6 and designed to facilitateboth 7 and 8 . 7

.

8

6. When large quantities are involved, care must be taken to maintain a 9 stock. 96:

7. Accurate 10 figures make- ordering simpler., 10

8. The four comindn types of-discounts are 11 , 12 , 13 ; and 14 11

9 .. . , 1
12
13

4 . 14
.

,,

9. A 15 16 may introduce the buyer to new products and explain theirqualities 15

at firit haed. 1
16

10. Buyers sometimes limit 17., . calls to a specified time.. 17

Test

Circle Tif the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.:

,

1. A regular monthly order f9r stock replacement may be termed a pad order. 1. T F

2. Intermediate orders supplement stock orders. 2. T

3. Any order not piked o the regular date is treated as an emergency order. : 3. T F

4. Local buy-outs enjoy lar. ger discounts than emergency orders.

5. Quakitities ordered are governed by guide figures.

6. Use of guide figure s often results in Overstocks.

91 9J

4. T F

5. T F

6. T F
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7. The signature of any employee on an order tvill.be accepted by the vendor. 7. F
4

8. ieconlission merchant is not a vendor. 8. T F

9. Retail prices are always the same as list prices.. 9. T F
,

10. Extra dating applies toa discount extended for a linger time thin usual. 10. T

t
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Counter Sales
TOPIC PARTS TERMINOLOGY

4

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
How are auto parts named?
How can the thousands of names be learned?
Is there any system to auto parts name's?
'Whal is a spiral bevel axle gear?

The auto parts apprentice should not be
expected to memorize the name, part number, and
bin location of each of the several thousand parts
that make up the modern automobile and that are
commonly carried in stock in a parts business. The
terms used to describe the parts, tools, and
materials for any trade or occupation are liest
learned from experience and contact with them
during the learning.Period.

Learning names and locations of parts can be
compared to learning names and addresses, of
people in a community by a newcomer. By
repeatedly meeting persons and visiting their
homes, the newcomer learns .the names, addresses,
and perhaps the telephone numbers of the people
with whom he or she has most frequent -contact.
TO know the occupation of a person, as well as
other pertinent information about hiin Or her,
greatly assists the newcomer in learning the per-
son's name.

Similarly, an auto parts apprentice learns the
names and locations of the items most frequiently
called for and eventually will use the card index to
locate parts only when.an unfamiliar part is sought.
To know the function of a certain part and where'
it fits-bin an automobile materially aids the appren-
tice in identifyipg it. .

A person learning auto parts work should not
, attempt to memorize the part names any mere
than one should memorize

or
and addresses

from a city directory. He or she should, instead,
acquire a basic knowledge of the construction and
operation of the various assemblies that make up
an automobile and learn the meaning of the niany
trade terms used in describing and 4signating
parts, ).

(

4'

r

)

'Formation of Compound Terms
An examination of any parts catalog will reveal

that the names of a majority of -parts consist of *amp
name of a common mechanical device, prefixed by
one or more descriptive words, plusthe name of the

embly to which it belongs. The part name gener-
a it brush holder is, a good example. The word
holder may refer to many types of devices used in:
an automobile, but if prefixed by the word brush;
it becomes brush holder, of which there are only
two kinds, on the automobile. The word generator
denotes the assembly to which it belongs ..arid
completely differentiates that part from all others.
Most often some of the smallest parts on an
automobile have, under this sYstem, the longest
names. Other examples of names of parts are given'
below:

Mechanical ,

Assembly Word Device .

1'. /Carburetor pump jet
2. Pitman arm shaft bushing
3. 'Propeller shaft coupling - pin'
4.11
.

Front wheel inner .. bearing
40,

Procedure for Learning Nomellalatute .

First, the auto parts apprentice must &come
familiar with the various, assemblies and their
functions. To understand the Meaning of the term
assembly, the apprentice should knOw the follow-
ing ..definitions, which most, automobile manly:

... facturers use: . . '. .. . ,
A part is usually, mingle piece.of matqialsuch

as a casting, ,shaft, bolt, or gear. However, some'
parts are composed of_moft-tAamone piece, such as
/oiler bearing 'made up of rollers and races. A p.aft

A'



may be thought of as the smallest purchasable item
that goes into an automobile.

An assembly is made up of two or more parts
that perform a single function. For example, the
carburetor is composed of a, houSing, valves, jets,
and floats; it serves only, onb Purposesupplying
the proper mixture of gas and air to the cylinders.

. A group, orspiem, usually consists of two or
more assemblies closely associated and dependent
upon' each (Allier. For example, the fuel group. is
composed of such assemblies as the carburetor,
fuel pump4 files gauge, and fuel tank..lf the auto
parts apprentice is unfamiliar with the overall
construction and operation of each assembly of an
automobile, he or she should make an mediate
effort to learn them. .

Next, the auto parts apprentice sh' ld be Sure
that he or she understands the` raning of the
common, everyday mechanical terms that are used
in naming parts. Although the apprentice probably
knows the majority of them, such as lever,' wheel,
crank, gear, sand shaft, he or she will have more
difficulty in properly identifying a -transmission,
pinion shim. Other terms' that are only vaguely
familiar to the layperson..trunnion, dowel, grom-
met, diaphragm, and the likeshould be learned.

11.

Name Gr6up Classifications

The. common mechanical terms can be divided
into'Seyeral categories.

First,:there
are those terms whose gleanings

are, not necessarily apparent, in the names
-themselves, but which are known, or must
be learned by every mechanic. Their mean-
ing is practically the same whether they

-' '.apply to automobiles, ships, radios, watches,
bi- buildings. Examples of such terms are as
follows:

axle manifold
baffle nozzle
bearing nut
bolt panel.

. boss . pawl
bracket 'pinion
bushing %. piston
cam plat
chassis plug
-clevis ;pulley
clutch .srOd

. . crank sock t.

. &Wel ,spin e
ferrtile . spline

, -
.

.

e
4

4
, ,

(
7- The
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flange
frame
gasket
gage

Auto Parts

I
spring
sprocket'
strap
stud

gear throttle
grommet trunnion.
hub universal
jet valve
journalurnal washer
lever

mechnical deyices in the next group
are named according to the function that
they perform. Examples of these terms,
which are usually taken from a verb, are as
follows:

cer
bleeder
brace
bypass
carrier
check
choke
clamp -

connection
contact
coupling
cover
deflector
distributor
driver
fastener

;filter
float ,

Perhaps the most interesting category of
terms is that relating to shape. Human
beings have always been bclined to name
new or unfamiliar objects after some known
objects that they resemble. Examples of this
group are as follows: .

arm housing
ball jacket
band " key
bar knuckle
barrel , leaf .

belt neck
block needle
bowl nipple
brush pan
butterfly .a pin
cap , pipe
cage ring
collar shell
column shoe

0.

guard
guide
hanger
idler
impeller,
keeper
muffler
pilot
plunger
regulator
retainer
rocker
roller
rotor.
seal

spacer
support
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coil
core
disc
drum
elbow
foot
fork
head
hood
horn

skirt
sleeve
spider
stem
tee
tip
U -bolt
V-belt
worm
yoke. t.

4. Another category into which the naming of
trade terms falls is that of technical -terms,

, usually of Latin derivation. This category is
perhaps the most difficult to learn:

armature
carburetor
commutator
helical gear
hypoid tear

solenoid
synchronizer
thermostat.

lioventuri

.
5. The last category consists of proper.names,,

which usually include the name of the
inventor or patent holder, such as:

Alemite ' Parker screw
Bendrx driver Phillips Screw

9
Hotchkiss tube Pitman arm

All Of the terms listed in the first four grohys
above can be found in the dictionary; those with
which the apprentice is unfamiliar should 'be
looked up and, their meaningi written down for
future study.

Parts Nomenclature
A brief exPlanatyon of some of the fnOst

common parts and keyices that the -auto parts
apprentice comes in contact with is given belcive
These parts have been arranged into groups by
nature or function.

BearingA support in which a shaft rotates.
BabbittAepoured .bearing.made of a soft oy

of tin, copper, and antimony.
BallA, bearing in' which the routing shaft or

axle is carried on a number of small steel
balls that are Tree to turn in annular paths,
called races.

InsertA removable plain bearing.
# NeedleAn antifriction bearing made,. up of

shiall, needlelike . rollers. The needles are
laid one against the other until the shaft

. has been cbmpletely.shrrounded. The shaft
A rests and tums'in the nest of rollers,

e.

4
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RadidlA bearing designed to carry loads from
a direction at right anglesA6 the axis of the
shaft.

RollerA bearingin Which the journal oAhaft
rests iredn and is surrounded by hardened
steel rollers that revolve/in a channel, or
race surrounding the shaft.

Sleeve (brushing) A removable cylindrical lin-
ing of low-friction metal that is used as a'
bearing for a shaft or similar part.

ThrustA bearing designed to wport loads or
resist pressure parallel to the shaft.

, .

\ Babbitt ,bearind

lance.

Ball bearing

.9%,

AMP
Obc'e

Ttoller bebrinij
.

f

GasketA thillIsheet of packtneMaterial placed
between two metallic surfaces to seal

. against liquid or gas leaks.
Asbestos and wireA joint sealing device made

to Withstand intense heat without jeopar-
dizing its sealing abilities.

Asbestos-linedA joint-sealing device made
from a combination of copper and asbestos
Or of brass and asbestos sheets; usually used
for cylinder head gaskets.

Cork A sealing device made from cork,
FiberA gasket made of specially prepared
. fiber material which may be purchased in

_large sheets for making up many types of
gaskets on the job,

PaperA gasket made of a tiff composition
material for use as a sealing device for

;.speciatjoints.

GearA 'wheel With teeth cut into its rim, designed
to mesh with and drive another gear.

BevelA gear With teeth cut in the 'surface of a
conical face.

HelicalA gear with teeth cut in the cylindrical
surface but not parallel twits axis.

IiypoidA spiral bevel gear with curved teeth. ;
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Internal A gear with teeth that prdject inward
toward the center from the circumference

,of the gear wheel.
MiterA bevel gear of a 45 degree angle.
SpiralLA gear with curved teeth radiating

spirally 'from its axis.
SprocketA wheel with ,teeth around the

circumference so Shaped that the teeth it
into the links of a Chain that drives or is
driven by the sprockets.

SpurA gear with teeth cut in a cylindrical
surface parallel to its axis.

WormA helical gear designed to transmit
motion at right angles to its axis.

Worin wheelThe mat* gear to the worm'
gear.

Bevel gear

I

Helical gear

Sprocket gear

Joint--A device for cospecting parts so that power
or motion can be transmitted from one
part to another part.

Ball and set A joint- in -which a ball is
placed in a Vdcket recessed ,'to fit it,
permitting free motion in any direction,

" within design limits. .)

Clevis A fork on the end of a rod.
Male A joint permitting to-and-fro motion

only.
UniversalA flexibl coupling for transmitting

, power betwe shafts set at an angle tonne;
another. ,

KeepeiYA device fo keeping parts in theirproper
location. ,

InternalAn internar keeper usually expands
into a recess tire inner circumarence.of a
hole. t

'.-
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ExternalAn external keeper contracts or slides
into a slot irrthe circumference of a shaft.

KeyA semicircular or oblong ,piece of metal used
to secure a member to a shaft.

BaldwinA key With an oblong section
Spline A series of ribs that have been

machined on the shaft and on to which fits
another part having mating- slots machined

1 in it. .

WoodruffA y with a semicircular section.

PinA device designed td hold parts together.
'ClevisA pin that passes through the ends of a

clevis and through au eye.
CotterA' split metal pin designed to pass

through a hold in a bolt and a Scat in its nut
' to prevent the nut Tioin turning.,
. StraightA , cylindrical metal pin used for

fastening two parts together.
, Taper A- conically shaped metal pin, usually

tapering 'A inch per foot.
'

PlugA device for sealing or closing a hole.
Drive-in or press -in A plug that is slightly

larger than the hdle it is to fit and. that
must be pressed or driven into place.

ExpanRon A round piece of metal. with a
'slightly curved surface. As the surface is
pushed in, the circumference expands:

Screw (straight and taper)A solid piece of
metal, such as a pipe plug, with ,threads so
it can be screwed into a, hole to close or
seal it. . .

: RetainerA seal that prevents the ei*Cape of oil or
grease around a shaft. Retainers are made.
of felt, leather, or metal with felt.

-RodA device for transmitting motion.
ConnectingA rod that transmits, motion in

two directions.
PushA rod that transmits motion in one

direction only.
TorqueA .rod designed

alignment.'

Clevis and pin

Plugs

to hold parts in

011111.41--

Conflicting rod

ShaftA rod by which power is transmitted.
CamOne or more earns mounted on a shaft.

for the purpose of changing rotary
into reciprocating motion'.

-"".

.
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,Crank-An offset shaft for the purpose. of
c(lianging reciprocating motion into rotary
motion, or vice versa.

Keyed-A shaft'containing a keyway.
Pinned -L A shaft c'ontaininga straight or tapered

hole to receive a pin.
Spline-A shaft on which splines have been cut.

.

Crankshaft

Spring-Metal that is so shaped and, of such
resiliency as to bend under strain and
return to its original position after the
bending force is removed; a chanical
device of many forms used taa sorb shock-
and produce tension.

Flat-A spring having an oblong cro ss section.
Leaf-A series of varying lengths of flat 'springs

placed upon each other and held, together
by means of mewl clips. '.

'Coil-Usually forrued,,of helically wound wire
designed tp resist/ either compression or
-tension'.

keof Spring

Valve-A device for controlling the. flow of liquids
or gases.'

Ball or cheek-An automatic valve,'in the form
of a steel ball on a seat, that prevents fluids

...or gases from flowing through aline,
`.Butterfly-A valve inserted In a pipe; usually

circular and early the same diameter as
the pipe, de d to turn upon a spindle
through its diameter to control the flow of
gas or liquid.

Needle-A valve with a conical seat.
Poppet -A disc or drop valve that seats itself by

means of a spring or by gravity and is
opened by cams or by suction.

t

dote
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The following are tome of the parts abbrevia-
tions used
industry.
Abs. '

A.0 .
A.C. Gen
Ace
Accel.
A /Cl.
Adj.
AIR
Air Equip

Air/S
A.M
Amp.
A.O.H.B.

Assy.
A.T
C.S.
Ctr.
Cush.
Custdm
Cyl.
2 cyc
4 cyc
Dbl.
Defl.
Def.
Dev. .

Diaph
Dia.
Diff
Distr.
Div.

Dr.
Drld.
D-D, -
Dubl-Duti.

most often throughout the auto parts

Abso;beX
Automatic Choke Carburetor

Alternating Current Generdtorc°
Accessw

Accelerator
Air Cleaner °

Adjustable Adjusting
Ail-Injection Reactor

Air Over Hykulic Brake
and Air Brake

( Air Suspension
Air Meter

Ampere
Air Over Hydraulic Brake

As Required
. Assembly

All Automatic Transmissions
Custom Sport Truck

Center
Cushio

Custom Air Conditioner
Cylinder

d1 r2 Cycle
4 cycle
Double

Deflector
Defrostet

Developed
Diaphragm

.4. Diameter
Differential
Distributor.

Divisions

.Door
Drilled

J
1

Forward Control Chassis

Study Assignment

Crouse, William H. Automotive Mechanics (Sixth
edition). New Yorl. McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1974. Read Chapter 6 and answer the questions at
the Ind of the chapter. -
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UNIT E - ,COUNTER SALES
o

4
TOPIC 1 PARTS:TERMINOLOGY

.., .
a Study Gilide .

Determine; the, correct word foreach numbered ank in the sentence, and wr,ite4 t in
blank at the right. . -.

% , .. . 4 .
1. A. 1 is usually a single piece of material such as a casting, shaft, bolt, oigear.

. . . ,
2. An 2 is domposecl of two or More parts that perform a, single fu o

\
4.-: ?-7-....

. . ..
.

3. A 3 , or A ,
usually consists or.two of more assemblies closel associated and

interdependent. ,
. .

.

4. SOme mechanical devices such as balanders and distributors are named according
,too

the 5 they perform.t "'

, .

the corresponding

1
.. .

2

. "-

43.

5

65. Parts such as butterflies and spiders are namedaciirding to 6

6. Phillips and Hotchkiss-arepropir names of ihe '7 .

7. A 8 is a support in which a sl-i4ft rotates.

8. A spiral bevel gear with curved teeth is called a 9 gear:

7..

§.
9. A worm is 10 gear .4esigned to transmit motion perpendicular td its axis. 10``

A

10: A -1 is a flexible cotipling for transmitting power between shafts set at an 12 '11
to oneanother. 1 . 12
. ,

11. Motion is transm tted in two d ectiors,by a 13 rod. 13 'r

12. An offset4 in a shaft for the purpose cliatiging reciprgcating motion into rotary . i4.;,..
. motion is'called a 14 . t `i - 1

13. A- spring is a mecfianical device of many fo t sed to 15 shock or Oroduce '.' .)5,..
.16..

. 16,,
..... 1 ,

14. it-valve is a device for 17 the 18 of liquids and gases. c' '171, -
. ,. . I ,18-

)
,

15..A poppet is al-,diso or drop valve that seats itself by means of a 19 or by 20 . 19
20 ,

Test

eircle T if the statem f is true; circle F if the statement is falser

1. Names of auto parts can

2. An auto part may be one

e learned only from experience.

e or several pieces.

08 0

.
P. 'T F

'2. T F
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3 A.

3. An assembLy may be one part or several parts.
.

,

4. The fuel group inCludesthe carburetor. '

5Y-A grommet is a bushing.
(-} ,

6. Many auto part }names are derived from functi8nal verbs.,

7. A venturi.is a tube constricted at the ends.
.

8. Alimony is an ingredient or babbitt metal.

9. A roller bearing rolls:*.
a

10. Spiral bevelgears all.have curved.teetlit

`11. Miter gears have a 45 degree bevel.

12. A 'Baldwin key is semicircular in section..

13. A chassis book refers to sheet metal parts.

14. A gasket is mostOnerally composed of metal.

. 15. A grout, ok,system usually consists of two or more assemblies..

.

A

3

;

. ,

3.

,

T

99

4. T F

5: T F

6. T F

7. T
,

8. T

T

F

9. F

10. T F

'I 1. :r F

13. T F

14. T F

15. T F

V
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UNIT E, COUNT R SALES 4

° t '

TOPIC 2 DIVISIONS OF CO NTER WORK
,

t.,

questions:This topic is planned to provide swefs tothe following gudstions:
. What are the Ways in which Payment can be made for iiarts? .."

c What akvopen-accountpurchases? .
*,

.How can a parts person estimate an overhaul job? , .

What are the problems of warranties? - .
'4.0 WhO ultimately bears the cost of defective parts? - . . - r

L.,

. ,,,

customer who obnsistently proves to bea pqor
credit risk should be dealt' with MI/ on a 'cast or
COD basis. - ,. I

A large percent of sales are on an open - account
Or.dhafge basis. Instead of paying fowerchandise
or service as it is received; customers9'ho use ithis
type of accountspay the accumulated* charges at
the. end of each tnonth.. The customer who' tiles
this convenience tends to make ,all of his or her
purchases at the place where he or she has the
accOttnt: 'Open-account purchases by dealers ',are .

`usually ,consideted the sam(as cash purchases,and
the same discounts on parts and services are usually
applied. The convenience of, a charge- Account

.
- .

s

, *,

Auto parts counter sales are divided into the.
three conventional categories of payment. cash,
COD, 'and charge. Singe a substantial part of the
counter -person's workday is spent in writing
invoices, 01 of `which-specify methods of payment,
these methods should be clear. in. his or her mind..

Paynitent for Parts

The three general types 'of cashNsa es are the
retail cash sale, the used eash sale; and the dealer
cash sale. The highest profits ar 'made in retail

sh. sales; becaube they are oted list price basis,
out-discount. .jJser cash sales provide.- the
id highest profit; as they' only,,,,,Ove a small

count. Dealer cash sales ar
pr'eclude extra bookkeping,
vide available,cash, funds with

esira e, they
oceckures, and pro-.

any
can pays Manufacturers' and suppliers'

, promptly, t. s _receiving y -add iscounts
offered for p oinpt pay t. Dealer.' inv
dist3ounts from list4Srices.

should be offered drily to those dealers .or com-
panies tilat are/ 'good' credit -risks, becaus
interest or finance charge is added to their bill, and
the parts dealer doe not receive interest for the
use of the money involved. .

More and more customers ale buying on time
payment plans. A time paytneSit mays be handled as

through, a bank:or handled by The seller.
plan is usuallYi set up only for a' large -sale,

s as experisive equipment or a major overhaul.
Eve if a 'cu.Vcilret is not a good enough credit risk
for a en account, he or she .can beextended a
time p y an, becluse security is required fOr
the Money involved: With an atcotiiit. of-this type,
a finance charge is made orinterest is charged on
tie unpaid ball e, or both.

t166 ,es ps and Cash Registers' A,

In cash sales. parts are often paid for by check.
The counter 'perion whO. accepts a chedk should
always make sure-it is made out properly, including
the date, company' name, correct_ 'amount, and
proper. signature.. Af. the customei is a strangei,
some reliable -identification should be required.
The counter 'person should initial.the check and, if
polsible, put the sales lip nti'mber on the check foE

. reference in case' the check is returned- for any
reason;

'Collect on delivery -(COD) shipments aif Made
for two reasons. Some castomejg would rather pay
for the-merchandise at the tithe of delivery. Their .

.0 credit may be very good; but by payi .? the
' merchandise on delivery, they ;have no u s

at the end of the Month. dther customers are
billed on a COD basii ,tica-use they have p6or .

ratings' and are considered pcfor risks foi
charge accounts. -Some may take so long to pay
their bills that the seller actually loses mone4....A

4

Writing. up sales slips is an important pelt of
the automotive parts §alespefSon's job; Since most
9y the items sold are identified by part numberkthe
importance of writing nurnters, descriptiOns, and
other' ,information, correct* and legibly cannot be
over,strgssed. Customers may have names and
add1esses that are similar, these a must be
written clearly so that one custom wi 1 norbe

~forfor something another one eceived:. 5 s , '0

so_,...

1 -
_ _.

r
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In some companferthe use of the cash register
is limited to one person to expedite sales and free
the counter kersons for other work. The chanct for
error is'niucysmaller when only one trained person
is using the register. However, other companies use
a register with, two or more drawers:, each afes-
person uses a separate 'drawer and separate record
of transactions.' This setup allows the company to
,determine responsibility fol. mistakes. The register
prints a total record of all-sales and disbursements,
as,well as the separate record for each-drawer; thus
a complete, sales record is furnilhe,d to the company.

Pricing and Estimating

Since prices are subject to change without
notice, the counter person must keep up to date
with all incoming price change,. Some ,manufac-
hirers supply, price pages, revised as necessary,
showing list pricei and.dealer's net after discounts;
Other manufacturers do hot furnish. price page
revisions for the items they sell, but price the
invoice instead. Under these circumstances, the
company bookkeeper or price clerk should furnish
the counter per.;Irs with pric4 pages- for their
catalogs. Still othr companies or suppliers use a
list price page wit the discount shown as a percent
of the list price.. Some items, such as tools and;
equipment, are listed ak net price only, Prices and
discounts should be efiecke4periodically against
manufacturer's invoices and the latest price infor-.
mation. .:

The question often arises whether a customer is
eligible to receive discounts, particularly when it is
uncertain what type of service the customer
renders. The following are types of customers who ,

commonly are granted disfounts:,
a

Garage operators who maintain an estab-
lished business that specializes0 the servic-
ing and repairing of automobilei. and trucks
NeW car and used car dealers whp maintains
an established business and who employ

. personnel for servicing and repairing auto-
mobiles and trucks ,
Paint and body shops that maintain an
establishment for repairing and painting
automobiles and trucks
Fkt operators who have five or more cars,
trunks, or buies and .who employ personnel
for the repair of these units
Se ice stations that purchase only those
parts and accessories that they are equipped
to install

Factories or manufacturers who ,use the
parts for produotion or maintenance of
equipment
Parts distfibutois who resell to other
dealers or garages

I
The counter person is occasionally asked to

restimatt the price of a complete or partial overhaul
of some major assembly. This estimate must
include the price of the parts used plus the labor or
sop charges The shop charge comprises 4rect
labor and ove ead. Most automobile manufac-
turers piiblis at-rate manuals that show the
estimated or erage time required to repair or '1
replace man common itenis'.7133, referring to such
a manual, it s possible to make'up a labor schedUle
Tor jobs'th t come to the .parts clerk's attention,
this schedule should be inclu ed when he or she
makes an estimate:

A

Returned Merchandise.

The customer's privilege. of returning- merchan-
dise, either new or in warranty, is an expensive but
necessary problem for` most companies. The return
of any article requires time sin, thandling. the
complaint, tracing the original sale, recording the
transaction, and putting the item back in stock or
returnineit to the supplier. Additional4me and
effort may have to be spent in soothing an angry or
disappointed customer. Nevertheless, the return
privilege is an important part of maihtaining
customer gwill. Even when the utmost care has
been taken to avoid errors, there will be cases when
a return is entirely justified. Many companies have
adopted a policy of accepting- all returns Without
question. In cases of fective "merchandise, the
Manufacturer or supplier ally* replace tide
defective part or issue credit for it.

Merchandise that is returned should, be
inspected carefully. Items that are defective should
be sent back to the source for replacement, or
credit, this.will involve filling out applicable forms.
When a mistake has been made in ordering or
delivering, the custom i may exchange the mer-
chandise for the correct items, or a credit memo-
randum or a cash refund may he issued. When the
customer returns merchandise, he or she is expected
to present the original .sales' slip, because the
price of the article may have changed since the
purchase date. .Many cornpirues will not aecept
new merchandise for refund atter 30 days.

Refund slips and aclit. memorandums should
list the customer's name, the part n mbers, and
description of the material returhe he date and

0

--
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F

number of the original sales slip, and the amount
to be credited or refunded to the customer.

The warranty on automobile and truck replace-
ment parts will vat z,4, but it is usually based on a
90-day of 4,000-Mile period, whichever occurs
first. Any defects in material or workmanship"that
appear within the warranty period will be cause for
free replacerhent by the seller. Howeier, some
make a labor ,charge for any time spent in removing
and replacing the defective part. If, a part or
assembly covered by a warranty has obviously been
misused by the customer, it is not unreasonable to

4-

e

Auto Parts-

ask the customer to share the cost of replacement.
Every effort should be made by the employee to
convince the customer of the justification of such a
charge. Prompt and fair handling of all warranty
adjustments is necessar* if customer confidence is
to be maintained.

Auto parts personnel must be aware of the
procedures for handling, defective replacement
parts, since detailed information is often required
before credit can be obtained from the manufac-
turer. Claims for defective merchandise often7must
be Submitted on a very detailed form.

C
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p

Study Guide.'

Determine the correct woad for each numbered blank in the sentence, and Writeifin the corresponding
blanlc.at the right.

1. Fhree conventional methods of payment for merchandise are 1 , 2 , and 3 . 1

2

.) 3

2. Dealer sales involve .4 . 4
0

3. Charge accounts should be offered only to companies that are good 5 risks, 5._ .r because no 6 or financeCharge 's added. 6.

4. Many customers buy on a 7 8 plan.

5. Eligibility for 9 depends t4degree upon-occupaticid:

6. Most auto manufacturers, publish 1 0 manuals that 'include the 11 time 10
involved in the repair or replacement of auto parts. 11

The customer's privilege of 12 merchandise is an expensive but. 13 problem 12
/for most companies. 13

8. When a part is defective, the- manufacturer will usually, 14 the defective part or
issue a 15 (or it. 15

9. When returning metchandise,Iie customer should alwayS present his or lier 16 16
18 : 17

- 4 18
1

10. If a pari or an assembly covered under warranty hasobviously been 19
unreasonable to ask the customer to share the cost,of 20 .

) ,
Test

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is

71.
Retail cash sales generally provide the highest profits.

7
8.

9

it is not 19
20

1.

5..ktime payment plan may bear finance charges, interest, or both. 5.

2,Invoices specify prices but notmethods of payment. d 2.'
-1 .

3. Shipments. May be Made COD to either good or bad credit risks. 3.

4. An open-account is evidence of good credit: 4.

6. Discounts and finance charges never apply to the same transaction. , 6.

\
6'

.-

T F

T F

T F ,

- T F

T F

T F
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. .
7. Most cash registers in current use print a record of transactions.

\
7. T F

8. Thirty days' notice Must 'begixentefoi manufacturers' list prices are raised. 8. T F

.
..

._ %

9. The shop charge is 'strictly
\
a labor, charge. 9. T F ..

Auto Parts

10. Ipdependentihofts are required to follow thg flat-rate manual for any job.

4

.,

4,

>!.

V

,

. 112
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UNITE CAJN'TER SALES
,

TOPIC 3 VILHAT IS A CUSTOMER?
,

,

:

This topic-is' planned to provide answers to the following questions:'.
- 1

How_should a'parts person treat outside customers?
How can.a new customet be made a regular customer?
What facts will help a parts person win most amiiments with customers?
What does the dealer need from each customer?

y

What isla Customer?

Acustorrier is the most important person ever m this office .

in person or,by

A customer is not dependent on us ... we are dependen't on the
customer.

customer is t an interruption of our work ... he or she is
the purpose of . We are not doing the qstomer a fay& by
serving bim Or he .. he of she is doing us afivor by giving us
the opportunity to do so.

A customer is not an outsider Jour business .,.. he or she is a
part Of it.

A customer is not a cold statistic ... he or she is a fie1-
andblood human being with feelings and emotions-like your
own and with biases and prejudices.

A' customer is not someone to argue or match wits with. Nobody
ever won an, rgument with a customer.

A customer is a person who brings us his or her wants. It is our
job to handle them profitably to him or her and to ourselves.

Author Unknown

"A customer is the most important person ever,
in -your establishment, in person, by phone, or by
mail." All of the combined activities of the parts
industry are aimed, at one final act-the successful
sale. Sales can only be .to customers, therefore,
customers are most important. It is a simple rule,
but one that is frequently forgotten. Service to the
Customer .must take precede ice over every other
activity in the store. This does not mean that other
activities are not important. Merchandise must be
received, erns stocked, and inventories' ept. But
these activities are purposeful only, profitable
sales are being made. The customer i number one.

"A. customer is not dependent onus, we, are
dependent on the customer." Every commercial
OrganizatiTh depends on Customer profits for
suririv the competition in today's .market
emphasizes this dependence. On rare occasions a

.

customer may be dependent, temporarily_ , on one
store for a particular item..But even this rare
occasion does not after the tfundamental fact that
the company depends on the profit from that sale
for its existences Even if an organization had a

13--6057

monopoly on certain tarts, the store would still
depend on the customers who bought them. Each
establishment is totally dependent upon its cus-
tomers, and the building and- maintenance of a
clientele is the direct roporisibility, of all the
anibloyees who greet and serve them. / e.

"A' customer is not an interruption of our
work; he or she is the purpose of it." All othel
activities must somehow be subordinated to the
fact that customers come first! Putting away stock
is important, but it must be clone between cgs,
tomers. Prolonged or personal telephone conve, 1,

. tions must be terminat'ed'' When customers are .

waiting: Stock orderi, paper work, bin changing,'
display arranging-anything that can logically, be
put aside must be 'deferred until the customer'S
needs are met.-

"A. customer is not an outsider to our business;
he or she is a part otit." But one wouldn't believe
it to see the miay many customers are treated at a
parts , counter. The 'parts counter frequently
becomes a barrier 'a' Gas'which only merchandise
and payment can,pass. Conversations are usually
limited At cold facts and bake statistics, there is ,n6.
sense -of a desire to help or of a need to be filled.
Personal involvement. ii avoided in t.11,i transaction
by either party, which is all the more tragic

tbecause' human relations, regdrdless of the envircin-
*nt or setting, are the most rewarding events of
life. A customer can not be an outsider to your
business; he or she is a participant in it! The
customep, can be an outsider only if the owner or
the customer chooses to make it so. The customer
should-be made to feel that he or she is a very
welcomieAsider! . .

custdmer is not a cold-statiitic47he or she is
a flesh-and-blood human being with feelings and
emotions like your own and with biases and
prejudices." As such he or she must be treated With
all the care and consideration thiiThe seller would
expect to be shown should he or she suddemly find
the positions reversed. One of the qUickest, ways to

105
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preventprevent the development of a frieiidly 4ales rela- ")
tionship is a superior attitude on the plIrt of the
salesperson. He or she should indeed lulow his or
her job and know it wellin fact, corri'petence is
stressed, throughout this course. But a customer
who has'lio training in the field can not be
expected to meet the trained salesperson on Oen
terms. Many customers do kot even know auto-
motive nomenclature. All a customer wants is an
hOrkst and competent solution to his or her needst
presented in a manner that will not arouse preju-,
dice or bias and that will not make him or her feel
inferior in the process. That kind of an approach
sounds easy, but in reality it is not; it must be ,
cultivated.

"'",T.

"A customer is,not someone to argue of match
wits with. Nobody ever won an Irgumen't with a
customer." Only rarely does a customer come into
a store,,to argue, and that is most often when he or
she has a complaint to register. If the customer's
complaint is legitimate, then it should be handled
by an understanding person who is trying to help.
But most customers come to buy something or to

"

AUto Parts

, .
seek information. Quarreling isnot justified in such
a situation, either he or she should be sold what he
or she need§ or helped. witri,, his or her problem.

eling and matching vits ire egocentric devices
which ave no place in a simple sales transaction.
'If a` c4istOmer.wants to quarrel or act superior, the
salesperson should not reacOin the same manner.
Tolerance and understanding are keys to good
salesmanshiri.

'A customer is someone who brings us his or
her wants.'' These wants may be physical needs or
problems to be solved, but whatever they are, he or
shelbrings them to be filled. The customer doeso
with a certain legitimate assumptionthat the
company has, ,or can supply, the answer to his or
her tv,ants.

.

Herein, of course, lies they essence of successful
business relationsa customer with a need and a
company with the resources to fill that need,
profitably for both parties. But the successful
outcome, a satisfied need, is subject to many
conditions, some of which have been mentioned
above40thers will be discussed in a later topic.

ca.

.`
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0 ,

TOPIC 3 WHAT IS A CUSTOMER?

.

Study Guide
Deterdine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the, t.

'1. The most important person in an auto parts store is the L .

All of the combined activities of, e parts industry are aimed at onefinal act, the

3. The customer is not 4 on the store.

1

2.

.

4
r :

4. To build and maintain a satisfied-customer clientele is the direct 5 of the 6 5
iwho greet and serve them. . .

'';" / / ,

5. A custome( is notsan I of the Work; he or she is the 8 sf it.
/

I ,
, . , ./' .(

6. The parts .counter should never become, a barrier across which only 9 and 10

6

7
8

9.
can pass.

. ,.,-

7. A customer can not be an (Outsider to your business; he or she is a .; 11 in it! '

10

11

12

3.

8. A customer is not a coil! 12 -The or she is a flesh-and-blood human being.

9. Only rarely does a` customer come into a stoke Ao 13 , and that is when he or she 13
has a 14 ., to register. 14

10. -The salesperson never 15 or matches 16 with the customer in a simple sales 15
transaction. 16

Test

Circle Rif the statement is true; circle F if the statement isfalse.

1. The target of the auto parts industry is tile Custome. 1. T F
. .

2. Service to the customer should take precedence' oven inventory. 2. T

Competition emphasizes the customer's dependence. 3. T F
.

4. A monopoly is no gogd without safes. 4: T F

phone conversations should be cut short- whew customers are waiting at the
parts counter.

5. T F
. z

6. A prejudiced customer is gri asset to a store. 6.

7. Only the owner should be allowed,fo argue with a customer. 7.
0:

; y
3

s
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$ ' `race . -
, ..

8. Every, customer assumes that the store 'he or spe enters can fulfill his or her need..

92. P eponal involvement in a parts sale should belfoided.
.

1:. ;,,. ,

'1,0. Every transaction should end profitably for.all parties to it.
-,--

\ e

. '
, . .

. . .,
del

4 0:
0

,,

0

e

o , 4

Auto Parts
1

8. T F

9.' T F

10. T F

,
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-UNITE *COUNTER SALES-,

.TOPIC 4 HOW TO SELL

./

9,

°This topic is piinned to provide answers tG the-follo ying,questions:
What are the..traits of a goof salesPerson?
Wliat is tht most effeetive safes approach?
What must salesperson get from die customer?.e

of. To wlvit extent sho4k1 the salesperson go to push related sales?
t,,

,
414 '

A popular myth that Jias prevailed over "the 'On a /tote of insincerit after repeated perfor-.
years is that a smooth, fp'st talker, orsotneone with mances, and discerning others are apt to be
a 41`gift of gab," should become a salesperson. This offended by it. The ope ng statement should be
myth is paftially true. Many customers are suscep- varied from time to time. By keeping it sizfiple and
tible to a high-pressure, hard-sell appeal, and most since*, the salesperson can avoid, the danger of
salespersons jof this charactikenjoy Ome financial falling into a.verbal rut. ty.
Success-. HOweier, this sales technique is not a good . Honesty in approach* a customer is more of
foundation upon which to build reliable repeat an attitude than a verbal statement. Somehow the
sales, and the company which tries to do so often salesperson's attitude must convey Othe customer
finds 4self unstably established. Only a certain his or hey...genuine desire to be fair and\helpful. The
number of people succumb to the big pitch, and attitude must be an expression of truth, if one does

nokfeel'it, he or she cannot expresk it. The ability
tor project lOnesty rare quality That is rapidly
disappearing beneath a veneer of sophisticated
salesmanship. But real honesty in efforts to help
the customer will show itself and will prove one of

-e most powerful 'tools the salespersdn, auto
s, or er, can possesS.
inC rity is like honesty in that it is.expressed

attitude. The salesperson does not do t
er a favor by waiting upor4.his or her. T

on needs, to have a genuine desire to h 1p
rve. Successful sales are the result of a
ort to help.the customer with his or her

cl)

many of then regret later that they were sweet-
talked into a sale.

The repeat sales are the backbone of most
busthesses, and such sales are ornomething,
more than . talk. The salesperson's sincerity and
willingness to kelp are crucial ,to .lasting sales. .

Fairness, honesty, and a willingness on thepart of
the company to back its merchandise must b
evident if customer confidence is to be gained
kept.

In today's complex competitive automo-
tive world, a few penries of rcIfit must often be AO to
sacrificed for the Iarget profit of tomorrow. Cater- sincere of
ing to the needs _and wants of the customer, as .various problems. The.customer can sense whether
perhaps he or she has never been catered to before, a real effort is being made to meet his or her needs.
is called for. Signs often link the words sales' and, business may depend upon thy customer's
service. Ins salesmanship, the two words peAme opinion as it tilt element of sincerity in the

-almost synonymous, customer - salesperson relationship.

pa

in th
custo
saiape

e

e

The Sales
/
Approach

In first approaching a customer, the sale,sperson
should be interested, honest, and since . He or, she
should remember that the 9.4tome is a pers,oh
with a want or a need, a person wh assumesjthat

isfythis particular company is in a position to sa
that need. If this were not so, it. is not likely that
the customer woult1.-.19e there in the first place.

A casual apisroach is not one that hOrders nn
:indifferetice. The salesperson should refrain from
swooping down on a customer with platitudes and
pretecorcfecl sales introductiehs. Although this kind
of,approach seems genuine at first, it usually take'

i° ,t.*:C4.-.

Meeting the Customer

The initial customer-salesperson meeting forins,
.the most important relationship to develop in the
auto parts store. From this encounteh will or Will
not develop the successful sale, which hinges upon .

the customer's original need, the company's ability
to.physically meet thit need, and the salespersbtA4:

kri handling cif the situation. The original encounter
between, the auto parts salesperson and the cus-
tomer deserves serious attention.

Except for the presence of a few generalized
accessories, auto parts form a highly specialized

4*body, of material that requires specific knowledge

r'
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for proper identification': The auto parts sales-
person must be prepared, during the original
encounter with -tife customer, to determine ,The.
exact nature of he ,part or part& involved, the
exact model for which they are intended, and the,
presence dn the vehicle Of certain options 'that
effect the 5efection of! the correct parts. The
existence of so many models and options compli-
cates the parts salesperson's...job to the,extent that.
frequently even a Mechanic Jar' the (car owner can
not give the correct information.

The, selection of even a cotect fah belt. can
lead to a, interrogation, and the sitpation
may be much bore complicated when certain
other parts, are. needed; for. txample, parts for en
intricate automatic transmtlon, Question)
,customer is necessary for the proper, selec
-most)--modern parts and can be a source of
frustration for botIrcustomer and salespersbn.,

The ability to make such interro skill-
fully only comes from long and broad ence
in the field. Knowledge 9f each item is paramount, --
and the parts person must constantly remind
himself or herself that, even though the procedure ,
is often boring and complex, it is a necessary part
of his or her vocation. Failure to elicit enough
information may result in the wrong part being'
sold. An antagonistic approach will 'nly fiustrate.
.apd complicate the whole procedure. Short cuts

; should be developed to gain" the, peededoinforma-
tion as quickly as possible. One is-to learn
the distinctive differentes that will ilientify-1 eor-

?

diaributor.-cam. lobe lightly, with a suitable lubri-
cant. Such constructive suggestions can make steady
customers of casual ones.

, Suggesting elated items fo urchase
clamps with hoi$4 cement with gas ets, or paint
supplies with paint) is an important part/of the
salesperson's repertoire. 'Not only are such sugges-
tions legitimate but they are often appreciated, and
they bring considerable added revenue to the store.
Such related items should be suggested at a
strategic time, pointing out the potential,need for
the utilitt7 of the related item(s).

The auto parts salesperson must be ready to
discuss any item in the store with. clarity and

mpetenae, setting forth ,itt virtues and compar-
ing it, feature by feature, with other brands and

odels. This kind of knowledge requires a constant
effort by. the parts -person to remain current by
reading service bulletins,,..trade publications, and
advertising Media concerning the merchandise he,
or she. sells. Nothing will kill a sale quicker than a .
salespergon who is not fully ipf#5.rylked on, the

oduct he or she is shown to,the aslomer.
New Nil stock are always a potentialsales'

feature may be shown legitimately on the
strength o their newness. New tools, gages, instru-
mehts, accessories, and any items of improved
design are particularly good subjects for sales
efforts. Garage owners and _Mechanics are especially

- 'interested in new accessories and in simplified parts
or replacement kits. -3

,

I
Closing the Sale

rectly the model and the needed 'part, If it is Closing the sale should include a courteous.
inquiry as to any ,other _items.-needed and an
appraisal as, to re4ted parts .fat, might have been
Overlooked. Tips mWte offered, on quicker, more
satisfactory` installation methods that the sales-
person, has learned. Retail °customers are apt to
inquire about installation instructions, and these
should pe supplied quickly and courteously. If the
salesperson does not know, the customer should be
put in touch with shop personnel who canljelp.

.When the parts persqn does no't have KPart
that the customer deeds, he or she should,niake an
effort to locate it, for him or her. A phone call to
adother store_ takes only a minute, and the cus-

.. torner will appreciate he effort. Special ordeTscan
be handled_ for the eUstomer by whatever system -
has been established by the store.

)
feasible to bring in the old part ,fol identification,
replacementsjs usually simpler.' /

6
1'

z 6 ' Sales Techniquesa
Sales techniques in the automotive parts field,

include all of those' previously/ mentioned'in this
topic -honesty, sincerity, competence, patience
and more. Customers frequently do not know
exactly what they want or need, an
the most part, they are tinaWare of
For example, it is never a good idea to,
points_ without suggesting a condenser {a
versa). If the customer asks for the po
setting on a 'particular model, he or she s
told, even though it must be looked up,
the, suggestion made that he or she-rubricate The

certainly for
lated needs:

ition
d vice
t gap

uld be
nd,theh

'

4
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'''N UNIT E COUNTER SALES .

TOPIC 4 -41-10W TO S L

e'

Study Guide

Determine the correct wad for each numbered blank in the kilntence, and write it in the'corresponding. .

(
blank at the right. -

. .
, 0. .,

1. Repeat 1 are the backbone of most businesses and are built on more than 2 1

a.

A s '7'
45.

2.

.2. The salesperson's 3 .and willingness to 4 are crucial to lasting sales.
e

-,... . .

3. A company Must.be willing back its merchandise if 5 6 , is to he built and
maintained.

...-%"--;" -L.--

_
7

_. .

4. A casual approach does n,ot mean a 7 approach.

No,

.

5. Honesty is shown in approaching a customer sy 8 than by 9 .

e
6.. Repeat business may depend upon the cbtstomer's opinion as to the sincerity of the 10

lar . . . ..

I

7. Excepffor a fev; general 11 , auto parts are a highly 12 body of material. 11.

.

. 12 .

,

3
4 --

e
C

. 7

. 8
9

8. The presence on the vehicle Of certain 13 will 'often affect the sele.ction. of 13 4

correct parts.

9. Proper" selection of most current auto parts may require 14 15 of the 14
customer. 15.

10. Failure to elicit complete te may result in the sale of the wrong part. 4 .16

11. Nothing will kill a sale quicker than 171 knowledge of a product being shown. 17. ..._...
, ..) .' 12: orN, items in stock are always a 18 sales feature. 18.

V
c,..A,-v.- ,.....

. .
13. Retail customers are often interested in new 19 and simplified replacement.. 19

20 . . ''"" . 20:4.

410
'14. Retail customers are apt to ask about 21 instructions. 21

15. When out of a part needed, the parts, person khould make an effort to 22, it for yn.
.41the customer. 1

4,-4N
9

4

:T est 1.-\
circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

A glib talker is the best saleeperson.:

119



112 Auto Parts.

2. Some'custon e can be sweet-talked into bUyin 2. T F

3. ksincere, helpful salesperson builds repeat sales..\`, 3. - T F

N * .

4. In his or ter first approach to a difficult custom's, the salesperson should seem 4. T F .
indifferent rather than avid. \ ..

, , .
5: The customer will be influetd by hii or her apprai 1 of the salesperson's mental 5. T F '

attitude. . -

6. Specific tknow.ledge of the customer's needs must 's etimes be obtained by 6. , T
lengthy interrogation. .

...
7: Frequ, ently,sustomers do not know just what they need. t

, '7. T

8. Ignition points should Ap t.e.J0 sold without suggesting a new point gap settling. 8.
. .

T

9. The more the salesperson knows about his or her wares,,themore wares he or skis 9. T F
likely to sell. . - . :

0 i .:,

10. A customer should never be sent to a competitor's store for arui m that is not in 10. T F '
. stock where he or she 'first seeks its

120
, .
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. Displays
TOPIC 1 DISPLAY M'ERCHAI\IDISING

O.

4

This-topic is plannedto Rrovide answerso the following questions:.
How have auto parts 'Selling policies changed?
What are the basic tlies of merchandising?
What is critical 4o wafy.iit trade?
What is the purpose of sales promotion?
What is vital to the economic life of an auto parts store?

The auto parts sales -program rece went
, through a: significant change in selling pOlicies.

Manufacturers' parts are now on thousands of
counters and shelves in 'the major retail and chain
stores throughoi the United States. Their sales are

look around an select merchandise for
theinselits; therefore, all salespersons
should be trained to encourage customers
o look round and buy.

After good -store planning, laybut, andmer-aimed at the "do-it-yourselfer." And for this cliandise displays have been established sales pro-reason the auto parts stores will haiie to change
their approach to selling if they expact to stay in
business. .

Forms of Merchandising

In analyzing in-store sales of automotive parts,
equipment, And accessory and service items, several
basic types of 'merchandising should be considered.

1. Eliposure of merchandise. Aod merchan-
diser exposes as much merchalldise as
possible to the customer`. Mass verchan-:
dicers, slich,n(Sears and Penneys, know the

40 value of,merchandise exposure, and their
44" sales records are proof AaCit pais' off in

profitable sales. AutO,parfi:jobbers through-
out the country have experienced an
increase in sales of 30 to 40 Rercent as the
result of adopt* a good displayjmerchanz
dising program: *

2. Point-of-purchithe sales information. Up
until npw few auto parts and equipment
whole si: leri--have considered peeing and

1 'product' information, as a necessary step in
selling merchandise. - However, With ," the
recent., changes in selling policies, point-

' of-putchase sales information has become
an important selling point with walk-in.
customers. .

3. Trainedosales personnel to encourage cus-
lomers,to buy.--Tdday,. customers want to

motion efforts should be , directed to getting
consistent customer traffic into the stare. Some of
the %tools which can be used to 'get return cps-
tbmers are as follows:

1. Attention-getting newspaper ads,
2. Radio and television commercials
3. Circulars
4. Direct mail
5. Cusymer discount cards

- The melichandiser must think "walk -in" trade,.
which includes more than just retail trade. Ev
wholesale customer that comes 'into the store
subject to impulse buying of well-displayed m
chandise

Display Factbrs
Any good merchandising la is based on .a

knowledge of past performan , current abilities,
and limitations, and the obje es one has for his
or her business in the areas of. sales) investments,
and profits. Before an in-store display merchandis-
ing program can be put intoteffect,Ate following
factors must he taken into consideration.

, Type of Customer

The type of customer that Will be patronizing
the store should' be determined beforehand service
station operator, 'garage proprietor, fleet operator,
car dealer,, recreationalxvehicle dealer, truck dealer,

/

1.
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and. s6 forth. lf, for a carrlpie, 75 percent of the
6usi ess is with wholesale trade, and it is the
inte tion of tol4c auto parts Are .management to
laep \ this kind of trade, the displays should be
constructed around the.rtype of merchandise that
appdals to the wholesale customtr.

ids'of Products .

kinds ff prOducts and other services
off ed,.by the airto parts store shOuld' be assessed
th uglily Rrici:, to makiny display, decisions.*
Products sitelfCas en pile-rafts body, supplies,
accessories, an service items' and ser6ces such as
tool rental are .thipertant factors in determining the

17character and health of thee tinessleok filet,

factors_are reviewed, the strengths and weaknesses
of the business can)e identified, agd plans can be
made to capita* or improve on them'through

- gopd diiplay p`r 4.- ams. , .

Store Traffic ,
vital

4
Stqr' e traffic is,vital to .the e health of

an auto parts bemess. S9m,qf a dues ions that
should be resolved 'before the au t ; . s erson
decides on an approi Priate display are as follows:

.....At pa
1. What is t . - tore traf c?
2. Does e ore .hav contacts thy can bit

L . used o buil, traf
. ' 3. What kind _o

Auto Parts
. , .

be operi43management should..uie the wareitfinse
.

distributor's knowledge, manpower, and expertise
to find the best location.

Perhaps one of the most i ortant factors in
establishing an alto, parts bu ess is the appear- *-

ance of the building. In assess 'the exterior of
the. store, the following:questions should be-asked:

'1. What image does the egferjor of the busi-
ness convey, to the potential customer?

2. is. the building.-.clean; attractive, and invit-
. . ing to tile custoni r? . -.

ays in3. Are the meich
dais inviting? -.-

4. Is there convenient par .-

-5., t plo es 4ok like they want to
fielpothe cu

* sc . The delivLy. truoic is used In the auto parts
,

,

-business not only ,to delivit ,oilers but aisp to
create an image. -This vehicle slioulct te1 people . . :

't the store sells, convey the-idea thatfile stoic-
. ..

Can save them money, 4nd impart an image that .
- will attract prospective customers. The driv i of

the truck should be neat and clean, polite,, and able
. to encourage new business. Iri some cases, the

-; driver and the truck are:the only contacts that the
'. customer ever has with the store; therefore, both

must project the most desirable image.

neighbOrhood is the store Advertising ,
The main objectie 'orailvettising isfo

tz and hold the attention of the pr spe'4i
tomer. This task is best accomplishe y the use Of
the basic t Of tt ti n' °siit -

-located in?
4. What althe tliisiness hours 'of the store?

, --:- . i, . . .

'Employees .

Employees play an importanlk part in getting
and olding in-store busines'i'[.therefore, they
shci d be able to do some, if not all, of_the

wing ta'sks: ) 0

1. t Address every customer byname
2. Wait on female customers
3. ge and freshen displi§s
4. Co unicate teqinical knowledge to the

it?omer
5. Learn new customer Awning' techniques

that will encourage browsing and impulse
, buying.
6. Think profit .

,

,
i 1ri .

7. .dive sound advice4o the "do-it-yourselfer"
:- , .8 Make presentatidns .- .

9"> Participate in sales and product meetings

Faciities and Equipment

The store location is critical tb walk-in trade. If

the stare
is to be relocated, or pew branches are to

A

0

e c e men s . a en o as
position, contrast, color, sound, moveren't, illus-
tration, and benefits.

Size. In the newpaper and the §ellow pages of
the telephone directory, the large ad rather than
the small act is more lik catch4khe eye of the
prospective kustomer. Iwever, doubling' the ad
size does not -double the reiglts. sychological
studies haie shown that a full-page ad has an
,attention value of 100 percent, that a half-page ad
has an attention value of 71 percent,..and that a'
quarter-page ad has an attention value of 50
percent. Thd general rule into haVe as large of an
ad or as lolg of a radio or television commercial as.
possible to do the best selling job. ,

Position. Advertisers should use pldriving
t ime on the radio. In newspapers the best results
are obtained by placing the ads for men on or near
the business or sports page and the ads for women
on' the society or, hotiseh.old pages. Ads should be
placed under every heading' that. describes the *,

I
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Unit F:Topic 1

a. .

store's major products or services" in the yellow
pages.

The size of the 'ad will often determine the
position it will get in the newspaper. The larger the
ad, the better the position. The right-hand page in
newspapers gets 5 to 10 percentebetter readership
than the left-hand page. Outside columns catch the
eye ,better than inside columns. Also, the upper,
half of the page gets better readership than the

. 'lower half of the page:
eIn the yellow pages, the best positions are

'those clOsest to 1he beginning of a heading. People
who,use this reference are ready to buy and are
1o6king for suppliers. Therefore ad features such
as la- Out, headlines, content, and illustrations are

, import.
10 ..nd 'contrast. These elements are: ex-

tremely itant, even. in bthck and white ads.
Most ads d with black 'type on a white

1

bac4groundi o eve , reverse type can be used'far.
4cdutrast to other ads. Half tones can be used tar
plot' effect: PJepty of white spate should be used
in ais,.particularly it,they are small.

,Fouvd. SOund is obviously important hi radio
'and,televisipri advertising. A quiet, well-modulated

, yoke may be a welcome relief. when tile advertising
is' on a rock music station. If the dvertising is

tin 'a talk: show, a music background° mty.
attract -extta attention.

Movement and illustration. These elements can
' be achieved by using illustrations and type. The

'illustration. 'should be- functional grid show the
product or it use. The illustration should either.
how .the positive benefits the customer can expect

from using the product, or ilign them of ,the
. consequences if they do not use the product.

Benefits. Benefits are the primary feature of
the ,best arid/ most' successful ads. Headlines that
speak directly to 'the prospective customer should

.9

f

A
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be use 11 them how the products and services
can enhance heir lives or solve their problems.
Illustrations and other movement elements can also
be; used to convey benefits.

The auto parts store management should work
closely with the warehouse distributor to get the
best results from advertisin The warehouse dis-
tributor can help with ad mat, supplier advertising
funds, cost sharing programs, and so forth. The
members of the warehouse distributor management
team are real experts in these areas and should be
used to the best advantage.

Salesl'romotion

Sales promotion is the act of furthering the
development of the sale after the store and the
customer have made contact. This contact may
occur when the customer sees a sign, reads a
newspaper advertisement, or enters the store for

e first time. .

In addition to telling the customer where the
stor is located, what it sells, and when to come in,
the s promotion should offer to sell sornething
at a ve low price to improve chances that the
customer will visft the store. Some of the sales

,promotiontinethods used today are as follows.

1. 'Special discount on a given item with a
minimum dollar purchase

. 2. Disdount on second item with \he purchase
of two'items '

, 3. Free item with a purchase
4. Premiums or free goods with dealer pur-.

chase
5: Dealettrip programs%
6. Salesperson on the toad to proinote and

sell
7. Signs and point-of-purchase information
8. Ciiitomer delivery service
9. Special terms and seasonal billing terms

SP

,
f 14.
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UNIT F -- DISPLAYS

TOPIC. 1 DISPLAY MERCHANDISING

41.

a

Study Guide

Determine the Lorrect word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right. .

. )

1. Auto parts sales in the major retail and chain stores are aimed at the 1 .
./

1

i . . ...4,
-. .

2. The auto parts store loCation is critical to 2 trade. , 2
.

3. Sales promotion is the act of furthering the development of file sale after the 3 3
and 4 have made contact. 4

4. The main objective of advertising is to 5 and 6 tl4attention 'of the 5
prospective customer. 6

5. One of the most important factors in establishing an auto parts business is the 7 7
of the building.

6. In some cases, the 8 and the 9 are the only contacts the customer ever has t 8.
with the auto parts store. 9

7. In the newspaper, the 10 ad rather than the 11 ad is more likely to catch the 10
eye of the prospective customer. 11

8. The economic health of an auto parts business is dependent on 12 13 . 12,
-13

k
9. A good merchandiser 14 as much 15 as possible to the customer. 14

.
15.

10. Special discounts, free items, and customer .delivery service are forms of 16 16.
. 17 .

6
17

Test

1. The, new trend in parts merchandising is aimed at the wholesale customer. 1,7

2. Sales personnel should not encourage customers to look around. 2.

3. The type' of customer has no bearing on the type of inventory to be stocked. 3.

4. The type Of customer. and kind of product sh d be similar.
41h
4.

5. Store location is critical to the sales of walk-in de. 5.
.

6. Delivery,trucks and drivers are not:important to parts sales.
' 4

7. The image conveyed by the exterior of the auto parts store is not important.
6 '4

O

T F

T F

T

T

T F

6. -T F

7. ,T F
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tthit F, Topic 1
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8. Advertising is used to dttract and hold the attention of theprospective customer. 8. T F

9.Zustomety delivery service is a.typeof sales promotion. 9. T F

10. The warehouse distributor can be of tremendolis help with ijadvcrtising program. 10. T F

4
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(
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UNIT F bISPLAYS

TOPIC 2 WHY DISPLAY?

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
What functions are assigned to displays?
What can display do for a new product?

/ What is the chief function of a seasonal display
What can displays do for store appearance?

A display has been described as a silent
salesperson to which several functions of the vocal
salespersbn may be assigned.,,Displays'are aimed at
ultimate sales through, customer interest, but they
reach the tatget in a variety of ways. Any display
that is attractive or interesting has a potential sales
appeal, and any passerby who pauses. to examine a
display is a potential customer. ,o.

Creating Customer Interest

Most displays are edesigned for- direct sales
appeal. Others are ed to appeal to the
customer 'in a less direct way througk an interest.
theme. , iet

Direct sales'appeal is a theme easily carried out.
k_ -iteni or "items which lend themselves to
attractive display :F an...be set up in, many ways.
Accessories, tools, and equipment are especially
suited for effective display, although they are by
no means the .only items that display well: The
direct appeal display should be simple, uncluttered,

46 attractively arranged, and prominently placed.
The interest-theme display can be :just as

effective as 'a direct appeal display, Nit in a more
subtle way. One of the most effective interest
disPlays was an early Powerglide automatip trans-
Mission, completeli disassembled, with each corn-
p6nent identified by a name ..card, and with the
whole t7miksioti arranged in an exploded
fashion in a parts room display case. The display
created a great deal of interest. For retail cus-
tomers it illustraled,the concept and complexity of
the Powerglide transmission (s hick was'new on the
market), and reminded them of the importance of
regular transmission service. For mechanics and
parts perSons alike, it was a excellent reference
for identifying needed transm n parts and for
suggestinuelated. items.

.

Introducing New Products

One of the most frequent and effective uses of ,
display is to introduce new products. The purpoSe

-118

**,

of such displays is to crake the customer aware of a
new and desirable product and to create within
him or her the desire to buy it. S'uch displays
usually folldw the direct appeal method, although
.some items are not restricted.to direct sales. Many
displays carry both direct sales and interest themes,
and an effective blending of both themes can be
the most profitable of all.

New pr9ducts especially need prominent and
effective display. The qualities and claims of the
new product, must be set before the consumer in
such e manner that he or she will understand-its
'value and be persuaded to buy. New products
represent some new concept or 'an improvement
over an old concept. Effective display must exploit
the newness of the improvement that the product
offers (Fig. F-1).

Selling Related Items

Displays frequentjy sell related items. A related I

item is a -piece ,of merchandise that can be logically

Fig. F-1. Self-sailing display

12)



Unit F, Topic 2 119

suggested, for purchase along with the article or
.0 articles requested. By the transmission display

_previously mentioned the repair person was fre-
quently reminded of related parts hetorbshe might
needs such as gaskets, rings, seals, thrust washers,
spacers, plates, lock rings, and the like. any
effective displays carry out a mechanical or sea-
sonal theme in which a number of related parts are
displayed together. Many automotive assemblies
land themselves.to grqup display:

. Related items may be connected with pre-
ventive maintenance: The small interior parts of a
carburetor, mounted on a velvet-coverted display
board to enhance their intricate nature, will sell
many a ga:s' filter to owners whose cars are not
presently' equipped with adequate filtering means.
If a customer can be shown that such preventive
maintenance is not only desirable but economical,
he or she will buy the product, and be thankful for
the suggestion.

A direct relationship exists between preventive
maintenance sales and customer goodwill, which is
frequently overlooked. Such related sales}re legiti-

. mate and practical, well-planned displAys are an
effective way of achieving them.

Selling Seasonal Items

Seasonal display themes that emphasize groups
of items are extremely effective when roperly
arranged. Summer accessories; cold-weather re-
quirements, wet-weather goods, and spring mainte-
nance items are themes with almost limitless
possibilities. These group themes can use all the
potential that displays possess.dired sales appeal,
interest gioups, related gales opportunities, and
preventive maintenance.

Summer accessories proyide the lArgest single
sales appeal in seasonal merchandise: Each year
Americans drive billions of vehicle miles on high-
ways in the United States. A substantial part of
this mileage is accumulated during the summer
vacation of the motoring 'public.. Comfort and
convenience accessories and their maintenance are
a large .item in the vacationing motorist's budget.
Air conditioners, coolers, luggage carriers, trailers,
cambers, traveling and camping accessories, tires,
and so on, plus the mechanical maintenance aids
necessary fqr extended trips, are all items which
can be effectively displayed and sold through a
summer theme. 0. yks

,

Other seasonal needs lend themselves to effec-
tive group display. The best ways` to plan and
arrange displays will be discussed in the.next topic.

Improving Store AppeaTanie

AtitomViV parts and accessories can be used
to make very attractive displays.A little imagina-
tion and ingenuity can transform an ordinary parts
stockfoom into an attractive parts department for
little cost. Vacant corners, mused wall spacejarge
window areas, and counter spacp are all potential
display sites (rig. F-2).

Displays should be designed to griliahci- the
appearance of the customer sales area. People
enjoy,tshopping in an area that is clean and well
lightee, and in which merchandise may be viewed.
A waiting customer will browse if there are interest
centers and attractive displays available.

Displays can't be planned to 'invite attention
while generally ikproving the appearance of the .
store. Wall space can be equipped with pedestals,
shelving clusters; or shadow -box afitngements.
Window treatments, while -dressing up the window
spade, should serve as attention-getters to invite the
customer inside` for potential sales. Unuseti corners,
which tend to collect odds, and ends, should. *
instead be fitted with 'suitable displays. In areas
where there is counter 'space, cdunter displays will

_ serve as interest centers while breaking up an
otherwise drab architetural necessity.

toutlitsy TriCi4 At do Supply, Richnidnel

Fig. F-2. Typical displays in a wholesaleretail auto supply.
store e
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UNIT E DISPLAYS

WHY DISPLAY?

Study Guike

r 7

Determine the correct word for eAch numbered blanle in the sentience, and write it In the corresponding
,blank at the right.

1. Displays are aimed at ultimate 1 through 12 .

2. Most displayS are designed for 3 sales appeal.

I

2.
3

3. Another appeal to the customer can be Made in a less direct way through an 4 4
5 5

4. One of the most frequent and effective uses of display is to 6 7 products. 6
7

5. New products represent a new' 8 , or an 9 . 8.
9

1
;., -

I
. .

6. Effective display of a new product Intigt 10 the newness or the improvement. 10
,,

\.-- 7.-A related item' is one that can be 11 suggested for purchase along with the 11
.articleS 12 . 12

.
,

8. itelated items may include 13 14 items. ( 13
: .1. 14.

.

. 9. The largest' singI sales appeal in seasonal displays are 15 accessories. 15.

10. An ordinary parts stockroom can becomf an attractive parts department through i lc-16. .4,

Test
Circle T if the statement is tnie; circle F if the statement is false.

, .
1. Most displays appeal to the customeindirectly.

.... ,

.. 2. Tools and access\rids are well suited to display. O'
...-

.

3. A comnle4 display of an assembly may serge as a rejninder that such assemblies'
.need regular maintenance. .. - k

4. -'New products can ttestbe sold 'without display. ,
....

...... . -, r t :
' 5. Selling preventive maintenance is one way to obtain customer goodwill:

6. A grouping of snow flies, antifreeze, windshield scrapers, lightweight OIL arid wheel 6. T F 1' --..k' chains could be,,averY elf ctiye late, autumn display,. . . ' Ni - .

7.' T

4

F ,

2. T F

3. 1 F

4: T . F .

T ---F

. 7. When is neW pro uots usually tryto make a direct appeal.

. _
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,81,When improved items are displayed, the improvements will be self-evident. 8. T F
. , . .,

9. Comfort
, ,

and convenience accessories provide a sMall k t compared to 9. T F
efficiency and safety items.

-

W. Displays may prove of value not only to customers but also to shop me anics. 10.. T I
;
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UNIT F 7- DISPLAYS
1.

TOPIC 3 HOW TO DISPLAY

a

.

This top ic is planned to provide answers to, the following questions:
What qualities of an item should be emphasized when it is placed on display?
Can more than one quality be emphasized at one time?
How can each different quality be stressed?
Can more thah one item be effectively displayed at the same point? 1

How many different displays should be staged in the ssiesroom at one time?

A .person may do good display work without
knowing just what it is that makes his or her work
successful. Some people have an intuitive 'feel for
the arrangement of materials into an .attractive
d isplay. Describing display techniques, however,

"can be simplified by the use of certain key words.
If 'one has the feel, for good di lay, then thjwords
will reinforce what is alrea known. WithOut
experience in display work, 'tthese words can be
helpful toward 'understanding the aims and pur-.
poses of effective display.

DisPlay Terminology....

The following are examples of terming
that is used frequently in Misplay work..

Furictional D isplW

A functional displg pointsout the useftdiness
of the product. The dZsirability of the item lies in
its usefilness, it may do a job better or more
easily. The functional display must exVoit this
aspectOf the product.

Aesthetic Display
. .

Aesthetic display emphasiies the beauty of the
product. Certain shtpes or finishes appeal to us in a
way which can not always be described. This is an
aesthetic appeal.j, Manufacturers spend millions of
dOilars in design engineering, trying to create a
form or shape that has aesthetif appeal. New car
styles are a prime example of this effort. ",,
Stitid Display

A staged display has a definite plan. It is not
just a row of bottled pplishes or chemical, or an
array of chrome. It has a plan and a theme. Staged
displays are far more effective than random dissplays.

4 =Symmetry %of Display

Symmetry means a certain visual balancein the
products displayed. Grocery Verks build pyramids
of canned. goods, This' is a form of display

. .

I

a.

symmetry, but it"can be achieved in other ways. A
display should not be top-heavy or lop-sided, but
arranged in a way that gives a feeling of balance.

Prominence of Display

Prominence means conspicuousness or striking
o the eye. A displayed 'item should occupy a place

that stands out, both in its display setting and in its
general location. Visual accessibility is a' key to
good display. .

K inds of Merchandise Displays .
The most common kinds of interior merchan-

dise displays are open displays, end displays, closed
displays, architectural displays, platform displays,
and ledge and wall displays.

Open.DisplaYs ,

Open displays triLa"y present an entire assort-
ment of merchandise from which the customer can
select or may present certain items selected froril
stock to attract the customer's attentjon.ln either
case ,open displays allow4the, customks t& handle_
the goods. The ,merchandise may .bp placed in an.
orderly fa'shion on tables, racks, or gondolas. The
basket of dump display is also a, form of open
display. Merchandise is piled into wire baskets or
onto bargain tables in a helter-skelter fashion to
give the impression of great volume of merchan-

. dice -teing offered at lo prices. Goods in damaged
packages or cans are often thismanner.

tnd,Disp" lays

Stores use end displays (displays placed at the
ends of merchandise aisles) to feature advertised
merchandise. End displays with arches or canopies
are the best displays for. focusing attention upon
the featured merchandise. Motion in a display
attracts more attentio,and Sells more goods than
does a stationary display. The larger an end display
and the.,prominent its location, the greater
are theghanc,eS of a sale.

122

130
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Unit F, Topic 3

Closed Displays

Closed displays allow the customer totiew- the
merchandise but do% not permit them to handle it._
Examples of closed displays are glassed-in show-
cases, interior windows, and niches (often near
elevators and escalators). Closed displays protect
goods from physical damage and theft and are easy
to keep, in order.

Display Techniques

An introduction to display techniques isneally
an introduction to the five key expressions listed
above. Three, of these word concepts or display
conceptsstaging, symmetry, and prominence
should always .be sought. The nature of the
product will determine whether a functional or
aesthetic theme (or both) should be strUited.,,

DiSplays'must be prominent, but not offensive.
The top of the counter should not be cluttered
with a lot of miscellaneous material, especially if
work space is limited. The customer area should
not be cluttered with many dis ays that make
walking about difficult. A fe well-planned and
well-placed displays WillA . better job of selling
tharl many-unplanned cliipilvs (Fig. F-3).

Displays should be kept simple, tut attractive.
YlisA single item, rather than a whole pyramid of them,_

ame item, can be just ,as effective if properly
orposed. AtteVion can be.brought to the item by a

A

prominent setting, appropriate -surroundings; and
where possible, .special lighting. A chrome access
sort', highly 15olished and mounted on a draped
pedestal with special-lighting, has more sales appeal

123

than a windowful of clUttered and unposed mer-
chandise. This is .true for most displays._ whether
they are on countertops or wall shelves, in display
cases or window cases: A display should be simple,
unclUttered, attractively, posed, and prominently

. placed.

Display Appropriateness'
Before a display is begun, the appeal the

merchandise offers should be determined. If it is a .

ftteCtional appeal, a setting should be designed to"
emphasize this functional quality. If related items
will help to emphasizt Usefulness, they should be
arranged together. If a comparison with an older
less usefulpioduct is 'appropriate, the display
should compare them. All signs,- placards, and

descriptive material should joiri in carrying.out the
functional appeal of the product. Function should
be the central theme;bther rules of good display'
`must also be followed.

Some items 'display best for their aesthetic
appeal. Chrome wheel, covers (discs) have no
particular functional value, but their beauty of
design .is attractive. Diiplays which emphasize the ,

aesthetic qualities of a product should reflect
special attention given "to the setting. Padded and
dripes1 pedestals and backdrops are especially,.
attractive. Rich colors are usually desirable. Special
lightingdirect, indirect, or shadowedcan be
extremely' effective in tbir kind of display. The
keattli of the product is emphasized; the more
attractive it can be made Jo appear, the greater the
sales appeal.

Some items, le themselves to both Mnctional-
and aesthetic dis lay. ;These items should be
tr&rtedWith th display skill that the parts
person can muster, r they offer the greatest
potential sales appeal. oth themesusefulness and
beauty should be exploited to the fullest.

DisplayStagin(
Staging a display derOnd a place and a theme.

The'place must be prominen ;people must be able
to see il(but not stumble ov r it). The theme is a
little _more complicated. Is it a direct sales a eal
or an interest theme? Is it a theme relating se ral
*Ins, such as a seasonal display? What is

;Selling point, beaUty o fulness?
Once the locatio and theme are chosen, the

job is half-finished. A Ictepli should be prepared.
All the materials should be gathered, and the
display area 'thoroughly 'cleaned. Any pedestals,

'

COUrtiiy Auto eupply, D.r.--stands, drapes, or coverings to be used are.arranged,
Fa Behind the counter diiplays ,first. If the merchandise has no related theme, theFig.

4.
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initems may be trjed in various patterns until balance
is achieved. Special lighting is then provided where,
needed.

Related themes require special attention.
certain item's should be grouped. For example, in a
sAring tune-up theme the spark plugs, ignition
wires, ignition coils distributor cap, condenser,
points, and rotor are related-components, Interest
themes, such as the transmission display entioned .

earlier,,, provide an effecthis, display ly if accu-
rately gyouped. Balance and sight peal should,

...
always be sought.

Display Maintenance
,

Displays st be cleaned regularly and re-
aligned freque tly. If displays are open, geogle are
hound to hand e them. A display shduld not bejeft
out too long. When interest begins to fade, the,..
display should be changed.

, .
.

.-
.

.

Study Assignment -*' ;

. LoOk up the ftilloying words in an unaStidged
'dictionary:

Aut*Parts

urictional
aesthetic
staged

symmetry
prominent P"

From the dictionary definition of each ward
formulate a S'iMple; easily- remembered demi-
tioitthat applies tgsodisylays.

Pldn and sketch a large. display. Use as many of
the ideas from this unit° as you can in the
displays. On' tilt back of the sketch, explain
briefly your reasons for staging the display as if
you did.' Sh.6W the work' to your instructor;
}hen show it to your employer. Discuss with
your employer the possibility ofactually build

.14.11)
in .tbe'display.

if

ow.

se
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. UNIT F DISPLAYS..
TOPIC 2 HOW TO DISPLAY

1.

Study Guide.

Determine the orrect word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and writelt in the corresponding
blank at the right

1. The utilit and usefulness of a product is pointedout by a 1 display. 1.

2.'2, An 2 display emphasizes the beastly of the product.
4

3. A 3 display has a definite plan. 3

I ' .-

4. In the open display the customer 4 the goods. 4.

5. A displayed item should occupy a place of 5 , in both its setting and its 6 5:
6

6. The key to good display is 7 8 .

s'''' 7. The ofidttee product
10

N ill de ermine whe er a 9 or 10 theme, 9.

7
8

8. The counter top should not be 11 . 11

9. Bef6re a display is begun, the 12 that the items offe hould be determined. 12

10. Staging a display requires a 13 and a 14' .

Test4
Circle T if the statement is true; circle ,F if the statement is 'false.

.

1. Intuition plays a part in making a good display.

2. If one has a feel for a pod display,-words.eallnot help him or her to understand
the subject.-

3. Aesthetic display stresses beauty of form or finish,
...." .

4. A staged display should have a random arrangement.

5. Symme can involve either physical or visil balance.

tagi , symmetry, and prominence can all be included in the same display.
. --J7. Clutter reduces the effectiveness of a.disprgy. '

P c. _.r I.
8. The more displays that pan be set up in a-store area lhe more customers will be 8A T F

persuaded 10 buy. 3 b. .- . ...

13
14

1. T F

2. T F

3. T

4. T

5. T, F

6. T F

7. T. F

1125.,
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9. Ali parts of a,display.shoUld support its theme.

10. Usefulness and beauty can both be exploited in a single display.

11. A display can be effectively staged anywhere in the salesroom. 1

, .
12. Displays in on areas shouldte cleaned and realigned frequently.'

113. End displays are used o feature advertised merchandise.

14. Displays need not be too well planned to be, effective.

15. In closed displays the customer is not allowOka handle the merchandise.

w

°

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

T

. T

T

T

T
.

T

T

F

F

F

F

F

F

F
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Foreword
In the apprentic,eship programs, experience gained on the job' is supplemented by

classroom work th0 is closely related to the job. This balanced system of training enables
the apprentice to learn the "why" as well as the "how" of the trade. Both types of training
are required for advancement in today's competitive industries.

The job-related coupes for the skilled trades are highly specialized, and, adequate training
materials are for the most part not available commercially. To meet this need, the
Department of Education, in ,cooperation with labor and management, develops the
required training materials and makes them available to you at cost. This work is an
example. It was written to provide you with up-to-date information you must have to meet
the growing technical demands of the auto parts trade. Every effort you put forth today to
become a competent auto parts person will bAng you many rewards and satisfactions, and
the benefits will extend also to your community. We need your skills and knowledge, and I
wish you every success in yournew venture.

Superintendent of Public Instniction
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Prefaepe.
The Bureau of Industrial Education in the State Department of Education prolides fOr

the development of instructional materials for appzentices under provisions of the California
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UNIT A Scope aria Opportunity
TOPIC 1 THE AUTO PARTS INDUSTRY

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following qbestions:
How many people are employed by the automotive industry?
What are the major divisions of the auto parts industry?
What areas of the auto parts industry offer the best employment opportunities for the
parts3pprentice?

are the general practices of auto parts-sales organizations?

From its humble beginninibefore the turn of
ie century, the automotive industry has grown

into one of the largest industries in the United
States. Today, approximately one out of every
seven wage earners is connectedin 'some way with
the automotive industry. In 1900, American man-
ufacturers produced 4,192 automobiles. More
recently, this country produced over 12 million
cars, trucks, and buses. From 1900 until now,
automobile manufacturers_ in the United States
have produced about 329 million vehicles. Vehicle
registrations indicate that more than 108 million of
these vehicles, or over one-third of all automobiles
produced, are still in service.

Not much imagination is needed to recognize
that the autq parts industry has grown accordingly.
During the past year car owners spent almost $5
billion for replacement parts. When this figure is
added to the cost of ,parts Manufactured for
assembly into new vehicles, the enormous size and
potential of the automotive parts industry is
apparent.

Parts Manufacturers

The manufacturers -of auto pails can be divided
into four general ,categories: (1) auto manufac-
turers who produce parts to assemble their own
particular cars anti trucks and who merchandise
replacement parts and accessories through their
agencies or dealerships, (2) subsidiaries of auto
manufacturers, partly or wholly owned, whose
products appear in new vehicles, on dealers shelves,
and in other wholesale-retail outlets, (3) indepen-
dent manufacturers who merchandise their pro-
ducts through franchised outlets, and (4) indepen-
dent manufacturers who sell to any interested
buyer.

Parts Outlets

For most auto parts apprentices, employment
opportunities are in two general areas:\ jobber-
independent stores and automobile agencies (deal-

. erships).
When the term jobber-independent is used in

its broadest sense, it includes all wholesale-retail
outlets which deal mainly in replacement automo-
tive parts. This category iqtludes UMS (United
Motors Service) outlets, NAI5A (National Automo-
tive Parts Association) Jobbers, and the thousands
of independent wholesale-retail stores that handle
merchandise from all parts manufacturers.

The parts department in the automobile agency
supplies parts to the agency service dejartment and
sells genuine parts to the general trade. The agency
parts department is an outlet for parts manufac-
tured by or contracted for by. the parent company.
Ari exclusive franchise usually is granted to the
agency by the manufacturer, and almost 'all parts
sold through the agency parts department are
purchased from a regional warehouse maintained

. by the parent firm.

General Practices

The general practices and methods used by
both jobber-independents and auto agency parts
departments are much the same. The only real
differences between the two are the brands of
merchandise sold, the cataloging systems used, and
the ,pricing structure followed:

Botli the jobber-independents and the auto
agency parts departments sell at wholesale and at
retail, that is, both offer wholesale discounts to
qualified purchasers, and both sell at retail or list
price to the general public. For both the agency

1
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parts 'departments and the jobber-independents,
counter sales area large part of the business.
Jobber-independents maintain machine 'shops,
while agencies maintain service departments.
Almost all jobbers and many agencies hie one or
more outside salespersons. Both must employ
shipping and receiving personnel, stock clerks,
cashiers, counter salespersons, and bookkeepers,
and both must maintain pickup- and delivery
services and ordering and inventory systems. Both
also require trained management.

Because of the many similarities, sound train-
ing can be valuable to any auto parts apprentice,
whether he or she is employed by'an indeperident
company or by an automotive agency. The general
practices and methods used by both should provide
a foundation upon which the apprentice can build
a career.

Trends in the Industry

The automotive industry, including the auto
parts industry, is growing at an enormous rate. But
the growth is not only in volume. The two major
trends within the industry tqday are (1) increased
competition, and (2) increased complexity.

Makes and Models

SinLe 1950 the increase in competition has
brought about substantial changeS among auto-
mobile manufacturers. Old, established lines such
as Studebaker, Hudson, and Packard have dis-
appeared from the market. Companies have merged
to survive, not because the total market has
lessened but because of the increased competition.
The so-called Big ThreeGeneral ,Motors, Fcrd,
and Chrysler -lead the industry in sales. Their aim
is to saturate the market and to provide vehicles in4*.
every sty le and -price range demanded by the
motoring public.

Chevrolet is a good example of the saturation
effort. In one year the Chevrolet line included five
models.. Chevrolet, Vega, Corvette, Chevy II, and
the Chevelle. Each model offered a full range of
body sty les, engine sizes, transmissions, and acces-
sory options. The line included a full-sized model,
a compact, sports car, and two in-between models
to appeal to those people who could not find what
they wanted among the first three models. Chevro-
let is one of five lines of cars that General Motors
offers the public; the other lines include Po tiac,
Oldsmobile, Buick, and Cadillac. The inte e com-
petition that exists in the automobile arket can
be appreciated when one takes into account the

6
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fact that Ford and, Chrysler have a similar blanket
coverage of the market.

Growth of the Pirts BUsiness

The large number of models available and the
competition to bring new and desirable innovations
to motorists have caused the auto parts industry to
grow almost beyond measure. The competition in
the parts field is apparent from the large number of
new outlets that have appeared and continue to
appear. The number of legitimate wholesale retail
businesses is growing. fn addition, discount houses
are springing up, selling anything from a stuffed
toy animal to a set of original equipment spark
plugs, all at wholesale prices. The competition that
presently exists within the automobile industry
should not be viewed negatively. Such competition
opens up a great matt}, opportunities, which will be
discussed in the next topic.

1.0

Complexity of Industry

The increasing complexity that competition
among manufacturers has bred into the industry
must be considered. To appeal to the largest
possible segment of motoring, public, manufac-
turers are offering more and more models and
options. The options, many of which are now
considered essential, are 'becoming more sophisti-
cated. In 1963, intricate automatic transmissions
appeared in 75.5 percent of the American passen-
ger cars, produced. Four-speed transmissions and
multiple carburetion, with dozens of engine
options, are now universally offered. Alternators
(alternating current generators). have become stan-,
dard equipment, and careless testing of the electri-
cal circuit can burn out the alternator diodes in a
matter of microseconds. Power steering, power
brakes, power windows, power seats, positraction
rear axles, and a host of other complicated units
provide both a challenge and an opportunity to the
auto Tarts trade. More trained personnel are
needed in this complicated field to handte the
increasing sales of replacement parts.

The auto parts industry ,today is big and
complicated, competitive,' and industrious. Barring
some national catastrophe, it cannot do anything

,but grow. The auto parts person who is well
prepared cannot help but grow with the industry.

Study Assignment

Automobile Facts and Figures. Detroit. Automo-
bile Manufacturers Association, Inc., (Latest
edition).
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Topics for Discussion ,

Be prepared to discuss the following if you'are
asked to do so:

,

1. What are the general categories .of the auto
parts industry? Can ,you name a specific local
exampleV each?

1

U.

2. What arse the similarities between an auto,
agency- parts department and a jobber-
independent store

3. Discuss four or five examples of exte riely
. complex units; e.g., transmissionsr.,carburetors,

or electric circuitry.
Discuss the problems an auto parts person might
encounter 'in supplying such comple units.

4.

S

r

J



UNIT A SCOPE AND OPPORTUNITY

TOPIC 1 THE AUTO PARTS INDUSTRY

..
, Study Guide

, . ..

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it-in the corresponding
blank at the right. . . 4

1. Today one out or every 1 wage earners is connected with the automotive 1

industry. . 4 a

o

2. In the past year, car owners spent almost 2 billion dbllars for replacement parts. 2

3. Most auto parts apprentices will be employed by auto agencies or by 3 - 4 . , 3
4

4. The two current major trends in the automotive industry are 5. ,and 6 . 5

6

5. The aim of the Big Three is to 7 the auto market. "i 7

6. The number of different models and 8 offered by the auto industry has greatly 8
increased the complexity of the parts business.

7. Four-speed 9 and multiple 10 are two major options that are offered to the 9
buyer., 10

8. The modern service person is aided by using 11 - 12 to analyze trouble. 11

12.

9. The system of matching pistcins, rings, connecting rods, and bearings in Sets is 13
known as 13 fit:

s °
10. The term jobber-independent includes wholesale-retail outlets whose principal 14

waxes are 14 automotive p;as.

Test

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F is the statement is false.
1 2

1. The value of automotive farts imported from the foreign countries exceeds the 1_ .T' F ,"'''
value.of the motor vehicles imported from the s me C Ountries. ' X I

Z

P

.

More than one-fourth of all businesses in the
.
United States depend on the

manufacture, distribution, servicing, and' se of motor vehicles.

3. Auto Mobile manufacturers make all the parts forlheir cars.

T

3. T F

4. Jig borers which are accurate t so within a few millionths of an inch are used in auto 4.' T F
manufacture. '

5. The parts department of an automobile service agency supplies parts only to the 5. T F
agency service department.

412
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6. The price of an auto part is the same to any buyer. 6. T F

7. Growth of he auto parts industry hasnot yet reached a plateau. 7. T F

8. Mergers of auto manufacturers have hurt the replacement parts buskness. 8. 'T F

At,

9. Competition and comple are two characteristics of the auto p industry. 9. T F

10. Careless electrical testing can ruin do alternator. 10. T F

4

,

I.

. .

..e

v.



UNIT A SCOPE AND OPPORTUNITY

TOPI 2 OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FIELD

This topic is Planned to provide answers to the following questions:
Is there a need for trained personnel in the auto parts field?
Can a person mike a living in auto parts work?
What are the opportunities for advancement in the auto parts business?
What kinds of jobs carfa parts person aspire to?'

The rapid growth of the auto parts industry has
creat6d new job opportunities faster than it has
been possible to train,people to fill them. Also, the
lack of well-structured apprenticeship programs,
the reluctance of some business people to enter
into apprenticeship agreements, and the prevalence
of a low-wage scale have contributed to a shortage
of competent and well-trained parts persons. These
conditions are rapidly improving; however, and this
imprdvement will continue. A real and widespread
need exists, and a competent parts technician can
look forward to a bright future, limited only by his
or her own initiative and ability.

Wage Scales

Wage scales for auto parts p9rsons are improv-
ing. The establishment of forthal appre ticeship
agreements, supervised by company' an union
commiftees,-is an encouraging sign. The wage cale,
which was for many years a detriment to the
industry, is rising, and fringe benefits now include
paid vacations and holidays, profit sharing pro-.
grams, and,insurance.

/Working Conditions ,
The actual working conditions in the,auto parts

industry have also been improved. Union agree-
ments give the parts., employee recourse for the
settlement of giievances. The'40-hour work week is
now almost universal in union shops. Overtime pay
and premium pay for certain shifts have been
established.'

For yearS many parts organizations. Were dirty
and poorly housed. But the competition and
complexity of the business, which is causing the
field to grow, is also acting to improve conditions.
The volume of material preesently handled, the
number of items stocked," and the valtie and
complexity of the stock have,reqiiired that new
emphasis be placed on modernizing the physical
plant and on improving working conditions. The
agency parts department, which was once relegated

to a dark corner Of<he service shop, is now most
often an attractive and prominent part of the
dealership. Jobber-independent parts stores are also
improving (Fig. A-1).

Courtesy Torrence Auto Parts. , .

Fig. A-kgxample of a self-serviceCounter located in front
vaf the main service counter.

Today, most parts organizations occupy clean
and comfortable areas. Auto.parts employees enjoy
a variety of work, a chance tdmeet the public, and
an opportunity to form new and rewarding rela-
tionships with fellow employees and customers.
The part's industry offers the apprentice a chance
to progress in an interesting and growing field of
endeavor (Fig. A-2).

Job Opportunities
Whatever other basic interests and skills a

person may have, his or her ability to understand
mechanical concepts and business practices may be

614',

4
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Courfitsy Chovrolot Co., Ooklond

Fig. A2. Example of a modern, well-arranged, well-kept auto agency parts department.

enough to obtain a position in the auto parts
industry. The field is so diversified that it can
accommodate any interested person. From the
engineer who designs the part to the service, person
who makes the final installation in a customer's
vehicle, there is a `range of jobs broad enough to
suit most interests. Job classifications such as
engineer, drafter, forger; machinist, assembler, cdti
accountant; packaging supervisor, stock controller,
cataloger, shipping clerk, displayer, and salesperson
are common to t e auto' parts industry.

A few of t e specific job opportunities 'which
exist in the automotive parts field, and related
fields, are described in the following sections.

Counter Salesperson

Sales Are the lifeblood of any parts organiza-
tion, and most sales occur over the counter. A
counter sales job is one of the immediate goals,
available to the parts apprentice. Counter sales
work requires mechanical knowledge and salesman-
ship. If one possesses or can acquire both, and if he
or she enjoys meeting ptople, then he or she may
..prosper in this phase of the business. QUalified
counter salespersons are almost. always in demand.

Outside Salesperson

The basic requirements for this job are the
same as those for counter sales, but the outside
salesperson calls on customers outside the store. A
regular route is established, and new accounts are
added as the opportunity permits. Many prefer this
type of selling to the routine of inside counter sales
and work toward this specific goal. The customers
called upon include trucking firms, auto fleets,
repair shops, service stations, body shops, specialty
shops, and others. An outside salesperson fre-
quently works on a salary plus commission basis,
an arrangement that offers high earnings.

_Jobber Salesperson s

A jobber is an integagent. Jo g firms buy
from manufacturers and se to he other
wholesale-retail firms, who in turn se to the
general trade. To sell the large quant ies of
merchandise that the jobbers handle, many j bber-
salespersons go out into the field and call on rts
houses and many other wholesale establishmen
The volume of sales involved is large, and man
jobber-salespersons earn substantial incomes. ,In
some cases the sales representatives of jobbing firms
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cL.Aer several states. A particularly good salesperson
w ho enjoys travel may find the vocation of
jobber-salesperson most appealing.

Parts Manager

Every parts organization requires trained
management, and the suecess of the business
depends to a great extent on the ability of the
manager. A manager must be something more than
a clerk or a salesperson. The successful manager
must be able to (1) supervise people without
alienating them; (2) supervise in every phase of thee
business; and (3) plan, structure, and guide the
overall effort of 'all members of the team. if the
manager cannot gain the confidence of the em-
ployees encourage their participation in the
total for , he or she will fail. A manager's job
awaits he it'a son who has the ability to plan and
to supe e. parts manager's and service man-
ager's ability to make a profit can be the only way
a dealership tray stay in business during periods of
low car sales.

Car Salesperson

People trained in the parts field often move
into auto sales work. Experience in either parts or
service departments provides an excellent back-
ground. The person who knows auto 'mechanics
can do a much better job of talking about a car or
truck and of demonstrating and comparing it with
other makes and models.

Automotive Dealer

Many opportunities exist for owning one's own
business. Some parts stores, specialty shops, job-
bing firms, and automobile agencies are owned by
persons who started their career in parts or service
work.

Opportunities for Advancement s

Opportunities for advancement within the auto
parts industry are limited only by one's ambition,
ability, and willingness to work. Some pf the
possibilities for advancement have been mentioned,
and there are doens of others. One very important
consideration, however, needs to be stressed, The
really good jobs will be filled by trained people
those who have. realized the need and have pre-
pared themselves accordingly.

The apprenticeship program represents a
minimum of \preparation. In this technical and
competitive age, one must take advantage of every
academic and%vocational opportunity. School
courses in mithematirs, science, and business are

16
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important to success. Evening courses in many
subjects (academic and vocational) are offered in
many ,high schools and junior colleges. The parts
person who hopes to move up to a really respon-
sible position the field should prepare himself or
herself to use his or her total ability. School
counselors will help prepare a full or part-time
program of study to achieve this objective.

Dealership Parts Operation

he parts department in a dealership is man-
age 'by the parts manager. In a dealership the
salesperson will sell the parts required for the make
of cars sold by theNealer. Parts and price books are
available for only these cars.

Most of the parts handled by a dealership parts
operation are sold to its own service department.
In addition, this kind of operation will have over
the counter retail sales and wholesale sales to repair
shops and body and paint shops. The parts sold
will be purchased from the manufacturer's local
and factory warehouses.

In a dealership the salesperson will be called on
to furnish many more items or parts for an
automobile than an independent jobber. The dealer
parts department must sell all of the sheet metal,
such as fenders, hoods, doors, and inner panels,
and all of the chrome outer moldings, including
such items as seat and door. upholstery. The
accessory line includes radios, clocks, outside
mirrors, speed controls, and air conditioning units.

Independent :Jobber Operation

An independent jobber may have 'á store,
manageror, the owner ma be the manager. The
jobber sells parts wholesale and retail, or ffiay have
a machine shop to grind valves and heads and turn
crankshafts. .The jobber will probably have fast
selling parts in stock for all makes and models of
cars and small trucks. Most of the stock will consist
of parts for the engine and chassis, eleCtrical
tune-ups, batteries, and rebUilt- units, such as
generators, alternators, and water puritips.

The independent-jobber's catalog may be made
up of as many as 48 or more different manufac-
turers catalat The apprentice will .14ave to learn
what each manufacturer makes to knOw which
catalog to use. One manufacturer will probably
make only suspension parts, while another may
make only certain engine parts.

Both the dealership and joblier have parts
return and warranty plans for obsolete and defec-
tive parts. t
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Study Assignments(he Retail Automobile Business. Detroit: General
otors Corporation (Latest edition).

Topics for Discussion

Be prepared to discuss the following topics if
you are asked to do sb: .

I. Why might a business person hesitate to
. hire_an apprentice?

'''

4

.2-76057

4

4

1`"

2. Why are courses in science, mathematics,
and business subjects important to the auto
parts apprentice?

3. What are someiof the attributes of a suc-
cessful parts manager?

4. Discuss your. own particular skills and
interests, and try to determine where you
would fit best in the auto parts industry.

0%.
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UNIT A SCOPE AND OPPORTUNITY

TOPIC 2 OPPORTUNITIES IN THE FIELD

Study Guide
.,

Determine the erect word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right. , . ..

.

1. The rapid growth of the automobile industry has 1 low job opportunities fasterI* 1.
than people have been 2 to fill them. 2

2. A competent parts technician can look forward to a bright future, limited only by 3
his or her own 3 and 4 . , 4

3. An improvement has been noted in 5 scales and working 6, for auto parts 5
persons. . 6.

4. The auto parts industry offers the apprentice a chance to 7 in an interesting and 7
8 field of endeavor. 8

5. The auto parts endustFyis so 9 that is can accommodate any interested 10 9
10

6: Three 'sales job opportunities in the auto parts business are 11 , 1 , and 13 . 1.1

12
13

7. Auto parts tr4ining can lead to jobs as 14 person or, 15 managei.. 14
15

8. The apprenticeship program represents the 16 in the way of preparation for 16.
success in a trade.

9. To move up, to a really responsible position in any field, a person must be trained f7
to use his orler 17 18 18

10. Education, 19 , and many 'different 20 contribute to development of a 19
successful cail in the automotive world, 20

Test

Circle T if the statement is true,; circle F if the statement if false.

1. A general shortage of well-trained auto parts persons exists in the industry. 1. T

2. Wage scales have not contributed to the shortage of parts persons. 2 T F

3. Auto parts apprentices work a 35-hour Week. 3. T

4. The diversity and complexity of stocks of auto parts prevent orderly storage and 4. T F
display.

5, The auto parts industry provides jobs for forgers, assemblers, and artists.

10
10

5. T F I
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6. Counter sales work in theauto parts business requires good mechanical knowledge. 6. T. F

7. A jobber salesperson does not work for an interagent. T F

8. To be a successful manager calls for knOwledge of people, as well as of the work 8. T F
they do.

9. Training as a parts apprentice is valuable to a truck salesperson. 9. T F

10. Successful completion of an apprentice course ensures reaching any top job in the 10. T
tradg.,%

rr
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UNIT B Areas of gesponsibilty
TOPIC 1 FILLING 'AND SHIPPING ORDERS

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
How is a replacement parts order filled?
What action is taken with respect to an order for a part.not in stock?
Whaj item is always packed with the order?
Axle shipping rules the same for all carriers?
Why are some shipments made COD?

The first task of the new -apprentice in the auto
parts busineSs is frequently to help in the shipping
and receiving department, or to serve as, pickup and,
delivery driver. In this position, the apprentice may
package merchandise for shipment, receive and
check merchandise, stpck the bins, or more than
likely perform a combination of 411 three tasks. For
this reason the apprentice is urged to read through
the first three topics of this unit before beginning
any detailed study of each. 411 tlgee topics are
clos y related. The instructor may wish to rear-

ge the order of study of these topics (B1, 2, 3)
into a pattern which best fits the apprentice's
on-the-job assignment. However, the reading assign-.
ment should be carried out, because the relation-
ship holds regardless of. the pattern of study.

Parts persons in automotive dealerships are hot
usually called upon to ship the amount of mer-
chandise that is shipped by parts persons in
specialty or jobbing houses. However, all workers,
regardless of the branch of the auto parts trade in
which they are employed, should be familiar with
the basic steps in filling orders and preparing them
for shipment.

Filling Orders

The firststePin filling an order is to examine
the order, carefully to get a general idea of the size
and nature of the parts ordered. The shipper can
thus form an idea of the cartons and packages
needed and can determine a route to follow
through the department so that the order can be
filled as quickly and efficiently as yossible.

Picking the order is best done with the aid of
an order cart or, in the case of a smaller order, a
carton of appropriate size. As each item is located,

12

s,

the items are counted carefUlly into the container
and are checked against the order form- for
quantity -and part number. Appropriate check
marks are made beside each filled quantity, if
shortages occur, or back orders are n5tessary, the
order is marked accordingly. Before/ shorting an
order (i.e., marking any items musing), other
storerooms and overstocks (frequently found on
the tops of bins) are checked fot the needed
merchandise,

After the order has been picke4it is taken to
the shipping desk or department, , where it is
rechecked prior to final packaging. Ifs iortages are
noted on the order form, those itemslare checked
against the inventory cards to ensure that stock has
not been overlooked. If the missing parts are on
order, the approximate date the customer may
expect to receive the merchandise is indicated on
the order form. If the ordered part has been
superseded, both the old and the new part numbers
should be shown on the order with an explanation
of the change:

In some cases it may be necessary to make
substitutions on an order. If the brand specified is
not available, or if a component part is ordered
when only a complete assembly containing the
component is available, then the shipper should
obtain permission from the customer to make the
necessary substitution. Brand name substitutions
occur frequently in jobbers stocks. Some brands
carry their own, numbering system, while others arse
stocked under original equipment numbers. In any
case, permission should be obtained . from the
customer before making any substitutions, espe-:
cially, if substantial differences in price are in-
volved.

-20
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When any ofxthe parts on order cannot be
,delivered with the bulk of the order, a back Oi'cler
(order fOr future delivery) is prepared, providing
the customer will accept back orders. If a butt
order is approved, the appropriate form its made
out and placed in the action files, and the material
'is delivered or shipped as soon as stock is available.
In cases where one item is ordered for a retail
customer, his or her name, address, and phone
number should be taken, and,'when it is received,
he- di she should be notified.

Packing

Packing -merchandise J shipment requires the
proper .selection of containers, arrangement of
contents, 'and labeling. Some heavy or bulky items
require only the attachment of shipping 'tags or
labels. Ordi;iary parts should be arranged in cartons
of suitable size and strength. Careful attention to
the placement -of items in a carton will save spa*"
and minimize the danger of damage due to shiftih
contents. Heavy items should never be packaged
with Items that are subject tp breakage. Special
sindividual packaging should be used for glass,
moldings, giges, and other fragile items. All empty
spaces sin'cirfons should be filled with excelsior or
other cushioningitnaterial,. with special, attention
given to glass and fragile items.

After the packing slip has been placed in the
carton, the carton is stapled, tied, or firnily gliEd
shut. Sealing tape is adequate for most cartols,

but, ifthe carton is unduly heavy; steel bands or
strong twine may be necessary. If more than one
carton is involved in the shipment, the carton in

ich the.packingslip has been placed is marked
acking Slip Enclosed." .

Two types of labels are used. (1) the gummed
label, which is glued directly to the package; and
(2) thy. tie-on label, which is tied or wired to the
package or bundle. The same basic information
should be contained on each label. The required
information is printed or stamped cle4rly on the
label, so that the name and address of both shipper
and customer are plainly legible.

Shipping Regulations

Shipping regulations differ among the various
carriers, and the shipping clerk must be acquainted
with the rates, packaging limitations, schedules,
and delivery points of each carrier. Instructions for
routing the shipmeift are sometimes given with the.
order, if not, the shipper must select the mode of
transportation ,which will give the customer the
fastest and most economical service.

4
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Parcel Post

Pa,ckages sent by mail to a customer are
normally sent as fourth class mail, which includes
most merchandise from 1 td 70 pounds in weight,
as well as certain other mailable matter. The
regulations governing the allowable weights and
sizes of fourth class mail are somewhat complex
and change from time to time. Every shipping
activity should have a copy of the latest rules at
hind and should periodically check with the' local
postal authorities for changes.

Current general rules include the following:

. The package must bear the name and
address of the sender, preceded by "From,"
as well as the name and address of the ad-
dressee. The use of.ZIP,codes is encouraged.
The package must be susceptible of pdstal
inspection:
A written or printed invoice or bill, with
necessary identifying or descriptive data,
may be enclosed. Letters may not be
enclosed unless a special notation is made
and additional postage paid.
Mailing _explosives and flammable sub-
stances is generally prohibited.

Thy use of air 1:larcel post, while more costly,
sometimes affords a means of meeting a delivery
deadline otherwise impossible. Size and, weight
regulations for 'air mail are somewhat different
from thOse covering surface mail; the local post
office should be consulted.

r

Stage (Bus) Regulations 0
_ a ;

Local or interline shipments are accepted for
transportation, either prepaid or collet, bY,InOst
stage comPApies to any stations on their scheduled
route. All shipments must be packed in containers
made of material of such strength and_durability
,that they can withstand handling, stacking, strap-
ping, or rubbin4 against ,baggage racks. All packages
that contain ,fragile articles/must_ be plainly
rharked.kThe name and address of the shipper and
consignee must' be shown plainly on all packages..

Because of the nature or contents of the
package; thilollowing antornotive items are not
normally. accepted for bus±gansportation. acids,
wet batteries, gases in cylirers, flammable thin:
ners, and certain paints. Limi . a weight
and size of _eaLl . age vary with different bus
companies. If a package- exceeds 100 pounds, the
shipper shOuld check With the company to deter-.
mine whether is acceptable.

0-
4.4.
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Trucking 'ampoules and City Delivery Services

Most trucking companies and city delivery
services have similar rules for _packaging, sealing,
and labeling. However, the limitations on size,/
weight, and type of material carried are not as
strict as postal or /bus regulations. The shipper
should check with the individual companies as to
their specific regulations.

Shipping Fofms

After an appropriate means f transportation
has been selected, a bill lading should, be
prepared. Information entered on the bill of Wing
should include the number of packages shipped,
the total weight of the packages, and Whether the
shipment is prepaid or COD. The form is made
out in duplicate or triplicate so that a copy can be
filed r future reference in case of damage to, or
loss o the shipment.

Insured andt0D Shipments
The Post Office Department and "most trans-,

portatiOn companieqprovide for both insured and
COD shipments. Insurance against loss or damage
may be obtained for an amount equivalent to the
actual value of the merchandise, or up to a stated
makhnum per parcel. A firm that makes many
shipments on a regular basis may obtain a post
office form book and originate insured shipments
from its place of business,.

0
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Shippers. use COD service when they do not
desire to extend credit or when customers do n t
yish to establislijredit or pay in advance. Post

--"COD service is especially useful because of its wide
area service, loiv fees, and' prompt receipt of
collections. The COD form book furnished.by the
post office is the same' as that used for -insured
packages. All °postal COD packages are marked

with serial numbers that are assigned by the post
office to each aniland.are registered in the form
book by the firm sending the package, with a
duplicate made for the post,office department.
These numbers are, used to identify insured pack-

, ages and money orders in payment of COD
shipments. 4!

4 Siudy Assignment

Jobbers Guide to Retail Marketing, Midland, Mich-
igan: Transportation Chemicals Department, Dow
Chemical Company (Latest edition).

Topics For Discussion
0.

Be prepared to discuss .the. following topics if
you are askett fib doso:

I. DisCUss wholesale and "retail, sales profit
patter s. --

2. Discuss your dwn particular skills and
interests,-and try to determine where.you
fit in the auto Rarttindustry.

.,
a

a .

0

'1'
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UNIT I3-- AREAS OF RESPONSIBILItY

TOPIC 1 FILLING AND SHIPPING ORDERS

Study Guide 0-
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right.

1. The new apprentice in the auto
2 department.

All parts employees, shOuld be
_,_grders for shipment.

S. Anorder should be examined beforehand to determine the" 5
through the department in filling the oilier.

4. Before "shorting" an order, both the 6 and the 7 should be checked.'

I

parts business is frequently assigned to the 1 and 1

2.

..

familiar with the steps to be followed in 3 and 3

4.

to be followed 5

.1'

6
7

5. Permission should always be obtained from the 8 before making substitutions on 8.
an order.

6. Careful attention to the 9 ofaitems in a carton will save space and minimize the 9

danger or 10 due to shifting contents. 10.

7. After the 11 12 is placed in the carton, the carton is firmly closed.

.14
8. Shipping 13 differ among the various carriers.

11

12

13.

9.'Instructions for '14 the shipment are sometimes with the order. 14

10. Packws sent by mail are usually sent 15 class. 15

11. All parcel past shipments are subject to 16 by postal authorities. 16.

12. When one item is special ordered for a retail customer, his other name, address and 17

17 18 should be taken. 18

`.7`.

13. In case any part ordered has been superseded, both old and new 19 20 should 19

be shown on the order. 20.

14. Postal regulations allow both 21 and 22 shipments. 21.
22.

15. The COD rvice is used when the shippei does not want to extend 23 , cit. 23
customers do of want to pay in 24 . 24.

2`'
15
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f Test '

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The last assignment of the auto parts apprentice before graduation will be to the
shipping department.

2.-Parts persons in dealerships do less shipping than those in jobber firms.

3. The order in which parts are gathered to fill,an order has no significance.

Auto Parts

i. T F

2. F

3. T F

&Apparent shortages are checked against inventory cards.' 4.

5. If an item is on back order, the customer i§ notified that it will be sent sometime in 5.
the future.

6. Substitutions should never be made.

7.*Many items are shipped without packaging them.

F

6. T

7.. <F

8. The packing slip should be mailed the same day the order is shipped, never earlier. 8. T F

9. Zi'p codes are used on letters only, not packages.

10. Wet batteries are not normally accepted for *shipment by stage lines.

The list price is ahvays found on the bill of lading.

9. T P

10. T F

,T

12. The Post Office Department offers insurance on packages up to title total value of 12. T F
the contents.

13. Mailing explosives and flammable substances is geneiilly prohibited.

14. All packages contaiy4 fragile articles must be plainly marked,

13.
rF

14. T F

15. If more than one carton is involved, the carton with the packing slip is marked 15. T F
"Packing. Slip Enclosed."

1. .24
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UNIT, B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 2 RECEIVING

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
What are the various forms commonly used for reciving goods into stock?
What.is the function of the packing slip?
How does a bill.of lading differ from a shipping receipt?
'What inspections should be made before merchandise is accepted?
Who reimburses the receiver when damaged items are delivered;

One of the first tasks assigned tp the auto parts
apprentice may be helping to receive shipments
into the departrrient and to store them properly.
He or she should become very familiar with the
forms, terms, and procedures commonly used for
the receipt of merchandise. A great deal of the
knowledge required of the parts person will be
acquired through his or her participation h receiv-
ingactivities.

Four for
auto. parts rec
receipt, packing s

'Forms
S handled most frequently in the

ding department are the shipping
, invoice, and bill of lading.

A shipping receipt lists the number of pack-,,
ages, the nature of their contents, and the weight
of a shipment that is to be delivered by a
transportation company. The method of payment
for the delivery is also indic,ated (i.e., COD,
Cpllect, ?repaid). The receipt should be filled out
in detail to avoid confusion. A description of the
merchandise, the name of the shippei, and the
name and address of the firm to whom the

. merchandise is being shipped must be listea, on the
receipt (Fig. B-1). ,

The packing slip is an itemized Iis of the
articles' included in a package or in a g oup of,
packages shipped together. The packing sip ma
be inserted in one of the cartons,"or it may
found in an envelope marked "Packing SI` an
stapled or glued to one of the pickages. hen a
large shipment is beinV.uriloaded, it is a go ide.4
to watch for the package 'narked "Packing, Slip"
and to set it apart from the other packages (Fig..
B-2). k, e

I

An,invoice is similar to a packing slip in that 1,..
lists the parts, by number and descriptio11,--ifi.
addition, it shows the price per iteln, and the total
.price of shipment. The invoice is .usually sent by
mail. In some cases the invoice,is received. befbre
the shipment, buternore often the invoice is mailed .

to the buyer, after the, shipment has been received
(Fig. B-3). , -

A bill of lading, which is issued by the
transportation company, acknowledges, receipt of
goods from the shipper. It contains the total
number and a description of the packages to be
shipped, along with the shipping instructions (Fig.

Kinds of Shipments

A prepaid shipment is a shipment on which the
transportation charges are paid by the shipper. On
a COD shipmeb.t; both the cost of the merchandise
and the shipping charges are paid by the receiver at
the time the Merchandise is delivered: A collect
shipment requires payment of only the transporta-
tion charges by the receiver at the tide of delivery.

Accepting Merchandise

Wien a shipment of merchandise is accepted
from a" transportation company or service, two
fundamental rules should be observed. First, the

o
number and type of containers received should .be
chec4d againstlimeumber and types of packages
listed on the shipping receipt or the bill of lading.
Second, the address on each em sho 1 be
verified to avoid delay .and nfusion caused. by
accepting the wrong merchand se..

ikBefore the shippipg receipt is signed, each
package should be inspected for damage. Cartons
which show evidence of crushing, especially those
marked "glass" or "fragile," should be opened
immediately for inspection. Any shortages or
damage must be noted on the shipping receipt and
acknowledged in writing by the person who
delivers the n-ierchandise. If the shipment is fouild
to be complete and in good order, the shipping
receipt need only be signed and dated bathe
receiver.

Filing Claims

If it is discovered after the driver for the
transportation company has gone that merchandise
is missing or damaged, the local reiiresentative of
the transportation company should be notified
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immediately, and the shipment 'should be set aside
pending investigation and settlement of the claim.
All claims for shortages and damages should be
filed promptly to prevent costly delays in settle-
ment.

If the damaged shipment was prepaid, the
company or dealer who shipped the merchandise
should also be notified so that they can file a claim
against the transportation company. If the ship-
merit was paid for by the company that received
the goods, it is the responsibility of the individual
accepting the merchandise to make sure that notice
of any ,damage or shortage is given to the person in
the company who is responsible for filing and
settling claims.

The above pro;:edure is used in all cases when
the shortage or damage may be attributed to the
transportation company's manner_ of handling and
shipment. If, however, discrepancies are found
between the quantity of items in the packages and
the quantity listed on the packing stip, or if
concealed damage is found that resulted from
improper packaging, craims are brought against the
company or manufacturer from whom the mer-
chandise was purchased.

Unpacking and Checking

A fewicple precautions must be observed in
unpacking erthandise: When wooden crates are
opened, one end dr each cover b6ard should be
lifted carefully about '/2 inch with a claw hammer
or a crate opener, and the boards then tapped
down flush again, leaving the nail heads standing.
taboye the boards. Then the nails can be removed
leasily

, leaving the boards tree at one end. After this
is done, it is a simple task to remove the cover
boards completely, using either tool. All nails that

s

Icould injure anyone handling the crate or. cover
boards should be completely removed..

Heavyeavy cartons and crates that are bound with
wire or steel bands should be opened with care.
'Such bands and wire are tied under pressure and
have a tendency to fly up and out when they are
cut. The look ends can easily put. out an eye or
cause other serious. injury. A 'sharp pair of wire
utters should .be used, so that the loose ends are

C
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restricted from flying about. A pair of heavy gloves
,should ,be worn when handling wires and steel
bands.

,Cardboard cartons are difficult to tear open
when the cover flaps are glued or stapled sesurely.
When a stapled+ flap is forced open; a person's
hand§ or arms may become hooked on the sharp
staples, or the staples may fly off in any direction.
Also, the sharp edges of sealing tapes can cut like a
knife. ,The quickest and simplest way to open a
cardboard carton is to cukit open. To open a taped
carton, the tape N cut where the flaps come
together and at both ends of the cover flaps,
without, however, ipserting the knife far enough to
damage any of the contents. To open a glued
carton, the cardboard is cut just beneath the flaps
on the three sides, and the lid thus formed is lifted.
In this way none of the enclosed merchandise will
be damaged.

Each item received is carefully checked against
the packing slip to make sure that the quantities
agree. If a shortage exists and is not detected, the
company will pay for merchandise that it did not
receive, the inventory system will be affected,
because entries are made according to the quan-
tities shown on the packing slip; and at the yearly
inventory, a s rch will be made for merchandise
that was neve r eived. Any discrepancies in
quantity or part umber should be reported to,,the
designated person so that a claim or adjustment
can be made.

. .When the dealer or manufacturer is temporarily
out of certain items and is not able to completely
fill an order, the items should be back ordered for
shipment at some future date. The receiving clerk
should check with the purchasing agent or buyer to
determine whether the dealer who shipped the
merchandise does or does not ship back orders.
Some healers or manufacturers cancel_ all items not
shipped, in which case the buyer has to reorder.
And some companies, as a matter of policy, do not
accept back-order0 merchandise. With today's
automated inventory control and ordering systems,

,packing slips will show superseded numbers, trans
posed numbers, and items that are back ordered,
and the' point from which they will be shipped.



UNIT B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 2 RECE(VING

Study Guide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
tank at the rig,ht.

1._A shipping receipt lists the 1 orpackages, the nature of their 2 , and the
a shipment.

7,.

1

2
3

2. The itemized list of the articles included in a. package or a group of packa: is 4

'1\ce3. An invoice is different from a packing slip in that it lists 6 per item and the 6
total 7 of all the items.

_
\-1

4. The transportation company issues a 8 9 form which acknowledges receipt
goods from the 'shipper.

called a 4 5 . 5.

5. A 10 shipment is, one on which the transportation charges are paid by the 10
shipper.

6. On a 11 shipment the cost of the merchandise and the shipping charges are both 11.
paid by the receiver:

7. A shipment requires payment of the 12 charges only by the receiver. 12

Before signing the shipping receipt;each piece of freight is inspected for 13 . '13

9. A damaged shipment should be set aside for 14 and 15 . 14
15

.10. 16 damage is dften the result of 17 , packing.. :16
17

11. When checki g merchandise against the packing slip, the apprentice should make ,18
sure the 18 wee.

12. A 19 0 is that portion of an order that cannot be filled at the present time, 19.,
but will be 21 at a fqture date. 20

21

13. With .today's aUtoniated inventory control and ordering systems, packing slips will 22
show the 22 numbers.

14. When a shipment is received from a transportation company, there are 23 rules
to be observed.

15. All claims for shortages or 24 should be filed promptly.

21 23

24
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Test

Circle T if the statement, is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. A shipping receipt usually names the shipper, the transportation company, and the 1. T F
consignee.

2. A packing slip must be endlosed in each carton. 2. T F

3. An invoice includes prices and discount information. 3. T F

4. The invoice should, in each case, be stapled to the packing slip during shipment. 4. T F

5. On most COD- shipments, transportation charges are prepaid by the receiver. 5. T F

6. Damaged cartons that are marked "fragile" should be'opened immediately for 6. T F
inspection.

7. Claims for damages should be filed without delay. 7. T F

8. Claims for damages should always be made against both the shipper and the 8.
transportation company.

9. When a wooden crate is opened, all nails should be completely removed. 9. ,T F

10. Cardboard cartons are the easiest packages to open. 10. T F

30
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UNIT B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

'TOPIC 3 BIN ARRANGEMENTS AND STOCK MAINTENANCE

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
Why is a stock of auto parts binned?
How are stock bins arranged?
What stock items present the greatest storage problem?
How are spare parts and bins numbered?
What action is taken when a part number changes?

When merchandise has ,alpen received and
checked, it should be distributed to the bins as
quickly as possible for two reasons. first, to
replenish an existing shortage in the bin stock, and
second, to keep the receiving department cleared
for further incoming shipments. If incoming orders
are allowed to become mixed prior to checking,
the job of segregating and checking each shipment
becomes much more difficult.

Types (*Bins

Automotive parts bins may be of almost any
possible shape, depending on the nature of the
merchandise,tote stored. Bins are usually commer-

vuithased, although many adequate substi-
tutes can be built inexpensively. A few of the most
common types of bins are described in the follow-
ing paragraphs.

Stock commercial bins are generally of steel
construction, measuring typically about 7 feet high
and 3 feet wide. The depth of a bin may be from 1
to 4 feet, depending on what it is to contain
Shelves _in standard bins may .be bolted in at

canleVel so that openin of any ilesired height can be
arranged. The metal partifions are designed so that
they can be set at various pOsitions. When shelves
and partitions in bins are arranged, careful. thought
should be given to the various sizes of the parts
which will eventually be stocked tg minimize
tearing down and rearranging shelves/at future
times (Fig. B-5). One good metppa is to draw the
bins on paper and then purchase or make the bins
accordingly.

Conventioial bins in an assortment ofSizes will
accommodate almost all regular and bulicyiyarts,
but ifew special bins or storage-arraniements are
often required. Tail pipes are;heif stored-vertically
along wall areas that have been ft4..rtitiOned off in
some simple mannerusually by waoden.barriers.
Drive shafts are frequently ,storif irk a, similar
manner. Most axles will fit conveniently, into

1

AP-

simply designed racks or in,4 -feet-deep commercial
bins.

Head gaskets, valve cover gaskets, and other
gaskets of medium and large sizes'§liould be stored
flat in bins. Smaller gaskets, such as differential
covers, timing covers, transmission covers, and the
like, may be hung on pegboards or stored in
drawers. Cabinets with small drawers are normally
used for carburetof parts and .other small parts.
Separate metal, drawers may also be installed
among the bins to hold small washers, pins, springs,
-screws, and the like, that otherwise might slip
under or behind shelves or partitions.

Sheet metal storage is a real problem; fenders,
hoods, doors, and panels are bulky, so a large area
is needed to store their. These lai-ge items are
usually relegated to a loft or an attic, where the
fenders are hung on racks made of pipe, while the
panels are stored by sfanding them ,vertically
against walls or barriers. The disadvantages of the
arrangement are obvious the heavy panels must be
carried up-stairs or over long distancesbut unless
the parts department his a large amount of unused
space, little else_ can be done. New and updated
parts departments have conveyor belts to move
these items up and down.

Moldings can be stored in light, vertical
WOoden racks of local design; they pose no great
problem, except for the location, design, and.
construction of the tacks.

Other items that may pose special storage
problems include radillt5. hoses, fan belts, wire,
and metal or nibber.tubmg, These parts should be
stored with the emphasis on convenience, being
either binned_or hung in handy locations. A little
ingenuity is all that is needed (Fig. B-6).

Bin Arrangement

The arrangement of bins in the most practical
sequence is snot always an easy task. Major manu-
facturers arrange their parts in a group sequence,

31.4.
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Fig, B-5. Typical metal parts bin

Fig. B-6. Tool storage and display, showing wire and ose storage in conventional bins

32
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which must be followed if parts are to be located
quickly and accurately (Unit C).c-This kind of
arrangement sounds easy enough to do, but several
drawbacks may be encountered. The bulky items
usually do not fit well into the regular bin section
and must be located elsewhere. The building design
may not allow an orderly layout of bins by group
number, and the order must be broken. Whether to
locate gaskets in numerical sequence with related
parts or to place all gaskets in a single gasket
section must be decided. If the group sequence is -
followed meticulously, heavy, awkward items may
be assigned to the top shelf-7 feet upwhile small,
hard-to-reach items may be found in the very
bottom row. ,

The layout ,and floor space of the parts
department is, in most cases, the determining
factor in the arrangement of the bins. After
dividing the regular-site bin section from the bulky
section, the bins are best arranged (usually back-
to-back) with the ends of .the rows toward the
main sales counter. The small parts should be _

located nearest the counter, while the bulky items,
which normally sell Much more slowly, should be
grouped at the far end of the regular bins. A 3-foot
aisle show d be maintained to allow free passage
without aste of valuable floor space.

W n bins are arranged according to manu-
factu rs' groupings, then a related system of parts
is esta lished. All parts for the engine are located
in a group of adjacent bins, cooling system parts
are similarly grouped, electrical parts, fuel system/
units, and transmission parts are also placed in
logical, continuous bin locations. Other part group-
ings follow, until the entire line Of necessary and
related parts is completed. The only exceptions to
this sequence are, as already mentioned, the bulky
items such as large housings, pipes, axles, mufflers,
moldings, and panels, which must be located in
some other place. These bulky items, however,
may be placed in logical group order, and their
locations "traced out as easily as the smaller parts.

Bin and Part Numbers
For adequate control, every part must be

assigned a discrete number, and every bin within
the department numbered. Card-type inventory
control system's .provide space for recording the
location of every part (for example, Part Number
740745, bearing, location, Bin Number 23). The
ability to locate parts by bin ,number is important
in a large parts department, becaus,ecthere may be
some question as tp whether, the part is to be
found in the regular or bulky section of the bins.

3-76057
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Bin numbers should follow the dame logical order
as the group numbering sequence of the parts, and ,

every inventory card should shbw ,the bin in which
that particular part is located,

Some parts departments, especially those in
agencies, find it helpful to display the group
numbers on the ends of the rows of bins. For
example, a particular row of Genexal MofTors
bins might contain groups 4.022 to 4.465. Such
coding of each row of bins assures the parts,person
of finding the correct aisle without using trial and
error.

Part n mber labels that identify the part within
should ap ear on every bin. Auto manufacturers
supply c mplete sets of bin labels at nominal cost.
These la els are indispensable for locating, iden-
tifying, a d prici g4lthe parts in stock. When part
numbers, usages, or p es change, new
labels are supplied.

Jobbers and independent cirts eaters are not
so fortunate in having sets of labe supplied to
them by. the .various companies whos- arts they
stock. Some jobber-independents operat without
bin labels, relying solely on their catalogs for the
requited information. Others make write-in tags to
identify and price the merchandise.

Stocking the Bins
When an apprentice is assigned to stocking the

.

bins, he or she sh uld learn the bin sequence Of the
,store or department as quickly as possible. On
the gene al location of parts js determined, putting
away stock becomes routine, except for certain
precautions which must be followed. The impor-
tance of putting each part in its correct location on
the shelves, in the bins, or on the racks can not be
over-emphasized (Fig. B-7). Parts which are placed,
In the wrong location may loss their. identity or
may be given out in a costly error. Each part must
be correctly tagged or numbered before it is placed
in stock. Nev merchandise should be placed
behind old merchandise, so that old stock will be
moved out first and fresh stock maintaine . All
parts should be handled carefully; many parts
do not look fragile can be §everily damaged if they
are dropped. When bins are stocked, part number .
changes should be 'checked. If a new number is
issued to supersede an old number, the old stock
must be marked accordingly. However, it st be
noted that some superseded parts will fit t older
models, but the old part will not fit th newer
models. Parts and `bins should be kept clean, dirt
can damage many parts, and a dirty part
unattractive to the customer.

r)
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Fig. B-7. Stocking bins with bulky items
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UNIT'B - AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 3 BIN ARRANGEMENTS AND STOCK MAINTENANCE

A

Study Guide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

1. New merchandise should be placed in the 1 as soon as it has been 2

2. Auto parts bins may be built in almost any 3 , depending on the 4 o.t the parts
to be stored...

3. Commercially built bins are usually of 5 construction.

4. Small gaskets may be hung on 6 or put in gasket 7 .

5. For agencies and dealers 8 9 storage is often a difficult problem.

6. The arrangement of bins in a group 10 is not always possible.

7. If parts are to be located quickly and accurately, a 11 must be followed.

8. The 12 and 13 14 of the parts department are the determining factors in
the arrangement of the bins:

9. Bulky items may be placed in a, 15 group sequence.,
(

f

10. For adequate control, it is necessary that every part be assigned a 16 17 .

Circle if the statement is true; circle
Test

is the statement is false.

1. Newly received stock must be checked before it is binned.

2. Checking several incoming orders together will save time.

3. All the bins in one group should be of the same size.

4. Tail pipes should be stored flat on the floor behind the bins.

5. Most axles are less than 4 feet long.

6. Carburetor parts are usually stored in small drawers.

7. Doorpanels should be bin4id to pres4nt damage.

27.
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8. Moldings can be stored in vertical racks. , 8. T F
, ....41

9. Bins should always belOnged to strictly folloW. the manufacturer's group 9'7 T .F
sequence. .,

10. Small parts should be located near the service counter. T F
- 7

11. Every inventory card should show the bin location of theart. 11. T F

12. A mislocated part can cause a costly error. 12. T F

13. Before stocking bins, the apprentice should learn the bin sequence of the store. 13: T

14. Jobbers and independent parts dealers are supiilrea with printed bin labels. 14. TT.__ F.

15. Part number labels, identifying the part within, should appear on every bin. 15. T F

4,

Vt. o'
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UNIT B AREAS OFRESPONSIBII_ITY

'TOPIC 4 PICKUP AND DELIVERY ,

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
Why is pickup and delivery service offered?
Why is a schedule prepared for pickups and deliveries?
What are the advantages.of route plans?
What records does a driver k*?
Does the driver of the delivery vehicle take orders?

Pickup and delivery,*service in the auto parts
business is no longer optional it is necessary . The
increasing competition among firms, the sprawling
urbanization of business districts, and the rising
Lost of the gaAge employees' time are some of the
reasons why this service is essential.

Pickup and delivery service requires something
more than just a pickup truck and an apprentice
driver. Certain practices, when followed, can sub-
stantially. increase sales volume and improve cus-
tomer relations.. Some of these desirable practices
will be discussed in this topic.

Establishing Schedules

SCheduling and routing are keys to effective
iiickup and delivery In a large operation, which
has many pickups and deliveries to perform, two
schedules are usually arranged, one for morning
and one for afternoon. These schedules must be
kept at the hours arranged, and all personnel and
customers must know the schedule.

Educating the customer to scheduled deliveries
should be drone tactfully and honestly. This is the
task- of the person receiving the order, as well as of
the delivery driver. Gnce the customer is aware of
the scheduled hours, he or she Can plan his or her
work accordingly. The important thing, of course,
is to niaintain :the schedule as closely as possible so
that commitments are kept and promised material
is delivered on time.

If the territory to be covered is small, it is
possible to make two complete`' circuits, a day,
depending on the number of orders received and
the quantity of merchandise to be delivered. Over a
larger area the route is usually divided into two
half - circles, one-half is scheduled for morning
deliveries and the other half for afternoon deliv-
eries. Again, all of those inyolved must be informed
of the scheduled hours of delivery if the program is
to be successful.

The number of orders will vary from day to
day, as will the location of business firms that

place the order...Hence, a certain amount of
flexibility should be built into every schedulean
extra few minutes to^take care of the unexpected
things that will 'occasionally happen. The driver
should allow a few critical minutes at each loca-
tion, for reasons which will be discussed later.

Planning Rfmtes

The driver's route should be planned sothat it
is the most convenient and shortest possible route.
This task is often difficult because delivery points
will vary from day to day. The driver should also
have a delivery or route book in which every
delivery can be logged in the order that he or she
intends to make them. When the driver knows
every stop beforehand, he or' she is able to route
deliveries in the most economical manner and in
'accordance with the .preestablished schedule.

Pickups should be made with the deliveries. As
the driver logs the route, pickup orders should ;be
noted and worked into the delivery schedule.
Pickup Orders, usually in the form of purchase
orders originated by .other parts personnel, can be
conveniently arranged into the delivery route,,
thereby conserving time and expense. Copies of
,purchase orders for material to be picked up
should be placed in an established place so that the
driver will automatically receive them and know
the merchandise is to be picked up. .

Checking Orders

The driver should have the delivery invoke of
each order befOre him or her, preferably on a
clipboard, so,that each Piece of merchandise can be
checked against the invoice as he or she loads the
truck. This is a good practice_ for two reasons. If
the clerk -who filled the order made an error, it can
be corrected before the delivery is made, possibly

'saving an extra trip. Also, the driver is piOtected
against any claims of shortage or damage alleged to
have occurred between loading and delivery.

(
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When the orders have been checked to the
driver's satisfication, he or she shOUld log each in
the delivery book, noting the customer's name,
address, and invoice number or numbers. At the
time of delivery, the driver should obtain the
signature, in his or her delivery book, of the person,
receiving the merchandise and record the date and
time of delivery. This probedure serves as an
additional safeguard for the driver and his or her
company by documenting that the merchandise
was properly delivered. Often' the driver is ex-
pected to return signed copies of invoices to his or
her ,compatyif both the original and the cus-
tomer's copy were sentand this must be done
faithfully.

Improving Customer Relations
The drives has a unique opportunity for build-

ing customer relations. Besides a generally helpful
attitude, which the driver should always exhibit,
there are a number of courtesies which; when
extend4, pay big dividends. Some of the following
courtesies, are small, others require effort, but all
are important:

1. Never block the customer's driveway,
either entrance or exit. If necessary, park
outside momentarily until provisions can
be made for unloading.

2. Ask where the merchandise is to be deliv-
ered; do not dump.the order in the middle
of the 'garage floor and leave it. If the order
is for a particular car that is present in the
shop at the place of delivery, ask if the
parts should be placed in or near the
vehicle. This is often appreciated, since it
keeps the merchandise out of the way and
near the car on which it will be used. Arid
it is particularly appreciated if the order
contains large sheet metal panels for a
body.

3. Review the order with the garage manage-
ment if they wish to do so. Be prepared to
answer any questions in regard to undeliv-
ered or back-ordered merchandise. The
customer will be vitally interested in when

Auto Parts ,

the missing parts will be delivered, and this
information should be given to him or her
prior to the delivery. Never say, "I'm just
the driver; I don't know anything about
that!" the customer has reason to expect
the driver to be interested in his or her ..
problem. The driver has an obligation ta, be
concerned. Courtesy is always proper when
dealing with a customer. Do not just pass
the buck to the parts person who filled the
order.

1

Building Sales :

The driver can often recognize additional sales
opportunities while making deliveries. Having
checked each order when loading, he orshe knows
pretty wells what each contains. While unloading, at
or near a vehicle -under repair, the driver may
notice damaged pdrts. for which replacement parts
were not ordered. It is easy for a busy garage,.
person t.ce overlook heeded parts, especially for
extensive body damage. He or she may appreciate a
tactful reminder that, certain other parts are
needed.

While a driver is in a customer's place of
business, he or she should always inquire about
other needs. The customer will welcome such
concern, and it is very possible that additional
needs have arisen since the original order was
placed. An order pad should be kept in the truck
for such occasions. If the driver feels inadequate to
take the order, he or she, can telephone the parts . r
department for any help. needed. Accepting and
writing the orders is good parts experience, and it-
will relieve the customer of the time-consuming
necessity of placing the order.

Collecting Cash'
Some deliveries may be to charge customers,

, while the driver may have to collect either cash or
checks for the remainder of the deliveries. The
driver .may have to make change; and,-if this is
necessary, it should be done correctly, otherwise
he or she may have to make up any shoftages when
he or she checks in with the cashier.
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UNIT B AREAS OF RdtPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 4 PICKUP AND DELIVEIP--.

Study Guide

Determine the c'orrect, word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

1. in the auto parts business, 1 and 2 services are no longer optional but are
necessary. 2

2. The keys to the effectiveness of auto parts services are 3 and 4 3

, -
4

3. All 5 and 6 must be aware of the schedule for deliveries. 5,
6

4. A certain amount of 7 should be built into every schedule to take care of 8 7
8happenings.

5. The 9 must be planned by each driver to be the 10 that will 'cover all
necessary stops. 10.

6. The driver should 11 every delivery in the 12 in which they are to be made.
12

qy

7. The driver shOidd integrate 13 with the delivery schedule. 13

8. Pickup orders are usually in the form. of 14 15 originated by other parts . 14

personnel.
1

i.
,,.

, ,4,

15

9. At the time of deliveryithe driver should obtain in his or her delivery book the 16
16 of the person recei *ng the merchandise.

10. The delivery driver has a unique oppOrtunity for building customer ., 17 . 17:

11. The driver should be concerned about the 18 problems. -- '18

12. The driver should know how to receive checks and make proper 19 . 19
. ,

13. The driver should be able to recognize additional 20 opportunities while 20.
delivering.

. 14. While a delivery is being made, it is always a good idea to inquire about other 21 . 21

15 Each order to be deliveied should be 22 when it is loaded. 22.

31
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Test

CitcleTiLthe statement is true; circle F if the statement is false....

1. Providing pickup and delivery service is one way to overcome competition in the L. T
parts business. N

2. Increased lales may prove to be a side result ofa_good delivery service. 2. _r T F

3. Making a schedule and sticking to it are basic to d,satisfaetory.delivery service.

4. With a regular schedule, one daily delivery will satisfy most customers.

5. The order in which deliveries are made is not important.

6. A good delivery person memorizes his or her stops daily.

7. PiCkups and deliveries,should be made on separate runs.

8. Eich order should be checked when it is loaded.

9. The delivery person should always park at the customer's door, unload there
speedily, and clear tile doorway by leaving without delay.

t., -7
10. The driver should not undertake to answer a customer's cluestfons about back

\
orders.

1

,,,

11. The driver should not point out to the customer items the customer may havi
carelessly forgotten.

12. The delivery person may properly. ask the customer if he or she needs any
additional merchandise.

.,

13..At the time of delivery the° driver should obtain the signature of the person
. receiving the paits.

1.4,..Planning thgrpute for delivery is notan important function.

3. T F

4. $ T F

5. F

6. T F

7. T F

T

9. T F

10. T.
0

11: T F
O

12. T F

13. . T F

14. T F
41, - .

1 . Delivery persons should know how to make change and accept checks. 15.
-

C.
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UNIT B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TO IC 5 INTRODUCTION TO COUNTER. SALES

,

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following qustions:
fo WhAtet of a parts-business generates jobs for parts persons?

H ould regular, customers and casual customers be treated?
How should customer complaint.5be avoided?

, How should a countersalesperson bedressed?
,

The topic of enter sales is covered in detail
in Unit E of this_workbook. However, an introduc-
tory, word about selling is in order for three
reasons. Fiist, the apprentice may become engaged

counter work very early, in his or her career.
Second, the conduct associated with successful
salesmanshiptis important to every employee in the
parts organization. And third, the importance of
counter sales should be made clear early in the
partS apprentices career, wherever he or she may
be looted in parts structure."'

Profitable Sales

\_

OM%

The salesperson should never quarrel with a
customer, because nobody ever wins arergument
with the customer. A salesperson may win a point
but lose a sale-and a customer. A custome may
be critical 'and demanding, but the seller has n
obligation to serve him or her to the best of his or
her ability. When the salesperson was hired, he or
she accepted the responsibility of working to make
the company's business successful and profitable,
which includes waiting on difficult customers. The

- one compensation about difficult customers is that
.they make one appreciate the good customers.

,t---.If a customer has a complaint, he or she should
be heard courteously and attentively. If the

.counter person cannot handle the complaint, he or
she should,call the person who would. be most
likely to help. Correcting a legitimate complaint is
a normal and necessary part of every business...

Interest should be taken and shown in the
customer's needs, making him or her feel that he or
she will be helped. The customer will be grateful,
and the salesperson's job will be more pleasant. A
lot of customer goodwill is lost, because of laxity
and indifference. The salesperson should know his
or her regul ustomers by name. He or she should
never mak romises he or she cannot or does not

-intend to eep. Friendliness and helpfulness pay
big dividends.

.

be neither profits nor customers, nd the bu 4% Gdod telephone habits Aare essential, because
will tail. Profitable counter sales are vital functions- much of the parts business is conducted'over the
of any company. phone. Theyersn who answers the Shone should

i." identify himself or herself by speaking clearly intos
Rules for Salespersons the transmitter.k- he or she should be prepared with

A good salesperson is always cou ous. No a pad and pencil to take as order. Courtesy is as
matter how busy the salesperson maybe when a important in telephone transactio,ns as it is in
customer enters the store, the customers' presence counter sales. Care should 1.) taken to get alLthe
should be acknowledged, and a courteotis gr eeti rig information needed to.check out wanted parts.
extended. If the customer Cannot be waited on , The salesperson- should, not rake a guess as to
immediately, he or she should be told,: that a whether items are in stock, but should go to the
salesperson will help him or her as soon as pOssible. bin and confirm that the part or parts are on hand.
A simple greeting like "Good morning, I'll be with Finally, the salesperson Should always 'thank the

The company, the apprentice world for is like
all other companies in that it is in business to make
a profit. Indeed, if the company did not make. a
'profit,' it could not continue to operate and to
provide jobs This is a fact 'which is so common-
place that\ ne tends to forget it, and at<times
everyone nee e reminded of it. Counter sales
mean cus ers, customers mean profits, and
profits'm bbs it is that simple.. 1...,

But the subject of .counter sales cannot be
covered quite as easily as previously suggested;
Profitable counter sales require two things: (1)
customers, and (2) competenttparts salespersons.
Without customers the dealer might as well lock up'

--and go home. If there/are plenty of customers, but
the parts people are incompetent there soon will

,

yoUin a moment" will suffice, person.for callin& and invite himor her to call again.

t.
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Personal conduct and appearance take on a
new meaning w_ben one begins to serve the public.
Careless habits' eir speech and dress should( be
corrected. Profanity is never in good taste/ and
good grooming is always desirable. Dress shirts and
ties are recommended, although sport shirts may
be permissible. Most parts p'eople wear shop coats
to protect their street clothes. Soiled shop coats
should be changed regularly. Effective salesman-
ship requires godd personal habits.

tompetencg in Selling

Competence is another essential in the parts
business; and it should be devgloped as quickly as
possible. Competence consists of two components.
accuracy and speed. As in learning -to type, one
works for accuracy first, and then for speed.

The complexity of the parts industry requires
that careful attention be given to every sale. The
current Chevrolet Master Catalog lists many dif-
ferent types of fan belts as compared to the one
fan belt listed just, twelve years ago: Today .a

.careful, extensive inquiry in regard to the model
and options is required just to sell a fan belt! This
complexity, which is present in every phase of the
industry', reqiiiies that the apprentice develop an
early respect for accuracy, or careful attention to
detailt-The apprentice should learn to read the
parts.catalOgs properly and to know the' product
thoroughly. These skills come only with experi-
ence, but their development begins the day a new

:t

$

1'
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employee opens the parts book for the first time or
waits on his or her first customer. Giving out
wrong parts is a costly, time-consuming bOsiness,

Speed in handling, customer needs will come
with_experienc.e_F_Tiliarity with the product and
the premises is the ley to rapidperforinance. BUt
accuracy must not be sacrificed for speed, rather, a
balance of the two must be achieved.

Most errors are caused by carelessness an dcan
be avoided. Erro always cost more to correct
than to avoid: °Also, egors can prove to be
dangerous. For example, it a 1-inch wheel cylinder
kit is used for a cylinder with a 1%6-inch bore, the
cylinder may blow out under hard b g. A few
years ago, one of the major auto ming turers, as
the result of a lawsuit, had to pay S, ,000 in
damages because metal cuttings were found in the
master cylinder of one of their new cars that was
involved in a fatal accident: An Inspector at the
plant had been, careless, and it cost the life 'of a

Topics for Discussion

Be prepared to discuss the following topics if
you are asked to do so:

1. Why should the salesperson expose frier-
. chandise?
2. Why should customer mix be taken.into

abcount in selling?
3. What prod ct mix and other services

should the lion offer?

42
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UNIT B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY .

TOPIC 5' INTROD,UCTION TO COUNTER SALES

Study Guide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank, in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

4

1. The conduct associated with 1 is important to every employee in the parts 1

organization.

2. A common purpose of all 'parts companies to make a 2 .

3. Profitable counter sales require 3 and 4 parts salespersons.

2

3

4

4. A good salesperson is always. 5 . ,5

5. The employee should never 6 with a customer. 6

6. If a customer has a 7 , the saleSperson should listen to what he or she has to say. 7.

7. A 8 should always be takefl'in the customer's needs. 8

8. The person who answers a pl3one should 9 himself or herself, and should always 9
10 the person for calling. - 10

9. In the parts business, 11 is a must, and it scould be acquired as quickly as 1'14'4

possible.
.

10. Competence has two components: 12 and 13 .

13

1.

"------ --I._ 12

. Test:.

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1:Assign9antto counter work may come early in an apprentice's career.

2. Auto parts companies are out to make profits.

3. Profits mean something-only to owners,

4. The seller has no obligation to an unknown customer.

5. Laxity of the counter person,can cause loss of sales.

6. Parts orders should notbe taken by phone.

7. The counter perso4buld verify that wanted 'parts are in stock.

8. Accuracy.has two components: competence and\ speed.

9. A thorough knowlgdge of each product is gained by.rea ding the catalog.
;

10. Speed in handling parts Increases with experience.
35

1. T F

2. T F

3: T F

4. T F

5 T F

.6. "T) F

7. T F

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F
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UNIT B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 6 THe-SHOP COUNTER

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
What is the difference between a shop counter and a ,sales counter?
Which counter is given priority of service?

. Which parts person usually staffs the shop counter? Why?
' What part does the mechanic play in shop counter transactions?

How are out-of-stock items handled at the shop counter?

In the automobile agency, and to a lesser
extent in the jolker-independent machine shop,
the shop parts counter occupies a place of strategic
importance. Agencle$ rely heavily on their service
operation for maintenance of the cars, and trucks
they sell, for customer satisfaction,,and for profit.

Service shops require an adequate .supply of
parts. In some agencies\ the number of parts and
accessories sold through the service department
approaches 50 percent of the total parts volume.
Most parts sold through agency service depart-
mentg are list price sales, so it can be appreciated
that shop counter sales offer a. most profitable
potential.

Relations Between Seryice and Parts Departments

Large agencies,: which usually have a dozen or
more mechanics and body workers drawing upon
the parts room, may require a shop counter that is
staffed with two or more full -time parts persons.
Shop counters are usually set apart from the
customer or street counter, because they require
special procedures.

Agencies depend heavily upon car and truck
sales for their financial success. To maintain the
new and used cars sold and- to perform the
warranty and service operations demanded by
customers, the service department becomes a vital
part of the agency. operation: Because sales aid
service are so closely: linked, and the service
department is dependent upon a continuing suply
of parts, the three primary functions of an
agencysales, service, and parts are complemen -s
tary and.depend upon` ons another. t

This interdepentence of departments becorhes
most evident at the shop counter, where mechanics
and parts persons meet. Nowhere in the-auto-

* motive agency is cooperation needed more than
this area. Mechaniewho present parts requisitions
at the shop counter must be given priority, because
needless delays cost the company heavily in terms
of profit and customer satisfaction. Time wasted at

, 36

the shop counter may cost the company $12 or
more per hour, plus a dissatisfied customer if the
job is not finished on time.

Shop Counter Knowledge and Skill

Parts knowledge and skills are needed at the
shop counter more than at any other place. At the
current customer labor rate, which ranges from
$12 to $35 per hour in most auto agencies, it is
very expensive to keep a mechanic or body worker
waiting at the shop counter. Therefore, competent,
thoroughly trained parts persons are needed to
expedite filling each mechanic's needs and to
minimize delays.

One of the reasons for staffing the shop counter
with the best parts people is that they are the first
to come in contact with the radical new designs in
automobiles and automotive products which are
introduced almost every new model year by auto
manufacturers. Warranty service is a substantial part
of the agency service department operation; and, as
new models appear yearly, parts personnel must
continually-acquaint themselves with a multitude of
new parts. Shop counter parts employees 'usually
feel the burden first, often receiving requisitions for
new parts even before the parts have been placed in
stock, or before the new ear model has been put on
display. During ,the early weeks and months of a
new production year, shop Counter persons must
become egerationally acquainted with the new
models. This process ofth involves learning' the
function as well as the parts dr some complex new
unit, including the study of special parts lists and
service bulletins.

Requisitions
, A clear understanding should exist between
parts and service personnel ,that, wh,en a mechanic
presents a parts requisition at the shop counter,
certain obligations must be met. The mechanic
must present a clear and legible requisition to the

44-



° Unit B, Topic 6

parts person. The requisition should be made out
by the mechanic for several reasons. First, because -
the mechanic -is Intimately aware of the parts
needed, he or she should be able to write down all
the parts required to complete a job. Second, if the

37

he or she' needed and was issued the frame horn
extensions, a radiator core support, and certain
inner panels and ,baffles. The parts person would
then be able, to complete the order at his or her
leisure.

mectianu. stands at the parts counter and dictates
his or her needs for the parts person to write down,
it takes up both employee's time. A third reason is
that omissions and errors may occur during the
verbal dictation of a parts order, especially if a long
list of parts is involved.

The parts person is obligated to process and
complete each order as quickly as possible. Emer-
gency orders which occasionally arise should be
treated as such, and an added effort should be
made by the parts person to expedite filling them.

Parts and service personnel can cooperate in a
number of ways in the handling of shop requisi-
tions. If a mechanic is working on a majOr
overhaul, such as an engine or transmission,
chames are that by the time he or she has com-
pleted the tearing-down operation, he or she will
have a good idea of the parts' needed. The
mechanic should then prepare and present a parts
requisition to the parts room for all the items
needed. Thus, while the mechanic completes clean-
ing and machining operations, the parts depart-
ment will have time between other smaller orders
to fill the order and to take action to giAllain parts
not in stock.

Another timesaving method of handling shop
requisitions is to issue first the parts needed to
start the jobs thereby allowing the mechanic or
body worker to return to his or her job while the
balanCe of the order is being filled. For example, if
a mechanic requests a long list of automatic
fronsmission parts, he or she could be given the
dutch discs, plates, and clutch drum bushing first.
The mechanic could then return to his or her
bench and assemble the clutch units while the parts
person fills the rest of the order. Similarly, a body
worker with a list of front-end sheet metal parts
might be able to return to Work for several hours if

any s op t- I W

not in stock. The nature and price of the part, and
the urgency with which it is needed, will determine
how the order is to be treated. Small purchases are
usually treated as local buy-outs, the part is located
by phone, and 'a purchase order is issued for it.
Larger items, especially warranty materials, arq
normally available from the factory only and must
be ordered from the factory on a emergency or
car-tie-up basis.

Inventory clerks generally use shop requisitions
tg maintain the inventory system. For this reason
shop requisitions must be kept clean and legible,
and all part numbers and quantities must be clearly
shown. When shop requisitions have been com-
pleted, they usually are sent to the inventory clerk
so that posting may be completed.

Charges

All parts, including special purchases and emer-
gency materials, that are issued to the shop must
be chatted out on the work order or repair order.
These orders usually come to the shop counter
from the service dispdtcher, and it is the responsi-.
bility of parts personnel to make sure-that parts are
properly charged. Different companies have slightly
different rules concerning entering parts used on
repair orders, but ordinarily it is by part number,
name, and list price. Wholesale and warranty repair
ordeis are handled according to the policy or proce-
dures set up by the agency or company.

When purchase orders are prepared for parts
needed to complete a repair job, the part or parts
to be purchasedond the purchase order numbers
should be entered, on the repair order. This
precaution will preclude the possibility of a repair
order being closed out without a complete list of
the parts.

t)



' UNIT B *AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

TOPIC 6 THE SHOP COUNTER
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Study-Quide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

1. In an automobile agency, the 1. 2 supports the service operation. 1--
2

2. Most parts, sold through agency service departments are sold at 3 4 . 3(
4

3. The three Primary functions of an auto agency sales, 5 , and 6 depend 5.
substantially upon one another. 6

4. Mechanics who present parts requisitions at the shop counter must be given 7 7
over lesser tasks.

5. Warranty service is a 8 part of he-agency service department operation. 8

6. During the early weeks and .months of a new production year, shop counter 9
persons must become 9 acquainted with the new 10 . 10

7. The parts requisition should be made out by the 11 . 11

8. Emergency orders require an added effort by the parts person.to 12 them. 12

9. Parts persons and service personnel must cooperate in handling 13 1 13
14

j10. Inventory clerks usually work from inventorythe 15 16 to 17 the invento system. 15.
16.

, 17.

Test

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Agencies depend on their service shops to ensure continued customer satisfaction. 1. T F110

2. Outside sales can account for 50 percent of an agency's parts business. 2. T F

3. The three primary functions of an agency are mutually independent. 3. T F

4. The best parts persons slibuldte stationeek/ at the shop counter. 4. T F

5. The shop counter parts person must know the names and numbers of all parts, but 5. T F
he or she need not know their functiQns.

6. The parts person should prePare the requisitions for the shop mechanic's needs. 6. T F I
38
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7

7. When the parts person fills a long shop list, he or she should fiis't issue the parts to
be used ,first, then assemble the remainder of the parts as his okher work load permits.

8. Inventory clerks use a recap of shop requisitions to assist in keeping the inventory
ti current.

9. All parts used in the shop' are charged to the work order.

10. All parts used in the shop are paid for by the customers.

'(a 0
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7. T F

8. T F

9.. T

10. T F
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UNIT B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITN

TOPIC .7 THE MACHINE, SHOP AND RELATED SALES
`v.

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
What is the relationship between a machine shop' and a parts business?
What are the advantages of a combined parts sales and machine shop operations?

-How can a machine shop generate related sales?

ffor both the jobber-independents and agen-
cies, 'a well-equipped automotive machine sho is
increasingly necessary. The complex nature
today's automotive'products is such that shade-tre
methods and equipment are no longer adequat
Some of"the components on current auto
are difficult, if not impossible, to repair or replace
'with the tools and equipment used ten years ago.
Many smiler garages and repair shops do not
possess the expensive, equipment necessary to make
satisfactory repairs,

Machine Shop Equipment
The high-compression, high rpm, V-8 engine

used in most U.S. automobiles today is a carefully
fitted, finely balanced power plant. The piston
pins, for example, are so carefully fitted that at
least one major manufacturer does not sell piston
pins as replacement.parts, but instead will sell only
a factory-fitted piston and pin assembly. Many new
pistons, are size-m ed in 0.0005 (1/2 thousandth)
graduations so that finders which vary`, Illy in
bore may be individually fitted. Engine earings
must be precisely selected and fitted. This com-
plexity is not limited to engines alone, multiple
carburetion, complex electrical circuits, automatic
equipment, and complicated drives are such that
diagnosis and repair can be made only with the aid
of specialized and expensive equipment.

Typical of the equipment found in amodern
automotive machine shop are the following: pin
hones and reamers, assorted valve guide tools, valve
refacers, hard seat grinders, boring bars, line -boring
equipment, bearing resizers, armature lathes, brake
drum lathes and shoe sizing jigs, crankshaft grin-
ders,. camshaft grinders, rod boring and aligning
equipment, balancing jigs, clutch rebuilding
machines, degreasing tanks, arbor presses, fly wheel
and cylinder head resurfacers, and dozens of
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special !land toms, micrometer!, dial indicators,
and test gages (Figs. B-8 through B-1 i).

The ordinary garage proprietor owns but a few
,,/ of the machines and equipmen(listed above. He or

she relies on local machine shops for specialty

work, which opens,up a numbg of related sales
--opportunias for the well-equipped parts dealer.

Machine Shop Service

The ope-stop service offered by the parts
organization with a machine shop provides a
distinct advantage. Today, professional auto repair
people are usually in a hurry. They measure their
time in dollars and cents, their business textbook is
a flatte manual. They cannot tolerate-unneces-
sary ys. They will purchase niaterials where the
service is quick, efficient, and Implete. The-
establishnient that,can offer them a complete line
of replacement parts and accessories, plus machine
shop services to help them .complete their repairs
efficiently, economically, and with a minimum of
delay, can count on their continued.patronage. The
retail customer, however, is a little different in this
respect. A Tew4e-called. bargain hunters will shop
around, but 6 one-stop service is a distinct
advantage. The shop that sells this service can
expect-C-009nued growth sales.

Machine shop' services contribute significantly
to the income of the parts organization, and the
parts person yhould be thoroughly familiar with
the shop and its capabilities. Machine shop services
are profitable to the company and provide valuable,
opportunities for related sales. Moreover, proper
shop diagnosis, assembly, ajid inaallation can
reduce parts failures.

40

Related Sales Opportunities

One of the biggest assets of a machine shop is
the related sales opportunities that it presents. A
related sales opportunity is any part or service that
can logically be suggested for purchase along with
the parts or service equested by the customer.
This opportunity ' wo ks in two ways, if the
customer is buying arts that suggest service
operations, then he r she may be encouraged to
buy the needed services; if the customer brings
some machining or assembly work to the shop,
there may be an opportunitity to sell him or her
related parts. The parts person who is thoroughly.
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Fig. B-8. Testing a generator and voltage regulator on
a 'modern electrical test bench

Fig. B-10. Fitting piston pins ona Sunnen. hone
(Assortment of mandrels and truing sleeves
at the right)

familiar with shop services may take full advantage
of this dual opportunity for related sales. The
necessity for auto parts apprentices to be well-
grounded in the essentials of automotive principles
and design is apparent.

A worn-out clutch disc that shows signs of
scoring on the flywheel side should suggest several
sales opportunities to the parts person. The fly-
wheel is scored, therefore, it should be resurfaced
or replaced. Similarly, scored brake shoes ,suggest
scored brake drums, the drums should be turned

4--76057

4

Fig. 13-9. Flywheel resurfacing grinder (foreground)
and piston grinder (background)

Fig. B-11. Grinding valve seats

Cqurfosy Avid Supply' Richmond

and. new linings ground to fit them. A simple
inquiry into a head gasket purchase may turn up a
warped cylinder head, and a chance to sell a
valuable machine shop service.

The number of 'related sales.opportunities that
machine shops offer is tremendous, and one should
take advantage of. each one. A counter person
acquainted with shop equipment and its operation
can talk intelligently about machining operations
whenever the opportunity arises.. He or she can
impress upon the customers the advantages of

Oz.



42 Auto Parts

proper testing and assembly. Many people are only
vaguely aware of the services a machine shop cans
offer. When the customer's needs are pointed out
to him or her, the parts and service should sell each
other.

Redueing-Parts-Failae

will is an expensive commodity. Plenty of opportu-
nities are available for legitimate sales, the parts
person need only learn to recognize them.

Parts failure due to improper installation by
the customer is an expense that the company '-
usually must bear. Even though the part may

Machine shop services reduce parts failures and ,
returns. Proper assembly, and installation of new or
rebuilt parts can materially reduce the number of.
parts failures now experienced. Some customers .
are simply carelesS about proper installation, while
others may be completely unaware of the factors
involved. Many a generator has been returned
because of reversed polarity or a faulty voltage
regulator that was never checked. A scored fly-
wheel will spoil a neW clutch disc, and a new'
master cylinder kit installed in a pitted cylinder is

'uneconomical and dangerous as well. Driving au.
bearing on a rear axle shaft with a hammer and
punch can crack the inner race, or put out an eye if
the hardened steel should chip. Guessing at the
crankshaft bearing sizes can cause trouble and
needless expense. Expanding a set of pistons and'
aligning the rods may keep a ring job ro.m going
sour.

,

These examples should serve point 'out the
constant threat of failures due to careless and'
improper procedures. By knowing the precautions --
against such failures, the parts person can suggest
methods and service to, prevent them. Customers
appreciate practical' advice and an. invitation info
the shop to view a needed service.. But the
customer should not be. coaxed into buying-some-
thing that he or she does not need. Customer good

$

usually good business to replace the part free of
charge (unless it is 'quite expensive) to maintain
customer goodwill. If the number of such, failures
can be reduced by selling the services of the
machine shop, then not only will a needless
expense be avoided, but shop revenue will be
increased.

Study Assignment

1. Crouse, WilliaiP H. Automotive Mechanics
(Sixth edition). New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1974. *Read chapters 4 and 5 and
answer the questions at the end of each
chapter.

2. Bring to your instructor a written account, at
least one full page in length, of the services
offered by the machine shop where you work.
If the company does not operate a machine
shop, visit a nearby shop and obtain the
inrarmation.

Topic for Discussion

Be .prepared to discuss the following t9pib if
you are asked to do so:
1. Whatopportunitiq for additiolal parts sales

are iuggestea by the machine shop services in
-yottr report?

541
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B AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

7 7 THE MACHINE SHOP AND RELATED SALES

Study Guide

the -correct word for eaell numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at t e right.

1. Many all garages and repair shops do not have the expensive 1 necessary to I 1

make repairs. 2.

2. A combi ed parts sales and machine shop operation can offer 3 service. 3

3. Today th- professional auto repair person cannot tolerate unnecessary 4 ; lie or 1 4
she will buj where the service is 5 6 , and 7 . 5

7

4. Machine sho services contribute significantly to the 8 of the parts organization. 8

5. One of the atest assets of a machine shop is the opportunities it affords for 9 9
, 10 . 10.

6. A wornout clut h disc may indicate u- 11. flywheel. 11

47'. Proper 12 an 13 of new o rebuilt parts can materially reduce the number of 12
parts failure rreTiced by parts stores. 13

8. Customers appteeiate an invitation into the 14 and 15 .

'9. Scored brake drum's,ghould be 16 in the shop.

10. The 17 18 is the garage proprietor's business textbook.

41.

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. The tools and equipment of ten years ago no longer suffice for current autosepair
work.

Test

2. An engine block with cylinder bores that vary just slightly is discarded.

3. The owner of a small garage can /arm out necessary machining.

4. The professional auto repair person will usually buy, any replacement part from the
-4.cheapest source.

5. The parts peison needs to know little about machine tool capabilities.

6. Machine shop operatipns play no partiiii increasing sales of replacement parts.

7. Inquiry about a gasket purchase may lead to a cylinder head hoiiihg job.

:43

14
15

16

17

18.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

T F

6. T F

7. T F
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8. Proper assembly and installation of parts is essential to the reduction in "parts
failures.

9. If the customer is responsible for faulty installation of a part, he or she should
always be charged for a repl cement.

10. Some manufacturers will not sell the replacement piston.
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uNITC Cataloging Systems
TOPIC 1 FACTORY PARTS SYSTEMS

This topic is planned to provide answers to the folio g questions:
' Are all parts numbering systems the same?

What is a nonsignificant pait number?
How can a part be identified if its number is not known?
Must the auto parts apprentice memorize the numbers of all the parts he or she works
with?
Are standard items, stich as nuts and flat washers, assigned part numbers?

Major similarities exist in all automobile manu-
facturer's cataloging systems. ExaMples taken from
the different catalogs are presentated in Figs. C-1
through C-9. From these examples the parts
apprentice may gaiTi an appreciation of the funda-
Mental concepts of parts catalog design and may
then apply these basic concepts in learning details
of the particular catalogs with which he or she
must work.

As the auto parts industry continues to in-
crease in size and complexity, the parts person
must spend a proportionately greater amount Of
time in study and use of the parts catalogs. An
example of this growth is one of GM's parts
catalogs. In, the 1940s, the Chevrolet Master Parts
Catalog 'contained less than 700 pages. The latest
combined Chevrolet catalog and price list has well
over 3,500 pages, an increase of 400 percent, or 25
percent per-YeaQ

Parts catalogs, are indispensable operating tools
of the parts department.-Without the information
they contain, it would be impossible for a parts
person to locate, identify, and price the merchan-
dise that he or she must handle. Consequently, a
thorough working knowledge of parts catalogs and
related manuals is essential if the parts employee is
to function at his or her best.

Parts Catalogs

A study of the major auto manufacturer's
catalogs reveals that they all have the same basic
structure. All contain an alphabetical and a
numerical index, and all present pictorial diagrams,
which usually precede each group division. Each
manufacturer uses a group number or parthumber

45
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prefix to identify the major assemblies and sub-
assemblies of the vehicle. And, of course, all
manufacturers use discrete part numbers to iden-
tify each individual part. In addition, manu-
facturers' catalogs present a wealth of related
information. to :aid the parts person in model
identification, interior trim classification, engine
and option specifications, ordering procedures, and
so forth.

- A nment of Parts Numbers

Each new art produbed by an automobile
manufacturer m be assigned a unique part
number to give it identity. The methods of
assigning part numbers differ slightly with various
manufacturers. Tvi, examples are the General
Motors block systems and_ the Ford Motor Coni-
pany expansion method.

In the General Motors system certain blocks of
numbers arassigned to specific manufacturing
divisions'. C-1). As new parts are designed by
the various divisions, each division assigns part
numbers in rotation from its block of numbers.
General Motors parts numbers are nonsignificant,
which means that no digit in the manufacturer's
part number identifies parts in a certain category.
For example, nothing within GM part number
3450745 indicates that it is a differential side
carrier bearing that is founfl in group 5.536.

Th GM manufacturer's part number, which is
a six' oioseven digit number, is used only to describe
an individual part; The same part number is used

'Permission to use Figs. C-1 through C-9 has been granted by the
manufacturers whosb catalogs are-represented and is gratefully
acknowledged..
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Auto° Parts

GENERAL MOTORS ENGINEERING STANDARDS

PART NUMBERING SYSTEM

FROM

ON

r

4

000,001

0450,001

100,001

150,000

229,000

230,001

232,001

252,501

6"1,001

275,001,

277,501
a

325,001

380,001

420,001

457,501

477,501

550,001

590,001

610,001

613,001

643,001

725,001

750,001 - --

771,001

790,001

800,001

05.001

835,501

840,001 - 870,000

870,001 897,000

897,001

900:001

910,001

910,251

930,001

930,501

TO NAME

050,000

100,000

149,999

rt8.992,.

230,000

232,000

252,500

271,000

275,000

77,590

e25,000

A$0,000

420,000

457,500:

477-i509

550,000

110,000
613,000

643,000

725,00fe

750,000

771,060,

- 790,000

800;000 s

835,000

835,800

840,000

900,000,s"

4.910,000

910,250

930,000

930,500

932,500

932,501 954,100

954,101 955,000

955,001 965,000

Dolco Products Division, Dayton, Ohio

GMC Truck & Coach Division, Pontige,,Michigan

:General: Motors StandarciParts

General Motors Standard Parts (Originally assigned to Buick.Division)t

Buick Motor Division/Flint, Mloblgan

'Oldsmobile Division, Lansing Axle Plant, Lansing, Michigan

G$ Truck & Coach Division, Pontiac, Michigan a

4

Saginaw Steering Gear Division, Saginaw, Michigan 4

General Motors Standard Parts (Originally assigned to Saginaw Steering Gear Division)

ChavroletDivislan, Detroit, Michigan (Originally assigned to Central

GMC Truck ei Coach Division. Pontiac, Michigan

Chevrolet Division, Warren, Michigan

Oldsmobile Divil)on, Lansing, Michigan

General Motors Standard Parts

47
Chevrolev-viVision, Detroit, Michigan

Pontiao Moton Division, Pontiac, Michigan

Oldsmobile D1:614on, Lansing, Michigan -(Muncie Products)

Chevrolet DivisionNearren, Michigan

WC Truck & Coach Division, Pontiac, Michigan

Frigidaire Division, Dayton Ohio -

.6H0 Truck ; Coach Division, (ultimo, Michigan

s of Canada, Ltd

SnlandanufacturLng Division,

Genorii MotOils Standard Tools

GMC Trucki Coach Division, Pontiac, Michigan

lco Reny Division, Andefson, Indiana

°search Staff, Warren, Michigan

hhevrolet Division, Warren, Michigan
'Cr

titc Spark Plug Division, Flint, Michigan

,,Cadlliac Motor Car Division, Detroit, Michigan'

6ruidaLamp Division, Anderson, Indiana
1!=

';rew Depnrture-Natt Bearingsldvision, Sandusky,

,Saginaw Products, Motor Division, Saginaw, Michigan

(aide Lamp Division, .Andersoh, Indiana

44neral Motors dof Canada Ltd., Canadian Products Plant,

44 Departure-Hyatt Bearings Division, Sandusky, Ohio

General Motors Standard Tools (Jason Steel Products)*

New Departure-Hyatt Bearings DivisloS, Sandusky, Ohio

General Motors Standard Tools

Oshawa, Ontario,

ayton, Ohio

Canada

Ohio

965,001 980.000 Buiok Motor Division, Flint, Michigan (Brown-Lipe -Chapin/
s

980,001 982,000 General Motors Parts Division (Buick Division Custodian)
982,001 983,500 General Motors Parts Division Oldsmobile Division Custodian) **Administered by
983,501 985,000 Oenaral Motors Parts Division Pontiac Division Custodian) thovrolet Parts
985,001 988,500 General Motors Parts Division' Chevrolet Division Custodian) and Accessories
988,501 990,000 General Motors Parts Division (Custodian Onessiened) Department 0
990,001 991,250 General Motors Parts Division (Cadillac Division Custodian) Detroit, Michigan
991,251 992,500 , General Motors Parts Division (Custodlan,Unassigned) ,

Approxiiately 1,000 numbers used by Saxon are it / divisional reoorda and will not be reassigned to tools.
ee Custodians should bo'contactedfor information relative to these part numbers.
t A portion of the original Buiok numbers are in divisional records and will not be reposigned to standard parth.

,s

Products)

Oshawa, Ontario, Canada

ENGRG 3703 7"."4-
Primed as U S A

PAGE yi - 21.101

Fig. C-1. General ftflotorsblock system for assigning parts numbers, (Page 1 of 5)
es

a
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Unit C, Topic 1

. GENERAL MDTDRS ENGINEERING STANDARDS

OART NUMBERING SYSTEM -4
--""7-

FROM TO NAME

992,501 ---- 1,000,0:0

1,04001 1,050,000

1,050,001 ---- 1,053.000

1,053,001 1,080400

1,080,001 1,100,003

1,100,001 ---- 1,120,000

1,120,001 ---- 1,150,000

1,150,001 1,153,000

1,153,001 ---- 1,154,000

1,154,001 ---- 1,156,000

1,156,001 ---- 1,160,000

1,160,001 ---- 1,161,000

1,161,001 ---- 1,164,000

) 164,001 ---- 1,200,000

1,200,001 ---- 1,230,000

1,230,001 1,400,000

1,400,001 ---- 1,500,000

1,500,001 ---- 1.600.003

1,600,001,-- - - 1,750,000

1,750,001 1003,000

1,800,001 ---- 1,835,000

1,835,001 2.030,pc0

2,000,001 - - -- 2,500,000

.2;500,001 2,806400

2,603.001 2,620,000

2.620,00f ---- 2;719,999

2,720,0q0-=-,-2,7Z5,003

2,725,001-1-- 2,739,999

2,740,000 ---- 2,765,000

2,765,001 ---- 2,779,999

2,800,000 ---- 2,805,000

2,605,001 2,829,999

2030.000 ---- 2,835,000

2,83.1;001 ---- 2,85,003

2,850,001 - - -- 2,865.000

2,865,001 ---- 2,900,000

, 2,900,001 ---- 2,930,000

2,930,001 2,960,000

2.903,001 ---- 2,990.000

2,990,001 ---- 3,000,000

3,000,001 ---- 3;160,000

3,160,001 3,800,003

3,200,001 ---- 3,283,499

3,283,500 ---- 3,28e,300

Buick Mo rDivision, Flint, Michigan (Brown-Lipe-Chaptn)

VauxhallMotors, Ltd., Luton, England

General Motors Parts Division, Administered by Chevrolet Parts and Accessories Dept.,
Detroit, Michigan (Originally assigned to General Motors G.m.b.H., Berlin)

Delco Products El41ston, Dayton,-Ohio

Cadillac Motor Car Division, Detroit, Michigan (Sub - Assemblies, No Drawing)

Delco Remy Division, Anderson,' Indiana

Frigidaire Division", Dayton, Ohio

Buick Motor Division, Flint, Michigan (Armstrong Spring)

General Motors Continental, Antwerp, Belgium

Blank (Originally assigned to General, Motors G.m.b.H., Berlin)

Delco Moraine Division, Dayton, Ohio

General Motors Prance, AC-Delco EI'vision, Clichy-Seine, France

Buick Motor Division, Flint, Michigan (Armstrong Spring)

Buick Motor Division, Flint, Michigan

Delco Radio Division, Kokomo, Indiana (Originally assigned to General Motors Radio Corp
& United Motors Radio)

Buick Motor Division, Flint, Michigan

Cadillac Motor Car Division, Oetrolt, Michigan
e

AC Spark Plug Division, Flint, Michigan

Cadillac Motor Car Division, Detroit, Michigan

General miotdrs of Canada, Ltd., Oshava,'Ontarin, Canada

Itexinnon Indistriea, ;Ad.. St, Catharines,, Ontario, Canada

Delcollemy Division, Andersen, Indiana

OHO truck & Coach Division, Pontiac, Michigan

Adaf Opel, A. On, Russelshein, oenman:4

sb* Departure-Hyatt Bearings DivAsion, Sandusky, Ohio

El (Originally assigned to New Departure-Hyatt Bearings Division)

New De ure-Ryatt Bearings Division, Sandusky, Ohio

Blank (Or Ily assigned to Mew Departure-Hyatt Bearings Division)
New Departure-Hyatt Bearings Division, Sandusky, Ohio

Blank (Originally assigned to New.Departure-Hyatt Bearings Division)

New Departure -Hyatt Bearings DivisiOn, Sandusky, Ohio

Blank (Originally assigned to New DSparture-Ryatt Bearings Division)

Nor Departure -Hyatt Bearings Division, Sandusky, Ohio

Blank (Originally assigned to New Departure -Hyatt Bearings Division)

General Motors Ltd.. Frigidaire Division. London, England (2,850,001 - 2,860,000
Orietli.ags1,1:2A:1411mpes:rture-Hyatt Bearings Division)

General Motors France, Frigidaire Division, Gennevilliors-Soirei France

New Departure-Hyatt Beariligi Div4sion,-Sanduakz, Ohio

Packard Electric Division, Warren, Ohio

General Motors South African, Ltd., Port. Elizabeth, South Africa

Harrison Radiator Division, Lockport, New York

Delco Products Division; Dayton, Ohio

Electro-Motive Division, LaGrange, Illinois (Originally assigned to Cleveland Diesel
/them Dison)

General Moivtors
i
South African, Ltd., Port Elisabeth, South &Erica (Originally assigned

to Cleveland Diesel !mum Division)

ENGRG STOS
PrIeserW U I A
PAGE W-81.102

or

Fig. C-1. General Motors block system for'assigning parts numbers (Page 2 of 5) \
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Auto Parts

GENERAL MOTORS. ENGINEERING STANDARDS

PART NUMBERINGSYSTEM

FROM TO NAME
3.289.301 ---- 3.292.799

3.292.800 ---- 5.3C0..000

3,300,301 ---- 3,330.699

5.330.700 ---- 3,340.000

3,340.001 ---- 3,350.099

---- 3,355,000

3,355,001 3,360.000

3,360,001 ---- 3,389,949

,,390,000 ---- 5,410.000

3,410,001 ---- 5,415.000

,415,001 ---- 3,430,000

3,430,001 ---- 3,470,000

!,4-0.001 ---- 3.500,000

5.500,005.---- 3,650,000

3.650,001 4.000,000

4.000.001 -- 4,150,085

4,150,086 ---- 4,159,999

4,160,000 ---- 4,230,076'

4,230.077 4,239,999,

4.240,000 ---- 4,300,241
A

4. 300,242 ---- 4,309,999

4,310,000 ---- 4,900,000

4,900,001 ---- 5,100,000

5,000,101 ---- 5,000,672

5.100,001 --A,- 5,200,000

5.200,001 ---- 5,225,000

5,225,001 ---- 5,226,000

5,226,001 ---- 5,236,000

5,236,001 ---- 5,260,000

5,260.001 -- 5,270,000

5,270,001 ---- 5,300,000

5,300.001. ---- 5,400,000

5,400,001 ---- 5,450,000

i5:450,001 ---- 5,475,000

5,475,001 ---- 5,A,C00

5,500,001 ---- 5,510,000

$410,001 ---- 5,560,000

5,560,001 - 5,660,00d

5,660,001 - - -- 5,710,000

5,710,001 ---- 5,710,981

5,710,982 - - - 5,720,000

5,720,001 --.. 5,740,000

5,740.001 ---- 5,745,000

5,745,001 5,755,000

5,755.001 -- 5,850,000

Electro-Motive Diviner. LaCrange Illlrola ( Orignially assigned to Cleveland Diesel
Engine Division)

General Motors Or Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico (Originally assigned to Cleveland Diesel
Erg ine Diviner)

Electro-Kotive Divinon, LaGrarge. Illinois (Originally assigned to Cleveland Diesel
Engine Division)

General Mot rs hew Zealand, Lid.. Wellirgton, hew Zealand (Originally assigned to
Cleveland Engine Division)

Electro-Motive Div non. LaGrarge, Illinois (Originally assigned to ClevelarA Diesel
Engine Division

General )Motors, Yid., Power and Industrial Division, Wellingborough, England (Originally
assigned to C eveland Diesel Engine Division)

Prtgldaire Products of Canada, Ltd.. Scarborough, Ontario, Canada (Originally assigned to
Cleveland Diesel Engine Division)

Eleetro-Motive Division. LaGrange, Minna (Originally assigned to Clevelaib Diesel
Engine divlsions

General Motors of Canada, Ltd , Oshawa, Ontario. tnada (Originally assigned to Cleveland
Diesel Engine Division)

Prigidaire Products of Canada, Ltd.. Scarborough, Ontario, Canada (Originally assigned to
Cleveland Diesel Engine Division)

General Motors South African. Ltd., Port Elizabeth, South Africa (Originally assigned to
Cleveland Diesel Engine Division)

Arlan Opel. A. G., Pusselshein, Germany

General Motors Prance, AC-Celeo Division, Clierty-Sel Prance (originally assigned to
Cleveland Diesel Engine Division)

Cadillac Motor Car Division. Detroit, Michigan (Sub-Assenblies, No Drawing)

,Chevrolet Division. Warren, Michigan

Planer Body Division, Warren. Michigan

Ternstedt Division, Warren, Michigan

Fisher Body Division, Warren, )&thigan

Ternstedt Division, Warren, Michigan

Plater Body Division, warren, Michigan

Ternstedt Division'', Warren, Michigan

Fisher Body' Division, Warren, Michigan ,)

Delco Products Division, Rayten, Ohio (Pornerly.Delco-Appliance Diviners)

Sunlight Electrical Division, Warren, Ohio (Duplication - Error)

Detroit Diesel Engine Division, Detroit, Michigan

Packard Electric Division. Warren, Ohio

General Motors Prance, AC-Delco Division, Cherry-Sake, Prance

Diesel Equipment Division, Grand Rapids, Michigan

General Motors Overseas Operations, Detroit, Michigan

General Motors of Canada, Ltd., Oshawa, Ontario, anaGa

Packard Electric Division, Warren, Ohio

Delco piodUcts Division, Dayton, Ohio

Prigidaire Division, Dayton, Ohio

Delco Moraine Division, EnYton, Ohio

General Motors Ltd., Frigidaire =vision. London, Ergland

General Motors Prance, AC-Delco tiyision, Clichy-Seine, Prime*

Delco Products Division, Darien, Ohio

14%

Spark Plug Division, Flint. Michigan

iraw Steering Gear Division, Saginaw, Michigan

Ternatedt Division, Warren, Michigan (Originally &aligned to /nstrdsent Plant)

Ternstedt Division, yarren, Michigan

Geatral Motors of Canada, Ltd., Oshawa, Ontario, Canada

Central Motors de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico

General Motors Argentina, Buenos Aires, Argentina

General Motors of Canada, Ltd., Oshawa, Ontario, Canada

ENGRG 3TDS
PrIoi41?.1) S A
PAGE 'W-21.103

Fig. Cel. General Motors block system for assigning parts numbers (Page 3 of 5I
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Unit C. Topic 1

GENERAL MOTORS ENGINEERING STANDARDS

PART NUMBERING SYSTEM

-

FROM, TO NAME

5,850.001 5,930.000

5.930.001 ---- 5.980,000

5,980.001 6,000,000

6.000.,01 ---- 6.216,400

6,215.401 6,219,000

6,219,001 6,220.500

6,220;501 6,228.300

6,228,301 ---- 6,255,499

6,235,500 ---- 6,239,200 K
6,239.201 ---- 6,245,499

6.245,500 ---- 6,245,800

6.245,801 ---- 6,250,500
V

6,250,501 ---- 6,255,500

6,255.501 6,275.000

6,275,001 ---- 6,285,499

6.285,500 6,285,700

6.265.701 ---- 6,300.500

6,300,501 ---- 6.533,830

6,300.e01 6,306,499

6.=06,50* 6,30e,500

6,308,501 6,400,000

6,400.001 ---- 6,500,000

6,500,001 6.530,000

.6,510,031 ---- 6,535,000

6,535,001 ---- 6,600.000

6,600.001 ---- 6,700,000

6,700,0X01 ---- 6,749,999
6,750,000 6,779099
6,783,000 ---- 6,829,949
6,829,950 ---- 6,859,999
6,840,000 ---- 6;903.000

9,900,001 - -- 6,902,000

:6:932.001 -c 6,995,000

:6,905,001 ---- 6.905,500

'6,905.501 6.910.503

6.910,501 ---- 7,000,000

7,000,001 ' - + -- 7,050,000

7,050,001 ---- 7,220,000

7,220.001 7,230,000

x 7,260,001 ---- 7,515,000

7,315,0017-, 7,365.000

7,365,001 -- 7,575,000

7,375,001 ---,7;450,000 .

7,450,0014 -- -- 7,499,999

7,500,000 ---- 7,501,200

7,501,201 ---- 7,549.999

7,550,000 7,552,300

Frigidaire Division, Dayton, Ohio

Guide Laza) Division, Anderson, Indiana

wydra-Matte Division. Ypsilanti. Michigan

Research Staff, Warren, Michigan

Central foundry Division. Saginaw, Michigan (Originally assigned to Fabricast Division)

Reserved

Research Staff, Mu-ran, Michigan

Adam Opel. A. G., Russellhelm, Germany

Research Staff, Warren, Michigan v.

General Motors South African, Ltd., Port Elizabeth, South Africa

Research Staff, Warren, Michigan

General Motors South African. Ltd., Port Elisabeth, South Arnica

Research Staff, Warren, Michigan

Chevrolet Division. Warren. Michigan

Fisher Body Division, Warren, Michigan

Research Staff, Warren. Michigan

Packard Electric Division, Warren, Ohio

Research Staff, Warren, MiChigan

Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., Luton. Ergland

Research Staff. Warr n, Michigan

Vauxhall Motors, Ltd., Lutsn, England

AC Spark Plug Division, Flint, Michigan

Allison Division (Aircraft Operations), Indianapolis, Indiana (Originally assigned to
Aeroproducts Division)

Electro-Motive Division, LaGrange, Illinois (Originally assigned to Cleveland Diesel
Engine Divialon)

Frigidaire, Division, Dayton, Ohio

'Adam Opel, A. 0., Basselsbein, Germany

Allison Division Aircraft Operation), Indianapolis, Indiana 1
Allison Divisinn Transzissibn Operational Indianapolis Indiana
Allison Division Aircraft Operations), Indianapolis, Indiana
Allison Division Transmission Operational Indianapolis Indiana
Allison Division Aircraft Operations), Indianapolis, Indiana

Egineering Staff Marren, Michigan (Originally assigned to Chevrolet-Cleveland Division)

General Motors de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico

Engineering ;tart, Warren, Michigan (Originally assigned to Chevrolet-Cleveland Divialon)

Gene7a1 Motors de Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico

General Motors Mosel Ltd., London, Coltarib, Canada

Rochester Products Division, Rochester, Mew York

Vauxhall Motors, ktd., futon, England

General Motors, Ltd., AC-Delco Division, tunatable, England

Delco Radio Division, Kokomo, Indians

General Motors do Brazil, Sao Paulo:, Brazil

General Motors Mew Zealand Ltd., Wellington, Mew Zealand

General Motors Holden's ltd., Melbourne, Australia

New,Departure-Rystt Bearings Division..Sandusky,'Ohio

Euclid (Great Britain) Ltd., Newhouse, Lanarkshire,, Scotland

higidaire Division, Dayton, Ohio

Euclid (Great Britain) Ltd., Newhouse, Lanarkshire, Scotland

Peewit. USA

Tt4GRG SIDS PAGE W-21.I04 .

Fig. C-1. General Motors ock system for assigning parts numbers (Page 4 of 5)
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Auto Parts

GENERAL MOTORS ENGINEERING STANDARDS

PART NUMBERING SYSTEM

PROM TO NAME
7,3s2,ac.,---- I '3ef.nse Research Ihboratories Goleta, Callfcimin

. ----"DIVItforY. Warren. mAhlgan

7,000,0c. Zaginaw Steering Gear Division, Saginaw, Hichlgar

.339 9=9

7,940,C00 ' )00

7,950,00:

9,000,0015.--

8,500,001

a,kso,00:

9.600,00'

0,870.001

9.990.001

9,000,001 ---- 9,001,000

9,001,001 ---- ',341,999

9,35'0,000

9,400,001 ----.71:-00,000

9,700,001 -tn.: v.-25,000

3,725,001 :,741,000

9,740,001 -4-- 3. -,Z.000

9,770,001 9,,00,000

9,800,001 ---- 7,100,000

9,902,001 ---- 3,915,000

9,914,001 ----9,320,000

9.920,001 9,350,000

9,900,001 ?,999,999,

AC Electronics Divdsion, Milwauk,et Wizcorsir

Telco Radio Division, Kokomo, Ind,ana

AC Electronics Division, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

General Motors Ltd., AC-Delco Division. punstable, 5ngl3n4

Electro-MotIve Division, LaGrange. Illinois

4arrison Radiator Division, Lockpert, New York

AC Electronics Division, Milwaukee, disconsin

Hydra-Vatic Division, Ypsilanti, Michigan

Blank

Vauxhall Motors Ltd., Luton, England

CSC Truck * Coach Division, Pontiac, Michigan

Mydra-Matic Division, Ypsilanti, Michigan

Blank (Originally assigned to Allison Division)

Adam Opel, A. 0., Russelshela, Gernany (Originalli assigned to Allison Division)

Blank (Originally assigned to Allison Division)

Defeo Reny Division, Anderaon, Indiana

Euclid Division, Cleveland, Ohio

Euelid (Great Britain) Ltd:, Newhouse, Lanarkshire, Scotland

General Motors Standard Parts

Ternstedt Division, Warren, Michigan (Originally assigned to Brown-Lipe-Chapin Division)

Serrated* Division, Warren, Michigan (Originally assigned to Aircraft Standard Parts)

Inland Kanufacturiag Division, Dayton, Ohio

Pontlac'itor Division, Pontiac, Michigan

Blank iCriginally assigned to Eastern Aircraft Division)

Vauxhall Motors Ltd-. Luton, Eland

GenerarMotors de Venezuela, C. A., Caracas, Venezuela

Blank

General Motors Standard Engineering Materials and Processes

.

Rqs- ,Pdoed is USA
PAGE W-21.105

, Fi11 .'" aeneral Motors block system for assigning parts numbers (Page 5 of 5)..-
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Unit C, Topic 1

by all divisions (Chevrolet, Pontiac, Buick, Olds-
mobile, Cadillac, and GMC Truck) to describe the
same part. Hence, if a certain part were used on
Pontiac products and on Chevrolet products, both
divisions would use the same part number to
identify that part.

Ford Motor Company part numbers, however,
are formed by expanding the basic group numbers
that subdivide the parts catalog. Ford part numbers
are significant in that they ideptify the nature,
location, and application of the part to which they
are, assigned. For example, Ford part number
C3AZ 6303A indicates to the experienced Ford
parts person that the number is for a erankshaft
(all crankshafts have the basic number 6303) and
that it fits a 1963 series A vehicle (C3 means 1963,
and A identifies the model). By the addition of
proper prefixes (C3AZ is a prefix) and suffixes (the
final A in the part number above is a suffix), new
parts can be added to the existing system and still
retain the basic group information. Any new crank-
shaft will be assigned the basic part number 6303,
but the prefix and suffix will change (Fig. C-2).

The Ford parts catalog is divided into sections,
which are further dividedtto basic groups (Fig.
C-2). The basic group numbers are divided into
subgroups, which are the basis for constlucting
individual part numbers. The assignment of Ford
part numbers, then, depends upon the individUal
subgroup divisions already established (Fig. C-3).

Group Numbers

Group numbers are particularly important to
those manufacturers' systems whose part numbers
are, nonsignificant. In the General Motors example
above it was noted that GM part number 7450745
indicates nothing about the nature and application
of that particular part. In such systems, one must
turn to the group number for information which
will give meaning to nonsignificant part numbers.

The group number sequence of each of, :the
major automobile manufacturers is given in Figs.
C-2 and C-4. Although these group divisions vary in
number and interpretation, a basic similarity exists
among all of them. Each group division represents
a major section or area of the vehicle, and each
group is divided into subgroups within which,
discrete parts may be identified.,

In. the General Motors system, the group
numerals before the decimal point identify the
major 4emblies or systems in the automobiles,
numerals after the decimal relate to subassemblies
or individual parts. Referring to the earlier example

d.

of GM group 5.536, the 5. refers to a rather lafge
group section of the book which contains the data
on parts for the operating brake, propeller shaft,
and rear axle. Further, division of the 5.000 group
,separateg these, three units, and it is not until one
refers to a subgroup 5.536 that the nature of the
specific part can be found. Then, subgroup 5.536
can be identified aS a specific subgroup (Bearing-
Bearing Assembly-Race, Diffeiential Side) within a
larger group system (Fig. C-5).

A method of 'dividing parts into major groups
and subgroups is followed in all automotive parts
catalogs. Although the various manufacturers have
assigned different numbers, to each group and
subgroup, the basic systems are similar. As a
beginning exercise, it is a good idea for the parts
apprentice to memorize the major gtoup divisions
of the catalog with which he or she is working.
This is a reasonable task, since most catalogs
contain less than 25 major group divisions.

Group numbers seldom change, whereas part
numbers may change frequently. Therefore, it is
not advisable for the parts apprentice to attempt to
memorize large blocks of part numbers, because
there are too many and they change too often. The
group numbers are more stable and are used so
frequently that they should be committed to
memory. The parts apprentice will find that it is a
decided advantage to. be able to tum quickly and
efficiently to the major group within which the
needed part can be found.'

Use of the Catalog

Three general methods are used in loc'ating
parts in the manufacturers' catalogs. Iwo of the
methods are used frequently, while the third is
used less often. The most common method, of
locating parts is by referring to the noun name as
listed in the alphabetical index. The alphabetical
index is keyed to the group number system of the
book and leads directly to the numerical group
under which the part can be found.

A request for a fan blade for a 1975 Cadillac
Coupe de Ville with air conditioning, for example,

14 would lead to group 1.064 (Fig. C -6). Although
c this page was reproduced froin a Chevrolet alpha-
betical index, it will provide the correct group
umber, because all GM divisions use; the same

group system. When one turns to group 1.064 in
the Cadillac catalog, and runs down the Series,
column to "1973 exc. 75, CC," then reads ado
in the Specifications column to "Air conditioning,
7 blade type.," it is found that the desired part

54)



52 Auto Parts

FORD CAR PARTS SICTION 63
1

,.._. I moon. 1 .7-,1-r...-"I DESCRIPTION 74.711 PART NUINISTI

_PT
62/

4A302 PIN - CRANKSHAFT RIAR OIL Si/it:
X .13 - - -1;8
B. A 18

344.11 .094"/.095" O.D. -.311'1ong-poInted
221

---1
1 1

1 I

CODZ 6A302-A

6303 CRANKSHAFT ASSY.
T44 160/ X I 6 29,005" overall length C2DZ 6303-B

61/ X,B 6 170 I 29.005" overall length
215 j 30.90' overall length

I

1

C2DZ 6303 -A
B3A 6303-A52/53 A

83 03 I 6-
6

1 200 T 1 C2OZ 6303-A
54/60- A 223 31.28" overall length-when Used to replace

EBF 6303-A for service, spacer B4A 6434-A
mist be used betweenthe crankshaft& f/wheel

I B8A 6303-E

61 A 8 223 1 A. 28"o/alllength-rep1. by C2AZ 6303-A (11-82 1 CIAE 6303-B
62/ A "Before 5/1/83" B 223 1011 squirt holes have 909 chamfer -use with

CIAE 6200-D rod
1 C Z 63 3-

63
9 751

IA "From 5/1/63" 1 6 1 223 1 lise with C3AZ 6200-E rod & C3AZ 8211-A brg. 1

1

--T-

S C3AZ 6303 -M
814T11 6303-B
C2OZ 6303-A

A 8
8

226
221;2811,

_31.27" overall length-.78" diarn.hole rear flange
24,145" overall length62[ B, A

49/53 A 8 239 . '1 EAB 6303-A
54

-

A 8

-11-X7229

239

t264289

When used to'replace EBU 6303 -B,
B4A 6434-A flywheel to crankshaft spacer
mist also be used

25. 808" overall length-2. 1880"/2. 1888" 0. D.
connecting rod-2. 4980"/2. 4088" 0. D. main
bearing journalsF.-f

I

1 0

. B4A 6303 -B

B9TE 6303-A

C3AZ 8303-F

15/62 A,S

63 IA, X 1 8
63 B Special (4/B carb. ) 3

71F-312-
8 . 1 C3OZ 6303-B

58[57 A, S oven
7.935" crreralith-5 8"-18 x 1.42" hole
front end-2.4380"/2, 4388" 0.D. connecting
rod-2:7484"12. 7492''''0.1:emain bearing
journals -TEDC

27.935 overall length- 5/g" -1S x L 42" hole
front end-2:4380"/2A388" 0.D, connecting
rod-2. 7484"/2. 7492" 0:D. main bearing
journals -$EDT o

1

I

I

BOA 6303-C
89A ,13303-B

Oar 't 4

kitiAl 6303-A

I '

58/59 A

-

8 332

35258/60 A,S
,

t''

8

762
4

:

,

27.935" overall length-5/ 8 " -18 a 1.42" hole
front end-2.4310"/2,4 8" 0. D. connecting rod
-2.7484"/2.7492 0. main bearing journals-
iieDD-3 1/2" from center line of journal to
center line of crank pin

1 COAE 6303-B
r-

63 A 8 352 1 C3AZ 8303-A
60 _A Special (4/B carb.) 8 1 352 1 COAE 6303-D
81/82 A-except Special 4/B 4 8/B carb.,3
81/82 P/I -"Before 1/15/62"

.

.

8
8

3911 27.935 overalLle - 5/18' " -18x 1.424-hole
396 . front end-2.438 '/2.4388", 0. a connecting:rod

-2.7484"/2.7 2" 0. D. main bearing Journals-
'MAE- ' trOm center line of journal to
center line of crank pin

1

1

C1AE 8303-A.

.

,
63 IA(except P/I),S I8 39 Use with CIA; 6200-C rods-"Be111/1/132"

SC3AE 8303-E :use with C3AZ 62110-13 rods
1I C3AZ 8303-B

*C3AZ 8303.063 A(except Piths 8 390

27. 935"overall length-5/5" -18 x I. 8b" hole
- front end- 2. 4380"/2. 4388" O. D., connecUng

rod-2. 7484"/2. 7472" 0. D. main bearing
journals loll grooves in main bearing journals

1 1 C1Ak- 8303-D
,,

81/62 A Special (4 /1156/b earl%)

-_
6 13x0

62 P/1
62 A Special (4/B 4 8/B carb,)

8 390 Use with C2AZ`13200-A rods-Vrom 1/15/82"
8 406 r 1

1

C2AZ 8303-B

63 A Special (4/B k 8/B carb,) 8 427 "Before 2/4/63" -real. by C3AZ 8303-G (1-83) 1 C3AZ 8303-E'63 A Special, P/I 8 390406 4011 grooves on all main - bearing journals 1 C3AZ 8303-C
63 A Special (4/B & 8/B carb,) 8 427 "From 2/4/63" /4 1 C3AZ 6303 -G

';9/60 S'. 8 430 29.23" overall length -5 /8"118 tapped hole at
front end -rent. by C2VY fle3-A (I-83)

CIVE 6303-A

59/60 i 8 430 N2) drilled holes in No, 4 5 journals 1 C2VY 8303-A. I ,-- 4/
$ !lentil teadtpi earktng t- II*

, comma
. , ......-....

(member ? 1962
o noi-TORO worm OKINff -KAMM/I, A11000.01

I

. .

----"',

Fig. C-2. Specimen pages of Ford parts catalog, showing basic grouping arrangement (Page 1 of 2)
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Unit C, topic 1

41

4:x

8 GENERAL
INFORMATION FORD CAR PARTS,

eft
FORD BASIC-GR-OUP-NUMBERS-and----

RELATED CATALOG SECTION NUMBERS

Following is an index of the basic group numbers and their related catalog section numbers.
A more detailed listing of the basic group numbers, their related,expansibn numbers and
functional areas is shown on thy next three pages.

BASICASC CROUP NUMBER CT No. BASK CROUP NUMBER
CATALOG

SECTION 40 BASIC CROUP NUMBER sCiATALCG140. BASIC GROUP NUMBER MC710N 110.

CHASSIS PARTS CHASSIS PARTS CHASSIS PARTS BODY ARTS
.

Miscellaneous Paint 7100 - 7199 71 10000 - 10299 100 00000 - 02999 000
1000 - 1999 10 7200 - 7299 72 10300 - 10599 103 03000 - 04199 030
2000 - 2199 20 7300 - 7499 73 10600 - 10999 106 04200 - 09999 042
2200 - 2299 22 7500 7599 e 75 now - 11999 110 10000 - 19999 100
2300 - 2399 23 7600 - 7999 76 12000 - 12999 120 20000 - 20999 200
2400 - 2999 24 13000 - 13399 130 21000 - 21999 210'
3000 - 3499 30 13400 - 13699 134 22000 - 22999 220

3500 - 3599 35 7000 - 7999 13700 - 13999 137 23000 - 23999 230
3600 - 3999 36 (Automatic Trans.) A70/A 14000 - 14399 140 24000 - 25999 240
4000 - 4599 40, 40. 1 Identification A70 14400 - 14499 144 26000 - 26999 260
4600 - 4999 96 .f/2.1 - 1960 A71 14500 - 14999' 145 27000 - 27999 270
soog -,5199 ,50 z F/M/2- 1960/64 A73. _ 1501Q,- 15999 - .f.150 ,28000 - 28999 280 1 -t

5200 - 5299 52 C/M - 1960/ A75 16000 - 16599 160 . 29000 - 29499 290
5300 - 5399 53 C4 - 1964/ A76 16600 - 16999 166 '29500 - 29999 295

5400 5999 '54 8000 - 8499 80 17000 - 17199 170 30000 - 39999 300
(woo - 6199 60 8500 - 8999 85 17200 - 17399 172 40000 - 41999 400
6200 - 6299 62 9000 - 9299

'9300
90 17400 - 17599 175 42000 - 42999 420

6300 - 6499 63 - 9399 93 17600 - 17999 176 4300p - 43999 430
6500 - 6599 65 9400 - 9499 94 18000 - 18299 180 44000 - 49999 440
6600 - 6899 66 4 9500 - 9999 95 18300 - 18999 184 50000 - 50999 500
6900 - 7099 70 CARBURETOR PARTS LISTS 95A 19000 - 19999 190 51000 - 51999 - 510 -,,..

CARILIIIT COMPONENTS 95B ..

. .

...... 52000 - 62999 520
53000.- 59999 530

. 60000 - 60999 - 600
. 61000 - 61999 610

, 62000 -69999 620
0000 - 69999 Soft Trim

(AI APPLICABLE) (y SAW Tes.)

, o

. r .

. .

' I
. _. . .

Fig. C-2. Specimen pages of Ford parts catalog, showing basic grouping arrangement (Page 2 of 2)
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59,

Auto Parts

FORD CAR PARTS INFION-
BODYBASIC NUMBERS AND CORRESPONDING FUNCTIONS (C.n$teaid)

L

IMPORTANr AS LAOS INDIVIDUAL EXPANSiON SERIES BECOMES EXHAUSIID OF NUMBERS, ANOThER SERIES
WILL BE UTAIUSNED BY USE OF Th NEXT ALPHABETICAL EXPANSION s.rn sues *s "v'nsau six,,

conSIoasi 6 iice-t IeaTOe COMtANy-DIAAIOON U9C1IIGAI4 -:

-

4-43999 4Xs4*g 141 CatS SkIP Aaty ' 54932-54999 549AC0549A99 IOOt kreatdatoe

43962-43149 431AO-437A49 ,Back Does Lack Aaty. SS-5St99
592621

5367*59 S51A99
552*62550*99

Tap Loaja5. Carder

43150-43199 431A30-131A99 Tad Gate Lack Usi
-? Seat 43ap. C Lou Th.o43262-43399

43420-43499
431*62
4-431499 2562049 600*20 620A49 Seas Seatdaay.Opera Seat,Aasy.

4356213699 435462 436*99 Lewis Coii,pL Loclaej Haadt, 000050 663*74 Froet Seat Alsy.
43720-43799 637AC0-437A99 aci w.*Ru* 75-EC099 , 600A75.603A99 ,RCar Seat Costeoe 62oy
430-43Z99 430*20130*99 LoflapColrçL. Sorçer & 60162-60924 GOIA62 609*24 Ddee(o Seat Adaotsntnt

6292540199 601*29 001A99 Roar Seat Sick Aaoy.-74t,ck Seat
43962.43991
44-u999

439*00-439699
uoou *40499

Tail Gate Bamper & Dowet
SaCk Wiodow R46otator y

6226243299 602*62 eO2A99
Sack Asai e

Drives's s.at Sick Auy. Coup
4419*43199 441A03 441A99 Sick Door CWck 20)3240499 603*02 604A99 Frost Seat Cackieli Frau.. Aaiy.
44262-44299 442*03-442A99 LaiCompL Ud 0056240799 605402 e07A99 Rear Seatia Fra

Ala. Seat Cooi.ioe Fumto9
Opera Siat Coddle r,amioi

*4040599 44160O44SA99 66200-60999 00A02609A99 OrIW(I Seat Coildol F;am90$It299 61OA02612A99 r,osjSodSickrrmkI

44662-44059 446*02-446*99 Sick Rail. Bracteti 6I)32-z399 693*59-613499. Ru, Seat Sick Frau..
44765.44759 447A62-447A99 Sick Door Rail. I 6t4004499 6t4A02-614A99 Rear Seat Ste. PiUsrfroat Seat
41)32-44959 430*9*449*99 LaUaie Coesyt. Opootci Read e
45.45099 450*03-450*99 Tail Gate R.Ielcecsis,a( 69562-6 99 695*03- 615A99 Scar Seat SOda Paosl
4519*45199 4S1A62-151A99 Coupt Orate Tr0U09 . 6I60)499 616A02 676*99 Frset Seat Sick Plait
4529*45299
45993.49399

452A02 450*99
453403-1S3A99

des
Sick Gestate

61703-61*99 617*99-646499 Froet Seat Adoitial

10420-45999 454A03.155499 ta5a. Covept Tile.
6190362099
62162-62299

619A03 620*99
629*62 622A99

Delver. Seat Ad joltelset
Froet Seat Sick 5,101

45-45499 456400-196A99 LeWis lest COupt 6230-02399 623*20623*99 Odes?. Back 6.100.
45720-45799 451A03-407A99 Le30s Coapt Pa434,oe Beard 17403-42499 624493 624A99 Rear Seat Sick 6.101
45ac0-45099 450*62456*99 L103a5e Coe.pt Rut 8oafd 425042559 625*03-625*99 Delver £ Pooavtgu Seat Sepçcrt
45500-45999
44-14599

459003-459A99
463*62100699

Loa49 Cempt. Lamp Aeay 4
LaiLaZe Cee'paatment Packats 62O-6fl99 626AC0-627A99

Seat Seat Lap
Frost Seat floic Rest Toe Curd

16162-14109
46262-66299

46tA93-161A99
462610-462A99

Tool Cea.pt
Duck Slap

623042999

623040099

6205962622*99

629662-&3tA99

Froet Seat Sack Rot,. Coed
Froet Seat Sick *09 Sacrotad.

Frost Seat Cask.oe CorerRue,
- Slat Opera Seat Cestdoo

4' --
4-44399 443962-443*99 Sick Door 3km 6210)43199 631A00431A99 Frost Seat Cetl.loe SpoleR
4630-4*499 4649Ce3-464A99 fau compo. mrs -- - Ceeter Seat
46503-44w 445A90-409A99

470*62-472699 Spats
Opera Seat C,asjaloa Spt°i
Boar Seat Ceildos Spetog

4130-17999 4733C0-171A99
rta.set

Opso - 326243299_ ' -632020-432*99 seat C,esiIoe Pad
1-11099
14199-49999

46369*430A99
4015920-499499

Seat Beck y, -- 6330-63399. -
134C043499

... 633*20633*99
234A62-634A99

Seat Cestitoe Feclag

7207092090 72002A03-70520499 Rce(Auy.
Seat C6skte Cod Pe

Btt05 -

50120.50199 541*9*501*99 cpAaty, 13500-43699 636*9*636*99' SeatCesteoe Welt Sadla
50362-50299 502*03502699 RoeS PareS 6372043799 637*99437*99 Froet Seat SOd. Cirdet
5030.54599
5-50719

503*10 505*99
S46ACO-507A99

Teja stat tow
Top Operas.m Msdd,.9m 6444Ot9 6400*99

Ru Coildoa COrer
Detk Seat Ceskios Cover

Dd,ee'.eat Scar Corer51299
5fl99

506*20512*99
513000-5t3999

Root Red. R.taleers
Boot' Rail Aaa.mSty 6420344399 6425920 643*99 Partltios Midas Operating Meck.

51499-51599 5tU00-StSAS9 Tc,Aas lOses Lamp 6046244559
64w-64659

641020-445A99
646*02-644*99

F009 Seat Back CesMs. Cover
Seat Rack I Pad Any.

-
. scat Rack DMsloe Frau..

147034419 667403-667A99 Frost Seat Reck SootogCeater
51-51699
5179*51719

5l6ACO-516A39
517*9*517*99

Root II Slat.
Rood DrIp S Fleiak Stoeldieg Seat Rack Pad

- 5002041139 -570*20-510*99 Root Faiths. 9699 Frost Seat Beds Catdkeetd
5330. 5tSo9*5t9A99 RoodT,9*PaortIteadtletst - -. - DiomRuCOtdkOSfdCatif

Co.. CeetieSlt*Ce3-522699 Root H.a16eM Secç'os
- 653046950 456220-450*99

Seat
Frost lest Back5230-52399 00°521A99

30462024499
Rood 5104
sootceetto. -

20962-49199 651A62-65tA99
Fac10

FrostTeatSaaTrtsRal
5059*3099 - S25*10-525A99- Top Back 6.9410 ' is-sm sioo.o0*t9 Frost St lick C.ateos Welt S
309*02699
6230-5230

526*03436*99
521*00-529*39

Opes
Top lickS sRdel easier - 653062-453499

55449*451439
Frtlt Back Waddte6

54303
53103-53119

599A9*533A99 Top Slack-T uiost Seat Back Mao. Tr19-

53304330
530449-539A99
532*9*532499

Top Usda. FRIes
Top Cir - 69C62S9 3049*655*39

5330-03399 533*20-533*99
Back -

Nydiaslescroup -

660A20483A19 Ps09391 Soot533053619 534*02-534*19 Top Ceotate Coetairtee
419046599
0030-66669

3030-665*19
206*62466*99

Opee

- - - . -

Boa Slot Peck Cuom
O.ckSaitltcxCovic

5550-S3S- S35AD3-S3SA99' TqldeFrostCwjIe 0030-W1S - 667*10-417*39 RurSe.tI.ckSpe10
5330-53619 536962-53300 Tap 514. Bear Cictelu - -1 Deck $ait lack Opflog
3060-63219 537*02-537*19 T6p Coven, Path ted Ritatoesa 193040119 64*620-66*499 Best 3d Sack Pad
5330-53*59 53D000-530939 9asrWCaetaM - DeckSest Back Pad

535*00-042*99 .
-

coMing Tip 113016615 559*62469419 - liii Ru Cicdbestd -

5430-5430
542*00542*99 -

563*9*543*99 10
Top Back Stay
Root Pads 4 WaddleS3eeoeta

4230-1730
42959-41394

670020-625*99
173*62471499

Ru lack FacI(
Rut Peck C.dI A,* leak

5430-54499 54UO3-544A19 .' To, DedHoed I Ceetaluit
5430-54559 545002-545*39;

54409*544*99-;
Dpi.
Top

022017299 672*62472639 RuSestAmReat

759 547A03.U7A59
-

FaldlutCompt 422047399
0215941349

673*09473*i9
17

Seer Sad Slum
Ieee Sesttlideeed

I
Fig. C-3. Fbrd basic parts numberinj system (Page 3 of 3)- '
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Unit C, Topic 1

MASTER PARTS LIST

CHASSIS PARIS SECTION
../

This Parts List is effective September 1, 1964

The "List Prices" shown in 4his Parts List are suggested prices only
for sales to consumers.

ISSUED BY:

4

Parts and Prices are subject to change or removal without notice.

GENERAL
INFORMATION

PAINT CHARTS

PARTS HISTORY

ALPHABETICAL
INDEX

ILLUSTRATION
INDEX

ACCESSORIES

GROUP 0
, ENGINECLUTCH

GROUP I
COOLINGOILING

GROUP 2
CHASSIS ELECTRICAL

UG HTING

GROUP 3
FUELCARBURETION

EXHAUST,

GROUP 4
TRANSMISSION

HYD BRAKE CONTROL

GROUP 5
WHEELSBRAKES

PROP SHAFTREAR AXLE

GROUP 6
FRONT SUSPENSION

STEERING

GROUR7
FRAME SPRINGS

SHOCKSBUMPERS

GROUP 8
HOODFENDERS

HEATERSTD. PARTS

GROUP 94
AIR COND.BODY MOUNTS

INSTR. CLUSTERMISC

GROUP 10
DOORSREGULATORS

WINDSHIELDWIPERWASHER

GROUP 11
SEATSADJUSTF.R

CENTER. QUARTER. BACK WINDOW

GROUP 12
BODY FRAMEPANELS

MOLDINGS

GROUP 13
BODY WIRING

OONV. TOP TRIM

GROUP 14
CONY. TOP HARDWARE

INTERIOR TRIM

GROUP IS
RPETS

REAR COMPT. TRIM

TRIM CHARTS

GROUP 70
STATIONERY

Printed in U.S.A. CodIlloc Motor Cor Envision C) 1964 Gomm, Motors Corporation TWENTY NINTH EDITION

5-78057 S.

Fig. C-4. Automobile manufacturers' parts groups (Page 1 of 4)
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Auto Parts

-
- . PagesC H R INF-1 General-In-formation

P11.1 Ports Packages

PASSENGEWCAR PARTS CATAL G PT-1 Police -Taxi
_

"A" .SERIES
1965 N.r....

s.

.

PLYMOUTH
. ..

DODGE
.

DART .

- CHRYSLER
..

. IMPERIAL
...

.

.

1-1
Group 1
Accessories

2-1
Group 2
Front Suspension

3-1
Group 3
Axle - Rear

4-1
Group 4
Brake - Parking

5-1
Group 5
Broke - Service
Group 6

6-1 Clutch

7-1 Group,7 '
Cooling
Group 8

II-1 Electr icol
Group 9
Engine
Grouls 10,0_, Oiling ,ii.;Engine

Group 11
Exhaust

12-1
Group 12
Fepders and Sheet Metal

13-1
Group 13
From..:
Group 14

14-1 Fuel
.

1-1 Group 15
5

Hood
Group 16

16-1 Prop. Shaft A Univ. Jt.
Group 17

17-1 Springs
.

- . .

.
... NOVEMBER 1964.

.. .
.

18-1
Group 18
Standard Parts

i4.1 'Group.19
.

Steering
Group 21

21-1 Transmission

22-1 Group 22
Wheels

r---
PARTS DIVISION CHRYSLER

MOTORS CORPORATION -

Group 2323-1 1506
23

IT-I
Group
Interior Trim

. .. .

DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48231. .

. . .
-..t

24-1 Air Conditioning

AL-1 Alphdbetical Index ,
..

NU-1 Numerical Index
2 -

X-1 Vendor Cross Reference
1-

Fig. C4. Ai tomobile manufacturers' parts groups (Page 2 of 4) )
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Unit C, Topic 1

GENERAL INFORMATION

ENGIN)!

2 I COOLING - GRILLE

3
ELECTRICAL

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER

4 I FUEL EXHAUST

5 CLUTCH

6
STD. - OD. - HYDRA.

TRANSMISSION

7 I SHIFTING .

$ I &RAKES . WHEELS

REAR AXLE
PROP. SHAFT

10
FRONT SUSPENSION

STEERING GEAR

11
ROAD SPRINGS

SHOCK ABSORBERS

12
HOOD

FENDERS - BUMPERS

13
HEATER

AIR CONDITIONING.

14 CHASSIt MISCELLANEOUS

15 ACCESSORIES

14'
AUTOMATIC

TRANSMISSION

17I STANDARD PARTS

20 BODY SHEET METAL

WINDSHIELD WIPER
22 COWL VENT. INST. PANEL

DOORS. LOCKS
23 HANDLES - DOOR 'VENTS

241 REAR QUARTER VENTS

25 GLASS - dilANNELS

26 BODY MOLDINGS

27 1 BODY HARDWARE

29 I TRIM MATERIAL

30 BODY MISCItLANIOUP

TRIM CHART

59

PARTS CATALOG
F-14075

I.

American Motors Corporation Parts and Distribution Services Division

3280 S. Clement Ave. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 Printed In U.S.A.

Fig. C-4. Automobile manufacturers' parts groups (Pali' 3 of 4)
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DATSUN 616
SEDAN HARCIT

`USA CANADA
CARTS CATALOG

Pub. No. C-0160U

MODEL 6 c) SERIES
6

NISSAN MOTOR CO., LTD.
17-1, GINZA, 6-CHOME, CHUG -KU

TOKYO, JAPAN

-Phone: TOKYO 543.5523

Telex: NISMO J2 2503

Cable Address: "NISMO" TOKYO.

re' 1973 NISSAN MOTOR 'CO., LTD.
.

,,i

Fig. C-4. Automobile manufacturers' parts groups (Page 4 of 4)
.
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Unit C, Topic 1 61

5.533 PAD-SCREW-NUT, fine 04,0,

38.55 UTILITY (1st Ser.).
46-60 I TON,
59 Ser. 3A w /4/WD thrust 370463. 1 .45

40-55 UTILITY (1st Ser.),
46-60 %. 1 TON .. SCREW, thrust pad 1'4-14'1 3%) -3652255 1 .65

40-55 UTILITY (1st Ser.).
46.60 Y. 1 TON

5.535 LUBRICANT, !lipoid Gear

ALL PASS., CORVETTE. % TON
w 'P /Trap

ALL PASS.. CORVETTE. '4 TON
wrPrTrac-

7H thrust pad screw ('4 -14) ..... ... 121951 1 (8.916)

special hypold (1 quart container) ... 1050015 A.R.(8.800)

special hyped (IS gel.)

5.536 BEARING-BEARING ASSY. -RACE Differential Side .

38-54 PASS. (exc. FA, FD),
53.55 CORVETTE (Hutt A 11360) (Hy 11360 Z) . 127861 2 8.15

NOTE: Must be installed in sets of two on 1939-40 taadels.
38-53 UTILITY,
54-55 l'4TON, (exc. 2-SPD.) (1st Set.) .. 1.(Hyatt-/V11820) (Hy I I 820 Z)

INOTE. Must be installed ss an assembly and in sets of two on 1938-39 models.
40-42 C0101.,
46-56 '4 TON.

756-56 PASS.,
56 CORVETTE
57-59 Ser. 3A w /4/WD
57-59 PASS.. CORVETTE. '4 TON (exc.

'4 TON w/P/Trac.).
60-62 PASS.. CORVETTE, '4 TON,
63-64 PASS.,
63 Set. 10 (4/WD) (1st Set.)
4665 f "ON
57-59 Set. 3E-3G w/4/WD
54-55 2 TON (prod.) (1st Set.)

't 58-59 '4 TON. w /Trar.
63-65 CORVETTE. Set. 10 (exc. 4/WD).
63-65 Ser. 10 (4/31D) e2nd Ser.).
64-65' G-10 w/3.73. 1.11 ratio,
65 PASS. w/4 arm suspension
58 '4 TON w/P/Trae
64 1 AID
60.63 4/11D

63 CORVETTE
64-65 0-10 w13.36 ratio,
65 PASS.. w/3 am suspension

Not required in this aroup. Se.
reruns 6.311, 6.313

Notzeqtured in this group. Ste
you; 6.313 .

2-SPD. (1st Ser.)
2-SPD. w/Vac. Shift (1st Ser.),
'4 TON w/P/Tmc..

39-55
46.55
58-59

' w /P/Trac.,
1 Mb

60.63 4/1712
63-64 CORVETTE.

Ser. 10,
64 G-I0 w/3.73, 4.11 ratio

Own*.
Oesemg

1483991 2 13.55 ..,

(Hyatt CX 11445) 7450365 2 9.25
front axle.

(Hyatt A 159286 Z)
(Hyatt D 11786) (Hy 11766 Y),
front axle
(Hyatt ICC 11948Y)
w/roller (Timken 25590)

BEARING ASSY.. rest.;
front (Bower 25590-2S5231

BEARING ASSY., w/roller (1'4.
a 3% 0.D.) (Timken25577-25523)

BEARING ASSY.. "V" joint yoke

BEARING ASSY., (1% x 2"4 0.D.) 7451281 2 5.48
BEARING ASSY.. (2%. LB. x 3%. O.D.

z "42 thk.) 7451090 5.97

7450745 2 6.09

188930
7450326
9412266

to"

7451140 2 6.15

2 10.05
2 19.40
2 3.94

9412362. 2 6.50 .

9415224 2 6.40
455724 2 1.50

BEARING ASSY t t .
RACE, outer (Timken 11 3920)
RACE. inner. w/roUer (Timken X 3994)

RACE, outer (Timken 25523)

RACE, inner w/rollir (nuke:1,25590)
RACE, inner whaler (Timken 25577)

7451226 5.31
457319 , 2 4.30
435973* s2. 8.20

9412267 '2 2.46

9412266 2 3.94
9415225 2, 3.96

I RACE, eater 7451141 2 2.19
/3.36 ratio RACE, outer 7451232 1 1.98

5;533-5.536

4

- .
Fig.-C-5. Specimen page of Chevrolet parts'catalog, :Wowing Group 5.536

63
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Unit C, Tqpie 1 63

i:aso CLUTgbl-ASSY.-SCREW-STUD. ENGINE FAN_
60-63 (Ail 1482704 41 10 CLUTCH (Note 1) . 1

NOTE 1 yllheriusigicili 1960 series also use 4.180077 x Y.") Bolts to attach
84' Before Vt.-M:1. 116400

(A Cr - 1482704 41.10 CLUTCH 1

67 Exc CC (A,C ) . 1489214 41 10 CLUTCH 1

68 (A.C..) 5361036 38 80 CLUTCH 1

69 Exc Eld. (A C) -4941106 41 95 CLUTCH 1

69 Eld. (AC) . 4939915 41 95 CLUTCH . 1

60-83 (A.0 )-(8 900) 9415086 15 SCREW. Y,."-24 x self locking 4

64 Before V I No 1 16400
(AC )-(8 900) 9415086 15 SCREW. Y.."-24 x Y.". self locking 4

87 Exe CC (AC )-(8 900) 9415086 15 SCREW, Y.."-24 x V. self locking 4

68-69 (AC ) 1364760 25 STUD. x 19.." 4

1.060 BRACKET-SPACER, ENGINE FAN BELT IDLER PULLEY
68-69 CC (130 amp gen ) 1491847 - 2.26 BRACKET 1

70 CC (13Q amp gen) 1496044 2.26 BRACKET - . 1

71-73 CC (145 amp gen) 1491847 226 BRACKET
70 CC (130 amp gen) 1496042 70 SPACER, to bracket 1

-a

1.062, PULLEY (IDLER) ENGINE FAN BELT ADJUSTING
88-69 CC (130 amp gen ) 1492280 32 80 PULLEY. idler -
70 CC (130 amp gen) 1496055 32 80 PULLEY. idler
71-73 CC (145 amp gen ) 1492280 32 80 PULLEY, idler

1.062 PULLEY, ENGINE FAN AND WATER PUMP,- DRIVEN

58-64 (AC 1483552 - 10 90 PULLEY, triple. water pump 1

63-64_ (Esc A C ) 1479282 8 10 PULLEY, double. water pump 1

65 Exc 75 1483552 10 90 PULLEY. tnpW wataTpurnp 'f

65 75 (A.0 ) 1483552 10 90 PULLEY. triple. water pump 1

65 75 (Exc. A.0 ) 1479282 8 10 PULLEY, double. water pump 1

55-57 All 1483552 10 90 PULLEY, thRle. water pump 1

68 89 (AC) 1490924 7.95 PULLEY, double. exc.. 130 amp gen 1

68-69 (Exc. A.C.) 1491088 7.95 PULLEY, double. exe 130 amp. gen 1

88-69 CC .(AC) 1491870 .8.90 PULLkY, single, use with 130 amp, gen 1

8845 CC (etc AC) 1491871 8.90 PULLEY. single. use with 130 amp gen 1

70 (Exc. 130 amp gen) ) 1495996 5 02 PULLEY. single 1

70.- .a.CC (130 amp. gen ) 1498021 9 15 PULLEY. double .. 1

71-72 (Exc. 145 amp gen) - 1497933 4 87 PULLEY. double 1

71-73 CC (145 amp gen.) 1491870 8 90 PULLEY, single 1

73 (Exe 145 amp. gen.) 1601101 4.87, PULLEY. double 1

1.064 FAN, ENGINE COOLING
.57-59. (j..0 ) 14488156 18 50
57.62 Exc 75.CC (exe A C ) 1480963 900
57;64 7,CC-(exe.. AC) .... 1488156
60-82 (A.C.) 1474312
63 "(AC) . 1480833

'83-64 Exc. 75.CC (exe- AC.) . 1481916
. 64 Belpre VI No. 116400

(AC). 1480833
64 After V.I No. 1 16399

(AC.) . 148e15e
85 All 1488156

NOTE 1 Also use 1. 1465421 spacer.
66 All 14.881513
67. ExC. 75.CC (exc. A.C) 1488158
67 Exc. Eld.. CC (A.C.) . 1401371

v 67 Eld. (AC ) 1489215
67 CC .. 1488156
68-89 (AC) 401371
'68 (Exc. AC.) . . . . A... . . . 1491244
69 Exc. (exc. AC.) . 1493930
69 -Elel. (exc. AC.) - 1491244
70-72 All . 11500885
73 All . 1602245

18.50.
19.70
14.30

9.65

FAN. 7 blade type
FAN, 4 blade type
FAN. 7 blade type
FAN, 7 blade type
FAN. 5 blade type
FAN, 4 blade type

14 30 FAN, 5 bladd'type

18.50 FAN, 7 blade type
18.50 FAN, ?blade type (149.8 1)

before approx. VI. No. 145200.
18 50 FAN, 7 blade type
18.50° FAN, 7 blade type
1055 FAN, 7 blade type
17.60 FAN. 6 blade type
18.50 FAN, 7 blade type
19.55 ;FAN,.7 blade type
19.70 FAN, 7 blade tybe
19.65 FAN. 7 blade type
19.70 FAN. 7 blade type
34.85 FAN, 7 blade type (Note 2)
34.85 FAN, 7 blade type

NOTE 2 Service replacement for 5 blade type fan.

..... .......

1.064 , SPACER, ENGINE FAN BLADE
58 A11 1476107 23 SPACER 1

59 (E,T.c., AC.) 1478107 1.23 SPACER . , 1

60 All 1476107 1.23 SPACER ,1

61-64 (Exc. AC.) 1475058 2,10 SPACER . -a . 1

134 After V.I. No. 116399
(AC.) .1361930 1.95 SPACER 1

.... ..........

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

(:) 1972 CADILLAC MOTOR CAR DIVISION. GENERAL MOTORS CORPDRATIO
1.1

Fig. C-7. Spetimenigof Cadillac pan catalog (Part 1 of 2)

1,060-1.064,

(
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65-68 yke , "- 1381930 1 95 SPACER
65 .75 (exc A.C) 1475058 2.36 SPACER
67 'Exc 75.CC 1381930 1.95 SPACER
87 CC . . 1 95 SPACER
68 (Exc. A.C) .-

:1381930
535253 2.00 SPACER

69 .Exc Eld . 75 (exc. A C ) 530247 1.54 SPACER .
89 Eld. (exc. A.C) . . 530253 2.00 SPACER
70 -Exc Eld. 149§919 2.67 SPACER ..,
70 'Eld. 536253 2 00 SPACER , .
71.72 Exc Eld.. 536253 2 OQ SPACER. 2Y." thk-
71 (Trir. Tw. or 14.0 C) 3927793 1 85 SPACER. 2Y." thk
71 Eld. (exc. Trir Tw "or

H D.0 ) 536253 200 SPACER. 2W' thk--?....
72 Eld. (exc. Ter Tw or

H.D.0 ) (lit Type) . 536253 200 SPAO§R. 2Y." thk (Note 1)
72 Eld. (Trir Tw or H D.C.)

(1st Type)" . . 3927793 1 85 SPACER.2Y." thk. (Note 1)
72 Eld (2nd Type) .. 3927793 '1 85 ' SPACER. 2Y.- thk (Note 2)
73 Exc. Eld ... 1600631 '2.00 ACER. 2'/.- thk
73 Eld. ... 1600632 200 S CER. 2,4" thk

NOTE 1 Before approx. V.I No 0407861
NOTE 2 After approx. VI No Q407860

1.066 BELT, ENGINE FAN (A.C. COMPRESSOR, GENERATOR, PWR. STEER.
PUMP, OR AIR INJECTION REACTOR RUMP)

---
NOTE All specifications of site (width by pitch line length) are approximate dimensions as required to meet

manufacturing tolerances. allowed
NOTE For listing by top width & pitch line length see chart at rear of group t

53-58 (A-C).
57 (A.0 )
58 (A.C.)
59 (eAC.)

59 (A C.1

(AC )
6 (A.C.)

(KC )
62 (A.0 )
64. (A.C.)
64-65 (/c)
ea (AC) .
87 Exc. Eld. (A.0
67 Eld. (A.C)
68 Before VI No 197767

(A.C) .

88 After V.I. No. 197766
(A.C.)

69-72 (A.C).
73 (A.C.)

NOTE 1 For

49:62 fit ,
53-57 (Exc- A.C.)
53-58 (A.C.) .

57 (A.0 ) .

AIR CONDITIONING COMPRESSOR
569995 9.75 BEJ.T ( matched set) (Y,- x 65%1

1468656 - 11 20 BELT (matched set) 1%" x 65%1 .

398929 4.61 BELT PA" x 631 (Note 1) . . .

1477393 6 20 BELT (Y.- x 61%-) w/5- diam. pulley on comp.
(Note '1) .

398929 4.61 BELT (W- x 63) w/5Y.- diam. pulley on comp -
(Note 1) . .

6 20 BELT (Y.- X 61% ") w/5" diam. pulley on comp. .
6 20 BELT (Y.- x 62%4-) w/5Y.- diam.pulley on camp .
6 20 BELT (V x 62%-)
6.20 BELT (51- x 61%)
5.50 BELT (Y.- x 571
436 BELT (Wzi; x 561
4 20 BELT ( %" x 551.-)
4.20 BELT ('%," x 55Y.-) . .
9.4:3), BELT (matched set) (%" x 541._ .

1477393
1476391
1476391
1477393
1456114
6263718
3847711
3847711
1488498

1488678 9.10 BELT (matched set) (Y.- x 591 -. .-....:.

. 1493877' 9.10 -BELT (matched set) (Y.- x 5914 1 .-
. .. ... 1493677 - 9.10 BELT, (matched set) (V. x 59121 ._ . - __...-:-... _ 1

- . . -1602011 910 BELT (matched -set) ( x-5(1.Til -=. ....- -,- : ..
1958 thru 1959 series cars equipped with A.C. service.conipressor 6550152-Use compressor
drive Belt 1475391.

Auto Parts

.0

.

...
.

.
. 68 Before V.I. No. 050860

(A.0 ) . . . _ . . . .. .

'58 After V.I. No. 05.0659
(A.C)

68 Before V.I. No. 051150
(exc. A.C.) . ,

58 After V.I. Ho. 0 511:tg
(exc. A.C.)

59 (Exc. A.C.) . .

59-60 (A.C.)
60.4 (Exc. A.C.)
60 '(Exc. A.0 .1 .....
61-62 (Exc. A.C.) ry.:
81-82 (A.C.)
63-64 (A.C.)
63454 (tic. A:C.)
t6 Exc. 75 ...... ...
65

1455114.
1455114
569995

386195

- GENERATOR
550 BELT (24-_,x 571 - "11;

5.50. .BELT (W" x 571
9.75 BELTVatchpd.set)(Y.- x 65%11 _
4.00 BELT ." x 56Y0 ....... .....

1

1

1

1

14551141 4 5 5 1 1 4 5,60 BELT (31.7:.-x 571 1
1

-
6283718 4.36' BELT x 561 ....... ...... . 1

1455114 5.50 BELT (Y.- x.571

3861952 "4.00 BELT (Y." x 66%1 _
6263718 4.38 sex (Ws." x 551 -
1455114 5.60 BELTIV: x 571
3861952 -4.00 BELTS" x 5131,'1:(NOte2)--
6283718- "*. 4.36 BELT-(%" x,-661-(NOte 3)
1455114 5.50 EIELL(Y:' x 571 ,-
3881952 4.00 BELT (34-3(-58Y.T.
3881871 3.38. BELT-04" x52'7
390640 3.9r ..33Elt(yir x..531

9433729 3.84 -EitLT-("/..--.*-38'/3-)
390540 3.96 BELT (V x 53-) "le

. .

@ 1972 CADILLAC MOTOR dAR-DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
1.064-1.066 1.2 REV. JANUARY 1, 1973'

Fig. Cl.- Specimen of Cadillac parts catalog (Page 2, of 21: ._



Unit C, Topic 1

number is 1485400 (Fig. C-7). A note specifies
that when this part is installed on a car built prior
to engine number 145200, it is necessary to install
a spacer, for which the part number is given.

The second common method of locating parts
is by referring to the illustrations that precede each
major group division in most manufacturers' cata-
logs. Continuing with the Cadillac fan blade
example, the group number of the fan blade
(1.064) can be determined by examining the
illustration of a complete engine assembly, which is
found at the beginning of the engine group section:
(Fig. C-8).

The third method of locating a part i5 used
when only' the part number is known. Reference to
the numerical index or price index will yield the
group number under which the part is stocked.
Under the group number, a description and loca-
tion of the part can be obtained.

Supplementary Information in Catalogs

Agency parts books are filled with supplemen-
tary materials to aid the parts person in determin-
ing and locating the correct parts. Model indentif-
ication, engine-change-over specifications, fan belt
dimensions, generator output ratings, bearing
charts, gear ratio blek, molding and clip charts,
and interior trim c for schemes are just a few of
the data contained parts catalogs. Since these
supplementary aids= ry widely from company to
conigan.ythe a (ice ___is urged to become

73

65

thoroughly acquainted with the parts book (or
books) that he or she must use.

One of the most informative sections of the
parts catalogs is the Parts History Index (Fig. C-9).
In this section part number changes, superseded
numbers, and items removed from service are
recorded. The section is especially valuableit-or
identifying old -part numbers and in .helping to
keep stock current by noting the ,parts dropped
from service. Reins in stock that have been
removed from service are usually returned to the
factory under an obsolescence plan offered by
most manufacturers.

The ,catalogs in use today are very expensive.
Therefore, the manufacturers and distributors of
auto parts are putting their parts and price manuals
on microfiche. Entire books are often contained on
as many as four to eight microfiche. ,A special,
microfiche reader is usually placed on the counter
for use in reading the microfiche: All auto parts
companies are expected to be using this method
sometime in the 1980s,

Study Assignment

The apprentice should ask the parts manager or
supervisor to assign 20 parts for which he or she
should determine the correct part numbers: The
parts assigned should include examples from many
different parts of the boOk. When he .or she has
completed the assignment, the manager or super-
visor should mark the number of incorrect answers,
the result should be submitted to the instructor for
grading.
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1 0,56

1 251 9 179 2.367

1,15

T.079

0 659 1 069 , 3 900

153

6605 Z170

I

//' I
0027 'T.426 1 516 1 51 3 601 2 255 4195

3 402

3 725

0 386 4

2 239
2,240

4 103 .

4 31)

I.

ENGINE ASSEMEILYSERIES 1963; 1964; 65-75

8 900 5pe-18 x 7/8- Hex Hd Screw

5/16 %Plain Washer
GO

252

Car 1.246

1 154

1.069

1,064

N L 3/8" NT. 3/e16 x 2 1/2'
Hex 141 Screw

lockwasher,

asS

5.900
'Hex. Hd Screw

14'.20x1 1 4"

5/16' tockwasher, Re?

1062

* 1,050

-11c 8.900 5/16-18 x 5/8' Hd. Screw

0001145.. 8 900 Hex Hd.Scr

AN L.. Water Pump Assembly Air Con
Also P

(Includes

16x.18 x 3 1 4'

Cars Only
f Water Pump Assembly-Group 1 069

Filter Mountind GasketsNot Shown

1.050

WATER PUMP AND MINDER HEAD, WATER OUTLET PIPE
SERIES 1963 thru 1964; Rep esentative of 1965

Cadillac Motor Cot Envision 0.1964 Gt irai Motors Corporation

Fig. C-8., Specimen page of Cadillac parts catalog that illustrates engine assembly



Unit C, Topic 1

PARTS HISTORY INDEX

This index comprises a list of parts which have been removed from the
Master Parts List

The part numbers are arranged` in numericasequence.

The date of removal is shown and in the case of superseded parts the
superseding ppt numbers and the stock,disposition are also indicated.

Pad No. Disposition Date Pert No. Disposition Dote Part No. Disposition Date

043 234 Removed 274 154 Removed `' 535 078 Use 543 283
109 454 Mix w/94fle" 274 267 Removed 536 841 Use 148 0774
109 461 Mix w/941 1010 274 461 Use 378 6275 538 899 Use 148 0391III 603 Use 147 8678 274 635 Mix w/148 0719 543 345 Removed
112 572 Use 145 5359 274 750 Mix w/483 3958 560 656 'Removed
114 496 Mix w /124 934 274 782 Removed 563 125 Removed
114 624 Removed 274 871 Mix w1554 0299 563 702 Removed
114 861 Removed 393 487 Removed 563724 Removed tn.120 228 Use 180 075 393 489 Removed 563 734 Removed
125 258 Removed 411 143 Use 516 442 563 735 Mix w/148 1326
120 3770 Mix w/942 1867 412 108 Removed 563 736 Removed
120 525 Removed 420 447 Removed 563 844 Removed '
120 528 Removed 425 568 Removed 565 213 Removed
120 530 Removed 426 370 Removed 569 010 Mix w/148 0589
120 706 Use 180 016 427 026 Removed 569 794 Removed
126 001 Removed 432 712 Removed 572 846 Use 941 1943
126 051 Removed 432 751 Removed 576..439 Use 147 9374
126 177 Use 219 281 436 750 Removed

Removed
63 Rt.ov.d

599 233 Removed1 Z7 927 Removed 439 254
131 101 Removed 440 491 Re moved 606 261 Removed
131 250 Use 148 0543 AC. 869 Removed -606-277----Remvveu

609 794 Removed131 282 Use 274 004 444 052 Removed
138 235 Removed 445 138 Removed 613 511 Removed
138 530
138 553,

Removed
, Removed

445 441
445 567

Removed
Removed (

699 013 Removed
759 281 Removed

142 027 Removed 445 625 Removed 159 790 Removed
144 051 Removed 450 543 Removed 759 931 Removed
144 587 Removed 450 521 Removed 759 932 Removed
145 350 Removed.. 451 236 Removed 759 934 Removed
147 485 Use 104 918 451 238 Removed 759 935 Removed
147 500 Mix.w/453 593 451 240 Removed 759 938
148 .310 Removed 451 607 Removes thru
148-312 Mix w/219 281 451 633 Removed 759 948 Removed
169 064 Removed 451 715 Removed 761 087 Removed
169 067 Removed 454 646 Use 941 7866 761 089 Removed
169 110 Removed 454 674 Removed 761 093 Removed
179 821 Removed 455 1156 Use 456 652 761 095 ,
179 82 - Removed 455 283 Removed thru
180 083 Removed 455 422 Removed 761 101 Removed
180 159 Use 433 234' 455 526 Removed 761 102 Use 762 -534
186 643 Removed 455 683 Removed 761 738 Removed
187 317 Renioved 455 825 Removed 762 174 Removed
187 510 Removed 455 976 Removed' 762 294 Removed

't 187 824 Removed 456 321 Removed 162 313 Removed
214 440 Mix w/319 456 RRQ fipmnv44 762 314 Removed
215 667 Removed 475 885 Removed 762 522 Removed
224 971 Removed 476 745 Removed 762 525
230 857 Removed I. 494 177 Removed thru
231 217 Removed 496 342 ,Removed 762 527 Removed
231 334 Use 546 1051 502 250 Removed 762 531 Removed
231 432 Use 546 0420 502 793 Removed 762 532 Removed
231 579 Removed 504 256 Removed 763 657 Removed
263 303 Removed 509 210 Removed 763 658 ftem9x0263 698 Removed 509 211 Removed 763 660
264 926 Removed 519 458 Use 148 0774 thru
265 184 Removed 520 042 Removed 763 663 Removed
265 228 Removed 520 652 Removed 764 637 Removed
266 677' Removed 520 658 Removed 764 641 Removed
267 824 Removed 520 660 Removed 764 644 Removed
267(831 Removed 520 661 Removed 764 645 Removed
267 844 Removed 520, 664 Removed 764 650 Reinoved
267 865 Removed 520 689 Removed 784 651 Removed
270 837 Removed 521 853 Removed 766 137 Use 140 7308
271 172 Removed 522 045 Removed 799 389 Removed
272 849 Use 147 0000 522 069 Removed 806 915 Mix w/191 1324
273 157 Use 941 7863 '522 071 Removed 809 658 Removed
273 329 Mix w/941 9224 522 072 Removed 810 226 Removed
273 789
273 889

Removed
Use 273 471

524 297
524 304

Removed
Removed "v-

81.1 450 Removed
811, 601 Removed

2'73 896 Mix w/.941 3215 . 524 305 Removed 813 554 Removed
273 898 Removed' 524 391 Removed 816 784 Removed
,274 045 Removed 534 103 Removed 836 754 Removed

Cadillac Motor Car Division 01964 General Motors Corporatior

,
Fig)011. Speciiiien page of Cadillac parts hisfory index

9 . -. .

.1:
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UNIT C CATALOGING SYSTEMS

TOPIC 1 FACTORY PARTS SYSTEMS

Study Guide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

1. Parts 1 arendispensable operating fools of the parts department..

2. The major auto manufacturers' catalogs all have the same basic 2 .-

3. Each new part produced must be arbitrarily assigned a 3 4 to give if an. 5 .

4. General Motors uses a 6 system in the assignment of part numbers.

2.

3
4 -
5

6.

5. A part number which does not 7 the part is termed nonsignificant. 7.

6. Ford Motor Company part numbers are formed by expanding the basic 8 8
numbers.

7. Ford part numbers are 9 in that they identify the nature, location, and

point

V.

10

11

12.

application of the part to-which they are assigned.

8: 411 Ford crankshafts have the basic number 10 .

9. In the General Motors ---,system, the group numerals preceding the decimal
identify 1.1 assemblies or 12 of the automobile.

10. Numerals following the decimal point in the GM system relate to 13 or 14 13.
14parts.

11. The parts apprentice should memorize the , 15 divisions. 15

12. Group number seldom 16 , whereas part numbers may do so frequently. 16

13. The most common method of locating parts is through the name as listed in the 17
17 index.

14. The second most common method of locating parts is by referring to the 18 . 18

15. One of the most infohnitive sections of parts catalogs is the 19 20 index. 19
20

Test

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement if false.

1. Major groups of parts are giLq the same numbers by all auto manufacturers. 1.

2. Parts interchangeable betweeti a Cadillac and a Corvair would be numbered allice. .2.

68
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T F
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3. the Ford parts number system is being expanded throughout from five to six .
numbers.

. , .

I
4. General Motors uses block assignments of parts numbers to their subsidiaries.

5. Without a parts catalog, an agency parts.department could not operate efficiently.
. - ....:.,

6. All major auto manufacturers' parts catalogs are similarly constructed.
#3.

...
7. Similar parts may be assignedidentical parts numbers. -

.. -
8. The firsLnumber group 745 in General Ms:dolt-Part number 743J745 indicates the

item is a bearing.. ; L,

9. Each group number- assignmentcovers a major-portion 'of the vehicle.

10. Helpful supplementary tables, data, and infoilation are found in most parti
catalogs.

3.

-

4. T -F

5.- _T F

6. T F

7. T- F

,8. T

9.

10. T F
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UNIT' C CATALOGING SYSTEMS.,

,TrIc 2 JOBB Fi AND INDEPENDENT SYSTEMS
1

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
Do jobbers and independent parts stores use auto factory indexing systems?
How does a jobber correlate the parts produced by independent manufacturers?
What does the Weatherly Index, system comprise?
How is the Weatherly system used?

In thf topic the Weatherly Index, the one
representative cataloging system used by jobber-
indepetidents, will be discussed. Although other
systems are used, only a few are in widespread use,
and all the systems are similar. An understanding
of the Weatherly Index System will. enable the
apprentice to comprehend all of these systems.

The Weatherly Index System, copyrighted in
1932, provides a complete alphabetical and
numerical index which is designed to acconimodate,
automotive, aeronautical, and marine supply cata-
logs with equal ease. The system is versatile enough
that the automotive indexing of parts, supplies,
and equipment may be used alone, without any
loss in the efficiency of the system. It is widely
used to locate the manufacturers' catalog insert
pages in the wholesaler's catalog. A majority of the
auto parts manufacturers now key their catalogs to
the Weatherly Index System. The Weatherly Index
number is printed in the upper right-hand corner of
the cover or index sheet of the manufacturers'
catalog, making it a simple matter to insert the
catalog- into -its- proper place in -the sykem(Fig,
C-10).

In a sense, the use of the Weatherby Indek\is,
the- reverse of the usual procedure. Catalogs afe
usually compiled first and ,then provided with an

1

index of their contents. With the Weatherly Index
System, the index is provided first, and the
catalogs and.information sheets are fitted into the
indexing systim.

Not all manufacturers print their catalogs with
the Weatherly Index number. When such catalogs
or information sheets are received, the alphabetical
listing of the Weatherly Index should be consulted
for the correct group, and the number should be
stamped in the upper right corner of each unnum-
bered sheet or catalog. When the material has been
given a proper group number, it can be located
readily in the counter catalog.

Frequently, manufacturers' catalogs that con-
tain several groups of items will show several
Weatherly Index numbers. Four Weatherly num-
bers are shown in Fig. C-10, the principal number
is 136, but the catalog also contains items listed in
groups 126, 130, and 134. Such groupings areoot
unusual, many catalogs contain a greater variety of
grOups. In-such eases the catalog should be divided,.
and each group or page placed in its correct order.

7,Somo-
ing two' or more numerical lOcations. This can be
easily overcome, however, 1,3, inserting the page in
one of the locations and by placing a reference
sheet or notation in the other group or groups.

WEATHERLY140. 136
(126.130.134)

SERUI(E UlT11106' 3411
JUNE 1064

I

Fig. C-10. Manufacturer's catalog withlw' eatherly index number

70 73



UNIT C CATALOGING SYSTEMS, '

TOPIC 2 JOBBER AND INDEPENDENT SYSTEMS

Study Guide
Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresp nding

blank at the right.

1. The Weatherly Index System provides a complete 1 and 2 index of parts.

'2. The Weatherly Index System may be used to insert
catalog: '

3. In addition to automotive parts, both 5 and 6
Weatherly Index numbers.

44,47
4. Index numbers are not assigned to items at

8 lines together in the catalog.

1

2

catalOg pages into the 4 3
,4

items have been assigned 5
6

7 , but are carefully selected to place 7

9

10 their catalogs to the Weatherly 10

5. The automotive indexing of parts, supplies, and equipment may be used alone with
no loss of system 9 .

6. The majority of auto manufacturers now
Index System.

7. In a sense, use of the Weatherly Index is the

8. A catalog is usually compiled first, and then provided with an 12 of its 13

11 of ordinary procedure. 11

9. The Weatherly Index uses only 14 tubers to designate items.
4

10. In each.major group of the Weatherly Index, 15 nuinberS are assigned.

Test'
Circle T.if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

. . ..
1. Although many systems are used for cataloging auto parts, few systems have gained

widespread use. .., ,.. ..
. ..

.2. The Weatherly Inde tem. can be copied by any jobber for his or her own use.

13. No single cataloging sys m has been devised to cover both airplane and power boat
parts. . .

.
.

4. Each manufacturer of parts modifies the Weatherly Index System to fit his or her
catalog.

5. EachWeatherly Index major group contains 100 item numbers.

&Fland tools are not indexed in the Weatherly Index System.

12
13

14

15

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

F



72 Auto Parts

7. Each major Weatherly Index group is divided into ten subgroups. 7. T F

8. Catalog pages showing items belonging to several groupi can be properly filed in a 8. T F
Weatherly system.

9. Weatherly_ Index numbers are essentially random groupings. 9. T F

10. All parts manufacturers key their catalogs to the Weatherly. Index System as well as 10. T
to their own system.

-,

0

gik

\s-

80 4.



UNIT Inventory and Control
TOPIC 1 INVENTORY SYSTEMS

,

O

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
Why is an inventory system necessary in the parts business?
What constitutes a satisfactory inventory system?
How is an inventory system set up and maintained?

-

Any of the various systems that enable a
coniNny to obtain accurate and immediate infor-
mation hi regard to the amount of stock on hand,
the qutity sold, the turnover rate, and the
number f orders or back orders pending may be
properly described as inventory control systems.
The apprentice will refer again and again to ,the
inventory system for information; therefore, he or
she should be intimately acquainted with the
working of the system the company uses.

Inventory Records

Two types of inventory systems are used in
most auto parts businesses. manual systems and
automated systems.

Manual Systems

Formerly, most of the inventory systems in use
by auto parts bus. inesies were of the Kardex type.
A card-type system uses a single card for each part
or accessory stocked. These systems differ only in
the design of the card and the way in which the
cards are stored. Brief descriptions of three Major

-card systems,are as follows:
Tub file system. The tub file system uses

standard inventory cards held in a tub-like cabinet.
The cards are arranged vertically, with suitable
dividers to aid quick location. Numerical order is
usually arranged from front to rear:The cards may
be lifted out quickly for ease in posting. (Posting
means making any entry of information of the
card). The tub file requires a minimum of space,
and for large inventories this system seems to be
the Most practical. The Weatherly catalog illus-
trates a tub file system (see Topic C -2).

Roller file. The -roller type of inventory file
consists of a large revolving wheel arrangment, with

8-18057
73

-
1.

,

V

cards fixed to the wheel by a circular rod. The
cards, each with a hole near its base, are threaded
onto the circular rod in numerical order. To refer
to a particular card, one need only rotate the wheel
until the desired card is found.

Visible-index. The visible-index system is a
flat-drawet system in which the cards lie flat on
top of each other in a stairstep, hinged arrange.;
ment. The drawers, or trays, are about 30 inches,.
long and 11/2 inches high. By stepping the cards, it
is posgible to get 70 or more into each tray. The
drawers. are mounted in a unit cabinet about 30
inches high and, 42 inches wide. Each cabinet
contains 16 to 18 drawers, and by banking the
cabinets,an inventory system of any required size
can be built (Fig. D-I). In this system the part num-
ber and description appear at the bottom of the
card, which is visible as soon as the drawer is 'killed.

Automated Systems

The large and .complicated inventories, required
..by today's autonjotive businesses have encouraged
certain companies to progose automatic inventory
-control systems. These automated systems are
becoming very popular becatlse they offer better
control than some businesses are able to maintain.
One such system is called the Dealer Management
Service (DMS). This system is an improved version
of the DMS program which has bee* offered for
the last few years by the Service Buritau Corpora-
tion. .

The objective of the DMS system is to provide
dealers with improved parts department inventory
control and management. This objective is met by
simplifying the routine of balancing. dealer parts
stocks and by offering the added advantages of
weekly and semiannual reports, plus an automatic
parts-ordering procedure.

O."
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44, Courtesy Cochran and Qelli, Oakland

'Fig. 0-1. Visible-index system of inventory control

The DMS provides automatic computation of
guide figures for every item and order period. The
system produces a 'Weekly parts order which tends
to minimize special orders and to decrease ithe,
number of out-of-stock items.

Dealers who use this system report to a service
bureau on a special form their daily sales and.
shipments _received for each part. These data are

Auto Parts

a

be posted along with material received. As back
orders are received, the quantity must be added to
existing totals, and the backorder figure reduced.

Every sale of a particular part must be posted,
including the date of sale, quantity sold, and
invoice number. The quantity sold is subtracted
each time from the ,,quantity on hand. Similar
additions or subtractions must be made for credit

fed into automatic computers that (1) auto- memorandums transaFtions and replacements of
matically establish and adjust guide figures; (2) 'defective parts.
reorder when stocks reach 70 percent of the guide When inventory records are kept accurately,
figure, and (3) automatically print a weekly and the following information is available. quantities
semiannual report for the dealer. The reports are on hand, on order, on back order, and sold in any
detailed and complete, giving the dealer an accu- given period. Thus the general activity of any item
.rate record of parts activity (Figs. D-2 through is known at all times..From this activity the order
D4). Today 4asii fOgister& are, combinationr-egis----clerkzan__cletermine n' lank of a_ given part
tern and inventory control computersThey record
the sale and part number and can reorder the stock
immediately, if necessary. Parts may be added or
deleted from theystem by simply notifying the
bureau.

Inventory Maintenance
*hen inventory systems are properly main-

tained, they can supply a complete record of every
part or accessory in stock. A card must be made
out for every item stocked to show group number,
part number, 'description and, if possible, location.
A typical tub-file card is shown in Fig. D-4.

Erry time a part is ordered, an entry must be
made an the inventory card, which shows the date,
quantity ordered, and the order number. When
orders are receilegl,And quantity must be entered
in, Ghe appropfiate'xolumn on the card and added
'to the number already in 'stocleSack orders should

* '

t ;
. r

. 6, "
.

, 14,o 9

4.
10

O

should be normally stocked.

Inventory Coritrol
Since all df the card systems are basically alike,

some gerieral 'rules can be-formulated for their use.
Prompt, accurate posting is essential if the card
system is to be effective. If posting falls a week
behind, the quantity on hand usually will not be
accurate. -.One of the real assets of a perpetual .
inventory is the ability' to rely on the cards to show
quantities on hand. This feature is particularly
helpful in answering telephone inquiries, often
saving a long trip to the bin.

When the quantity of an item 'reaches . an
established Minimum, the card is flagged for
immediate order (Fig. D-4). Most- orders can be
placed directly from the cards if the quantities are
watched and the cards are flagged. This syitem is
much easier than chasing up and down the aisles

4,8
82 ,
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Flog card here if stock is low.
Order promptly.

Bag cord here if. a question
arises, such as order overdue

or parts oumbsr conflict. ,

Flog card here if bin is

empty. Order on emergency
basis.

7 RT 19. tOCATIO 14

OtSCRIPTIO 04

ORDER RECORD
DATE P.C.1' 'iUAk.

N

I

o -

MI 10001 a

DATE CUAN.

,;"

Auto.Partst'

flog special order cords here.
If part is not to be stocked,
remove and destroy card

. when port is sold. y

DATE DOAN. ON NAND

DATE WAN, ON HAND

gr

MOTOR REGISTRATION NEWS 523 EaSS 13th Street csa,dand 6 al forma

Fig. D-4. Typical inventory system card, showing one method of flagging cards to facilitate ordering and control

\\,

A.

OAKLAND APC

GKPD PARTS OROER 'TQ PDC 20, FROM DEALER 903763
RONALD MORAO INC
SCHED CODE? CIO
CONT? 0'322

\ INS??
WC TIME?
'PART NO / QTY - CAR RET
03633665:002
)00983398:200
03516021:010

' 08700948:025
00413755:¢02
07455526:002
0414857 91'
046'485,71 :0
08704416:00
09733751:00
08707081 :001
HASH?
END?
0011 ACCEPTED
000 REJECTED 4-

032,2, 74081. 1230.
YE$

.wer

LINE FEED

GA903763
. -

903763 20 0322 551011
00983398 200 REV AMF 4
03516021 010 MICHPP
087O0948, )2R5 MICHPP
00413755 002, OAKLND271529
08704416 001, OAKLND271529
09733755 00 MICHPP
08707081_00 MICHP0
END ANSWER BACK

. ;
X

Example of computer wire ordt4

i?

.

L.

,_1
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with an order pad making emergency orders when
out of Mock.

When a part number is superseded by another
number, the ne'w number should be Titered on the
and above the old number. The-old crd should be

left in the file, and a new card with the new part
number should be posted and placed ip proper
sequence in the file. When stock under the old
number is depleted and the new number is firmly
established as replacing the old; the old card should
be destroyed.

- - ---
--' ' A guide figure, iipch is simply the quantity to

be kept in stock, is established for each part. By I

carefully matching the sales against stock received
and taking into account the time required for'
replenishment, it is- possible to determine the-
proper amount of stock .to keep on hand. By.....)
timely ordering, when the card shows the estab-
lished minimum number on hand, a shortage -of
any item can usually, be prevented. However, the
guide figure -should not be viewed permanent,.
Over a 'pe d of time, sales will crease and-
decrease, a a periodic adjustment o the guide
figure will be cessarY.

t

Special Orders

Special orders are always problem\ for the
inventory clerk. More, and More special order's are
required, because an agency cannot possibly _keep.
all the required parts in stock. A tub-file card
system for -handling .specfal orders ..is -described
below With certain variations, the method ray be
adapted to other card systems.

Auto Parts

When a special order 'is placed, the inventory
clerk should use ,a suitable form that providesithe
customer'S'nTtme, address, phone number, date,
and parts ordered. This fornumay be- Of company
design or may be purchased-commercially. If the
order originated in the company shop, the repair
order number shOuld be' shown, along with a
complete model description of the-vehicle. Special
orders from he shop shOilid be approved by the
shop supervisor. The completed special, order form
is ,then given to the inventory clerk, who in turn
makes out a temporary special order inventory
card for' each part ordered. This speeial order card
should be of a different color than the stock cards
and- should be flagged, as shown in Fig. D-4, before
it 'is. inserted into the-card system._ The special
order card should be" kiy-ed to the original crirder_.. ;

(preferably by name),- so drat- when the- part ,4
arrives the inventory clerk- Nyill know immediately
that- it a "special order and_ for sham- it is
intended. The original vecial_ordef icrk-m; which-
has been filed-rin'-a-suitable niariner.w.141-e awaiting;
receipt jiarti. is hair; . eonsultd and the
c4.toirgt-Isz,*(Y:tifie4 fha the paif has arrived. A -

formfLetfer:Air postcard is nOrmally.use-0,,for-notifl:
cation-. Wherijne sale 'is cornPleted, the bider form
and -thE2.teitiorary invent -6 card may -tie,:filed
destroy &ias c parti prcedures-.. _

Study Aisigniiiini
, -

. Read the 5ervi4 -11i,tr*ti Company -boo do
Automated inventory . - -

. Study the-iiiy`antages of inventory .eontr: for
_gota?t business practices. --*

1
.

.

-

J -

---
. .. -

.`=

. .

-: _ , -
'

. .



UNIT D INVENTORY AND CONTROL

TOPIC 1 INVENTORY SYSTEMS

Study Guide
Determine the`...orrea word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding

blank at the right.

1. A card -type inventory system-uses a singlerard for every 1 or 2i Stock 1

, .

2

2. In the visible-index system of inventory control the cards are stowed, in 3 3
4 '

3. The 5 type of inventory rile has the cards arranged on a large wheel. 5

. 4. For large inventories the 6 system' seems to be the most practical. 6

5. Inventory sistems, when properly 7 , supply a complete 8 of every part o 7
accessbry in'stock. . 8

6. Every titre a part is-ordered, an 9 must be made on the inventory card. 9

7,The number of items received is .10 _ to the number already in stock on thq) 10
inVentory. card.

8. From the information on the inventory card, the genera I f of any item tan be 11.
determined.

9. Pronipt, accurate, 12 is eientialitlhe card system/is (o beeffective. 12.

ID. When the 'quantity of an item reaches a minimum; id card is 13 for immediate 13,
-order _

Test
_

Ciitle T if 'the statement is true; circle lif`the statement is false:
,.

satisfactory ixr;fentory control system is-a !`niu:sr_ for an auto parts business. 1' F
, r

A satisfactory inventory syitem-mustprovide accurate. and immediate information.
° .

. Operation of any inventory-- -systeif.i is based on retular 'monthly physical
..inveniorries. - _

-\* current-myentoii systems use. cards.. ,

=7-1, gOst c urtentiiva_ f oYsysteM s use fu? _fifes.:

,::6,71n- the r silSle dexsyst ems, each card rs,idintified at thetop. °

systems geAvailable.
-

, .

:"1" .
- -

2. _ T F..,.

3. T F

'4. T

6. ".T F

7. T
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-
8. No physical inventories are required with the DMS system.

"
9. The establishment of guide figures is-b-ased on sales history. /

0. The guide figure is the quantity ordered eachitifile.

a

a

-

-r

-

Auto Parts

8. T F

9. T F

10. T F

-

- -

-



'UNIT D INVENTORY' AND 001#40L

- TOPIC .2 - STO_CK CONTROL '- .

This topicitettii_provide,ariswers to the following questions:
--yillatfaciori-iiiiifo*iiiiis does stock control comprise?

ikiv:atan.y4eacrirplitifiouldbes.arried in stock?
at: 1Vhkt:idyglie preparations can make physical inventories easier to accomplish?

ifieigee a'tqtaluri.entory value?

f pa

-.0f what

-.
The success,..or y _auto parts

organization_ depends.primarily.,on_the operation of
its purchasing department. AukiRotive parts, in a
practical sense, are. _subject to.-obsolescence. The
majority of auto parts and acce-Slorles_are designed
for specific models, and:. 1T*Y are:limited in
interchangeability _and segojit clmbe converted to
other uses., When The many facto/5-411g depreciate
the sales value.of_replacernetit parts and equipment
are considered,J9getherwith th!large number of
items that-*A--be:-earliii-Iii :stock, one can see
that a::-coniitlelaBleitiount-of2rtioney n be lost
by a company that _earries..many___sloW-mOving or
obsolete, pi-N..liasingtlepartment must

. be well-oViiiszed and operated efficiently to en-
sure stotav ti and profit-
makiiiturno=-_ - -

,-7-: -=f--Stoil_ETai_rno:ker: -
. A...definite:. 7Stot.I_ Con_tivaalan is necessary to,

AnaintainTa -%Viillilajancsd stock Of parts_ When it is
poSsiblerappi-igiojt-__01.;_the items- re -eSted

.... without 4-cliiii delay_ and without an ex essive
inventoo;_-tlie;stoac of merchandise on d is
considered 'akektiali-,and_balanced. A stock turn- .

_over of_folur to SixAlmlisa_y._ear is considered ideal
for the_mostprofflable operation. This turnover _

rate .does mit imply that four_ to sit of-every item
will be solEii---the course-of-a year:_Obyiortsly
_any parts will ken-much more rapidly, while some _
parts will sell only one or two per year. _The
turnover refers to total .gross

C'sales._

A' cOmpany
wiith

:
rya $50,000 parts inventory have a

YsedifY gross sales of $200,000 to 000,000, which
is four to six times the cost of the inventorY-

_ __ A stock turnover ;leis-. than four .times-a_ yeas, L
_,,... jies up, In slow - moving stock, caMal that could be"!

used moreoprofitably. If there is a complete stock.

N

with the cost of buying. Often, there is an element
of false economy in high turnover rate, which
suggests that not pinough stock is carried in
inventory and that only fast-moving items are
being sold. A certain number of average and
slow-moving parts must be stocked if orders are to
be filled completely and customer goodwill re-
tained. A parts store that is consistently out of
nee4ed slow-moving parts will lose favor with its
customers.

Control by Guide Figures

A properly maintained inventory system is the
'hest guarantee of adequate stock control. With the
customary laige inventories of today, it is physi-
cally impossible for the order 'clerk to remember
the4sales activity_ of every part in stock. The clerk
May be conscious of the fact that a part is a slow
or fast seller, but he or she not know how fast
or slow unless a definite recold of purchases and

_sales is made. The inventory card can supply such a
record..

Normally, the order clerk should try to keep a
,90 -day supply of every its on hand. This supply
will ensure a stock tiirnbvel four times a year and
will not tie_ up working capital in too large of an

invenfary If 'a 9.6-day supply is maintained, there
is little danger of shortages with consequent lost

,__ A 90 -day' supply_ is easy- to maintain with
good inventory system. The first thing to do to
establish a guide _figure Equal to the 90,day -supp y
Of each item: The -guide figure is based on_the sales

shown_ on the ,iii.ventory_ card. Ulan item'
shoWs consistent Sales of five _or six: _per month,

Mien a guide figure of apRo)(4nately_15 Should be
used.- &Atte- items will not 4hovi: regular safes.
pafterni,tufmay reflect large:41es one month and

turnover more. thgn six times a .year, the-stoc.k
_ usually_ out o_f_. balance, and business_ is: ntobably

being, lost be*sc_:. of -ina_binty-_tsr.11B.7-tic[eig:
:ompletely,Too much turnover may result in nifis

buying::_lhe_ttilnoverw should }valanced

_ 61

few the:n xt niontli. _In :SUCILeaSe's-aii average, May
be taken _oyes a threOnoi-ith. period:and used as a
guidefikurc,;__ _

Orders. must; be_p_lased regularly if tfie guide
figure is_ to _:be e ffective_ When the.- quantity ,of a,

z_-
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certain part drops to a
the guide figure, the El
the sample guide figur
whAi the quantity of
'the part should be re

proximately two-thirds of
should be reordered. in

of 15 mentioned above,
drops to 10,

ered. By ordering five of
that particular item, the order clerk can maintain*
balanced stock. If similar guide figures are estab-
lished for every item in stock, .then ordering
procedures can be simplified, and adequate stock
can be maintained. Consideration should, of
course, be given to standard ordering quantities
and pricing factors.

Guide figures are not permanent. As sales rates
-increase and decrease, guide figures must' be re-
appraised and revised. If an item is consistently out
of stock, the 'guide figure is no longer adequate and
must be revised upward. Conversely, if the sale of
an item slows and there is no regular turnover of
the item, a lower guide figure should be used.

Jo

Auto Parts

One way to correct this situation is to keep a want
list posted at the parts counter. Each -time the
customer requests a part that is not carried in
stock, the salesperson should record .the part 1)
number of the lost sale on the want list. If a certain t

number repeatedly appears on the list, the inven-
tory" clerk should add that part to the inventory.

. Physical Inventory

At least once each year a complete physical
inventory must be taken. The annual inventory
establishes an accurate inventory cost for purposes
of tax assessment, and it also indicates .t6 the
owner whther accurate (and honest) records are
being kept.:

The yearly inventory requires a substantial
amount ork, but it is absolutely essential toiof.--w
stock aintenance and control. Employees should
begin well in advance to. prepare for the physical
count . Bins should be cleaned, and open cartons
should be examined for their content. If the
contents are intact; boxes should be resealed and
stacked in an orderly 'manner tostacilitate counting.
Kits with missing parts should be broken down and

e- parts individually binned, or the missing pmts
08 placed andine kit sealed. Overage (extra stock) 4

should be rought from store rooms or taken from
the tops of bins and placed in the proper location.
All miscellaneous parts must be identified and
tagged. ' -

Some smaller companies continue to take
inventory by hand (Fig. I Every part in stock is
entered on a handwritten list, which shows he
group number, part number, noun name, quantity,
unit price, and 'bin location. This tedious job is

ally dolie well in ac Brice, ,leaving only the
quan i of each item to be recorded,on the actual
day of inventory.' After the count, the inventory
sheets must be extended (quantity times unit
price), and `a total cost figure determined. Parts and
accessories are usually counted as separate inven- .

tory groups. _J
Larger businesses sometimes employ inventory

service companies. A punched card is made up for
very part in stock, leaving onlysthe quantity to be

written in (Fig. D-8 and D-9)., These cards are
placed in the proper bins short before inventory,
On the day of the count, only quantities of the
parts'on hand are recorded on, the. ard.1,..,The cards --

the inventory-, -

Establishing the Stock .
,A balanced stock is primarily the maintenance

of adequate quantities of every item. But just what
par s should be carried in stock? Since this is a o

.u-- subject of very large scope, it can be dealt with
only in wvery general way. .

The order or.inventOry clerk is often separat
from direct sales. He or she can discern from t e
inventory system the activity of every part i
stock, but he or slr can not know how many sale
are consistently lost because the part is not carri
in inventory. This problem is compounded by th
fact that each year thousands of new parts are
produc , and the inventory clerk must help
decide hich of these are igp0- tnt to stock. At
the sa e time the inventoryaerk must appraise his
or her present .stock and delete those items which
are . no longer profitable or net essary. At the
beginning of each model year, new car manu-
facturers supply -an initial order which serves to
establishan initial stock of new pacts to be added
to the dealerSs inventory. This upply is not a final
solution however, and the entory.clek or parts?
manager must ultimately s lect the items to be
regularly stocked. The selection can best be made
on the basis orwhat groups of partshave already
proven necessary. Certain items niai be asstrmed to
be necessary, such Is ignition' Mis, Wake shoes,
universal joints, transmission parts, and so forth.
Most parts should he selected on the basis of

'proven requirements front . the records and
experience of Past tars.

. :N
Regardless of how, carefully on select

nevi parts to stock,,someitems 'ill overlooked.

are .then achine processed
company' to 'eld a complete r

When t inventory xecor cOnipletedrthe 7 d
inventory clerk should Vomps y :check it,,against
hit or her cards and correct the. cards_ai,,riecessary: ...

4.



Unit D, is 2

Since the clerk must examine each .icard in the
system: this is an excellent time to analyze the
record of each part, evaluate the stock, and revise
the prescribed stock levels. Parts grant are no longef
selling should be deleted and disposed of (most
automotive manufacturers have s,A1 provision for
returning unwanted or obsolete. merchandisd!t

83

Quantities that are too large should be reduced!
Part number discrepancies often come to light
during inventories, and these must be traced out
and corrected. In spite of the additional work
involved, the annual irisventory should_ be made an
opportunity for cleaning and balancing the stock
on hand and atusting the records involved.

-13

INVENTORY PAGE

SHEET NO. PRICED BY

CALLED BY DEPARTMENT
a

EXTENDED BY

'ENTERED BY LOCATION EXAMINED BY
.ra

CHECK . QUANTITY DESCRIPTION
.

V PRICE UNIT
..

EXTENSIONS

1j
. 1

9

. .

.
.

---,..,

_

. ,

4.

If \
..
-1....

Fig. D-7. Write-in inventory sheet-

z 4

qacliiE.:,E7:5 Da ar NtE,4
4 2 561 -37 1 3 68 4-1'PLUG

DesCRfp1104 ITFI MOD I I UNIT COST

.,
011Nay..10i......... floWl0wy 001.1.1.0. I.

b LCCAV. 'ON OrltWN 00 NOT WI I
Z N

PLEASE FILL IN ALL SPACES. !nit Cost Sitsa; Be

I

NUMIltitS CPACTIosq

cOaNTErt) CHECkED IT

LOCATION INyEATORT COUNT I JOB

A STOVE THIS LINE..,

1
and Cents in proper spoces and Mills or Fractions inospoce marked

i'mory -count 'Spa-e, Be sure to place woe nurhers and

t..
roper spaces. When there ts no quantity of a stocked item indicate

with "'woe" tn the Inventory 'Count spare.
1 1

1
sure tollwrite *3

1

13,
tract...OM;

1 1

4

DISBURSEMENTS :
5

f f 6

7 1 1.1 j 7

Ui 01C NUNICA I Fits:T[0N

8 8 8 8 errie 8 8 8 8 8 818,3 8 8 8 81818 8 8 8 84.8 8 8 8 81181818 8 818 81818 8 8 818 8'8 8 8 8
LOCATION .PART NO. I DetCRIPT ION ;Z UNIT COAT INV. COUNT JOB NO

I. .1. I r: 104 t 9 8 S9.91919 9 99 §9 9 9,9 99 99 9 994 9 9 89.9 9 9 3 9 91:1919 9 919 MIS 9 9 9i9 9;9 9 9

DISBURSE. tS5,A.14 EST., SURPuS #.0C(21.COST,b1.121 21 21 DS11 32;43.34 33 27 31 43 OM 43 414. 4 41 4 01:03137$354b5 SI (.1 41 6.364046 4/ SI 41 WI /221 14 IS M212130
ramiL50401

, .

ZAL

Machinepunched'card prepared for an annual inventory.
Y
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S
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't
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' C
17 3 J ( 1,3 IS II i-N14 IS 1 WTI 23 7,152( 11.441213131234 3370 3T119-4010 42 (.1441T3 al 41 ,ISSO SI 32)33 MSS 5411St 03-RI (2 iirWie t MIN 01 T. DT13 Is 4 T4 75 111

....,, . 541,4 2 5 6? 3(705357j GtAR uNI T
I I ILA q I 1M 0 7 1 8 7

Iv 3..1 I. 14 (Dm

YR IRCO. UNIT ClalLs.... svOCATION fINVFNTORY COUNT1 J00 NODROP CODE 003 F4RT NUMBER 1 DESCRIPTION
....-p.........--1---NN-aw«.N. Jr,

LOCATION
I

RIO4N , DO NOT WRITE ASO,. I TP. tS L IN E,FI 2 IN
I P I, A10_ ,INSTRUCTIONS--

.COCK NO RANT NUMBER

1
DIESCA,PTION

NJ 7t'-*

Z

N

i4
cc c INV(NTORT COUNT

-43

0 0 0 0 8 0
21 PLEASE FILL IN ALL SPACES Unit Cost 5poce: Be sure to write Donors s)

1 . 1 11 h I
and Cents in proper spaces and Mills or Fractions in spoce marked "M".

2 2 2 2,

LIN,T COST Space. 8eSp Be sure to place whole numbers and tracti&is
J t 3 3 3 3 33

in proper spaces. When there is no quontity 9f o stocked item .nd,c.ots,.

4 4 4 - 4 4
DOLLAR CENT( m with "none in the Inventory Count space

5 5 5 g 5
DISBURSEMENTS

8

It 6. 16

1 111NOLE NUMBERS - FRACTIONS 7 7

COuNTE0 ! CNECKE0 BY
8 8 8 8j8(8'13I13 8 ti8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 848.8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
LOCATION i I 'GROLP CODE PART NO DESCRIPTION

I

1 I /1/4 9 9 9 9 9 91191919 9 9 9 9 9,9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 3 99 9 9 q 9 9
10.11-(NCE0 I.OSTi /4351 37 34 39 444114:OM 454411 444 S3 5151535455 (i WS(
t

1 .0.30401

(16

I

MNOLE NUMBER FRACTION

81 & 8,1 8 a 8(8 818 8 Al
I INv ; JOB ST

9(9 9119 9 9 919 919 9 913
47 i4N MO 11 13 74 .5 4.1 7 P-

8 318

9 9
il

8'818
701To

9 91919 9
42064 Off

Fig. D 9. Inventory count card superimposed on a blank card; (Numbe)rs on blank card show-through punched open-
ings in inventory card. All pertinent information is represented by the locations of the holes, e.g., part
number 3705357 is found in ccilimms 4349.)
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UNIT D INVENTORY AND CONTROL

TOPIC 2 STQCK CONTROL . .

1. :

.

,

,- . ,
Study Guide

Determine the correct ward for each numberedbUnk in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right. '-. .*,. , ..

.. -,
o >.-

.1. Auto parts, in a practical sense, are 1 -items. 1

2. A stock of parts is considered 2 and 3 when it is possible to
the items reqtested without undue delay.

. A stock turnover of 4 to 5 times a year-is considered ideal. \

,.

supply most of 2
3

4
5

4. Stock turnover refers to total 6 . -6
5. A parts store that is consistently out of needed parts will lose 7 .

6. An 8 system, properly maintained, is the best 9 of adequate stock control. 8.

, . t9
_

..

7. The order clerk should,'keet) a 10 supply of every item on hand. . 40
t

118, if, 11 figures are established for each item in stock, ordering procedurei are
simplified and 12 stock maintained. , '= , 12

. ,

9. The inventory clerk or, 13 must ultlinttely select the items to be stocked.

10. If a certain item consistently appear's on the 14 15 , the part should be added 14
. to the inventory. , ,15.

, .
11. M least price each year a complete 16 inventory must be taken. 16._
12..Parts and-ickesspries are usually taken as 17 inventories.- 17

13. On a punched inventory card, only the 1.8 must be recorded. 18..

14. The atiptial inventory, is an opportunity to 19 and t.-.20 the stock.... . .

15. Most automotive manufacturers have a 21 for returning unwanted or obsolete 21

7

19
20

parts. ,.

. ..

; . Test

/ 4.
Circle'T if tile Statement is trite; circle F if the stateMent is false.

-
go

1. Smile automobile parts soon become obsolete.

2. A 180-day stock turnover rate is ideal.

.11

859
`)It) 'g-
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Auto Parts

3. The stock turnover rate is figured ontross &ales. 3. T F
4 '

4. Stock turnover is a good indicator of stock balances. 4. T F

5. The primary tool of stock control is the inventory card. 5. T F

6. The guide figure, once established, should never be changed. 6.

7. A guide figure may be established from average annual sales. 7.

8. Thd manufacturer's "initial order" of new parts solves the new model problem. 8.

9. The value of the inventory on hand may have a bearing on local tax bills. 9.

10. To extend an inventory means to add new items.

)

9

)).

T b F

T F

F

T F

T
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UNIT D INVENTORY AND CONTROL

TOPIC 3 ORDERING AND PURCHASING ,

This topic is planned to provide answers to the foloving questions:
What are the most common kinds of orders? ca

b What procedures should be followed in placing orders?,. What governs granting of discounts to buyers?
What part do manufacturer's' representatives play in the parts business?

Ordering merchandise is an important function
the automobile parts business. A good know-

dge of the various kinds of orders, as well as of
general purchasing procedures, usually is required
of the auto parts person. Such knowledge can also
pave the way for his or her promotion to jobs of
increasing responsibility.

Kinds of Orders

Four kinds of orders are used to order parts for
an automobile parts business: stock order; inter-
mediate order; emergency order; and local buy-.
outs.

Stock Orders

Stock orders are the principal orders used for
normal replaement of depleted stock. They are
placed regularly op or before a set date, which may
be weekly or monthly . These orders are referred to
in agencies and dealerships as pad orders. Ship-
ment of most stock orders is prepaid by the
manufacturer. Some stock orders carry an addi-
tional discount if they are-placed before a certain
date or for a given quantify or value, but many
small independent stores place stock orderg every
day.

Intennedia(e Orders
AIntermediate orders are unscheduled stock

orders placed at any time. They-4v supplementary
the stock orders and are used to eplace quickly

regularly stocked; items that have been depleted
through unexpected, sales or through Some ordering
or shipping oversight. They may also serve to
obtain a needed new item before the next stock
order,. The intermediate order usually does not
carry any special discount, and shipment is prepaid
by the manufacturer only if it reaches a stated
dollar amount.

Emergency Orders

.. Emergency orders are special orders use'
request the immediate shipment by rapid means of

I

merchandise .nrentlif.v. needed., An einer-
geriby oidef *mar.be..'useci-for Stocking items that
are completely exhausted, but is more frequently
used, for items not normally carried in stock.
Among agencies this is called a car-tie-up order.°
Emergency orders are usually placed by telephone
or telegraph to the nearest manufacturer's ware-
house."When telegrams are used.to place orders or
to ake inquiries 'concerning orders, special tele-
grap,liic codes are often used (Fig. D-10).

Local Buy-outs

Local buy -outs are usually small emergency
orders to be filled by local dealer -or warehouse.
These orders are normally used orily.for one or two
items needed to complete a customer order. or a
job in the shop. Many .,dealers by not to use lOcal
buy -outs'because of the short discounts allowed On
such orders. If a Prce has been quoted on a shop
job or.on a merchandise orden.and loCal buy -but
becomes necessary, most companies consider the
item as a special purchase and Charge accordingly.,

,

Order Forms and Orderiii-
Order blanks are prepared in many foims. The

dealer pad order mentioned earlier is ,a carefully
planned, numerically arrangedVad of order blanks .

furnished by the manufacturer and designed to
facilitate both ordering and processing. Pad orders,
used for placing the regular stock order, normally
provide a space for a guide figure to be inserted
and may indicate the national sales activity of each
item by various symbols.

In addition to the order pad Mentioned above,
many Manufacturers supply order forms fo
various stock and supplementary orders (Fi
D-11). Orders placed on such forms are subject to
all the conditions set forth on the articular form
used.

/4ot all manufacturers furnish r se
forms. Iri such cases, order forms are usually made
up to individual specifications' and include, in
essence, thetinformation indicated in Fig. D-11.

87
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'! G. M. TELEGRAPHIC CODE

Revised telegraph rOgtilationitOw make it possible to specify actual part number digits at code word cost
when lorderind parls by telegrin. Thbrefore it will not be necessary to use the G. M. Numerical Code for
sending part climbers in telegrams:3..

The Numerical Code should Be used in decoding phrases which are always pr ed, XL.

.4s,A *R 0 D U C T. 5
4 5 6' : 8, '9 I ..0

.COMMONLY USED PHRASESCODING TABULATION

101
102
103
105

Refer order
Refer to Our wire of \--`,.
Refer to our letter of
Wire answer to our wire of

XLGIC
XLCS
XLCS
XLGSO

303
301i

301
' 308

Shipped by trut
Shipped by air mail
Shipped by air express
Shipped by parcel post t

XLPSP-
XLPSD
XLPIM
XLPIIIC

Courtesy General Motors Corp.:
Fig. D-10. Telegraphic code used for emergency orders or queries ,

PARTS AND 4ACCESSORIES ORDER
TO GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

'GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

A 'DATF 19

CHARGE SHIP o ;a.TO TO n

ADDRESS ADDRESS
IN

,
SNIP VIA

IONE ALe NO TIMM CIASS'Of mace SNIPPING ORDER REFERENCE NO
SW
ITEMS.

LAS, WADI
9 0 50115(e

I I I

GROUP

01111601,
FuRS( F 11,, ..1111or ID DLR .ORD NO

I I I I I

MW
ITEMS

FACT
ITEMS

NUMBER e PART NUMBER PART NAME
INOUN NAME c0a.y Rea 0) QUANTITY. *ROC

CORC
CAR
COOC LOCATION itER

RICE
PLR TE

16

17

THIS ORDER IS SUSJECTOO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF DFAL:ERS CURRENT SELLING AGREEMENT AS SUPPLEMcNIED AND THE PARTS oAND/
OR ACCESSORIES ORDERED HEREON WILL SC INVOICED AY DEALER NIT PRICEIrIN EFFEcT AT THE TIME OF SNIPMENT.a

IFOR WAREHOUSE USS,OHLT)

X8I1
Pc se REV. 0 El

11K r/C[B

r
-

SIGNED
puRcHAFER rime Name)

PER

40 11/113q1/1121*L 1

Fig. D11. Specimen order form
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Unit D, Tqpic 3 . '

Certain precautions should be taken in placing
the actual order. In the case of orders for large
quantities of items, care must be taken to maintain
a balanced stock. Since there is a continuing
element of obsolescence, large quantities are
potentially dangerous. 'Quantities to be ordered
should be judged by the recent sales activity of the
item. Guide figures should be_carefully derived and
revised periodically as the sales pattern of an item
changes. Accurate guide figures make ordering
simpler, allow the order clerk to order only the
needed' quantity, and preclude the danger of either
understocked or overstocked shelves.

Many shipping errors and delays can be avoided
if the following rules are observed:

1. . Use the correct order form and fill it out
completely.

2. Write or pnnt orders clearly and legibly.
3. Fill in all necessary information in regard

to the consignee, destination, method and
terms of shipment, and the number and
description of each item ordered.

4. Haye all the orders signed by an authorized
person. "rc

5.' Furnish a list of authorized signatures to
the firms with whom business is regularly
done.

6. Make all orders at least in duplicate; retain
one copy for record.

7. Place orders on time to ensure timely
shipment. Delayed orders mean delayed
shipments and lost sales.

°S. Take full advantage of discounts. Many
Manufacturers allow an additional discount
for stock orders placed on or before a
certain date. On a $.5,000 order, a 5
percent extra discount means'a $250 clear
profit, simply by placing the order on time.

9. Whenever possible, take advantage of ofder-
ing standard quantities offered at prices
lower than odd lots.

Pricing and Discounts

An individual- firm or corporation from whom
purchases are made is a Vendor. A vendor can be a
manufacturer, a wholesaler, or a commission mer-
chant. The terms discount or vendor's discount
indicate a deduction froth the billing price of the
merchandise allowed to the buying dealer or whole-
saler. This discount is usually allowdd to encourage
quantity buying and prompt payment of bills.

The four general types of pricing and discounts
are retail (or list), trade, cash, and, extra dating:

7-76057

.

0".

1.#

Retail Prices

89

Retail prices, or manufacturer's list prices, are
those usually paid by the customer who ultimately
uses the parts in question. Whenthe customer pays
for a repair job on his or her car, or when he or she
buys parts directly from the dealer, he or she
usually pays retail prices. These prices are more
accurately called suggested retail prices and are
subjeclt to some differences among various firms.

° Trade Discdunts

+Trade discounts are given to garage proprietors,
service station operators, auto body and fender
shops, and auto and truck fleet operators. The
trade discount is deducted froin the.list or retail
price, and it varies 'considerably, depending on the
purchaser and the type of material purchased. The
range of trade discounts is both very complex and
extremely varied throughout the country. Trade
discounts range from 10 percent on same major
assemblies to 60 percent on fast-moving com-
petitiv items. The auto parts apprentice must
becothe acquainted with the pricing policies of the
company and of other firms dealt with.

Cash Discounts

Cash discounts are given, to trades people who
,pay cash at the time of purchase or who pay their
bills promptly. Some companies use 2 percent as a
premium cash discount. Customers who pay cash
receive, 2 percent off the net purchase price at the
time dl the sale. If the custonter has a charge
account, hisior her statement may be marked "2%,
10th prox., which Means that 2 percent may be
deducted if the bill is paid on or before the 10th
day of the following month. .

Extra Dating

Extra dating means that a discount will be
available' for items purchased and delivered on a
certain date and marked payab e in 30, 60, or 90
days. This type of discount i usually given on
items that are called stocki items. In other
words, if a dealer wants. to hav a stock of parts on
hand and does not want to pay for the stock in one
payment, he or she may, ask for extra dating to
spread the payments over a period of time without
losing the cash discount saving.'

Manufacturer's Represe)ttatives

Many orders are placed with a manufacturer's
representative or salesperson. Most large manu-
facturers and suppliers are represented by such
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persons, who call periodically at the customer's
place of business. These salespersons can be both g
convenience and a nuisance. As a c9nvenience, the
manufacturer's representative is able to take mer-
chandisd orders directly, offen aiding the buyer
with timely, suggestions as to quantities and choice
of merchandise. The salespepon can introduce the
buyer to new products and explain their qualities.
If problems arise concerning the merchandise, it is
possible to obtain immediate and satisfactory
adjustments. The representative° will often aid in
the yearly inventory by helping to count and price
the merchandise he or she sells.

Representatives and salespersons an be nui-
sances in several ways. They may call during the
busiest times and take the buyer away from other
important work. Some salespersons have a long-

, -
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:winded and elaborate sales pitch which consumes
the valugble time of the buyer or order clerk. Some
of the merchandise 'offered by the salesperson is
inferior to, or a duplication of, merchandise
already stocked. Yet the buyer often feels obli-
gated, in all courtesy; to hear out the salesperson.
Some buyers and parts managers have, from
necAlty, se aside certain hours in which they will
see these rEpreseutatives, some also limit each call
to a specific length'pf time.

.Study Assignment

Submit to your instructor a one page report on
the stock .order method used where you work. If
standard order forms are used, describe the forms
and the data they contain.

so
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UNIT D INVENTORY AND CONTROL

TOPIC 3 ORDERING AND PURCHASING

Study Guide ,

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

1: A 1 order is a major order placed on or before a set date. 1

2. Intermediate orders are 2 stock orders. -2

3. Special orders that request immediate shipment of merchandise are 'Called 3 3

ordefs.

4. When 4 are used to place urgent orders, special 5 are often used. 4
5

(
_ 5. The dealer pad order uses a carefully planned, numerically arranged pad of order 6

k.
blanks furnished by the 6 and designed to facilitate'both 7 and 8 . 7

8

6. When large quantities are involved, care must b\e taken' to maintain a 9 stock. 9

7. Accurate 10 figures make ordering simpler.. 10

8. The four common types of discounts are 11 , 12 , , and 14 . 11

12
13
14

9. A 15 16 may introduce the buyer to new products and explain their. qualities 15

at first hand. 16.

10. Buyers sometimes limit 17 calls to a specified time. 17

- Test

Circle T if the statement is true; dick F if the statement is false.

1. A regular monthly order for stock replacement may be termed a pad order.

2. Intermediate orders supplement stock orders.

3. Any order not placed on the regular date is treated as an 'emergency order.

4. Local buy-outs enjoy larger discounts than emergency orders.

5. Quantities ordered are governed by guide figures.

6.. Use of guide figures often results in overstocks.

1

91
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1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4.

5. T F

6. T F
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7. The sign' ature of any employee on an order will be accepted by the vendor. 7. T F

8. A commission merchant is nota vendor. 8. T F

9. Retail prices are always the same as list prices. 9. T

10. Extra dating applies to a discount extended for a longer time than usual. 02 T F

I
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UNIT Counter Sales ,
TOPIC 1 PARTS TERMINOLOGY

,

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
How are auto parts named? 1

How_ can the thousands of names be learned?
Is there any system to auto parts names?
What is a spiral bevel axle gear?

The auto parts apprentice should not be
.expected to memorize the name, part number,rand
bin location of each of the several thousand parts
that make up the modern automobile and that are
Commonly carried in stock in a parts business. The
terms used to describe the parts, tools, and
materials for anr, trade or occupation are best
learned from experience and contact with them
duri* the learning period.

Learning names and locations of parts can be
compared to learning names and addresses of
people in a community by a' newcomer. By
repeatedly meeting persons and visiting their
homes, the newcomer learns the navies, addresses,
and perhaps the telephone numbers of the people
with whom he or she has most frequent contact.
To know the occupation of a person, as well as
other pertinent information about hiin or her,
greatly assists the newcomer in learning the per-
son's name.

Similarly, an auto, parts apprentice learns the
names and locations of the items most frequently
called for and eventually will use the card index_to
locate parts only when an unfamiliar part is

rt
sought;..

To know the function of a certain part and where
it fits in an automobile materially aids the 'aPpren-
tice in identifying it.

, A person learning auto parts work should not
attempt to memorize the part names any more
than one should memorize

or
and addresses

from a city directory. He or she should, instead,
acquire a basic knowledge of the construction and
operation of the various assemblies that make up
an automobile and learn the meaning of the many
trade tents used in describing and designating
parts.

Formation of Compound Terms
An examination of any parts catalog will reveal

that the names of a majority of parts consist of the
name of a common mechanical device, prifixed by
one or more descriptive words, plus the name of the
assembly to which it belongs. The part name gener-
ator brush holder is a good e);gmPle. The word
holder may refer to many types of devices used in
an automobile, but if prefixed by the word brush,
it becomes brush holder, of which there are
two kinds on the automobile. The word-generator
denotes the assembly to which it belongs and
completely differentiates that part from all others.
Most often some of the smallest parts on an
automobile have, under this system, the longest
names. Other examples of names of parts are given
below:

A .
Descriptive Mechanical

Assembly . Word Device

1. Carburetor pump
2. Pitman arm shaft
3. Propeller shaft coupling
4. Front wheel inner

jet
bushing
pin
eating

Procedure for Learning Nomenclature

First, the.auto parts apprentice must become
familiar with the various -assemblies and their
functions. To understan the meaning of the term
assembly, The apprentice hould know the follow-
ing .definitions, which ost automobile manu-
facturers use:

A part is usually a single. piece of material such
as a casting, shaft, bolt, or gear. However, some
parts are composed of more than one piece, such as
roller bearing made up of rollers and races. A part
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may It thought of as the snialles purchasable item
that goes into an automobile.

An assembly is made up of two.or, more parts
that perform a single function. For example, the
carburetor is composed of a houSing, valves, jets,
and floats; it serves only one purposesupplying
the proper mixture of gas and air to the cylinders.

. A group, qr. system, usually consists of two or
more assemblies closely associated and dependent
upon each other. For example, the fuel group is
composed of such assemblies as the carburetor,
fuel pump, fuel gauge, and fuel tank. If the auto
parts apprentice is unfamiliar with ,the overall
construction and operation of each assembly of an
automobile, he or she should make an immediate
effort to learn theme

Next, the auto parts apprentice should be sure
that he or she understands the meaning of the
common, everyday mechanical terms that are used
in naming parts. Although the apprentice probably
knows the majority of them, such as lever, wheel,
crank, gear, and, shaft, he or she will have more
difficulty in properly identifying a transmission,
pinion, or shims Other terms that ase only vaguely
familiar to the laypersontrunnion, dowel, grom-
met, diaphragm, and the likeshould be learned.

Name Group Classifications

The common mechanical terms can be divided
into several categories. --

1. First, there are those terms whose meanings
are not necessarily apparent in the names
themselves, but which are known, or must
be learned by every mechanic. Their mean-
ing practically the same whether they
apply to automobiles, ships, radios, watches,
or buildings. Examples of such terms are as
follows:

axle manifold
baffle nozzle
bearing nut
bolt panel
boss pawl
bracket pinion

bushing pisthn
cam ° prat
chassis plug. ,

clevis pulley
clutch rdd
crank socket.'
dowel spindle
ferrule. spline

1.

flange
frame
gasket
gage
gear
grommet
hub
jet
journal
lever

spring/
sprocket
strap
stud
throttle
trunnion
universal
valve
washer

.

Auto Paris

The mechnical devic0' in the next.group
are named according to the function that
they perform. Example of these terms,
which are usually taken filom a verb, are as
follows:

-balancer
bleeder
brace
bypass
carrier
check
choke
clamp
connection
contact
coupling
cover
deflector
distributor
driver
fastener
filter
float

3. Perhaps the most interesting category of
terms is that relating to shape. Human
beings have always been, inclined to name
new or unfamiliar objects after some known
objects that they resemble. Examples of this
group are as follows:

arm housing
'1-) ball jacket

band key
bar knuckle
barrel leaf
belt neck 9

block needle
bowl nipple
brush pan
butterfly pin
cap .pipe
case ring
collar shell
column shoe

guard
guide
hanger
idler
irripeller
keeper
muffler
Pilot
plunger
regulator
retainer
rocker
roller
rotor.
seal
spacer
support

1 02
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coil skirt
core sleeve
disc , spider
drum stem
elbow tee
foot tip
fork U-bolt
head V-belt
hood worm
horn yoke

4, Another category into which the namilg of
trade terms falls is that of technical terms,
usually of Latin derivation. This category is

-perhaps the most difficult to learn:
-

armature solenoid
cab uret or synchronizer
commutator thermostat
helical gear venturi
hypoid

5. The last category nsists of proper names,
which usually include the name of the
'inventor or patent holder, such as:

Alemite Parker screw
Bendix driver Phillips screw
Hotchkiss tube Pitman arm

All of the terms listed in the first four groups
above can be found in the dictionary; those with
which the .apprentiCe is unfamiliar should be
looked up and their meanings written down for
future study.

Parts Nomenclature

A brief etplanation
3 of some of the ritst.

common parts and devic that the auto parts
apprentice conks in cont ct with is given below.
These parts .have been rranked into groups by
nature or function.

BearingA support in which a shaft rotates.
BabbittA poured .bearing made of a soft alloy

of tin, copper, and antimony.
BallA bearing in which the rotating shaft or

axle is carried on a number of small steel
balls that are free to turn in annular paths,
called races.

InsertA removable plain bearing.
NeedleAn antifriction bearing made up of

small, needlelike rollers. The needles are
laid one against the other until the shaft
has been completely surrounded. The shaf
rests and turns in the nest of rollers.

95

RadialA bearing designed to Larry loads from
a direction at right angles to the axis of the - .

shaft. 4 -
r RollerA bearing in which the journal of/shaft

rests upon and is surrounded by hardened'
steel rollers that revolve in a channel or
race surrounding the shaft.

Sleeve (brushing)A removable cylindrical lin-
ihg of low-friction metal That is used as a
bearing for a Shaft or similar part.

ThrustA bearing designed to support loads or
resist pressure parallel to the shaft.

Babbitt bearing Ball bearing

8

I.

ft

.Roller bearing :-

GasketA thin sheet of packing material placed
between two metallic surfaces to seal
against liquid or gas leaks.

Asbestos and wireA joint-sealing device made
'to withstand intense heat without jeopar-
dizing its sealing abilities.

Asbestos-linedA joint-sealing device ade
from a combination of copper and.asbe os
or of brass and asbestos sheets; usually u d
fdr cylinder head gaskets.

CorkA sealing device made frop cork,
FiberA gasket made of specially pre ed

fiber material which may be purc ed-ih
large sheets for making up _ma ypes of

.'gaskets on the job.
PaperA gasket made of stiff composition

material for , use a a sealing device for
special_ joints.

pearA wheel with teeth cut into its din, designed
to mesh with and drive another gear.

Bevel,A gear with teeth cut in the surface of a
conical face.

HelicalA gear with teeth cut in the cylindrical
surface but not parallel to its axis.
oi A spiral bevel gear with curved teeth.
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Internal A gear with teeth that project inward
toward fthe center from the circumference
of the gear wheel.

MiterA bevel get of a 45 degree angle.
'SpiralA. gear ith curved teeth radiating,

spirally from its axis.
SprocketA wheel with teeth around the

circumference so 'shaped th* the teeth fit
into the links_of a chaiii that drives or is
driven by the sprockets.

SpurA gear wittl teeth cut in a' cylindrical
surface parallel to its axis.

Worm-1A helical gear designed to _trinsmit
motion at right angles to its axis.

Worm wheelThe mating gear to the worm
gear.

lc wear

Worm gear

JointA device for connecting parts so that power
or motion can be- transmitted from °one
Part to another part.

Ball and socketA joint in which a ball is
placed in a socket recessed to it it,
permitting free motion in any di tion,
within design limits. ' .

'ClevisA fork on the encl Of a rod.
Toggle &A joint permitting to-and-fro motion

only..
UniversalA flexible coupling for transmitting

, power between shafts sett an angle to one
another.

KeeperA device for keeping parts in their proper
location.

InternalAn internal keeper usually expands
into a recess in the inner circumference of a
tole.

Auth Parts

ExternalAn external keeper contracts or slides
into a slot in the circumference of a shaft.'

KeyA semicircular or oblong, piece of metal used
to secure a member to a shaft. '

BaldwinA key with an oblong sections
SplineA series of ribs that have been.

machined on the shaft and on to which fits
another part having mating slots- machined
in it.

WoodruffA key with a semicircular section.

PinA device designed to hold garts together.
ClevisA pin that pass through the ends of a

clevis and through an eye.
CotterA split metal pin designed to pass

through a hole in a bolt and a scot in its nut
to prevent the nut from turning.

StraightA , cylindrical metal pin used for
fastqung two parts together.

Taper shaped metal pin, usijally
tapering 1/4 inch per foot.

PlugA device for sealing or closing a hole.
Drive-in or press-inA plug that is slightly

larger than the hole it is to fit and that
must be pressed or driven into place.

ExpansionA round piede of metal with a
slightly curved surface. As the surface is
pushed in, the circumference expands.

Screw (straight and taper)A solid piece of
metal, such as a pipe plug, with threads so
it can be screwed into a, hole to close or
seal it

RetainerA seal that prevents the escape of oil or
grease around a shaft. Retainers are made
of felt, leather, or metal with felt.

RodA device for transmitting motion.
ConnectingA rod that transmits: motion 4n

two directions.
PushA rod that transmits motion in one

4irection only.
Torelue7-A rod designed to hold parts in

ignment.

Plugs

Clevi! ond'oin Connicting rod
. .

Shaft4 rod by which power is transmitted,
Cat?, -One or more cams mounted on a` shaft

. for the purpose of changing rotary motion
into reciprocating motion.
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;Crank-An offset shaft for the purpose of
changing reciprocating motion into rotary
motion, or vice versa.

Keyed -A shaft containing a' keyway.
Pinned-A shaft containing a straight or tapered

hole to receive a pin.
Spline-A shaft on which splines have Been cut..

Crankshaft

Spring-Metal that is so shaped and of such
°resiliency as to bend under strain and

return to its original position after the
bending force is removed; a mechanical
device of many forms used to. absorbpock-`
and produce tension.

Flat-A spring having an oblong cross section.
Leaf-A series of varying lengths of flat springs

placed upon each other and' helsd together
s by meanslOf metal clips.

'Coil-Usually formed of helically wound wire
designed to resist either compression or
tension.

Leaf spring

Valve-A device fo( controlling the flow of liquids
or gases..

Tall or check-An automatic valve, in the form
.'"of a steel ball on a seat, that prevents fluids
or gases from flowing through.a

(.Butterfly -A valve inserted in a pipe, usually
circular and nearly the same diameter as
the pipe, designed to turn upon a spindle
through its diameter to control the flow of

... gas or liquid.
Needle-A valve with a conical seat:*

.Poppet A dis- or tirop valve that seats itself by
means of a spring or by gravity and is
opened by cams or br suction.

A
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The following are some of the parts abbrevia-
tions used most often throughout the auto parts
industry.
Abs. , Absorber
A.C. Automatic Choke Carburetor
A.C. Gen Alternating Current Generator

Acc . . Accessory
Accel. E. Accelerator
A/C1. Air Cleaner
Adj. , Adjustable Adjusting
A.I.R Air Injection Reactor
Air Equip. Air Over Hydraulic Brake

.. and Air Brake
Air/Ss S.. Air Suspension
A.M. Air Meter
Amp.... Ampere
A.O.H.B. Air Over Hydraulic Brake
A.R As Required
Assy. Assembly
A.T. All Atitomatic Transmissions
C.S. Custom Sport Trlick
Ctr. Center
Cush. Cusfiion
Custom Custom Air Conditioner
Cyl. Cylinder
2 eye 2 cycle
4 cyc 4 cycle
Dbl. , Double
Defl. Deflector
Def. , Defroster
Dey, . Developed
Diaph. Diaphragm
Dia. Diameter
Diff Differential
DiAr. Distributor
Div. Division(
Dr Door
Drld. A Drilled
D-D,
Dubl-Duti. Forward Control Chassis

Study Assignment

Crouse, William H. Automotive Mechanics (Sixth
edition). NevT York. McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1974. Read Chapter 6 and answer the questions at
the end of the chapter.
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UNIT E COUNTER SALES

TOPIC 1 PARTS TERMINOLOGY
o

Study GUide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

1. A 1 is usually a single piece of material such as .a casting, shaft, bolt, or gear.
.PN

2. An 2 is comppsed of two or more parts that perform a single function. fP. 2

3. A 3 or 4 usually consists ortwo or more assemblies closely associated and 3.
interdep'endent. 4

4. Some' mechanical devices such as balancers and distributors are named according to 5
the 5 they perform.

5. Parts such as butterflies and spiders are named according to 6 . 6

6: Phillips and Hotchkiss are proper names of the 7 . 7

7. A 8 is a support in which a shaft rotates. 8-17

8. A spiral bevel gear with curved teeth is called a 9 gear. -

9. A worm is a 10 gear designed to transmit motion perpendicular to its axis. 10

10. A 11 is a flexible coupling for transmitting power between shafts set at an 12
to one another. 12

11. Motion is transmitted in two directions by a 13 rod. 13

12. An offset in a 'shaft for the purpose of changing reciprocating motion into rotary 14
motion is called a lel .

. 13. A ttring is a mechanical device of many forms used to 15 shock or Produce 15
16 16

4. A valie is a device for 17 the 18 of liquids and gases. _

15. A poppet is g*,,disc or drop valve that seats itself by means of a 19 or by 20 .

Test

Circle T if the statem t is true; circle F if the statement isfalse.

1. Names of auto parts carl e learned only fr experience

2. An auto part may be one Yee or several pieces.

98'00

17
18

19

20.

1.

2. T F
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3. An assembly may be one pador several parts. 3, T F

4. The fuel group includes the carburetor. 4. T F

5. A grommet is a bushing. 5.' fi F

6. Many auto part names are derived,from functional verbs. 6. T F
4*

7. A vefituri is a tube constricted at the ends. 7. T F

8. Alimony is an ingredient of babbitt metal. ; 8. T F

9. A roller bearing rolls. 9. c T F
4

10. Spiral bevel gears all have curvedteelth. 10. T F

11, Miter gears have a 45 degree bevel. 11. T F

12. A Baldwin key is semicircular in section. 12. T F

13. A chassis book,refers to sheet metal parts. 13. T F

14. A gaske't is most generally composed of metal. 14, T F

15. A group or system usually consists of two or more assemblies. 15. T

a..
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UNIT E. COUNTER SALES

TOPIC 2' DIVISIONS OF COUNTER WORK

S.

This topic is planri'ed to provide ers to the following questions:
What are the ways in which pa ment can be made for parts?
What are open-account p s?
How can a parts person estimate an overhaul job?
What are the problems of warranties? .:

Who ultimately bears the cost ofidefeetive parts?

Auto parts counter sales are divided into the
three conventional categories itaf payment. cash,
COD, and charge. Since a substantial part of the
counter person's workday is .spent in writing
invoices, all of which specify methods of payment,
these methods should be clear in his or her mind.

Payment for Parts

The three general types of cash sales are the
retail cash sale, the user cash sale, and the dealer
cash sale. The highest profits are made in retail
cash sales, because..they are on a list price basis,
without discount. User cash sales provide the
second highest profit, as they only gi small
discount. Dealer cash sales are also desirable; they
preclude extra bookkeeping- procedures and pro-
vide available cash funds with which the company
can pay Manufacturers' and suppliers' bills
promptly, thus receiving any added discounts
offered for -prompt payment. ,Dealer sales involve
distImints from list prices.

In cash sales parts are often paid for by check.
The counter person who. accepts a check)should
always make sufe it is made out properly, including
the date, company name, correct amount, and
proper signature. If the customer is a stranger,
some reliable -identificatiOn should be required.
The counter person should initial the check and, if
possible, put the sales slip number on the check for
reference in case the check is returned for. any
reason.

collecton delivery (COD) shipments are made
for two ryasons. Some customers would rather pay
for 'the merchandise at the time of.delivery. Their
credit may be very good, but by paying for the
merchandise' on delivery, fhey have no unsaid bills
at the end of the month. Other customers are
billed on a COD basis because they have poor
credit ratings and are considered 'poor risks for
charge accounts. Some may take so long to pay
their bills that the viler actually loses money. A
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voluatt...

customer who consistently proves to be a poor
credit risk should be dealt with only on, a cash or
COD basis.

A. large percent of sales are on an open-account
br charge basis. Instead or paying for merchandise
or service as it is received, customers who use this
type of account pay the accumulated charges at
the end of each month. The custpfner who uses
this convenience tends to make all of hit or her
purchases at thd' place where he or she has the
account. Open-acc purchases by dealers are .

usually considered the sa e as cash purchases, and
the same discounts on parts d services are'usually°

.applied. The convenience o charge account
should be offered only to thos dealers or com--
panies that are good credit' s, because no
interest or Finance charge is ed to their bill, and
'the parts dealer does not receive interest for the
use of the money involved. .1;

More sand more customers are buying on time
payment plans. A time payment may be handled as
a loan through' ca bank or handled by the seller.
This plan is usually set up only for a large sale,
such as expensive equipment or a major overhaul.
Even if a customer is not a good enough credit risk
for an open account, he or she san be eictended a
time payment plan, because security is required ,for
the mopey'inyolved. With an account of this type;
a finance charge is made or interest is charged on.
,the unpaid balance, or both.

Sales Slips and, Cash Registers

Writing up sales ;has is an import'ant part, of
the automotive parts 'salesperson's job. Since most
of the'items sold are identified by pirt number, the
importance of writing numbers, descriptions, and
offer information correctly and legibly cannot be
overstressed. Customers may have names dnd .

addresses that are similar, these also must be
written clearly so that one customer will not be

_charged for something another one received.

a
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In some companies the use of the cash register
is limited to one person to expedite sales and free
the counter persons for other work. The chance for
error is much smaller when only one trained person
is using the register. However, other companies use
a register with two of more drawers; each sales-
person uses a separate drawer and separate record
of transactions: This setup allows the company to
deter4nine responsibility for mistakes. The register
prints a total record of all sales and disbursements,
as,well as the separate record for each drawer; thus

`a complete sales record is furnished to the company.

Pricing and Estimating

Since prices are subject to change without
notice, the counter person must keep up to date
with all incoming price changes. Some manufaC-

ers supply, price pages, revised as necessary,
showing list prices and dealer's net after discount t*
Other manufacturers do not furnish. price page
revisions for the items they sell, but price the
invoice instead. Under these circumstances, the
company bookkeeper or price clerk should furnish
the counter persons with priciiiik pages for their
catal s. Still other companies or suppliers use a
list p ce page with the discount shown as a percent
of list price. Some items, such as tools and
eq ent, are listed at net price only. Prices and
dis nts should be checked periodically against
man acturer's invoices and the latest price infor-
mation.

The question often arises whether a customer is
eligible, to receive-discounts, particularly when it is
uncertain what type of service the customer
renders. The following are types of customers wyo

. commonly are granted discounts:

Garage operators who maintain an estab-
lished business that specializes rut the servic-
ing and repairing of automobiles and trucks

, New car and used car ealers who maintain
an established ess and, who employ
personnel for servicing and repairing auto-
mobiles and trucks
Paint an ody shops that maintain an
establis t for dipairing and painting
automobiles and trucks
Fleet operators who .have, five or more cars,

I .1

trucks, or buses and who employ personnel
for the repair of these units
Se ice stations that purchase only those
parts and accessories that they are equipped
to install t.

0
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Factories or manufacturers who use the
parts for production or maintenance of
equilament
Parts distributors who resell to other
dealers or garages

The counter person is occasionally asked to
estimate the price of a complete or partial overhaul
or some major assembly. This estimate must
include the price of the parts used plus the labor or
shop charge. The shop charge comprises erect
labor and overhead. Most automobile manufac-
turers publish flat-rate manuals that show the
estimated or average time required to repair or
replace many common itemS..i13y., referring to such
a manual, it is possible to make up a labor schedule
for jobs that _come to,the parts clerk's attention,
this schedule should be included when he or she
makes an estimate:..

Returned Merchandise

The customer's privilege of returning merchan-
dise, either new or in warranty, is an expensive but
necessary problem for most ,c.ompanies. The return
of any article requires time handling the
complaint, tracing the originat,sale, recording the
transaction, and putting the item back in stock or
returning it, .to the suppliei.iAdditional tirne and
effort may have to be spent in soothing an angry or
disappointed customer. Nevertheless, the return
privilege is an important part .of maintaining
customer g. will. Even when the utmost care has'
been taken to avoid errors, there will be ca9.9(when
a return is entirely justified. Many companies have
adopted a policy of accepting all returns without
question. In cases of defective' merchandise, the
manufacturer or supplier will. usually replace the
defective part or issue credit for it.

Merchandise that is returned should be
inspected carefully. Items that arc defective should
be sent back to the source for replacement or
credit, this will involve filling out applicable forms.
When a mistake has been made in ordering or
delivering, the customer may exchange the mer-
chandise for the correct lien's, or a credit memo-
randum or a cash refund may be issued. When the
customer returns merchandise, he or she is expected
to present the orial . sales slip, because the
price of the article.nnay have changed since the
purchase date. Nany companies . will not aecept
new merchandise for refund after 30 days.

Refund slips and credit memorandums should
list the customer's name, the part numbers, and
description of the material returned, the date and

103-
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number of the original sales slip, and the amount
to be credited or refunded to the customer.

The warranty on automobile and truck replace-
ment parts will vary, but it is usually based on a
90-day or 4,000-mile period, whichever occurs ."
first. Any defects in material or workmanship that
appear within the warranty period will be cause for
free replacerhent by the seller. However, some
make a labor charge for any time spentn removing
and replacing the defective part. If, a part or
assembly covered by a warranty has obviously been .

misused by the customer, it is not unreasonable to

V
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ask the customer to share the cost of replacement. .
Every effort should be made by the employee to
convince the customer of the justification of such a
charge. Prompt and fair handling of all warranty
adjustments is necessary if customer confidence is e

to be maintained.
Auto parts personnel must be aware of the

procedures for hanyiling, defective replacement
parts, since detailed-information is often required
before credit can be obtained .from the manufac-
turer. Claims for defective merchandise oftenpust
be submitted on a very detailed form.

.
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TOPIC 2 DIVISIONS OF COUNTER WORK

Study Guide

Determine the ,correct word for each numbered blank in the seritence, and write it in the corresponding
blank, at the right.

1. Three conventional methods of payment for merchandise are 1 , 2 , and 3 .

2. Dealer sales involve 4 .

3

4

3. Charge accounts .should be offered only to compinies that are good 5 risks, 5
becgilse no 6 or finance charge is added. , 6

4. Many customers buy on a 7 8 plan. y 7
8

5. Eligibility for depends tO4,0degree upon occupation. 9

6. Most auto manufacturers publish 10 manuals that -include the 11 time 10
involved in the repair or replacepe. of auto parts: 11

7. The customer's privilege of 12 merchandise is an expensive but 13 problem 12
for most companies. as 13

8. When a part is defective, the manufacturer will usually 14 the defective part or
issue a 15 for it. 15

9:Mien returning merchandise, the, customer should alwayS present his or her 16 16
17 18 . 17

18.-

10. If a pari or an assembly covered under warranty has obviously been 19 it is not 19
unreasonable to ask the customer to share the cost of 20 . y 20

Test

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Retail cash sales generally provide the, highest profits. 1.
$.01

2. Invoices specify prices but nbt methods of paiMent. 2.

3. Shipments Way be made COD to either good or bad credit risks. 3.
0)%

4. An open account is evidence of good credit. _ 4.

$. ktime payment plan may bear finance charges, interest, or both. 5.

6.-Discounts and fmarice charges never apply to the same transaction. 6.

T F

T F

T

- T F

T F

T F
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7. Most cash registers in current use print a record of transactions. 7. T F-

8. Thirty days' notice must be given before Manufacturers' list zriCes are raised. 8. T F

9. The shop charge is strictly a labor charge. 9. T -F

10. Independent shops are required to follow the flat-rate manual for any job. 10. T F

n.

1._

z

*s.

J

t
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UNIT E COUNTER SALES

TOP C 3 WHAT IS' A CUSTOMER?

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
How should a parts person treat outside customers?

41j How can a new customer be made a regular customer?
.\ What facts will help a parts person win most argiments with customers?
*--si What does the dealer need from each customer?

'What is a Customer?

A''''custumer is the most important% person ever in this office ...
in person or by mail.

A customer is not dependent on us ... we are dependent on the
customer.

A customer is not an interruption of our work ... he or she is
the purpose of it. We are not doing the customer a favor by
serving him or her .. he of she is doing us a favor by giving us
the opportunity to do so.

,A customer is not an outsider to our business .. he or she is a
part of it.

A customer is not a cold statistic ... he or she is a flesh-
and-blood human being with feelings and emotions like your
own and with biases and prejudices.

A customer is not someone to argue or match wits with. Nobody
ever won an argument with a customer.

A customer is .a person who brings us his or her wants. It is our
job to handle them profitably to him or her and to ourselves.

Author Unknown

"A customer is the most important person ever,
in your establishment, in person, by phone, or by
mail." All of the combined activities of the parts
industry are aimed at one final act -the successful
sale. Sales can only be to customers, therefore,
customers are most important. It is a simple rule,
but one that is frequently forgotten. Service to the
customer' must take precedence over every other
activity in the store. This does not mean that other
activities are not important. Merchandise must be
received, bins stocked, and inventories-kept. But
these activities are purposeful only if profitable
sales are being made. The customer is number one.

"A. customer is not dependent on us, we , are
dependent on the customer." Every commercial
Organizatiolf depends on customer profits- for
survival. -kite competition in today's market
emphasizes this dependence. On rare occasions a
customeipay be dependent, temporarily, on one
store for r,a particular item. But even this rare
occasion does not after the fundamental fact that
,the company depends on the profit from that sale
for its existence.' Even if an organization had a

8'i6057
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monopoly on certain parts, the store would still
depend on the customers who bought them. Each
establishment is totally 'dependent upon its cus-
tomers, and the building and maintenance of a
clientele is the direct roponsibility, of all the
entployees who greet and serve them.

"A customer is not an interruption of cur
work, he or she is the purposrof it." All other
activities must somehow be subordinated to the
fact that customers come first! Putting away stook
is important, but it must be done between cUsr
tomers. Prolonged or personal telephone conve
tions fret be terminated` when customers are
waiting: Stock orders, paper work, bin changing,
display arranging-- anything that can logically be
put aside must be deferred until the customee
needs are met.'

"A customer is not an outsider to our business;
he or she is a part of it." But one wouldn't believe
it to see the Way many customers are treated at a
parts counter. The parts counter frequently
becomes a barrier across which only merchandise
and payment can pais. Conversations are usually
limited to cold facts and bare statistics, there is no
sense of a desire to help-or of need to be filled.
Personal involvement is avoid in the transaction
by either party, which is I the more tragic
because human relations, reg less of the environ-
ment or setting, are the most rewarding events of
life. A customer can not be an outsider to your
business, he or she is a participant in it! The
customer, can be an outider only if the owner or
the customer chooses to make it so. The customer
should be made to feel that he or she is a very
welcome insider!

"A customer is not a cold statistic -he or she is
a flesh-and-blood human being with feelings and
emotions like your own and with biases and
prejudices." As such he or she must be treated with
all the care and consideration that the seller would
expect to be shown should he or she suddenly find
the positions reversed. One of the quickest ways to
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prevent the development of a friendly 14ales rela-
tionship is a superior attitude on the part of the
salespern. He or she should indeed know his or
her A:and know it well-in fact, competence is
stressed throughout this course. But a customer
who has no training in the field can not be
expected to meet the trained salesperson on even
term's. Many customers do not even know auto-
motive nomenclature. All a customer wants is an
honest and competent solution to his or her needs,
presented in a manner that will not arouse preju-
dice or bias and that will not make him or her feel
inferior in the process. That kind of an approach
sounds easy, but in reality it is.'not; it must be
cultivated.

"A customer is,not someone to argue f match
wi,t, with. Nobody ever won an argument with a
customer." Only rarely does a customer cone into
a store to argue, and that is most often when he or
she has a complaint to register. If the customer's
complaint is legitimate, then it should be handled
by an understanding person who is trying to help.
But most customers come to buy something or to

O
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seek information. Quarreling is not justified in such
a situation, either he or she should be sold what he
or she needs or helped with his or her problem.
Quarreling and matching wits are egocentric devices
which have no place in a simple sales transaction.
If a customer wants to quarrel or act superior, the
salesperson should not react in the same manner.
Tolerance and understanding are keys to good
salesmanship.

"A customer is someone who brings us his or
her wants." These wants may be physical needs or
problems to be solved, but whatever they are, he or
she brings them to be filled. The customer does so
with a certai legithate assumptionthat the
company has, or an supply, the answer to his or
her wants.

Hereiq, of cou e, lies the essence of successful
business relationsa customer with a need and a
company with the resources to fill that need,
profitably for both parties. But the successful
outcome, a satisfied need, is subject to many
conditions, some of which have been mentioned
above. Others will be discussed in a later topic.

r
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TOPIC 3 WHAT IS A CUSTOMER?

to,

Study Guide

DeterrninVhe correct word for each numbered blank in the
k

sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the ight.

1. The most important person in an auto parts store-is the .

2. All of the combined activities of the parts industry are aimed at one final act, the
2 3 .

3. The customer is not 4 on the store.

1

2
3

4

4. To build and maintain a satisfied ,eustomer clientele is the direct 5 of the 6
who greet and serve them.

,44

"5

5. A customer is notan 7 of the work; he or she is the 8 of it: 7
8

6. The parts counter should never become,. a barrier across which only 9 and 10 9
can pass. 10

7. A customer can not be an outsider to your business; he or she is a. 11 in it! 11

8. A customer is not a cold '12; he or she is a flesh- and -blood human being. 12

9. Only rarely does a customer come into a store to 13 , and that is when he or she 13
has a 14 tO register. 14

10. The salesperson never 15 or matches . 16 with the customer in a simple sales' 15
transaction. 16

,/^
Test

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement isfalse.

1. The target of the auto parts industry is the customer. 1. T F

2. Service to the customer should take precedence over inventory. 2. T F

3. Competition emphasizes the customer's dependence. 3. T F

4. A monopoly is no good without sales. 4. T F

)(;> 5. All phone conversations should be Cut short when customers are waiting at)the
parts counter.

5. T F

6. A prejudiced customer is an asset to a store. 6. T F

7.0nly the owner should be alloyed to argue with d customer. 7.

1071 c--
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8. Every customer assumes that the store he or she enters can fulfill

9. Personal involvement in a parts sale should beavoided.

10. Every transaltion should end profitably for all parties to it.

ti

1

0
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is or her need 8. T F

9. T F

. 10. T F

o

,fr
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UNIT E COUNER SALES

TOPIC 4 HOW TO SELL
7

,

This t4'ic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:

'to

What are the traits of a good salesperson?
What is the most effective sales apptpach?
What must the salesperson get from the cust
To what extent shoed the salesperson go to

omer?,.
push related sales?

4
A populai myth that has prevailed over the

y eats is that a smooth, fast talker, or someone with
a "gift of gab," should berme a salesperson. This

Myth is partially true. Many customers are suscep-
tible to a hlgh-pressure, hard-sell appeal, and most
salespersons of this character enjoy some finandial
success. However, this sales technique is not a good
foundation upon which to build reliable repeat ,,
sales, and the company which tries to do so often:.
'finds itself unstably established. Only a certain`
number of people succumb. to the big, pitch,,ard
many of them regret later that they were sweet- ,,
talked into a sale.

The repeqt sales are the backbone of most
businesses, and such sales are built on something
more than talk. ;Iste salesperson's sincerity and
willingness to help are crucial . to lasting sales.
Fairness, honesty, and a willingnel's on the part of
till company to back its merchandise must be
evident if customer confidence is to be gained and
kept.

In today's complex and competitive 'automo--
've world, a few pennies of profit must often be

sac 'fired far the larger profit of tomorrow. Cater-
ing to the needs nd wants of the customer, as
pe aps he or she has never been catered to before,
is called for. Signs often link the words sales and
service. 4n1 salesmanship, the two words become
almost synonymous.

The Sales Approach

In first approaching a customer, the salesperson
should be interested, honest, and sincere. He or, she
should remember that the customer is a' person
with a want or a need, a person who assumes that
thisparficular company is in a position to satisfy
that IOW If this were not so, it is not likely that
the customer would be there in the first plc e.

A casual approach is not one that bor ers on
indifference. The saksperson should refrai from
swooping down on a customer with platitud s and
prerecorded sales introductions. Although this kind
of approach seems genuine at first, it usually takes
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on a note of insincerity, after repeated perfor-
mances, and discerning customers are apt to be
offended by it. The opening statement should be
varied from time to time. By keeping it siriple and
sincere, the salesperson can avoid the danger of
falling into a verbal rut.

Honesty in approaching a customer is more of
an attitude than a verbal statement. Somehow the
salesperson's attitude must convey to the customer
his or her genuine desire to be fair and helpful. The
attitude must be an expression of truth, if one does
not feel it, he or she cannot express it. The ability
to project honesty is a rare quality that is rapidly
disappearing ,bensath a veneer of sophisticated
salesmanship. 'But real honesty in efforts to help
the customer will show itself and will prove one of
the most powerful 'tools the salesperson, auto \
parts, or other, can possess. . f '9

Sincerity is like honesty in that it is expressed
in the attitude. The salesperson does not do
customer a favor by waiting upon him or her. T e
salesperson needs to have a genuine desire to help
and to serve. Successful sales are the result of a
sincere effort to help the customer with his or her E.

various problems. The customer can sense whether
a real effortis being made to meet his orlier needs.
Repeat busiosss may depend upon the customer's '
opinion as to the element of sincerity in the
customer-salesperson relationship.

. ,
. . .' 'Meeting the Customer. . . . ,.

The initial customer-salespersorn meeting forms
the most important relationship to develop in the
auto parts store. From this encounter will or will
not develop the successful sale, which hinges upon
the customer' original need, the company's ability
to physically meet that need,,and the salesperson's
handling of the situation. T1original encounter
between the auto parts salesperson and the cus-
tomer deserves serious attention.

Except for the presence. of a few, generalized
accessories, aut parts form a highly specialized
biidy of materia4 that requires specific knowledge
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.
for proper identification. The auto parts sales-
person must be prepared, during the original
encounter with the customer, to determine the
exact nature of the part or parts involved, the
exact model for which they are intended, and the
presence on the vehicle of certain optiOns that
affect the selection of the correct parts. The
existence of so many models and options compli-
cates the parts salesperson's job to the extent that
frequently even a mechanic or the car owner can.
not give the correct information.

The selection of even a correct fah belt can'
lead to a detailed interrogation, and the situation
may be much more complicated when certain
other parts are needed,- for example, parts for an
intricate ,automatic transmission. Questioning the
custom_ er is necessary for the proper selection of
most modern parts and can be a source of
frustration for both customer.and salesperson.

The ability to make such interrogations ha:-
fully only comes from long and broad experience
in the field. Knowledge gf each item is paramount,
and the parts person must constantly remind
himself or herself that, even though the procedure
is often boring and complex, it is a necessary .part
of his or her Vocation.' Failure to elicit enough
information may ,result in the wrong part being
Sold. An antagonistic approach will only frustrate
and complicate the whole procedure. Short cuts
should be developed to gain the needed informa-
tion as quickly as possible. One shortcut is to learn
the distinctive differences that will identify cor-
rectly the model and the needed part. If it is
feasible to bring in the old part for identification,
replacement is usually simpler.

'Sales Techniques

Sales techniques in the automotive
, Include all of those previously mention

topic honestf, sincerity, competence,

s field
d in this
atierice,-

and more. Customers frequently dg not know,
exactly what they want or need, and, certainly for
the most part, they are unaware of related needs.
For example, it is never a good idea to sell ignition
pOints, witkut suggesting a condenser {and vice
versa). If the customer asks for the point gap
setting on a particular model, he or she should be
told, even tlipugh it must be looked up, and then ,
the, suggestion made that he or she lubricate the

-AP
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ilistributor, cam lobe lightly with a suitable lubri-
cant. Such constructivegi estions can make steady
customers of casual ones.

Suggesting related items for purchase (e.g.,
clamps with hose, cement with gaskets, or paint
supplies with paint) is an important part of the
saleiperson's repertoire. Not only are such sugges-
tions legitimate but they are often appreciated, and
they bring considerable added revenue to the store.
Such related itenis should be suggested at a
strategic time pointing the potential need for
the utility of the related item(s).

The auto parts 'salesperson must be ready to
discuss any item. in the store with clarity and
competerice, setting forth its virtues and compar-
ing it, feature by feature, with other brands and
models. This kind of knowledge requires a constant
effort by the parts person to reinain current by
reading service bulletins, trade publications, and
advertising media Concerning the merchandise he,
or she sells. Nothing Will kill a .sale quicker than h
salesperson who is not fully .informed on, the
product he or sheilshowing tosthe Customer.

New items in stk are always a potential sales_
feature and may' be shown, legitimately on the
strength of theii newness. New togls, gages, instru-,
ments, accessories; and any, items of improved
design are particularly good subjects for sales
efforts. Garage owners and mechanics are especially
interested in new accessories smfin simplified parts
or feplacement kits:

' Closing the Sale
-

.Closing the safe; Should include a courteous
inquiry as to any otherliis needed and an
appraisal as to related 'P'arts t a-rinight have been
overlooked. Tips may: tie offered on quicker, more
satisfactory installation methods that the sales-
person has learned Retail customers are apt to
inquire, about installation instructions, and these
should be supplied quickly and courteously. If the

.salesperson does not know, the customer should be
put in touch with shop personnel who can help.

When the parts person does not have -part
that the Customer...needs, he or she should make an
_effort to locate it for,him or her.A"phone call to
another store takes orfly a minute, and the cus-
tomer will appreciate the effort. Special orderstan
be handled for the, customer by whatever system
tas been established by the store.

t.)
LI
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UNIT E '- COUNTER SALES

TOPIC 4 HOrt TO SELL

Study Guide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the
blank at the right.

I
1. Repeat 1 are the backbone of most businesses and are built on more than 2 . 1

2

The salesperson's 3 and willingness to 4 are crucial To lasting sales. 3
.4

3. A company must be willing to back its merchandise if 5 6 is to be built and 5
maintained.

1/4

6

4. A casual approach does not mean a 7 approach. 7.

5. Honesty, is shown in approaching a customer More by 8 than by 9 . 8.
9

4,--
6. Repeat business may depend upon the customer's opinion as to the sincerity of the 10

10 .

`'

7. Except for a few general 11 , auto parts are a highly 12 body of material. 11

12

8. The presehce on the v%cle Of certain 13 will 'often affect the selection of 13
correct parts.

9. Proper selection of most current auto parts may require 14 15 of the 14
customer. 15

10.-Failure to elicit complete 16 may result in the sale of the wrong pa?t. 16,..
11.'Nothikg will kill a sale quicker than IT knowledge of a product being shown: 17

12: New items in stock are always a 18 sales feature. 18
. -

-13. Retail customers are often interested in new 19 and simplified replacement 19
20 20

`14: Retail customers are apt to ask about 21 instructions. 21

15. When out of a part needed, the parts person should make an effort to 22 it for 22

corresponding

. the customer.
.O

Test

Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. A glib talker is the best salesperson.

111

119

1. T F
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e cusibmeis can be sydet-talked into buyin 2. T F

3. A sincere, helpful sa6persan builds repeat sales. .\ 3. T F

ilss, 4. In his or her first approach to a difficult custom r, the salesperson should seem 4. T F
indifferent rather than avid.

5. The customer will be influencedfby his or her apprai
attitude.

of the salesperson's mental T F

6. Specific knowledge of the customer's needs must sometimes be obtained by 6. T
lengthy interrogation. . J

7. Frequently, customers do not know just what they need. 7.

8. Ignition points should never be sold without suggesting a new point gap setting.

9. The more the salesperson knows about his or her wares, the more war
likely to sell.

e or she is

T Fi

8. T

F9. 7,

10. A customer should never be sent to a competitbr's store for an item that is not in 10.
stock where he or she'first seeks it

9

120
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UNIT Displays
TOPIC 1 DISPLAY MERCHANDISING

This topic is planned toprovide answers to the following questions:
How have auto parts selling policies changed ? .

What are the basic types of merchandising?
Wat is critical to walk-in trade? 4

What is the purpose of sales promotion?,
What is vital to the economic life of an auto parts store?

The auto parts sales program recently went
through a significant change in selling policies.
Manufacturers' parts are now on thousands of
counters and shelves in the majoi retail and chain
'Stores throughoit the United States. Their sales are
aimed at the -it-yourselfer." And for this
reason the alit() p stores will Mire to change
their approach to sel g if they expect to stay in
business.

Forms of Merchandising

In analyzing in-store sales of automotive parts,
equipment, and accessory and` service. items, several
basic types of merchandising should be considered.

Exposure of merchandise. A'good merchan-
diser exposes as much, merchandise as
possible to the Customer. Mass merchan-
disers, such as Sears and Penneys, know the
value of merchandise exposure, and their
sales records are proof that it pays' off
profitable sales. Au? par,ts jobbers through-
out the country have experiericed" an
inciease in safes of 30 to 40 percent as the
results,?' f afilSpting a good display merchad-
disingreigram.

2. Point-of-purchase sales information. Up
'until no_w few auto parts and, equipment
wholesalers have considered pricing an.d
`product information as a necessary step in
selling merchandise. However, with the
recent,, changes in selling policies, point-
of-purchase sales information hat become
an important selling' point .,with' walk-in
customers, .

3. Trained sales personnel to encourage cus-
,iomers to buy. Today, custoiyers want to

9746057

look around and select- merchandise for
themselves; therefore, all salespersons
should be trained to encourage customers
to look aroind and buy.

After good store planning, layout, and mer-
chandise displays have been established, sales pro-
motion efforts should be directed to getting
consistent customer traffic into the storj Some of
the tools which can be used to get return cus-
tomers are as follows:

1. Attention-getting newspaper ads,
2. Radio and television commercials

- 3. Circulars t.

Direct mail
5. Customer discount cards
The* merchandiser must think "w -in" trade,

which includes more than just ret trade. Every
wholesale customer that comes i to the store is
subject,1/4to impulse buxing, of well-displayed ;Mer-
chandise.

Display Factors

Any good .merchandising plan is based on,a
knowledge of past performance, current abilities,
and 'limitations, and the objectives one has for his
or her business in the areas of sales, investments,
and profits. Before an in-store display merchandis-
ing program can be put into effect, the following
factors must bectaken into Consideration.

Type of Customer

The type of customer that with patronizing
the store should be determined beforehandservice
station operator, garage proprietor, fleet operator, .
car dealer, recreational vehicle dealer, truck dealer,

PM 121
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and so forth. If, for example, 75 percent of the
buss ess is with wholesale trade,, and it is the
inte tion O f the auto parts store management to
keep '\ this kind of trade, the displays should be
constructed around the type of merchandise that
appals to the,wholesale customer. t
Kinds of Products .

The kinds of products and other services
offered by the auto paits Ore Should be assessed
thoroughly prigs, to makin y display decisions.
Products sucifras engine parts, body, supplies,
accessories, and service items and services such as
tool rental are important factors in determining the
character and health of the mess. As these
factors.art reviewed, the strengths and weaknesses
of the business can be identified, and plans can be...

made to capitalize or improve"on them through
good display programs.

Store Traffi

Store traffic is .vital to the economic health of
an auto parts business. Some of the questions that
should be resolved before the auto parts person
decides on an appropriate display are as follows:

1. What is the in-store traffic?
2. Does the store have contacts that can be

used to bilild traffic? . .

What kind of neighborhood is the store
located in? -

4. ,Nlat are the business houis 'of the store?
, .

Employees ,

Employees play an important part in getting
and holding in-store busine:'' Therefore, \ they
should be able to do some, if not all, of the
followingtasks:

. .. ,
1. Address every customer by_name
2. Wait on female customers
3. Change and freshen displays
4. Communicate technical knowledge to the

customer
5. Learn new customer handling techniques

that will encourage browsing and impulse
buying.

6. Think profit
7.' Give sound advice to the "do-itvourselfer"

, 8. Make presentations -.

9. Participate in sales and product meetings

Facilities and Equipnient-'''

The store location is critical to walk-in trade. If
- the store is to be relocated, or new branches are to

r.

: Auto Parts

be ope4Linanagement should use the warehouse
distributor's knowledge, manpower, and expertise
to find the best location.

Perhaps one of the most important factors in
establishing an auto parts business is the appe,4r-f ance of the building. In ,assessing the exterior ,of
the store, the following qii,estions.shOuld be asked:

1. What, image does the exterior of the busi-
ness convey to the potential customer?

2. Is. the building. , clean, attractive, and invit-
ing to the customer?

3. Are the merchandise displays in the win-
dows inviting?

al Is there convenient parking?
5. Do the employees look-like they want to

helpthe customer?'
The delivery truck is used in the auto parts

business not only to deliver orders but also to
create an image. This vehicle should tell -people
wat the store sells, convey the-idea that the store
can save them money, and impart an image that
will attract prospective customers. The driv
the truck should be neat and clean, po,. and able
to encourage new business, In some cases, the
driver and the truck are the only contacts that fhe

.customer ever has with the store; therefore, both
must project the most desirable image.

Advertising ,

The main objective of advertising is to attract
and hold the attention of the prospective cus-
tomer. This task is best accomplished by the use of
the basic elements .of attention ,such as size,
position, contrast, color, sound, movement, illus-.
tration, and benefits....

Size. In the newpaper antthe yellow pages of
the telephone directory, th large ad rather than
the small ad is more likely t catch the eye of the
prospective. customer. How er, doubling the ad-
size does not doiible the r ults. Psychological
studies have shown that a fu page ad has an
attention value of 100 percent, hat a half -page ad
has an attention 'value of 71. per .nt, and that a
quarter-page* ad has an attention value of 50
percent. The general rule,is to have as large of an
ad or asjong of a radio or television corninercial as
possible to do the best selling job.

Pdsition. Advertisers should use prime riving
time on the radio. In newspapers the best results
are obtained by placing the ads for men. on or, near
the business or sports page and the gds for women
on' the society qr household pages, Ads should be
placed under every heading that describes the
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stare's major products or services' in the yellow
pages.

The size of the ad will often determine the
poljtion it will get in the newspaper. The larger the
aaTtli9 better the position. The -hand page in
newspapers gets 5 to 10 percent better readership
than the left-hand page. Outside columns catch the
eye better than inside columns. Also, the upper,
half of the page gets better readership 'than the
lowerhalf of the page.

In the yellow pages, the best positions are
those closest to the beginning of a heading. People
who use this reference are ready to buy and are
lookin'g for suppliers. Therefore, ad features such
as layout, headlines, content, Snd illustrations are
important.

Color and contrast. These elements are ex-
tremely important,. even in black and white ads.
Most ads are printed with b -k type on a white
backgrolind; however, revers type can be used for
contrast to other. ads. Half nes can be used for
color effect. Plenty of white pace.should be used
in ads, particularly if they are small.

Sound. Sound is obviously important in radio
and television advertising. A quiet, well-modulated
voice may be a welcome relief when the advertising
is on a rock music station. f the advertising is-
during

tei
during a talk show, a s c background may
attract extraattention,

Movement and illustration. These elements can
be achieved by using illustrations and type. The
illustration should be functional and show the
product or it use. The illustration should either
show the positive benefits the customer can expect
from using the . prbduct, or warn them of- the
consequences i they do not use the product.

lfBenefiis. enefits are the primary feature of
the best and most successful ads. Headlines that
speak directly to 'the prospective customer should

t.

s-

4.
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be used to tell them how the products and services
can enhance their gives\ or solve their problems.
Illustrations 4nd other movement elements can also
be used to Convey benefits.

The auto parts store management should work
closely with the warehouse distributor to get the
best results from adivertising. The warehouse dis-
tributor can help with ad mats, supplier advertising
funds, cost sharing programs, and. so forth. The
members of the warehouse distributor management
team are real experts in these areas and should be
used to the best advantage.

Sales Promotion.

Sales promotion is the act of furthering the
development of the sale after the store and the
customer have made contact. This contact may
occur when the customer sees a sign, reads a
newspaper advertisement, or enters the store for-
the first time.

In addition to telling the customer where the
storeore is located, what it sells, and when to tome in,
the sales promotion should offer to sell something
at a very low price to improve chances that the
customer will visit the store. Some of the sales
promotion methods used today are as follows.

1. Special discount on a given item with a
minimum dollar purchase

2. Discount on second item with the purchase
of two items

3. Free item with a purchase
4. Premiums or free goods with dealer pur-

chase
5: Deiler trip programs
6. Salesperson on the road to promote and

sell
7. Signs and point-of-purchase information
8. Customer delivery service
9. Special terms and seasonal billing terms

P
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TOPIC' 1 DISPLAY MERCHANDISING

Study Guide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in
blank at the right.

1. Auto parts sales in the major retail and chain stores are aimed at the 1 .

the corresponding

1

2. The auto parts store location is critical to 2 trade.
w

, 2

3. Sales promotion is the act of furthering the development of the sale after the 3 3
and 4 have made confact. 4

4. The main objectiv, of advertising is to 5 and the attention of the 5.
prospective,ustomer. 6

F
5 One of the most important factors in establishing an auto parts business is the 7 7

of the building.
, 4, .

6. In some cases, the 8 and the are the only contacts the customer ever has 8
9

8

with the auto parts store.

he newspaper, the 10 ad rather than the 11 ad is more likely to catch the 10
eye o e prospective customer. 11

The econom health of an auto partbusiness is dependent on 12 13 . , 12
13

9, A good merchandiser 14 as much 15 as possible to the customer. 14
15

10 Special discounts free items, and customer delivery service are forms of 16 16.
17.

Test

1. The new trend in parts merchandisingis aimed at the wholesale customer.

2. Sales personnel should not encourage customers to look around.

3 The type of customer has no beafing on the type of inventory to be stocked.

4. The type.Of custome and kind of, product should be similar.

5. Store location is critical tithe sales of walk-in trade:

. 6. Delivery-trucks and drivers are not' important to parts sales.

7. The image conveyed by the exterior of the auto parts store is not important.

17

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T

5. T F

6. T F

7. T F
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8. Advertising is used to attract and hold the attention of the prospective customer.

9. Customery delivery service is a type of sales promotion.
,.. .

10. The warehouse distributor can be of tremendous help with an advertising program.

..

8.

9.
.

10.

k

e

N.,

...

40

1.20

t

--..........,.
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UNIT F DISPLAYS

TOPIC 2 WHY DISPLAY?

O

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
What functions are assigned to displays?
What cap display do for a new product?

. /What is the chief function of a seasonal display?
What can displays do for store appeaiance?

A display has been described as a silent
salesperson to which several functiOns of the vocal
salesperson may be assigned. Displays are aimed at
ultimate sales through, customer interest, but they
reach the target in a variety of ways. Any display
that is attractive or interesting has a potential sales
appeal, and any passerby who pauses to examine a
display is a potential customer.

Creating Customer Interest

Most displays are designed for direct sales
appeal. Others are designed to Appeal to the
customer in a less direct way thro\igh an interest
theme.

Direct sales appeal is a theme eally cared out.
An item or items which lend themselves to
attractive display Can be set up in many ways.
Accessories, tools, and equipment are especially
suited for effective display, although they are by
no means the only items that display well. The
direct appeal display should be simple, uncluttered,
attractively arranged, and prominently placed.

The interest-theme display can be just as
,effective as a direct appeal display, but in a more
subtle way. One of the most effeptive interest
displays was an early Powerglide automatic trans-
mission, completely, disassembled, with each com-
ponent identified by a name card, and with the
whole transmission arranged in an exploded
fashion in a parts room display case. The display
created a great deal of interest. For retail cut-
tomers it illustrated the concept and complexity of
the Powerglide transmission (which was new on the
market), and reminded them of the importance or
regular transmission service. For mechanics and
parts, persons alike, it was an excellent reference
for identifying needed transmission parts and for
suggesting related items.

Introducing New Products

One of the most frequent and effective uses of
display is to introduce new products. The purpose

of such displays is to make the customer aware of a
new and desirahle product and to create within
him or her the! desire to buy it. Such displays
usually follow the direct appeal method, although
some items are not restricted to direct sales. Many
displays carry both direct sales and interest themes,
and an effective blending of both themes can be
the most profitable of all.

New products especially need prominent and
effective display. The qualities and claims of the
new product must be set before the consumer in
such a manner that he or she will understand its
value and be persuaded to buy. New products
represent some new concept or 'an improvement
over an old concept. Effective display must exploit
the newness of the improvement that the product
offers (Fig. F-1).

Selling Related Items

Displays frequently sell related items. A related
item is a piece of merchandise that can be logically

Fig. F-1. Self-selling display

X118'
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suggested for purchase along with the article or
edit-41es requested. By the transmission display
previously mentioned the ,repair person was fre-
quently reminded of related parts he,-onshe might
need, such as gaskets, rings, seals, thrust washers,
spacers, plates, lock rings, and the like. Many
,effective displays carry out a mechanical or sea-
sonal theme in which a number of related parts are

-displayed together. Many automotive assemblies
lend themselves. to group display.

Related items may. be connected with pre-
ventive maintenance. The small interior parts of a
carburetor, mounted on a velvet-covered display
board to enhance their intricate nature, will sell
many a gas filter to owners whose cars are not
presently equipped with adequate filtering means.
If a customer can be shown that such preventive
maintenance is not only desirable but economical,
he or she will buy the product and be thankful for
the suggestion.

A direct relationship exists between preventive
maintenance sales and customer goodwill, vtich is
frequently overlooked. Such related sales are legiti-
mate and practical, well-planned displays are an
effective way of achieving them.

Selling Seasonal Items

, Seasonal display themes that emphasize groups
Of items are extremely effective when properly
arranged. Summer accessories, cold- weather re-
quirementS, wet - weather goods, and spring mainte-
nance items are themes with almost limitless
possibilities. These group themes can use all the
potential that displays possess,,tireCt sales 'appeal,
interest groups,' related sales opportunities, and"
preventive maintenance.e.

Summer accessories provide the large.st single
sales appeal in seasonal merchandise. Each year
Americans drive billions of vehicle miles on high-
ways in the United States. A substantial part of
this mileage is accumulated during ,thesurnmer
vacation of the motoring public. 6,c. rhfOrt and
-convenience accessories and theil Maintenance, are
.a large item in the vacationing Motorist's. budget.
Air conditioners, coolers, luggage carriers, trailefS,
campers, traveling and camping accessories, fires,

and so on, plus the mechanical maintenance :aids
necessary for extended trips, are all items which
can be effeCtively displayed and spld through a
summer theme. 1--, . . Fig. F-2.

119

Other seasonal needs lend themselves to effec-
tive group display. The best ways to plan and
arrange displays will be discussed ih the next topic.

Improving Store Appearance
Automotive parts and accessories can be used

to make very attractive displays. A, little imagina-
tion and ingenuity can transform an ordinary parts
stockroom into an attractive parts department for
little cost.1Vacant corners, unused wall space, large
window areas, and counter ce are all potential
display sites (Fig. F-2).

Displays should be designed to enhanci- the
appearance of the customer sales area. People
enjoy shopping in an area that is clean and well
lighted, and in which merchandise may be viewed.
A waiting customer will browse if there are interest
centers and attractive displays available.

'Displays can be planned tpirivite attention
while generally -improving the appearance of the
store. Wall space can be equipped with pedestals,
shelving dusters .0r- shadow-box arrangements.
Window tsgatthents, while dressing up the window
siiace,,tfibuld serve as attentioinetters to invite the
customer inside for potential sales. Unused corners,
which tend to collect odds and ends, should
instead be fitted with suitable displays. In areas
where there is counter space, counter displays will
serve as interest centers while breaking up an
otherwise drab architectural necessity.

: 144 f

Courtisy TriCilY Auto Supply, Richmond

Typicitl displays in a wholesale-retail auto supply.
store
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TOPIC Z WHY DISPLAY?
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Study Guilie

Determine the coect word for each numberedNairk i the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

1. Displays are aimed at ultimate 1 through 2 . 1

, 2.
2. Most displayg are designed for 3 sales appeal. 3

o

3. Another appeal to the customer can be made in a less dirett way through an 4 4
5.5 .

4. One of the most,frequent and effective uses of display is to 6 7 products. 6..

7

5. New products represent a new 8 or an 9 . 8.
9

6. Effective display of a new product must 10 the newness or the improvement. 10

7. A related ite s one that can be 11 suggested for purchase along with the 11
articlet 12 12

8. Related items may include 13 14. items. 13

14..

9. The largest' single sales appeal in seasonal displays are 15 accessories. 15

10. An(ordinary parts stockroom can become an attractive parts departMent through 16
16

Test
Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Most displays appeal to the cusymerindirectly. 1. T F

2. Tools and accessories are well suited todisplay. 2. T F

3. A complex display of an assembly may serve as a reminder that such assemblies 3. T F -

need regular maintenance.

4.:New products can best be sold 'without display. , 4. T . F

5. Selling preventive maintenance is one way to obtain customer goodwill. T F

6. A grouping of snow tires, antifreeze, windshield scrapers, lightweighfoil, and whee' 6. T F
chains could be a very effective late autumn display,,

$ $

7. When displayed, new prodtts usually try to make a diTct appeal. 7. T

4

120
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a

8. When improved items are displayed, the improvements will be self-evident. 8. T F
. . 4

9. Comfort and convenience accessories provide a small market compared to 9. T F
efficiency and safety items.

10. Dgplays may prove of value not only to customers but also to shop mechanics. 10. T F.
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UNIT F DISPLAYS

TOPIC 3 HOW TO DISPLAY

This topic is planned to provide answers to the following questions:
What Rualities of an item should be emphasized when it is p ced on display?
Can more than one quality be emphasized at one time?
How can each different quality be stressed?
Can more than one item be effectively displayed at the sam point?
How many different displays should be staged in the salesroom at one time?

A person may do good display work without
knowing just what it is that makes his or her work
sak,Le,ssful. Some people have an intuitive feel for
the arrangement of materials into an attractive
display. Describing display techniques, however,
can be simplified by the use, of certain key words.
If one has the feel for good display, then the words
will reinforce what is already known. Without
experience in display work, these words can be
helpful toward 'understanding the aims and pur-
poses of effective display.

Display Terminology

The following are examples of terminology
that is usectirequently in display work.

Functional Display

A functional display points-out the usefulness
of the product. The desirability of the item lies in
its usefulness, it may do a job better or more
easily, The functional display must exploit this
aspect of the product.

Aesthetic Display

Aesthetic display emphasizes the beauty of the
product. Certain shapes or finishes appeal to us in a
way which can not always be described. This is an
aesthetic appeal: Manufacturers spend millions of
dollars in design engineering, trying to create a
form or shape that has aesthetic appeal. New, car
styles are a prime example of this effort.

Staged Display

symmetry, but it-can be achieved in ether ways. A
display should not be top-heavy or lop-sided, but
arranged in a way that gives a feeling of balance.

Prominence Cf Display

Prominence means conspicuousness or striking
to the eye. A displayed item should occupy a place
that stands out, both in its display setting and in its
general- 1ocaTTaq. Visual accessibility is a key to
good display.

Kinds of Merchandise Displays

The most common kinds of interior merchan-
dise displays are opeh displays, end displays, closed
displays, architectural displays, platform displays,
and ledge andAvall displays.

OpenDisplays ,

Open displays may prese,nt an entire assort-
ment of merchandise from which the customer can
select or may present certain items selected from
stock to ,attract .the customer's attention:1n either
case open displays allow the customers t& handle
the gooc44. The ,inerchandise may _bp placed in an
orderly fashion on tables, racks, of gondolas. The

",...--lasket or dump display is also a form of open
display. Merchandise is piled into wire baskets or
onto bargain tables in a helter-skelter fashion to
give the impression of a great volume of merchan-
dise being offered at low prices. Goods in damaged
packages or cans are often sold in this manner.

A staged display has a definite plan. It is not
just a row of bottled polishes or chemicals, or an
array of chro e. It has a plan and a theme. Staged
displays are ar more effective than random displays.

Symmet of Display

Symmetry means a certain visual balance in the
products .displayed. Grocery clerks build pyramids
of canned goods. This is a form of display

122

End,Displays

Stores use end displays (displays placed at the
ends of merchandise aisles) to feature advertised
merchandise. End displays with arches or canopies
are the best displays for. focusing attention upon
the featured merchandise. Motion in a display
attracts more attention and sells more goods than
does a stationary display. The larger an end display
and the more prominent its location, the greater
are the chances of a sale.

130
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Closed Displays

Closed displays allow the customer to view the
Merchandise but do not permit them to handle it_
Examples of closed displays are glassed-in show-
cases, interior windows, and niches (often near
elevators and escalators). Closed displays protect
goods from physical damage and theft and are easy
to keep in order.

Display Techniques

An introduction to display techniques is really
an introduction to the five key expressions listed
above. Three of these word concepts or display
Conceptsstaging, symmetry, and propiinence
should alwaYi be sought. The nature of the
product will determine whether a functional or
aesthetic theme (or both) should be stressed.

Displays must be prominent, but not offensive.
The top of the counter should not be cluttered
with a lot of miscellaneous material, especially if
work space is limited. The customer area should
not be guttered with many displays that make.
walking about difficult. A few well-planned and
well-placed displays will do a better job of selling
than many unplanned displays (Fig. F:-.3).

Displays should be kept simple, but attractive.
A single item, rather than a whole pyramid of the
same item, can be just as effective if properly
posed. Attention can be.brought to the item by a
prominent setting, appropriate surroundings, and
where possible, special lighting. A chrome acces-
sory, highly polished and mounted on a draped
pedestal with special lighting, has more sales appeal

lek
Courtesy Tri.City Supply, Richmond

Fig. F-3. Behind the counter displays

than a windowful of sciiittered and unposed mer-
chandise. This is true for most displays whether
they are on countertops or wall shelves, in display,
cases or ,window cases. A display should be simple,-
uncluttered, attractively, posed, and prominently
placed.

Display Appropriateneis
Before 'a display is begun, the appeal the

merchandise offers should be determined. If it is a
functional appeal, a setting should be designed to'
emphasize this functional quality. If related items
will help to, emphasize 'Usefulness, thsiy should be
arranged together. If.a comparison with an older
less usefulproduct is 'appropriate, the display
should compare them. All' signs, placards, and
descriptive material should join in carrying out the
functional appeal of the product. Function 'should
be the central theme; other rules of good display
must also be follovIed.

Some items display best for their aesthetic
appeal. Chrome wheel covers (discs) have no
particular functional value, but their beauty of
design is attractive. Displays which emphasize the
aesthetic qualities of a - product should refiebt.
special attention given to the setting. Padded and
draped pedestals and backdrops are especially
attractive. Rich colors are usually desirable. Special
lightingdirect, indirect, or shadowedcan be
extremely effective in this kind of display. The
beauty of the product is emphasized; the more
attractive it can be made to appear, the greater the
sales appeal.

Some items lend themselves -to -both functional
and aesthetic display. These items should be
treated with all the display _skill that the parts
person can muster, for they offer the greatest
potential sales appehl. Both themesusefulness and
beautyshould be exploited to the fullest.

( DisplayStaging

Staging a display demands a place and a theme.
The place must be prominent; people must be able
to seeeit {but not stumble over it). The theme is a
little more complicated. Is it a direct sales appeal
or an interest theme? Is it a theme relating several
items, such as a seasonal display? What is the
selling point, beauty or usefulness?

Once the location and theme are chosen,. the
job is half-finished. A sketch should be prepared.
All the, materials ;,should be gathered, and the
display area thoroughly 'cleaned,. Any pedestals,
stands, drapes, or coverings to be used are arranged
first. If the merchandise has no related theme, the
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items may be tried in various patterns until balqnce
is achieved. Special lighting is then prO ed where,
needed.

Related themes require special attention.
scertain items should be groupid. For example, in a
ring tune-up theme the spark plugs, ignition
wires, ignition coil, distributor cap, condenser,
pOints, and rotor are related components. Interest
themes, such as the transmission display, pentioned
earlier, providetan effective display only if accu-
rately grouped. Balance and sight appeal should
airways be sought. *<,

Display Maintenance.
isplays must be cleaned regularly and re-

aligned frequently. If displays are open, people are
bound Ito handle them. A display should not be left
out too, long. When interest begins to fade, the
display Should be changed.

4
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c. i
Study Assignment

I. , Look up the following words in an unabridged
dictionary: o'

functional
' aesthetic

staged

From the 'dictionary definition of each word
formulate a simple, easily remembered defini-
tion that applies to displays.

2. = Plan and sketch, a large display. Use* as many of
' the ideas from this unit as You can in the
displays. On ,the back of the sketch, explain
briefly your reasons for stagIngthe display as

- you did. Show the work to your instructor;
then show it to your employer. Discuss with
your employer the possibility of actually build-
ing the'display. .

symmetry '

proniinent

41,
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UNIT F DISP

T PIC 2 HOW TO DISPLAY

Study Guide

Determine the correct word for each numbered blank in the sentence, and write it in the corresponding
blank at the right.

1. The utility and usefulness of a product is pointed out by a 1 display.

. 2. An, 2 display emphasizes the beauty of the product.

3. A 3 display has a definite plan.

4. In the open display the customer 4 the goods. °,........
5. A displayed item should ow,y-a-place of 5 , in both its setting and its 6 .

6. The key to good display is 7 8 .

7. The natuie of the product displayed will determine whether a 9 or 10_ theme, 9..
10.or both, should be stressed.

8. The counter top should not be 11 . 11

9. Before a display is begun, the 12 that. the items offer should be determined.

10. Staging a display requires a 13 and a' 14 .

Test
- Circle T if the statement is true; circle F if the statement is false.

1. Intuition plays a part in makingi 'good display.

2. If one has a feel for a good display, words cannot help him or her to understand 2. T F
the subject.-

3. Aesthetic display'stresses beauty of form or finish. 3. T' F

4. A staged display should have a randOm arrangement. .4. T

Symmetry can involve either physical or visual balance. 5. T F

`6. Staging, symmetry, and prominence can all be included in the same display. 6. T F

7. Clutter reduces the effectiveness of a display.

8. The more displays that pan be set up in a store arethe more customers will be 8. T F
persuaded to buy.

air
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9. Alfparts of a display.should support its theme.

10. Usefulness and beauty can both be exploited in a single display.

11. A display can be effectively staged anywherq in the salesroom.

12. Displays in open areas should be cleaned and realigned frequently.

13. End displays are used to ozfeattire advertised merchandise.

14. Displays need not be too well planned ,3..bffective.

15, In closed displays the customer is not allowed to handle the merchandise.

p
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